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Preface

Two of the most critical problems facing t,olleges and universities today
are ever-tightening budgets and relationships between the public institutions of higher education and state 4-oordinating or governing boards. The
Spring 1974 EDUCOM Conference "Computing and the Decision Makers.
Where Does Computing Fit in Institutional Priorities?" addressed ti.ese
issues and others from the viewpoint of the administrator. For in decisions
on questions of funding within an institution and on relationships with
state coordinating agencies, it is the administrator who is responsible for
institutional finances as well as computing who is the deusion maker.

Developing four unique aspects of the conference theme, separate
tracks of the conference included, the development of statewide resource
sharing arrangements, the ways in which computing can be delivered,
resource allocation within an institution, and computing for instruction.
Designed as an opportunity for individuals with responsibility for
computing within institutions to meet with the adminisilator who must
allocate resources within the institutions, the conferes,..e drew a diverse
audience including representatives from l-ull eges , universities, educational
service organizations and state coordinating boards.
Keynote addresses and papers presented in panels and workshops have
been edited and collected in the following pages. Further inf,.rmation
concerning any of the systems or application, described in these chapters
can best be obtained by writing directly to the author of the presentation.
The names and addresses of all confererm participants are listed in an
appendix.
On behalf of all the conferees, I want to extend sincere thanks to the
conference chairman, Gerard P. Weeg, for the time and effort which he

e,

devoted to preparing such an outstanding prugram for the conference.
Special thanks also gu to conference program committee members E. Rex
Krueger, Arthur Luehrmann, Dillun Maputher, Duane Spriestersbach and
Charles War lick.

Henry Chauncey
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Introduction

The EDUCOM Spring 1974 Conference was intended to bring together
high level decision makers and 1. umputer center directors to educate each
other regarding the plate of 1, umputing in institutional priorities. Structured panel and discussion sessions as well as informal sessions provided an
opportunity for persons with similar responsibilities to exchange informa-

tion. However, by bringing together the key decision makers and the
advocates of the use of technology in higher education we hoped to
entourage in a way nut often accomplished within individual institutional
settings, debate, understanding, and perhaps resolution, of some of th,
issues related to the incorporation of 1, omputing into regular institutional
budgets and plans. Fair and rational decisions can be achieved about
allocation of computing resources only if the organizational issues as well
the costs and benefits of the technologies are understood by all parties.
These proceedings are structured to reflect the four tracks of the
conference resource allocation within an institution, statewide planning,
modes of delivery of coinputing services, and the use of t omputers for
instruction. Beginning with a key note presentation, each of the four parts

of this volume include most of the papers presented in panels and
workshops during the 1, unfereme. Charles Mosmann's key note presenta-

tion on statewide resource sharing arrangements includes observations
based on his y zar-long study of Academic Computer Planning in North
America which he has conducted under the sponsorship of EDUCOM.
Chapters following the Mosmann presentati,..n include ease study style
descriptions of existing resource sharing arrangements in the states and
provinces.

3
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Part II focuses or ways of delivering ,. omputing services within an
institution. Key notes. by Leland Williams, Triangle Universities Computation Center, this portion of the volume includes presentations on delivery
of t.omputing via networks Within and among institutions, and papers on
various Ineralviiival arrangements which an be made within an institution.
Part I:1 of this volume includes presentations un the alio-anon of
resources within the university from the viewpoint of the president and

other high level adnumstrators. Key noted by Ronald Roskens, Chancellor
of the University of Nebraska at Omaha, papers in this portion of the book
outline the favturs which the president of an institution of higher eduvation
vonsiders when allovating funds to vomputing and other avtivities within
an institution. Viewpoints are expressed by representatives of volleges and
universities of a range of size and mission.
Part IV of this volume, focusing on vomputing fur instruction, includes
papers wint.h illustrate spevifiv applivations of vo 1puting for instruction

in voileges and universities as well as comments on training faculty
members to use vomputing in instruvtion and inventives which are
nevessary to invorporate vomputing into the regular vurriculurn. The
key note for this portion of the book reviews various ways in which
computing can he used for instruction in the university.
A banquet address un vomputing avtivities in the U.S.S.R. presented by
Dun A ulenkamp of the National Svienve Foundation, provided a highlight
for many vonferees as well as a vhange of pave from the domestic focus of
the presentations. Dr. Aufenkamp's presentation on vomputing avtivities
in the U.S.S.R. appears as Chapter 21.
The 1974 Spring EDUCOM Conference did provide an opportunity for
at exvhange of views between administrators from volleges and universities

who must weigh the allovation of resources to computing and other
tevhnologies against a myriad of other institutional needs, with the faculty
and vomputer piufessiunals responsible for vomputing servit.es who ale
vonverned that the full benefits of the applivation of these technologies be
understood when budgets and institutional plans are made.

All of the speakers, workshop cnairrnen, and panel members at the
conference vontributed much time and effort to the program. Without
their vontributions the level of disvussion and the wealth of information
available at the vonferenve and invluded in this volume would not have
been possible.
Gerard P. Weeg
Conference Chairman
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STATEWIDE
SYSTEMS
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Chapter 1

Statewide Systems
by Charles J. Mosmann

For the past twelve months, I have been engaged in a study of academic

computer planning in the American states and Canadian provinces.
Specifically, the study examines the extent to which planning for
computing resources, and the exek.ution of these plans, is taking place off
campus, in multi-campus governing boards, in k.00rdinating councils and
boards of higher education, and in government agencies whose primary
function is fiscal control rather than education. The report of this project,
which includes some two dozen case studies, will be available in the fall of
19741.
Gratitude is due to the Exxon Education Foundation, which generously

sponsored the project, and to EDUCOM, which provided the project a
home. Without the freedom provided by these two organizations, nothing
could have been done.
ATTITUDES TOWARD STATE ACTION

In 1971 at the EDUCOM meeting in Philadelphia, a series of speakers
and panels introduced many educators to a revolution in the way in which
computing services might be provided for `Uglier education. The growing
viability of a number of alternatives to the traditional "one-campus/one-

computer" concept was the major theme of that day's meetings.
7
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Mini-computers, multi-ompus systems, regional and national networks,
specialized and discipline-onented centers all appeared reasonable ways of

providing some of the series higher education needed. Taken together,
they promised to users the ability to selea the services uniquely suited to
satisfy their demands.

Many lei, that meeting with a feeling of exhilaration. New things were

happening. It was a time of opening up, a time when old certainties
disappeared and new opportunities emerged. This feeling of opening up
persists and remains an essential ,haraLieristk of EDUCOM meetings. an
awareness of a future in which wean bnng to our ampuses a ridi variety
of alternative forms of ,omputation to support a wide variety of different
purposes and different users.
In one speech at the Spring 1971 EDUCOM Conference, Robert Mautz

des,ribed a sL.heme for statewide coordination of computing in Florida.
While he did not proclaim "one-state;one-computer", he did advocate far
fewer computers than one per campus and he did insist on the need for
one single, integrated, and unified plan for computing in higher edikation
in Florida. At that time, this too seemed part of the growing wealth of
alternatives available to explore.
In 1973, correspondence with people in each of the states, Puerto Rico,
and all but the smallest of the primnes of Canada and dis,ussions, visits,

and many thousands of pages of desaiptive material reviewed for the
study indkate that the feeling of opening up, of emerging richness, has
been repla,ed on many ,,ampules by one of dosing in, a diminishing of
options, and a loss of freedom. In many states, the range of alternatives
has not been interpreted as a set among which the user should be allowed
to deode, but one among which those responsible for the entire system of
higher edik.ation should seleL.t, on behalf of the community of users.
The logic in these cases goes something like this. One. If there are many

alternatives, one must be better than the rest. Two. Computing can be
considered a utility, like water or elearical power. The question is, where
can computing of satisfactory quality be acquired most :conomically.
Three. The ,choice is between the small and inefficient and the large and
efficient. Consideration of economy of stale compels us to select the
latter. Conclusion. A single, large computer system on the model of a star
network should be provided for all the colleges within a geographic area
and under common control.
Perhaps the worst aspea of this argument is the fat that it entourages
others to similar deosions. The "network bandwagon" is highly evident in
state and provincial capitols and bureau,rats and administrators every-

where are mambling to get on it. In nearly one-third of the sixty states
and

provinces, declsion-makers

are guided by an expliut

plan for

omputing in higher edik.ation which has been generated at the provincial
or state level. This plan determines what the's, will and will not do. In

18
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another third, such a plan is now under development. Almost all such
plans explicitly call for the sharing of resources between campuses, usually

by means of a network constructed specifically for this purpose. Only
twenty states and provinces indicate that their public colleges and
universities are totally responsible for decisions about computing.

The results of such plans, which often lead from coordination to
cooperation and thence to consolidation, are liable to be less than a total
success. Networks are not incapable of providing good service, quite the
contrary, but some of the *stems constructed with the explicit purpose of
serving multiple educational institutions have been unsatisfactory. Furthermore, many of those currently in the planning stage give every indication

of satisfying, once they are complete, neither the state agencies that
it sisted on their creation, nor the users they are expected to serve. They
hibit low quality service, high costs, and under-utilization.
The most common fallacy exhibited in state plans is the assumption
that installing communications lines to an existing on-campus computer
center makes a statewide or regional network. It dues nut. Without real
efforts to provide guarantees of stability and quality, well documented
applications programs and consulting services oriented to the naivf and
long-distance users, the customers at the outlying campuses will not take
advantage of what is offered to them. Without a serious effort to make
services accessible and to give the outlying users some influence over the
policy and operation of the center, a center will naturally be monopolized
by the on-campus users. In one state, for instance, three regional centers
have been created. After nearly five years of operation, it now appears that
at two of the centers, something less than five percent of the resources are
being used off campus through the communications network.
Financial problems are not uncommon. In two states, regional centers
have been established to replace on-campus computing centers. In both

states, users now complain that they cannot afford to do computing,
because services cost more at the new centers than at the smaller,
on-campus centers they replaced. Both regional centers, by the way, were
established with funding from the state governments, so users were not
paying for the set-up costs. Since users also complain about the quality of
the service, higher fees have not purchased better quality services.
Financial problems have been caused by the unrealistic assumptions about
what is possible in a relatively simple and straightforward computer center
serving a large group of heterogeneous users.

The sheer difficulty of solving the technical problems has made sonic
developers and planners blind to the problems of network management,
financial control, and user service. In one of the first statewide systems,
for instance. a network was imposed on a largely computerless group of
colleges. It provided hardware service, but little incentive to the colleges to
develop excellence or the imaginative use of computing in instruction. By
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forong users to conform to the system, the network inhibited what it
intended to promote. In another of the earliest state systems, so much
effort and attention have been given to politi,s, argument and in-fighting
that preuous little intelle,tual resour,e has been left for the educational
fun,tions that ought to have been the object of the entire enterprise.
Some networks do work, and work very %. al. From the point of view

of the user, the highly su,,essful Dartmouth, Iowa and North Carolina
systems are star networks. They do provide the best means for users at
small institutions to 1.. atch up with the state of the art. These systems are
engineered to serve this kind of user, many others are not. Few people in
state ,apitols seem able to tell the differeme. A worthwhile system for a

geograplu,ally dispersed user ,ommunity nn edmation must exhibit a
complex of characteristics, winch may be very difficult to assure.
Designing a system to satisfy these requirements and the fmanoal and

polo" al restrktions imposed by age' ies in the ,apitol is a ,onsiderable
task to impose on a group of designers or a planning task force. The
ne,essary te,hnical and managerial skills to ,arry it off do not exist on
every ,ampus or even in every state and provime. Those states that have
rejeUed the opportunity and the nsk of ,reating a statewide
system of ,00rdnation and ,onsolidaton (Arizona, Indiana, New Mexi,o,
for instame) may be making a wiser ,hoi,e than states attempting more
than they can reasonably expect to achieve.

This may be too negative a point of view, but dangers and gentle
warnings are often easily overlooked. There s mmh to be pessimist',
about in the 4..urrent state of planning in a large number of states and
provin es. but this an ,.hinge. If some positive ,,hinge an be made in
these planning efforts, the reasons for optimism are considerable.
Improvement will not ,ome by trying to make statewide ,00rdination go
away, or by trying to fore omputing back onto the 1.. ampus, but by
building systems that will work. A number of states and provimes are
doing just that.
EXEMPLAR SYSTEMS

The Minnesota Edmational Computing Consortium (see Chapter 5)
shows every indi,ation of be,oining an exciting development and a
valuable model. The ,onsortum whuh ,onsists of primary , se,ondary, and

vo,atonal s,hools as well as higher edmation institutions, does not rely
solely on a single monolith', omputer ,enter, but will support several
sy steins serving different subsets of a large and heterogeneous 1.. ommunity.

Perhaps of greater signifi,ame, MECC has the enthusiast', a,,eptame of
its major users.

SaskComp, the Crown Corporation that provides computing for all
edmation and government in Saskatchewan, shows an imaginative

20
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approach to the difficult problem of providing resources to a small user
community. Although the SaskComp operation is small m terms of people
and money, it serves a user community widely spread geographically.
The ambitious effort in Ontario is to create a means of resource sharing

without centralization and without loss of control by universities to
government agencies.

North Carolina's success in providing computer-based instructional
materials is well known. So is that of the University of Iowa and Iowa
State University in providing statewide services without the involvement of
statewide agencies.

Many efforts are underway to provide administrative services and
systems from a coordinated and even centralized base. New York, New
Jersey, Connecticut, Massachusetts and Quebec, among others are
examples.

Before these innovations are even well established, examples of sharing

on a wider basis still are evident. CONDUIT in the instructional area, an
inter-provincial project in western Canada in administration, and the
borrowing of administrative computing materials from Florida by New
Jersey.

However, there is another aspect of the question which should be
emphasized. At the 1973 meeting of the American Council on Education,
Richard Millard, Director of Higher Education Services for the Education
Commission of the States, said, "The fact is that unilateral, essentially
autonomous decision making among post-secondary educational insti-

tutions and agencies is no longer possible. This is true of community
colleges and of large complex universities, of local agencies, and of state

and even federal ones as well." Greater control of education from off
campus is an inescapable fact. Computer networks may be the first but
will hardly be the only cases of resource sharing throughout systems of
higher education.

Computing, in serving educational goals, must be expected to be part of
education and to be governed the way education is governed. The trend
towaid centralization in the governance of higher education combines with
technological developments that make long-distance computing possible.
Thus any reasonable analysis of possible futures must conclude that a
return to the one-campus;one-computer model of the 60's is just out of
the question. The alternatives simply provide too many opportunities for
both quality and econoni,, of operation, opportunities that are too great
to be foregone.

After all, the one campus /one computer model was far from perfect.
not been well distributed in higher education, nor has it
served all classes of users equally well, nor has it been universally well
Computing
managed.

Colleges and universities have allowed, even encouraged, legislators and
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those responsible fur state budgets tu make some simplifying assumptions
that are Just not good enough any longer. Three assumptions in particular

have been used frequently. One. The concept uf the computer utility,
which encourages people tu believe that all computing is alike and every
user wants the same thing. Two. The notion that computing has a life and
purpose of its own, independent uf the organization it serves, and that we
can plan for it, budget for it, and organize it witbut consideration of the
goals of the institution as a whole. Three. The idea that bigger better.

All three of these notions were a great help in the struggle for the
un-campus centralization of computing. However, they are coining back to

haunt us in the present era of resource sharing between campuses. In
planning fur computing in lugher education, educators must attempt to
in-do these notions and replace them with a more realistic model.

First, institutions must define specific goals. Computing is a service
function in the college ur university. What it should du and what it should

cost cannot be defined by the computer committee alone. These things
depend on the educational, research, and service functions of the
um ersity, and need tu be examined in the context of the priorities and
alternatives of the institution as a whole.
:3ecurid, colleges and universities should make sure that plans have their
foundation in a realistic analysis of the technology and where it may be
going. Statewide ur regional systems of resource sharing do not promise to

be any more permanent a solution to computing needs than was the
one-campusione-computer model of the 60's. Whatever else may be said
about them, the 80's will certainly be different.
Third, institutions need a realistic analysis of user needs, in terms of all
dimensions of the services that are provided. Not only must hardware,
software and documentation be considered, but also management func-

tions and such important components as reliability and stability and
convenience.
Finally, it

is a not unreasonable goal to strive for meaningful
cooperation between colleges and universities, for networks that will
spread resources to the have-nots and that will enrich the opportunities
available to those in a position to use them. Cooperation can emerge
between institutions and should not have tu be imposed on unwilling

colleges by authoritarian governance.
CONCLUSION

Resource sharing has been an object of some interest and effort in
higher education fur many years. However, because uf geography (colleges

and universities seem to be located so as to minimize interaction) it has
usually been too difficult tu be worth the cost. Besides being intellectual
activities, instruction and research are physical and it is impractical to
e .,,,.:
F.01-0
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share physkal resources over great distances. Thus only very limited
sharing has ever been possible. Television has made the sharing of
instruction possible but has done so only by attenuating its attractiveness
and usefulness. A canned professor is just not as good as a live one.
Current technology has not yet made it cononik.al or ,onvement to share
most library resources. Shelf sp,Ke for a seldom used book is still cheaper
than the manpower and technology and organization needed to share it.
Computing, however, in its ,.urrent stage of development, is uniquely a
substance that can be shared.
If then institutions are the custodians of the first ak..ademik. resource
that ,.an in fact be shared despite geography, and are the first agents to
attempt suJi sharing on a large sale, it is no wonder that they are having
trouble. There are no models upon %lilch to build. In fait, educators may

be onstruaing models that have importame and impliation beyond our
vision. The issues before us may be new but they will not long be unique.
The poluies ,.alleges and universities establish, and the relationships and
organizations they k.reate and use will affect a growing k..irde of affairs
throughout education in the years to come.
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Chapter 2
Forms of Cooperation

What is MECC?
by Donald Henderson

The Minnesota Educational Computing Consortium (MECC) is a new
organization formed by all levels of education in the State of Minnesota
under a legal agreement called a joint powers agreement. This agreement
permits the new organization to have those powers that are shared in
common by the cosigners of the agreement. The State systems which
signed the joint powers agreement wer. the Community College System,
State Department of Administration, State Department of Education,
State College System, and the University of Minnesota Sy. em. The new
organization is governed by a 16 member board of directors with two
members representing each of the higher education systems, six members
representing the State Department of Education, three members appointed
by the Governor, and one appointed by the Commission of Administration. An advisory council, formed to advise the board and the MECC staff,
includes eighteen members appointed by the various educational systems
and selected from private education.
The MECC staff presently consists of a director and a staff assistant
with planning underway to complete the central office staffing for MECC
by July I, 1974. MECC central staff will solve educational data processing
problems, and provide assistance to the various planning task forces as
they work on planning and implementation of MECC activities.
14
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HOW DID MECC DEVELOP?

The MECC concept aad organization was developed by using as a basis
all of the extensive planning for educational data processing that had taken

place over a two or three year period within each of the educational
systems. In each system the planning begin with discussion among

representative personnel from various levels of the system and proceeded
through a research phase to drafting of a final report. These reports were

then studied by the Governor's joint committee appointed in 1972 to
determine if a cooperatise effort was possible. This committee was
representative of all the State educational systems, the Governor's offit.e,

and the Department of Administration. A planning task fore. was
appointed by the joint committee to study the individual reports, researyh
how a cooperative effort might be approached, and to develop a proposal
for the joint committee's review. Dunng the summer of 1972, the proposal
ssas reviewed by the joint committee and the joint power agreement
signers during the fall of 1972. The planning task force then finalized the
report in February

1973 after incorporating several suggestions and
modifications from the restorers. This report. "A Proposed Educational
Computing Organization. Its Faciliti,!s and Services" was presented to and
reviewed by the Minnesota legislature during the 1973 session and received
legislative support.

The MECC board and advisor!, council were formed and began their
activities on July I. 1973.
MECC CONCEPT AND OBJECTIVES

The MECC concept can best be stated as a goal whereby the
educational computing needs of education ni Minnesota will be coordt.
nated through MLCC and will be addressed and solved by the State's
educators. Through MLCC when a problem is identified in one educational
system. the problem solution may be obtained by using the expertise from

the other educational systems within the State. The process of solution
within MECC will be tempered by two basic concepts. 1) the computer
utility concept. and 2) the equal opportunity concept. Cooperation and
solution of educational computing problems is what MLCC is really all
about.
The basic objectives for the MECC organization are.
To coordinate educational computing in the State of Minnesota,
To streamline the procedures in obtaining this type of service for the
educational user; and
To maintain

the educational computing plan agreed to by the

educational systems when they adopted the MECC proposal.
ert, 1.-.
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The MECC staff, board, and advisory council will continue to strive to
meet these goals by following tluee basis guidelines. First, eduLational

users along with the user antral offices imluding the Department of
Education, the State College Board, and so on will determine the user
needs. Second, the user and user antral office will receive the money
appropriation and determine the expenditure to be made in trying to meet
the Identified needs. Finally, MECC, the user, and the user system will

determine the best alternative sohdion in meeting the needs within the
dollars available.

MECC becomes involved at the third step to make sure objectives 1, 2,
and 3 are being met.
EDUCATIONAL DATA PROCESSING PLAN AND PROGRESS

Involvement of educators. The progress of MECC has been excellent.
Begun in June 1973, the MECC board has organized the advisory council
which immediately began its review activities. The relationship between
the two bodies is a productive one where the advisory council formally

reviews all major proposals or requests coming to MECC and makes a
recommendation to the MECC board and the MECC Executive Director.
Because the review process involves a large number of educators from
various levels and systems of education, tlus type of involvement helps
eliminate the feeling of not being a party to the major decision process of
MECC. The procedure used by MECC is a "grass roots" approach that
allows the educators on the tiring line of the eduLational process to have a
say in setting eduLational computing policies for the State of Minnesota.
Membership on the board and advisory council, induding both full-time
members and alternates, involves approximately 50 different individuals.

Fifteen different task forces or special subcommittees of MECC have
involved 121 Minnesota citizens from all levels of public and private
education in the state. The involvement of a large number of people from
a wide range of education fulfills one of the basic goals of MECC and
partially accounts for the positive acceptance of MECC by Minnesota
educators. MECC will continue to promote this type of involvement and
support of all educational systems in the state.
Statewide Educational Computing Plan. The basis for MECC planning
in 1974 centers around the statewide computer plan to which all
educational systems in the State agreed when they adopted the original
proposal. This plan can be summanzed into five separate areas. a statewide
timesharing system, an Instructional batch timesharing capability, the
higher eduLational administrative data processing system, the elementary,
secondary, and vocational administrative system, and the statewide
communications network. A short summary of the original plan for each
of these areas is listed belowl.
eo 12
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histnictional Timesharing. The plan includes one statewide tim "sharing system to handle requests from all levels of eduation. These
requests would be for 10-30 Llarader low speed -type ativites. This
recommendation did not assume one computer for the system but
did assume a detailed study would be made on how we ,..an best

meet the needs in this area. Alternatives inlude one large entral
computer, one central computer with satellite computers, several
smaller computers, etc.

Instructional Batch (RJE). The bath timesharing requirements for
instructional data proassing are to be handled by wtmeting into
the Mankato State Univa I 106, the vocational shool computers
whkh have that apability (presently Mankato and Alexandria, the
University of Minnesota CDC 6600, and the State ISD IBM
370/158's.
Higher Education Administrative Data Prmessing. The plan balls for
most higher eduation administrative data proassing to be handled
by the St. Clou
1106 system, the University of Minnesota
IBM 370/145 sy.>
and the Community College IBM 360/25
system.'' is suggested that the latter two systems ould bewmc one
site as ti. needs and proadures become better identified by each
educational agency.

ESV Administrative Data Processing. The planning task fore saw
this area as the most diffkult area to cooidinate. The reasons for this

are size, geography al loations, differing levels of understanding,
differing levels of needs for data proassing, histumal independena
of eah school distrio in going its own way, et,.. The plan visualized
six ESV ,enters in the State, one in each corner of the State and two
in the metropolitan area. These ,enters would develop in a spe,ific

location after the loation is justified on the basis of geography,
communications 4..onne,tions, available expertise, interest of the
schools in organizing, et,. The eventual development of these ,,enters

may or may not confirm that this plan is the most feasible. The
organizational development and needs assessments will help finalize
this plan or a modification.

Statewide Communications Network. The eduanonal wriputer
plan is only as good as the supporting ommumations network
base. This inludes a planning pro ass inwrporating both utilization
as well as cost savings. We envision the wmplete network to allow
any user in the State to travel the ,ommumations network to the
,umputer system having the software needed by the user at that
time. This plan takes the existing parallel State College, Community
College, University, Vocational School, State System, and other
systems, and merges them into a common ,ummunkation system.

27
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The above summary is a base from which education in Minnesota can
continue its planning as additional information becomes available and
needs are addressed by the various systems within the State. One of the
exciting parts of the MECC organization in relation to planning is that it is
flexible enough to accommodate changes as they are required by the
changing needs of the educational systems.

MECC Budget. The MECC 1973-75 biennial budget appropriation is
summarized in Figure
wt,ich includes all appropriations to educational
systems within the State for expenditures through MECC. Other monies
appropriated to the higher educational systems for educational computing
expenditure are also reviewed and coordinated through MECC.
MECC will set reasonabl, charges for its computer timeshanng services,
as required by the rider in Figure 1, for on-line computer time as well as
for communications charges and central computer site operations overhead. Since the timesharing computer system and physical site have not
1

been determined, charges have not been set at thus time. Decisions on these

points will be made in March 1975 after bids from computer vendors for
the timesharing computer system have been received and evaluated.

GENERAL PROGRESS OF MECC

The progress of MECC has been rapid over the last few months even
though a MECC central staff has not wmpletely been employed. Personnel

from the various educational systems working on task forces, advisory
committees, the board of directors, and in communicating with each other

have been cooperative and are continuing to develop an excellent
relationship. As educators throughout the State became aware of what
MECC is attempting to do for education, the potential of MECC seems to
be exciting members of all systems. Teachers and school administrators are
also beginning to recognize the great potential of computer technology in
the educational environment. Personnel outside of the educational

computing field are also developing an interest in the application of
computing for data processing and school counselling.

Special Task Forces. Data processing is normally thought of as a
machine (computer) and an individual wnting programs to make the
machine handle data in a particular way. Library data processing is
somewhat different from this general concept in that online processing
and storing of huge amounts of data is required. In most bases, the data
must be online, or available to the computer whenever information is
required from the huge data bank. Since these requirements are somewhat

unusual from computer storage and rile concept standpoints, library
planning needs to be incorporated into the educational computing plan as
it is developed for the state educational systems, and a task force on
library data processing has been formed to provide direction for MECC.

c.0

Sub-Total

54,000

511,000

30.000

492.000

180,000
120.000
192,000

864,000

450,000
33,000
300,000
81.000

74.75

1,951.000

EiS/V

115,000

6.000

39,000
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167.000

6.000

61.000

100,000

74-75

JUNIOR COLLEGES
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153,000

90,000

314,000

11,000

153,000

150,000

STATE COLLEGES
74.75
73.74

170,500

8,500

162.000

243,000

9,000

234,000

74.75

UNIVERSITY
73.74

80.000

725,000
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1.348.000

1,007,500 2.675,000

76.000

396,000

20.000

60.000

60,000

455,500

74.75

TOTAL
73.74

-Rider to this appropriation states "51,951.000 shall not be available in fiscal year 1974.75 until the Senate Committee on Finance and the House Committee on Appropriations
has reviewed the progress of the Minnesota Education Computer Consortium, Recommendations will be made to the Legislative Advisory Committee before March 1. 1974
for the release of the appropriations for the first six months of fiscal year 1974.75, and before September 1, 1974, for the release of thebalance of the appropriation for fiscal
year 19's 4.75. The department shall establish reasonable charges to MECC users for oo.Iine computer time actually used. Such receipts shall be deposited in a non dedicated
receipt account of the General Fund."
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Figure 1. Proposed 1973-75 Biennial Budget for MECC
(Adjusted on Basis of Governcr's Recommendations)
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The Lharge direLted to tins task force was to explore the area of library
data processing to determine what library problems exist and need to be
inLluded in a statewide eduatiunal Lumputing plan, and to plaLe priorities
on these problems.

Statewide Contracts. Statewide LontraLts for items used by a large
number of MECC users, will be helpful and Lust benefiLial to Minnesota
education. The economies of suLh contracts are obvious when we Lunsider
the cost benefit of quantity purLhase. However, in addition to the Lost
savings, the benefits of timeliness and the saving of time by business
personnel throughout the educational systems are worthwhile items.
Presently when a sLhool system needs a terminal for computing, a bid
process is required. Thus, the individual system must wait a period of time
until the suLcessful vendor is able to produLe and deliver the machine.
Once MECC has completed a general contract on terminals, the paper
work fur individual systems should be reduLed tremendously as well as the
time required for delivery of the terminal.
Educatunal System Relationships. During the past six months MECC
has provided a common ground for various educational systems in
Minnesota to Lome together and work toward solving common problems.
The proLess of doing this, whiLli has brought the personnel within systems
dose! together as well as bringing together personnel between educational
systems, has resulted in the J.'velupment of a muLli better understanding
of eaLlt other's problems and ubjeLtives. Continuing assooattun should be
benefiLial not only to the eduLational computing agenoes with the State
but should also be beneficial to all areas and levels of education.
Future Developments. The future of MECC looks promising. Much of
the future will he in the area of computer - assisted instruction and
computer - managed instruction. The computer hardware and software
systems being developed today will be the basis for delivering new teaLhing
and educational teLhniques to all levels of education in the State of
Minnesota. The LunLept of using a master teaLher to present materials to
students and using other teaLhers to help the students in a tutorial mode is
a real possibility onLe this delivery system is installed and fully funLtional.
InstruLtional use of the computer Lertainly has exLiting possibilities
through MECC. Also, showing great potential is the administrative data
proLessing aLtivity within MECC. The MECC eduLational computing plan
for the State of Minnesota will have. onLe it is Lumplete, a sophisticated
administrative data processing capability. Providing the LSV eduLational
data needed by the legislature and other agencies of the government to
establish and administer educational poliLies is a goal that MCCC hopes to
aLlueve through the administrative data proLessing renters. School
administrators and legislative representatives will no longer have to wait
for reports which are out-of-date by the time they receive them.
Information will be on-line to these computer enters and Lan be delivered
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by terminal access or by sending reels of tape to the State Department of
Education whe T they will be summarized into the variety of reports
required from that agency. This capability will permit the legislature and
school administrators to make decisions on factual and up-to-date
information rather thai attempting to project from data already a year or
two old.
SUMMARY

The MECC organization is approximately seven months old at the time
of this wnting in April 1974. Views from all levels of education have been
pulled together to obtain general consensus and approval for several major
advancements such as. the statewide timesharing system, the ESV
administrative region plan, merging of administrative data processing on
jointly used computer systems, pulling together of school administrators
to think cooperatively toward meeting their administrative data processing
needs, and thinking and rethinking of how educational systems should be
working together to provide the best possible education for th-:;
at the best dollar cost.

MECC success to date begins to demonstrate that implementation of
the MECC concept is proceeding in a correct way and that, from an
economic standpoint, MECC is worthwhile. Savings will be made not only
in

hardware and conununications dollars, but also in the costs for

computer programs and software packages which will be developed once
and used by all. Mainly overall improvements in education will result. This
improvement is very important since the MECC effort is based on
improvement of education and of the educational process.
The MECC Director and the MECC board of directors are convinced
that MECC is making real progress toward its objectives, and share great
confidence that this progress will continue as representatives from various

educational systems continue to work together. Continued conscious
effort of these educators, the state administrators, and the legislature will
be needed to develop MECC into the successful organization it now has
the potential to become. This success will be beneficial to all citizens of
the State.

Oro

Coordinating Autonomy: A Paradox?

by David S. Macey

This paper discusses the comept of a oordinating agency serving the
computing interests of two or more institutions of higher education. The
institutions need not be affiliated, although the issues addressed probably
vary depending upon the degree to winch the institutions are Lomrnitted

to a common mandate or

are

'governed' by a common structure.

Throughout the p,

;oordination is defined as a structure that sustains
a rational approach to choice.
Since this paper is written in the context of the work of the Office of
Computer Coordination of the Council of Ontario Universities, the issues
raised reflect the Ontario situation.
BACKGROUND

The period from 1960 to 1966 saw the introduction and growth of
computing in most jurisdictions of higher edu6ation in North America,
including Ontario. For the most part, computing was regarded as a new
technology. Because its impart as a researLh tool, an instruLtional tool, a
subjeLt of study, an administrative tool and a planning tool was not dear,
the impa6t on university budgets Lould not be predicted. The situation
was further Lomplkated in Ontario because during the 1960's the
22
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government was introducing a complete community college system,
composed of 19 new institutions, and developing 8 new public universities
in addition to the 6 already present. Thus, the significant rise in computing
centre budgets was shielded by the dramatic rise in eduLation budgets in
general.

In 1967, comern rose over the spiralling costs of this technology and
the diftIv.ulty in interpreting the benefit derived. The Committee of
Presidents of Universities of Ontario (forerunner of the Comm! of Ontario
Universities) established a Committee on Computer Services, primarily
comprised of the directors of various institutional 1/4.omputing centres. This
committee proposed the development of Lomputing ,,ent.es serving more
than a single institution and supported a joint university;government study
of this v.onapt in 1968. The study comluded that the regional antic plan
proposed had neither the ev.ononues nor the servke offering necessary to
make it viable in the light of existing capability.
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A COORDINATING AGENCY

The idea of regional ,,imputing was abandoned on the premise that,
instead, the universities would attempt to effea economies in computing
through inter-institutional cooperation. To encourage this approaa, the
Council of Ontario Universities, in 1969, established the Computer
Coordination Group with the approval
the Ontario Government. The
objectives of the group were:
to enable the universities to exploit economies of stale which v.an be
derived from their aggregate purchasing power of ,.imputing services
in such a way as to negate the effects of geography as far as possible,
to ensure that the universities arc kept informed about developments
in computing technology;

to study and advise on future amingcments for cooperation among
the universities in the provision of computer services and on
methods of financing such arrangements.
To guide the group in its activities, the Board for Computer
Coordination was established to make polity dev.isions regarding cooperative

efforts and major recommendations to the Council of Ontario

Universities. In 1971, the Computer Coordination Group was renamed the
Office of Computer Coordination (0CC).
Total university participation in 0CC was ensured by having the
existing Committee on Computer Services at in liaison with the Board for
Computer Coordination on matters concerning 1/4.00rdination and coopera-

tion in computing services. The Committee would assist the Office of
Computer Couidination in the implementation of approved policies and
programs and would be .v.sponsible to COU while responding to COU's
requests i'or ad vicc and .1:,sitartv.e. In 1974 the Committee on Computer
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Services voted to change its role to that of an affiliate of COU, and
renamed itself the Assouation for Computer Servias Directors (ACSD).
As an affiliate rather than a committee of COU, ACSD has the authority

to determine its own membership and many of its own aaivities and
responsibilities. It is still, however, responsible to COU for those of its
interests and funi.tions %Alla fall within the scope of the aaivities of the
Council. The current structure of 0CC is illustrated in Figure 1.
ACTIVITIES OF 0CC

The Office of Computer Coordination, with a staff of two, acting as a
catalyst with no administrative of tisi.al authority, reviewed its terms of

referena and embarked on a number of projeas to eni.ourage several
forms of sharing that were benefkial to users of computing and responsive
to perceived problems and trends:
adaptation of programming and do.umentation standards to facilitate the exchange and transportability of software;

pooling of personnel resources to optimize the development of
commonly required applications;

adaptation of computers with commumations opability to facilitate the requirement for special purpose, local computing while
providing access to storage capability, to larger proassing apability,
to general purpose services and applications;

pooling of computer centre budgets to create fewer but more
powerful computer antres to take advantage of economics of si.ale
through load sharing and/or resource sharing;
formation of user groups, usually of small users, to gain policy and
price leverage by using their aggregate pur.hasing powers to deal
with suppliers of computing power and computing services,
linking together of computer centres with unique hardware, software, services, application or personnel resouras by sophisticated

i.ommunkations techniques to enhance the spearum of services
available to a specifk user while exercising the economies available
through specialization; and
sharing and exchange of experiences and material relating to user

support, hardware, software, planning, and so on, to minimize
duplication and maximize return for effort.

0CC activities include the establishment and support of several
interuniversity interest soups. shared software libraries, CLINGt , system
performance measurement and analysis, SPME1G2, staff, student and
faculty training requirements, TRIG. The office is also concerned with
user servia and support induiling ac.ountIng and planning information,
newsletters, and publication. Task forces have been sponsored to address
problems of. data communisations requirements3, computer costing and
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charging4, cooperative planning, the design objectives for networks5,
network utilization, and the financial, administrative and organizational
requirements for system-wide delivery of computing services.
HAS COORDINATION BEEN A SUCCESS?

COU has received significant international recognition for its work in
resource sharing computer network planning and design, and in the field of

computer services costing, pricing and charging. The recognition and
attention which have served to raise the profile of OCC, particularly in
external jurisdictions, have also created internal problems. Of more
concern, however, is the possibility that OCC's mode of operation will be
perpetuated. In view of its mandate, the success of the office is open to
question.

Despite the significant energy, expertise and resources expended on
planning and encouraging accountability, cooperation and rationalization
in the planning and provision of computing services, the mode of delivery

of computing in higher education in Ontario has not changed. Costs
continue to rise (15 per cent in the last academic year). With two notable
exceptions shared resouras are non-existent. System-wide, and in many
individual instances, there is little information produced to assist in

planning or benefit analysis. Purposeful information, to identify and
substantiate opportunities for sharing, is not made available. student, staff,

research and administrative data, such as, numbers and types of users,
dollars spent, services used, services provided and services desired,
utilization of available services, applications and services to be developed,
and planned equipment expansions. Though never stated by those

responsible for computing, the implication remains that to provide such
information is to invite unqualified interference by sinister forces.
System-wide, and in many individual instances, no long range plans
exist, nor goals and objectives for computing based on institutional and
academic goals or requirements. Simply stated, little is known about why
the computers exist or what they contribute to the educational process.

This may be explained, in part, by a finding of the British Computer
Board, during a visit to North American institutions in the spring of 1973.
"Computer management is seen as more of a business activity, not in need
of guidance from a senate, somewhat insensitne to the varied wishes of
users, and in some instances, marked:y authoritarian in giving the
university what is good for it". They stated that this does not conflict with
their finding that management and service availability are often very good.
The task forces, with their specific, mandates, terms of reference and

reporting dates, have proven highly successful in studying and recommending solutions for identified problems but equally unsuccessful in
effeLaing implementation of their recommendations. Various Interest

3(i
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groups which have produced creditable and purposeful reports, have
undertaken numerous activities to encourage adoption of their findings
but continually are required to counteract problems of waning interest and
decreasing participation. However, the suggestion of disbanding them or
OCC inevitably creates a groundswell of support for their continuance,
particularly, from those who often seem to question their existence. OCC
task force and interest group proposals have invariably met with

inconclusive reaction. They have been subjected to continual review and
inspection, from seemingly endless numbers of "interested parties"
attempting to resolve the most minute points. Their death has usually been
the result of institutional asphyxiation.

The two existing examples of inter-institutional shared computing
resources have interesting common motivations and sot nuns. Both were
conceived under financial duress, when founders concluded that there
were decreased costs and increased potential to be gained through sharing
the delivery of computer services.
PROBLEMS IN COORDINATION

The coordinating agency, although favorable to the institutions in
intent and spirit, must realistically view its mandate. Perhaps obvious, but
given little regard, the following factors have had a great impact on
suggestions for change.
Universities in Ontario are autonomous

Early computing environment which necessitated local control
together with autonomous institutional policies, effected autonomous computing policies.
Computers became a prestige factor in institutional Image.

Funding for computing was centralized and the user did not
interpret it as a material resource.
Computer policy and planning groups were comprised primarily of
large computing users through an absence of involvement of
institutional policy makers.

Implicit criteria became imbedded in the policyjplanning process
negating 'make or buy' decisions and analysis of alternative sources
of supply.

Unique machine characteristics and a lack of system, language,
documentation and operating system standards made cooperative
development difficult.
Data communications technology was cost prohibitive.

The career path for the non-academii, computer centre director in
the university community is limited.

The decision to fund computing through operating funds and to
discontinue capital grants, without equalizing access to the existing

3'2
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capitalized equipment, created an imbalance in local computing
resources which favored the older established universities in Ontario

over those emerging under the province's educational expansion
program.
In 1968, 1970 and 1974, the universities, concerned about the cost and
effectiveness of the delivery of computing services, conducted studies of
feasible technical and organizational alternatives. Because the majority of

the problems and issues of concern were repeatedly identified in each
study, it is reasonable to conclude that the findings and remedies proposed

are not totally invalid. Rather the structure for policy, planning and
delivery of computer services is resistant to change.

In addition, the following perceived problems, identified in a recent
Ontario Government Study 6 of its computing activities, hinder bringing
attention to problems pertinent to planning, review and assessment. The
similarity of these to the preceding concerns associated with university
computing centres appear more than coincidental.
Some institutions are not assuming sufficient responsibility for the
efficient and effective use of computing, in part because of
insufficient involvement by top management.
True costs of computing services are usually not determined, nor are

they always allocated to users. Consequently, most users do not
know the real costs of using these services, nor do they feel
responsible for them. Moreover, there is no incentive for users to
demand optimum service at minimum cost. As a result, there is no
pressure on the supplier to operate at maximum efficiency.
Little auditing of computing activities is carried out.
Long range planning for computing is inadequate.
Coordination of computing activities is inadequate.
Users are often uninformed about the capabilities of computing.
There are no system-wide policies, standards or criteria to assist in
computing decision-making.

The autonomous computer centre is not unique to education. The
general purpose computer centre has contributed to growth in isolation,
perhaps creating an overemphasis on computers and an underemphasis on
computing.

COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The preceeding section paints a picture of adversity for the role of
coordinating. However, contrary to the impression created, cooperation
light of the
through coordination is a desirable approach, particular',
disruption factor inherent in mandated or imposed programs for sharing.

The Office of Computer Coordination contributed to its lack of
effectiveness as a coordinator by embarking on an intense two-year
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program of research and planning for a resource sharing computer
network. Due to budgetary constraints, a t-cnscious decision was made to
cut back significantly on external programs in favor of emphasizing
internal programs of technical design and development. If coordination is a

structure that sustains a rational approach to choice, the agency by
definition should be proposing alternatives nut solutions. This is not to say
that it should be excluded from participation in decision making.

If cooperation through wurdination is preferable to sharing through
imposition, a realismc assessment of several factors is a prerequisite.
Without due regard to these factors in defining a charter for coordination,
cooperation will take the form of a paper tiger of good intentions, and the
non - technical issues addressed in the preceeding section will continue to
erode the benefit to be achieved through coordination.
Purpose. The establishment of a coordinating agency implies belief that

benefit can be derived through cooperation. The benefit is not without
cost, however, the cost being that of replacing independence and
interdependence. In Ontano, colleges and universities are, by structure and
attitude, independent. Cooperation through coordination requires flanges
to structure and attitude.
Pukcres Ct,mmitment to a system-wide dialler for coordination is only
'patronizing hardy' if internal policies are nut complementary. Internalization of the charter for cooperation into institutional, departmental and
individual Nolicies, terms of reference and job responsibilities must occur.
Neglect of this issue will limit the effect of a mutually defined charter
to the ler .1 of a compromise with the least expansive institution.

Prior ties. The sincerity and integrity of adopting and undertaking a
mandate to achieve interinstitutional cooperation must be reflected in
decision making and planning priontiet. Resources dedicated to long range
planning in universities have long suffered from the higher priority given
resources for day-to-day management. In addition, computer centre

management has had to cope with the problems of introducing and
supporting an extremely t-omplieated and dynamically flanging technology to a greatly vaned user community. This has made control of
utmost importance to sustain the .urrent level of service, and has limited
planning to those deosions intimating the least disruption to the current
structure. Because cooperative ventures have the appearance of draining

resources from current activities and often are interpreted as external
interference, the priority given them is accordingly law.
Participation and Perspective. In the absence of policy and without
priority, external ventures offer little incentive to individuals and
institutions to participate. Perspective is influenced by magnitude.
Consider the variance in attitude towards social and tisfal policies between
institutions with 1,500 students and seven million dollar budgets and those
with 30,000 students and 60 million dollar budgets. The computer centre
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director in the former may have a seventy thousand dollar budget, wink

the latter may have four million dollars. Equal resouras dedkated to
external projects, therefore, range from token to major.
The definition of partkipation, however, must at.t.ommutlate issues to

be decided by democratic vote and issues to be detided by resource
commitment.
Just as a lack of institutional and academic, advamement is experien.ed
by the reputed associate professor doing researdi on instructional
technology, it is also not uncommon to the computer antic director,
especially if s/he is non-academic. A limited ,areer path is not likely to be

conducive to support of sharing resourt,es sina it implies lessening of
control over local planning, material or personnel resouras. In addition,
computer centre staff become conditioned to priorities being internal.
The perspective on cooperative ventures would be significantly

enhanced if equal recognition and credit were given to the faculty and
staff for participation in external and internal activities. By extending
internalized and limited career paths into broader interinstitutional
projects and agencies, and assimilating the varying levels of perspeaives
(computer centre, institution, system) into the pulkies for partiopation,
coordinating agency could ovate a positive attitude towards sharing.
Plans. Planning processes in universities are ,umbersome. The worthnator, in an attempt to promote ventures of system-wide benefit, may
introduce proposals contrary to the planning of an individual institution.
However, the time, effort and thought expended on future plans by
internal committees are not easily modified by what appear to be
disruptive, external influences.

Because planning requires analysis, the coordinating agerky runs the
risk of embarrassing institutions through comparison whidi may result in
resentment, distrust and disdain.
If coordination is desired, a new dimension in the planning proass is
required. Involved institutions must be prepared to make available, for

interdependent planning, information pertinent to the system and to
provide for a fair hearing of the alternatives proposed.
Personalities. The suggestion of change is a sensitive matter, to plan and

propose such creates the possibility of contention. Bet.ause the worth-

nator must interact with the attitude, egos, goals and interests of a
pyramid of individuals ranging from presidents to progiammers, sjlie must

be a diplomatit, and perseverant individual. However, the cooperative
approaa to shared ventures is depdent upon retaining majority support
for the program proposed. The vested interests in wmputing at a
partkular institution are in a mudi stronger position to influena tli
community, regardless of the rationale, than the rarely seen external
coordinator. To the degree that the pret,eeding issues are at.ted upon, the
influence of the personality of the coordinator will diminish.
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Cooperation requires trust which cannot be achieved without frank and

truthful exchange of information and ideas. Be6ause the coordinating
agency is the catalyst for the exchange, adoption of its charter is an
expression of commitment. Sincerity requires thorough analysis of the
implications of the commitment, integrity requires a decision for
involvement based on those implications. Suess of the coordinating
agency is a reflection of the integrity and sincerity of participating
institutions.
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Chapter 3
Functioning Systems

Yes: We Will Share
by E. Rex Krueger

There is a change taking place in institutional computing, not the
cl..ange in growth of usage in academic programs as shown in Figure 1, but

change in .ale, function, responsibility, and authority. The same institutions with the szme machine, and much the same people, now operate
under radically different Londitions. The situation typified by increasing
pressures to provide mory public service while experiencing tighter and
more varied administrative controls.
A...ademicians have a t.:ndenLy to think of their roles as in concert with
the classical description of a university, an institution to create, disseminate and preserve knowledge. The university, which is heavily dependent
on the Cambridge system, has been perpetrated in much the same manner,
although more complicated, as grass grown at Cambridge. The algorithm is
simple. Spread seed, roll and water once a day for four hundred years.
In many respects present day institutional computing is caught between
the forces representing academic heritage, the needs of today's society.
and the political factors associated with both. First, institutional
computing represents a powerful, modern day, tedinological tool available
to serve the ever evolving, continually growing institutional program needs.
Support is provided to instruction with the hope of stabilizing costs while
enhancing and enlarging the information flow to the student. As a research
32
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Figure 1. Jobs Processed
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tool, computing is used to delve into an ever increasing set of research
problems. Many of these have been in existence for years. Many appear in
response to emerging critical needs of society. As a utility, the institutional
computer is available to serve the public both at the agency level and the
citizen level.
Secondly, the institutional computer is a powerful information
processor and tile manager. It generally has been centralized not only in
terms of ha.dware, but also in terms of management and services. Because
of this centralization, the computing center is a facility of which con'
recognized as a politically desirable goal. This goal has historically been

one which has produced much consternation within the institutions.
Remember when the "Godfather of Computing" set up the computer
within the Department of ....? Under criticism of providing preferential
service to that department, the center was administratively relocated in the
college housing that department. Most institutional computing facilities
now are supervised by a chief administrative officer. Management control,
at least in the case of public institutions, is now an issue at the state and
federal government levels. In Chapter 1 Dr. Mosmann identifies an
emerging level of bureaucracy for decision making at a level above the
public colleges and universities.

Often, the forces at work are indirect. Additional budget review is
performed by state agencies because of concern for growing costs (why do
students need computer access?). Uniform evaluation and measurement
activities are necessary to equalize opportunity in education. Studies on
the viability of sharing resources for the sake of the economy are also
undertaken by the state. Institutional recognition and desire to serve the

needs of the state is another factor. Conversely, nuneducational institutions exhibit a crying need for assistance requiring access to effective
information processing.

As institutional representatives, many of the "computing decision
makers" have willingly been drawn gradually into the public servant role.

From the empire builder's perspective, assumption of this role allows
construction of a position with increased esteem. From the university's
point of view, it allows exploitation of the economy of scale concept,
effectively lowering the unit cost to the institution. In the eyes of the
university, it is politically advantageous to meet the university's responsibility' of public servant. These consequences, based on the perspective of
the computing decision maker and the university, are both compatible
with the so-called General Motors philosophy, what's good for the nation
is good for G.M.
COMPUTING CENTER AS PUBLIC SERVANT

The University of Colorado Computing Center in its role of public
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servant, has objectives similar to other university centers.
Based on planning of all university af.ademif. units, provide a level of
computer access to all ,,ampules as required for bath and interaftive
services.

Encourage research within the computing center and tlif. aniversity
to develop and implement new applications beneficial to afademic
programs.

Provide, on request, services to state agencies and institutions in
support of ongoing programs.
Provide, on request, services to other non-profit agenfies in support
of their programs.
Put into praftice through the provision of consistently good service in an
environment of public. need, these goals result in usage patterns desfribed
in Figure 2. The fiscal year 1973 data of non-University inf.ome on a base

of SI,800,000 is even more striking (see Figure 3). For comparison
purposes, university support of computing for instruf.tion, research
(excluding grant and contrast usage) and adnUnistration (most done on
another facility) was 5336,000 in 1973. State usage is heavily weighted by
the Colorado Division of Highways. The using agenues in the exef.utive
branch al.:. the Departments of. State, Law, Treasury, Personnel,
Education, Higher Eduf.ation, Local Affairs, Natural Resourfes, Adminis-

tration, Revenue, h.stitutions, Military Affairs, Social Services, Agriculture, Health, Regulatory Agencies, Labor and Employment, and
Highways.

Of course, there are benefits to all users of the system. An appropriate
charging algorithm should result in equal benefits for all users. From the
university's point of view, there have been numerous benefits from this
mode of operation.
The value of hardware installed at the University of Colorado has grown
from about S1.5 million in 1968 to over S6 million in fisf.al year 1973.
University General Fund investment through fiscal year 1974 in the
installed system is about S600,000.
Annual budgets have grown from S640,000 in fisf.al year 1968 to over
$1,800,000 in tisf.al year 1973, Annual General lurid support provided
from the university during the same period has grown from SI71,000 to
$366,039 (all campuses).
Annual processing load has grown from 156,681 jobs in fisf.al year
1968 to 571,923 jobs in fiscal year 1973. Approximately three of every
four jobs processed are instructional in nature.

Through improvements in hardware and software and a fontinuing
reduction is rate, based on a growing professing load, the unit job costs
have steadily flefreased. The average student job cost in fisfal year 1968
was SI.85. The average student job cost in fiscal year 1973 was 51.10.
Internal university prof,:ssing rates range from approximately one-third of
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Figure 2.
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Figure 3. Non university Income FY 1972-73
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current commert.ial rates to 65, of ,..urrent ommeroal rates depending on
resources used.

Economy of stale achieved through the size of the existing 1. omputer
system allows fast turnaround for the students (on the average, twenty

minutes to one hour) thereby allowing the student to operate in a
laboratory type environment. Expansion into providing interat.tive service
has allowed i.ontinuation of this i..onapt beginning in fiscal year 1972.
Researi..11 at.tivities within the Computing 1. enter were initiated in fist.al

year 1968 with a grant from Control Data Corporation. This grant, not
associated with a hardwaie puri.hase, enabled the development of the
center's current nterat.tive i.omputer graphics 1. apabiltty. This 1.. apability is

now coining into use in the university's aademk programs. Additional
researt.li grants and 1. ontra,ts have also been awarded. The 1.. urrent level of

grants and 1.. ontra,ts involving the Center is approximately two million
dollars.

Well trained personnel, both in programming and operations, have been

attracted to the University Computing Center and are able to pursue
careers in a highly motivating professional environment.
In summary, the dianges direi.ted toward more relevarke, post benefit,
and 1. ontrol are all having an impai.t on the ai.adent. 1. omputing center.
Computing centers must adjust and re-evaluate. Computing center
direi.tors must learn to understand the fort.es at work in order to correctly
play the role of public servant by sharing resources.

Planning and Management
Systems at CCHE
by William B. Adrian, Jr.

Unlike SONY or the Massachusetts State College System, the Colorado
Commission on Higher Ediwation has no centralized computer network to
handle its information systems. In fait, the CCHE has only limited access
to a computer. As a coordinating commission, the CCHE has responsibility

for review of college and university budgets and preparation of budget
recommendations to the legislature, review and approval of new facilities
requests, review and approval of new programs, comprehensive statewide
planning and several additional responsibilities whidi the legislature has

placed on the commission such as coordination of the student aid
program, and coordination of the extension offerings in colleges and
universities. To execute these fum.tions, the commission has developed
several information reporting systems and depended upon the institutions

to submit data in required formats. The background, problems, and
directions of the planning and management systems effort are summarized
below.

BACKGROUND

The commission has expended a great amount of time and effort in
developing information systems over a period of years. The most complex
and extensively used system is the budget system, in whi,..11 institutional
39
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budgets are summarized and a series of akulations made for comparative
analyses purposes in constructing the CCHE budget recommendations. In

addition, there is a facilities system which includes an inventory of all
facilities in each institution and a system which summarizes ,.,lasses and
credit hours taught by department and level in all institutions. By
combining the facilities and the 1.lasses taught systems, it is possible to
conduct space utilization studies. There are several other minor systems
such as

the

student aid system, and

a

system which gathers and

summarizes information related to extension offerings.
Recently, the CCHE has focused attention on simulation and modeling

systems. Approximately two years ago the Commission initiated a pilot
project utilizing simulation and modeling in the form of CAMPUS which
was developed by the Systems Research Group in Toronto. It was felt that

CAMPUS could replace several existing systems while providing institutions and state agencies an exallent tool for management purposes.
There was optimism that CAMPUS could be utilized to build simulation
models for institutional and state planning purposes and eventually replace
the current budget sy stem. However, the hopes for implementation of the

CAMPUS system at all institutions in the state were dashed for several
reasons

I) the lack of understanding of all of the human factors necessary
for successful implementation of the system, 2) the great disparity in the
status of college operating information systems to feed CAMPUS, 3) the
perceived cost and effort to implement CAMPUS on the part of the college

personnel. and 4) the general ladc of necessary institutional support.
Another problem which complicated the picture was the fact that several
institutions were already in the process of implementing the Resource
Requirements Prediaton Model of the National Commission on Higher
Fdikation Management Systems. The commission is now encouraging and
assisting institutions with the development of both CAMPUS and RRPM
systems in the state L.olleges and universities. The major intent is to
provide a forecasting and simulation tool for institutional planning
purposes with a secondary intent of utilizing the outputs of the

institutional simulations for statewide planning purposes. While institutions may he utilizing different simulation systems, it is expe.ted that
signifiLant outputs of the systems will be similar enough to be utilized for
statewide planning purposes.

MAJOR PROBLEMS

A primary emphasis in the CCHE has been on the development of
large sealed and very detailed information systems. As a result there have
been great quantities of data available with little staff time to conduct the
myriad of analyses that should be unducled. Because data has not been

utilized, institutions have become lax in submitting information in a
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reliable and accurate form. Why should they be t,oncerned if the data are
not to be used? This is a major dilemma for statewide agencies.

Even with an attempt to gather detailed information, unanticipated
questions continue to arise which call for data gathering and analysis on an
ad hoc basis. Thus, there is pressure on statewide agencies to operate
continually in a responsive rather than an initiative mode. Institutions and

state agencies currently are responding to questions raised by state
legislatures which are almost always questions of cost. Leaders of the
educational establishment must also be involved in posing tlic questions to
be asked.

The problem of noncomparable data continues to haunt the commission. The CCHE staff has been working on this problem for years and
an attempt was made in the early 1960's to identify common data

elements for statewide information systems. However, since there is
considerable variation in operating systems of institutions such as
accounting systems, student information systems, and personnel systems,
it is likely that the problem of noncomparable data will be with us for an

extended period of time. One of the major efforts of the Commission is
currently to concentrate on developing comparable data elements,
structures and definitions within one spet,itic area, namely, unit costs by
student degree program and level. This information is useful for
management purposes at the institutional level and for analysis purposes at
the state and national levels. To he properly understood, however, it must

be accompanied by descriptive institutional information. At the present
time the CCHE staff has accepted the NCHEMS Information Exchange
Procedures (IEP) project guidelines as a useful and effective framework in
which to gether and analyze unit costs.

DIRECTIONS OF THE PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
EFFORT

Principles. Becuase of the problems identified, the CCHE is now
attempting to raise questions which must be asked of postsecondary
education and identify key factors and analyses necessary to assist in
answering the questions. CCHE is also attempting to gather on a regular
basis only information which will be used, and to explain to institutions

how the information will be used by the commission. As a continued
effort is made to develop common data elements and common formats for

information reporting, the commission is attempting to build on current
operating systems within institutions in gathering information for statewide reporting purposes. Because of a lack of understanding and
familiarity with current management systems, simulation arid modeling
capability, and other forecasting techniques on the part of many
administrators and faculty in colleges and universities in the state, a major
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effort is underway

operation and

use

to train individuals and planning groups, in the
of techniques and information available to them

through the CAMPUS and RRPM simulation systems and the Information
Exchange Procedures effort of NCHEMS.
Information Exchange Procedures (1E4 It is anticipated that virtually
all

state institutions will be gathering, using and reporting information

produced from a modified version of the NCHEMS Information Exchange
Procedures effort. IEP appears to be a convenient and useful way to gather
comparable unit cast data for institutions and state and national agencies.
Recognizing that unit cast information provides only a basis for further
analysis, the IEP guidelines also specify gathering information of relevance

to specific institutions m order to explain potential variation in costs
among and between programs. The target date for implementation of IEP
in Colorado institutions of higher education is mid-1975. It is expected
that IEP will replace some of the existing data requests which the
commission makes of postsecondary institutions in the state.
Institutional Planning Support. In another major effort the t.ommission assists institutions to implement and utilize forecasting and

simulation tools such as CAMPUS and or RRPM in the institutional
planning process. Institutions and the commission statf will be working
together to identify the necessary steps, processes and components for
institutional planning with the expectation that ,olleges and universities in
the state will have the capability of utilizing these tools in the
development of multi-year institutional plans by mid-1976.
Statewide Planning Effort. To bring attention and visibility to policy
questions which affect postsecondary education, a major statewide
planning effort has been initiated. This planning effort will result in policy
rewmmendations in such areas as. access to postsecondary educational
opportunity, delivery of educational services, pricing of educational
opportunities, the relationship of manpower and educational policy,
innovation and flexibility in institutions, the rule of graduate education

and research, the private sector, governance and process, finance, and
perhaps must important, the missions of k..olleges and universities in the
state. When issues such as these are highly visible, information requests will

follow from the issues, and the "cart and horse" will be in the proper
relationship. Only by relating planning and management systems to basic
policy issues can statewide agencies like the CCHL exert leadership

prerogatives and have a positive impact on the future of postsecondary
education.

Statewide Administrative Systems
by James Gaffney

The State University of New York celebrated its 25th Anniversary in
1973. Although people often think of a university as a k.ompak.t ,ollection

of people and buildings at one particular lok.ation, SUNY is actually a
network of 72 separate public k.olleges, university centers and medical
centers lok.ated throughout New York State. SUNY began as a cluster of
several k.ulleges for teak.hers, a few agricultural and tedulkal institutes, and

some institutes of applied arts and science. From this, in 1948, the State
University of New York was gradually formed which was geographically
available to every section of the state and educationally ,omprehensive
from a one-year k.ertifkate program to a high-powered doctoral program.
During the 1960's the state university reshaped the teadier ,olleges into
strong liberal arts institutions, developed four major university centers,
modernized and expanded three medial sk.hools, set up une k.umpletely

new health science center, and helped build a system of 38 locallysponsored community colleges (see Figure I).
Structurally, all 72 k.ampuses function under the overall authority and
responsibility of the 15 member Board of Trustees appointed by the
Governor. The operation of the university is direk.ted by the Chancellor
and his immediate staff known as the central administration. The
Chancellor and his staff develop university-wide ak.adenut., fiscal personnel

and facilities policy, k.ummunkate and obtain suppurt for those polkies.
43
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Figure 1.
10 fully developed colleges of arts & sciences 5
10,000
students offers graduate programs up to master's degree
3 new senior colleges being built
1 Empire State a college without a campus
Special Schools
e.g., agriculture, ceramics, environmental science, forestry,

human ecology, industrial & labor relations, maritime,
optometry and veterinary science.
Twoyear Colleges Agricultural and Technical College 2,000
to 3,000 students, a great deal of transfer from these to other
units of SUNY.
38 Community Colleges
located in populated areas they are
basically commuter colleges. Enrollment is approximately
375,000 students.
Teachers number approximately

14,000

Operation Budget is roughly S800 million/year.

The central administration is segmented along funt-tional lines and
offices e.g., Acadenu Affairs, Faolities Planning, Finance and Budget, and
OffLe of Computer Systems Development whidt has responsibility for a
number of functions that are all t-umputer oriented. From the administrative viewpoint alone the reporting problems with which the Offke of
Computer Systems Development must deal to handle over 300,000
students control an S800 million budget are enormous.

It was realized many years ago that some form of uniform data
gathering and reporting was absolutely essential if a business like appruatit
was to be taken in the management of the University.

THE DECISION TO DESIGN AN MIS

SUNY, like many other institutions, explored a variety of methods to
make data reporting bush un and off t..ampus uniform. However most plans
were tried by several t..ampuses in a regional area un a pilot project basis.
Problems arose, however, because one group or another, the "ins" or the
"outs" felt cheated by such a project.
SUNY Central Adnunistration then explored the known possibilities at
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the time and for various reasons arrived at one final method of processing.
The alternates studied to arrive at this decision included:
process regionally at one of the four university centers,
process subregionally at 8 or 10 area centers;
process centrally at one large center; or

process °ite at each campus.
The decision made in 1969 to process on-site with a uniform system is
being reviewed annually.

During the review process systems were evaluated on the ability to
handle academic data processing along with administrative data processing.
Because central or regional processing is less expensive, but lacked the
vital ingredient of wholesale participation, the Office of Computer

Development staff compromised and decided to perform administrative
processing on each campus on a free standing system, and to perform the
bulk of academic processing off campus at a regional or central site.

In 1969, all of the four year colleges of arts and sciences reached a
growth period where, almost simultaneously, they needed an increase in
computing power. This demand was the catalyst to begin in earnest a
program of developing uniform administrative systems.

The four year college plan included four phases. I) Definition of
computer hardware needs with a five year projected growth, 2) Through
extensive bidding selection of a common computer system, 3) Creation of
design mechanism for uniform administrative systems, and 4) Organization
of a university-wide programming and implementation staff.

At the time the first phase began, SUNY had a conglomeration of
hardware devices in the four year colleges. One had as little computing
power as an IBM 403 while others had 1130s, 1401s, 9300s and 360/20s
and 360;25s. Although there was some variance regarding student
population, the colleges all had essentially the same processing needs. They
needed a number of systems and a certain site data base to support those

systems. The decision was made that these systems would be almost
exclusively used for administrative purposes, and, if any academic
processing were to be performed on them, it will be done with whatever
excess time and facility was available. All campus computer center
directors participated in the definition of their present and projected needs
along with the staff of the Office of Computer Systems Development.

In the second phase bids were let and a common computer system
selected using standard New York State procedures. The same Office of
Computer Systems Development personnel plus a representative of the
Division of the Budget worked on the project. With standard hardware
selected, the office could proceed with the building of a uniform system
.

for processing.

In phase three OCSD staff again were faced with options.

Hire a consulting tirm, experienced in the field of educational data
processing and obtain a system at various stages of completion,

r"

ii..)r"
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Lift the best system in each area from one of our 4. ampuses and
accept it as the standard; or
Build each system from the ground up.
The first option was by far the quickest and probably the easiest, but it

required the largest direst expenditure of money. I,esirable as it was, it
was rejected for that reason. The second alternative was reje,ted be..ause it

was soon obvious that even the best system available needed extensive
modification for university-wide use. However, portions of existing
systems could be used in a generalized system. The major drawbad of the
third option was the extensive time required to build eadi system from the
ground up. Although the resulting system would be ,ompletely ,ustomized to the university needs, OCSD staff questioned whether anyone
would be around to see it completed. The de,ision was made to use a
combination of options 2 and 3.
Task forces were established for each system area. Student Records.
Personnel, Facilities, and imarKe. Coordinating the entire ativny was an
MIS Task Force made up of original task forte members. The responsibility

of the MIS group is to ensure ,ompatability of design and

standardization of coding.
Each Task Force, after a number of false starts, was ..omprised of an
equal

distribution of user and data processing people along with a

representative of the Offke of Computei Systems Development, PP..ause
earlier efforts to design an MIS within the university floundered with data
processing people solely in ..harge of system design, in the new effort
OCSD made certain the user was an ative parts ipant in the entire design
process, not merely at the beginning to lay out the requirements, but

throughout the work of the group to ensure that all the needs were
addressed.

Although the task forces were limited to representatives of only a few
campuses (5-7) to allow workability of the group, they were required to
set up a 4, ommu:kation line to a number ,:f atlas on each ,ampus. The
intent of this requirement was to obtain orKurreme from all the users,
nt-t only representatives, as the system was being designed. Using this
strut:. e, by the time a system was ,ompleted, it had been reviewed at a
number of different steps along the way and would need no more
apprmals. Thi., has been the ,ase, and although the design time exceeded
estimations due to the ,ontmuing approval process, the final pruduU has
been received enthusiastically,
TASK FORCE WORK

The Student Record Task hike began work, as did the others, by
,ontating each Lomptis within the SUM' system, to request a presentation of that ,ampus sy tem if it was felt that such a system 4. ould form a
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base for a SUNY standard system. After a number of campuses made
presentations one was identified, from a university enter, that, with
modification could be built upon for a university -wide Student Record
System. As it turns out, the modifications were so extensive that the
Student Record System is unrecognizable today in its original form, and
the original campus has installed the new system replacing the old.

Because SUNY with individual college campuses is no different from
any coordinating agency, the central administration cannot dictate, a id
each individual has unique methods of doing things. Systems enforcement
can be done only where the campus reports data to the central
administration or fulfills federal requirements. However as SUNY
reporting needs grow and continually fluctuate, the central administration

requires quick information from the campuses. These requests are the
primary factor moving the campuses to a more standardized system.

Because the Office of Computer Systems Development could not
dictate to the entire system, the goal of task force work was to standardize
on the smallest segment of the information system which would have the
least affect on the individuality of the campus OCSD therefore set about

to standardize data elements and publish a dictionary of elements that
satisfied central reporting and which followed federal, WICIIL and state
requirements. A given campus need not store all the data in the dictionary.
However, first aligning existing definition with the standard data element
was no small job since all the various definitions that had been used on our

campuses for years had to be condensed to a single university-wide
standard. Development time for the Student Record System was approximately one year.
The Personnel System was designed completely from the ground up.
Data element definition was the first task, with all of the related approvals,

and systems design, programming and implementation on campuses
followed. From the beginning to its final acceptance by users, this system
was worked on fur about two years. The Facilities System has turned out
to be very heavily oriented to the Central Office with very little processing
performed at the campus level. A number of remaining segments to each

of the main systems are continuing to be designed or in some cases
modified based on needs in the field. The Financial System, which is the
last remaining major area, is currently being addressed by task forces.

ELEMENTS OF THE SUNY SYSTEM

In the SUNY standard administrative information system there is an
obvious absence of reporting programs. Because the prunary intent is to
supply a uniform system, reports are not provided with all their inherent
subjective tailoring, but rather a data base editing and maintenance system
is offered which campuses can access as they see tit. A Tailoicki Report
r- rw
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Generator Program imludes a ,.atalog of reports whiA is being increased
ontinuallY , and which can be balled by inJuding only a single parameter
card to the TRG de,..k. One quite ,omplkated report, whi, h is required by
the State from all the campuses,
the Course and Sealon Analysis

(CASA) which is a statistkal study by course of. instruaor, numbers of
students, classrooms, facilities, and hours, and so on. Results show space

utilization by curse, teaching load by major department, and similar
analyses.

Other than the TRG and CASA reports no reporting restrictions or
are imposed on the campuses. No grade reporting,
transcripts, internal admissions reports, probation reports or others are
requirements

included in this MIS pa,kage. To an outsider, eah campus appears to have
an independent custom MIS.
UNIVERSITY SYSTEMS SUPPORT GROUP

In order to arry out the programming required to omputerize the
designed systemsi university-wide programming and implementation staff
of five people alled the University Systems Support Group was
established. To avoid restricting the system to being omputerized while
also insuring a relative ease of programming, this group meets with the
design task forte before the design work has been ompleted, but not at
the very beginning of the effort. Once the design work is ompleted, the
projet is turned over to the System Support Group for programnung, the
design task forte untinues to oversee all work to guarantee adherence to
speifications. When the programmed system is ready fur implementation,
representatives of the System Support Group ondu,..t seminars and go to
ea, i 4-ampus to aid loal staff in the installation of all parts of the system
on each campus.

On-going activities of the group in lude revision and maintenance of
existing systems as well as new design work.

The SUNY Office of Computer Systems Development has, by 1974,
produced and implemented the following systems elements.
Standard coding;
Standard data definition for statewide reporting,
Customized data definition for statewide reporting,
File editing and maintenance routines;
Data relationship definition and checking routines,
Report generator;
Statewide reporting of required standard data, and a
Table for customizing output reports.

State College Computer Net
by Leo Roomets

The Massachusetts State College Computer Network was established in
October of 1973 to provide a computing and data processing resource for

the eleven state colleges of Massachusetts. The network consists of a
Control Data Cyber 72 computer located in Boston which supports both
remote batch and interactive terminals located un each campus tied in via
a state Telpak network. Patterned after the classic star configuration, the
centralized network currently bridges the developmental gap between
what was one a cluster of small independent computer operations and
what will eventually be a hierarchical computing network.

The distinguishing feature of the network, however, is the variety of
functions which It is designed to support and the services which it offers.
Breaking traditional academic-administrative detente, the system provides
a single resource for all instructional, administrative, research and public
service computing requirements of the colleges. Additionally, the network

center supports a systems and programming staff charged with the
responsibility of developing and implementing an integrated information
system designed around linked data base structures and intended for use in
an on-line, real-time transaction-oriented environment.
In order to maintain fairly a multi-Institutional user-oriented service,
the center has been established as an organizational entity separate from
the colleges, and its management reports to the Board of Trustees of the
State College System through the provost of the system.
49
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HISTORY OF THE SYSTEM

Computing is a relatively new addition to a system which has a history

that dates back to 1839. Although this factor has been the source of
innumerable headaches and general technology shock, it has also been the
single most significant factor which has allowed the colleges to leap-frog
two decades of technological growth and development in both hardware
and software concepts in less than three years.
In 1965, the state colleges acquired unit record and tabulating

equipment to support the processing of student and financial data. As

some of the colleges grew in size and concomitant data processing
requirements, small computers were leased by half of the colleges.
Although usage was still primarily administrative, a few colleges acquired
minicomputers to he used in teaching physics, chemistry, and mathematics. The year 1965 also marked the year when the state colleges were
organized under a single Board of Trustees with governing responsibility.
This change presented individual colleges with the added task of
responding to many new requests for information 1, omerning all the

activities of the institutions, requests which the traditional information
collection and processing procedures were not designed to handle
effectively.

The late 60's also marked a period of change in the public attitude
toward traditional unquestioned state support of public higher education.
The Board of Trustees of the State College System felt the pressure for
accountability, for curricular relevance, for effective resource management, and for justifiable expenditures of public money. In responding to

increasing criticism and closer scrutiny of the capital and operating
budgets of the colleges, trustees and presidents alike realized the need for
more meaningful and accurate information to defend their requests and
their programs.

Furthermore, computers in general were penetrating into all facets and
levels of business, education, government, and industry. As i result, both
faculty and students were putting pressure on the colleges from within for
more sophisticated and more accessible computing capability, employers
as well as graduate schools were looking fur students with computer skills.
It was in the context of this environment that the use of computers to
support academic and administrative requirements began getting special

attention in 1971. An individual was hired by the Office of the Board of
Trustees of State Colleges to analyze and document the management
Information systems and the instructional support systems requited by the
State College System, and to recommend a plan of action which would
result in the development of an effective and economical computing
resource. This feasibility study indicated to the trustees that. I) the
management information, needed by trustees, presidents and college
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administrators could be supplied only by information systems and
procedures which were considerably more advanced and sophisticated than

those which were currently m use, 2) the faculty and students could
benefit significantly through the expanded use of the computer in a
variety of disciplines, and 3) the proliferation of independent computing
solutions (service bureaus, local hardware, consortia) could not provide an
effective, cost-justifiable capability to meet short-term or long-term needs.

The major recommendation of the feasibility study was to develop

a

computing master plan which would contain detailed information system
designs, guidelines for the development of instructional computing, an
implementation plan and timetable, hardware and software specifications,
and personnel and budget requirements for the next five years. Because
the final

plan had to be acceptable to all members of the college

community before it would be approved, the planning process had to
incorporate major user educational approaches in addition to considerable
user input and evaluation.
The details of the project were worked out, and m May, 1972, systems
staff began the analysis and design work assisted by Systems Research
Group, Inc. After eight months of interviews, meetings with college and
system-wide committees, and presentations to administrators, presidents,
and trustees, the plan was completed. The trustees voted approval of the
Master Plan for Academic and Administrative Systems in February 1973.
The Plan, documented in five volumes and over 2,000 pages, was perhaps
the most comprehensive set of designs and specifications ever developed
for a group of colleges. Incorporating the experiences of other systems of
higher education like the California State Colleges and Universities, the
State University of New York, New Jersey Educational Information
Services, Inc. and others, the Massachusetts plan included state-of-the-art
concepts in systems design, teleprocessing, and network organization, m
addition to management system concepts developed by WICIILNCHLMS.
Volume I, Summary and ReLommendations, consists of a summary of the

project recommendations to the Board of Trustees and a plan for
implementation.
Volume II, Analysis of Current Operations, consists of a detailed analysis
of the academic and administrative data processing activities at each of the
colleges.

Volume III, Academk Cmputing, consists of a discussion of the current
and future use of the computer m instruction, research and public service.
It also includes specifications for a Curriculum Evaluation System and a
Research Management System.

VI)/ume IV, Administrative System Spaifkations, consists of detailed
specifications

for

the

State

College

information system.

General

description, flowcharts, process descriptions, definitions of inputs, files
and outputs are provided for the following subsystems.
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Planning and Budgeting
Program Planning
MultiYear Budget Planning
Simulation Modelling
Facilities Planning
Statistic Reporting Systems
Curriculum
Finance
Personnel
Physical Facilities
Students
Student Systems
Administration
Financial Aid
Residence
Registration
Grade Reporting/Transcripts
Counselling
Alumni Reports
Attrition Analysis
Student Records
Financial Systems
Accounting
Budgetary Control
General Ledger
Payroll
Purchasing/Inventory Control
Accounts Payable
Accounts Receivable/Student Billing
Cost Analysis
Personnel Systems
Personnel Records
Assignments
Activity Analysis
Collective Bargaining/Contract Management
Personnel Evaluation
Physical Facilities
Facilities Inventory
Facilities Utilization
Facilities Management & Planning
Maintenance
Capital Budgeting
Building Project Control
Curriculum Systems
Program Analysis
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Program Evaluation
Course Catalog Curriculum
Curriculum Planning

Institutional Support Systems
Library acquisition, cataloging, and circulation control
Mime V, Data Element Dictionary, consists of a cross-referenced Index
of all data element codes and names used in the Administrative Systems
Specifications.
NETWORK DEVELOPMENT

Upon aL.ceptance of the Master Plan, the Computer Services Staff began
all the activities which were required to Implement the plan's recommendations. building of a computer network, hiring and training of personnel,
and development of systems to be running by the Fall of 1973.

The central site was prepared and the CDC Cyber 72 installed on
October 15, 1973 as scheduled. By November, the eleven state colleges
were all accessing the system through the time-shanng and remote batch
systems and processing their first jobs over the Massachusetts State College

Computer Network. After the first two months, during which the
operating system (KRONOS 2.1), the hardware, the telecommunications
network, and the personnel went through an initial shakedown period, the
network began offenng reliable services to the administration, faculty, and
students at the colleges. Usage of the network grew from roughly 2500

jobs per week to nearly 20,000 jobs per week by the end of the Spring
1973 semester.
One year has been allowed fur the conversion of college data processing

from dependence on local hardware or service bureaus to complete
reliance on network resources. In early 1974, many of the colleges have
already completed the conversion of all software, and have released
equipment which is no longer required fur network processing. Other
colleges are still running dual systems, but expect to be totally on the
network by the Fall of 1974. To assist in this process, the network center
has developed an administrative software library and cleannghouse for
interim systems. Programs written at the Massachusetts state colleges or
acquired from external sources such as CAUSE, or other colleges and
universities, are available fur use by any of the user Institutions. internal
consulting services, user training, and programming assistance have also

been provided to facilitate the transfer of user institutions to state
systems. Internal consulting services, user training, and programming
assistance have also been provided to facilitate the user conversion process.
With the continuing support of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,

the board of trustees, and the general college community, the State
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College Computer Network staff experts to ,omplete the development and

implementation of the stems contained in the master plan by the
Summer of 1979. Given the relative suo.ess to date, and the enthusiasm of

the users of the network, the staff looks forward to the opportunity to
make a significant ontribution to higher edut.ational t.omputing and
management systems between 1974 and 1979 and thereafter.
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Chapter 4
Delivery of Computing
in Academic Institutions
by Leland H. Williams

The first thing I realized about the title of this talk upon receiving it
from the organizers was that it has nothing to du with van . iipment versus
air freight or anything of that sort, and that there were some other implied

constraints when the title is taken in context with the conference theme
and with EDUCOM's objectives. Furthermore, it was obvious to me that
any claim of completeness before such an illustrious audience would be
very ill advised. Therefore, I have retitled the talk "Some Ways In Which
Computing Can Be Delivered in Academic Institutions."
With the topic reduced in size, I then began to consider what I might be

able to say that would be of use to this audience. Certainly I know
something about one way in which computing can be delivered and that,
of course, is the way in which computing is delivered to a wide community
of users by the Triangle Universities Computation Center, I quickly
concluded that the organizers would not want me to further onstrain the
title to one way in which computing can be delivered. Thus I looked back
into my own previous experience and realized that I could speak from

experience at Auburn University and at Florida State University concerning single university general purpose computing ,enters. I also looked

back to my own learning experience at the console of an IBM 650 and
reasoned that I could speak from experience about this kind of delivery of
computing service as well. However, I realized that most of you have had
similar experiences, and that I would have to du more than this. I then
57
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began to look in current literature for surreys of ways in which eomputing

service can be delivered in the academic community. I was not at all
surprised to discover a new book by Charles Mosniann, but I was
overwhelmed by the singularity of finding Professor Mosmann on the same
LDUCOM eonferenee program immediately preceding my presentation. I
decided that the only way out was to own up to my debt to his new book

immediately. The book is entitled "Academic Computers in Service"
which was published by Jossey-Bass in 1973.

The tope, "Delivery of Computing in Aeadenue Institutions" even
though proseribed to be "sonic ways in which eomputing can be delivered
in academe institutions," is multi-dimensional and requires some kind of
sectioning in order to view it properly. Following Mosmann's approaeli,

have chosen four major eategories to mina a sectioning process will be
applied. The categories are:
Campus Computation Center
Distributed Computing on Campus
Commercial Services
Super Centralisation
CAMPUS COMPUTATION CENTER

There are a variety of reasons for the existence of campus eomputation
centers, but economy of scale Is the primary reason in most eases. Groseh's
Law continues to hold, making a unit of computation bust less on a large

computer than on a small one. One must, however, he careful about the
seope of application of this so ealled law. For the purposes of this paper it
is

sufficient to Maim that the law does continue to apply to general

purpose instruetional, research and administrative eomputmg on the
college level. It may not apply to certain on-line or real time computing
such as process control, and there may well be other exceptions.
Another reason for the continued existence of so many campus
eomputation centers is the management eontrol provided thereby for the
university administration. It is natural for university administrators to
want to be able to turn to one source to lean what eomputing is costing
and what services are being provided to the faculty, students and
administrators in return for that bust. Of course, there is a third question
"Why can't you
that a university administrator would like to ask
is
not
dear
how
well one can
provide more computing for less bust ?" It
answer these questions for university administrators, but the ability to

direct these questions to one source is one of the major reasons that
campus computation centers exist.

Another reason for campus computation centers is college pride. It
continues to be desirable to show off the computation center despite a
tendency in new construction to hide it for security reasons. The pride
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reason is not without economk benefits. There are several named general
purpose ...ornputatioq 1. enters in our universities. For example, there IS the
Rich Electronic Computation Center at Georgia Ted] and the Abraham
Smoots Research Computation Center at Brigham Young University. I
assume that in stkli uses there were finanual onsiderations involved in
the choice of the name. As Charles Mosmann observes', is diffkult to

conceive of the John Q. Alumni telephone bill fund for provision of
computing services at some remote location.
Having considered some ohesive fumes relative to campus omputation

centers, let us now turn to some unstabilizing tones. Perhaps the most
obvious one is the generally unsettled question as to whether t.ollege
administrative computing an or should be dune on the same madinie with
research and instruaional omputing. I say that this question is generally
unsettled because there are about as many olleges wind' have settled the
question one way as the other for the time being. The ...Ise for separate
facilities for administrative ,omputing is generally a statement of special

requirements for severity, reliability and predktability, but these are
requirements for instructional and research computing as well. The

argument for separate administrative omputing faolities usually also
includes a claim of special priority for such important services as payrolls.
However, it is debatable whether the payroll is any more important than

the preparation of data for a researdi professor's presentation to his
society. The answer to both problems may be the same. proper scheduling

and planning to minimize the need for spe...tal priority servia. Also, it is
important to realize that ollege administrative data processors an be
expected to share a general t.ampus computing facility only if they are

given solid, firm ommitments for omputer service (including special
priority when required). The te.hnique for implementing stkli ommitments is another subject, whkh is addressed primarily in the context of
ommitments within the TUCC partnership for instrualonal and researdi
computing in a paper on TUCC
1972).2
The computer st..ien,e department and other &At:n. departments also

claim spet.ial needs which may be used to justify separate t.omputing
facilities. In ases where these needs require real time or on-line
applications, separate faaities may be justified. Operating system interation and development or support of large interactive memory driven
CRT displays may also require separate facilities.
An obvious variation of the single t.ampus wmputation tenter is seen in

the university with multiple ampus t.omputation enters. A good example

would be a multiple purpose onr,,utation

enter within the medical

school or some other specialized ,chool, plus a general purpose fatulity
serving the rest of the ampus. At some institutions the administration
seeks to exemse its management jurisdtion over such multiple enters by
treating a university omputing oftLe which seeks to manage both or all
facilities. Such plans meet with varying degrees of success.
e L.-1
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Space does not permit exploration of all servke aspects of a campus
computation center, but one, interactive servit.es, does warrant further
dist.usston. There are two primary ways in whkh the 1. anvils ,ornputation
center 1. an seek to meet 1. ampus needs for interat.tive bomputing. First,

Intenktive computing 1. an be provided on the major general purpose
t-ornputer. Numerous institutions provide some wraination of APL,
FORTRAN, PL,'I, and BASIC, on a major general purpose computer.
However interaaive wrnputing provided in tins way tends to be relatively
expensive bet.ause of the generality of the major 1. ornputer's operating
system. Therefore, there is a movement beginning in some institutions to
pro%isle, in addition to these sophistwated interaaive t.uputing servkes
on the major t.ornputer, unsophistkated, relatively ,,heap interaaive
,omputing servia. via a mum-wmputer under the auspkes of the t.arnpus
computation ,.enter. This kind of at.tivny is perhaps best developed
currently at the University of Iowa.
DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING ON CAMPUS

A sewnd major t.ategury of computing servke delivery is distributed
t.umputing. In this t.ase there is no ,entral management of the distributed

t.omputing ftkilities ext.ept the university administration itself. Either
major or num t.umputers may be involved and they may be used for either
general purpose wmputing or interiutve t.ornputing or both. With regard
to mini t.ornputers, it should be noted that satisfaaion with general
purpose wmputing is limited by the state of development of higher level
language wmpilers for these madunes. However, for relatively unsuphistit.ated single language interaam t.ornputtng servke sikh as BASIC, it is
difficult to compete with minicomputers.

A major faaor in distributed t.ornputing is the mkro computer or
programmable t.alt.ulator. At one of the universities in the TUCC network,

about ten of these devkes have been budght for prices ranging from
SI,000 to S6,000, primarily for qukk laboratory data rediktion. Because
these purt.hases have bypassed the t.ummittee responsible for t-omputer
and t.omputer terminal at.quisition, that t.ommittee now has on its agenda
the question, "When is the calculator a computer?"
COMMERCIAL SERVICES

Conimeroal servkes represent another method of delivering t-ornputing
for at.adenut. institutions. Sikh servkes are available twin front t.omputer
time vendors, whose pr..nary business is selling t.umputer serykes, and also

from other businesses that have ext.ess time to sell. In either base, but

espeually in the latter, the edtkational institution should be ,.ireful to
Insure that it is t.ontrat.tually protet-ted against the unilateral withdrawal
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of services on which it has bek.ome dependent. Another possibility is the
purt.hase of excess omputer time from a,ademic institution. The same
caveats apply.

SUPER CENTRALIZATION
Super _entralization can reasonably be viewed as a way to extend the
advantages of intra-campus antralization to inter-campus centraliation.
Economy of scale 1,, still available at this level for many institutions. Most
of the technological problems of super _entralizatwn have already been
solved. The remaining problems, which have been solved to some extent in

some places but remain ,hallenges in other places, are the political and
managerial problems. The super antralization model may be implemented
in three ways. The first two provide general purpose a,ademic k.omputing
whereas the third provides computing for one narrow discipline.
Star Regional Networks
Distributed Regional Networks
Discipline Oriented Centers
A star regional network maximizes thtt economy of scale benefits. See

Williams 19722 for an in-depth description of TUCC, a functioning
successful star network.
A distributed regional network maximizes both multiple service
availability and inter-,ampus research cooperation. MERIT, a system
which links the computing facilities of the University of Michigan,

Michigan State University and Wayne State University, exemplified this
model. Major k.umputing faulities and services on any of the three MERIT
campuses are available to users on any campus under certain terms.
Another example is the ARPA Network which illustrates a non- restrictive

use of the term regional, sine the ARPA Network now extends from
Hawaii to Europe. Another example of a distnbuted network whit.1 also

has some attributes of a star network is the present proposal of the
Compute.: Board for Universities and Research Councils of the United
Kingdom.
The discipline oriented k.enters, which an funt.tion either by mail and

travel or as a star network, maximize the ease of maintenance and
availability of large data bases and special programs. The National Center
for Atmosphenc Research at Boulder is a good example of the mail and
travel type of discipline oriented renter, serving researchers in the
meteorological suenas. The Daresbury (England) Nuclear Physics
Laboratory is a good example of a star discipline oriented anterl. Access
to an IBM 370/1 5 is provided for a k.ommunity of high energy physics
researchers.
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SUMMARY

There is a wide variety of ways to provide ak.ademik. ,..umputing services.

The choice criteria have been only briefly explored here, but some pros
and cons have been presented for eak.h of several ways of delivering
computing on campus.
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Chapter 5
Combined or Separate
ADP and Academic Computing
Introduction
by Jeremy E. Johnson

The objective of this chapter is to provide readers with insight to assist
in making "fair and rational" decisions about the allocation of computing

resources, with particular reference to the method of organization of
institution-wide facilities.

Most of the discussion of this topic has been neither fair nor rational,
and has been based primarily on protection or expansion of empire. Papers
in this chapter have some suggestions on how to minimize impacts on
personnel, but concentrate on operational rather than political aspects,
which tend to be highly specific to local conditions.
Useful consideration has been impeded by lack of recognition of the
importance of economics. Any form of resource sharing is attractive

because of the force of funds. If unlimited funds were available, each
function would be best served by a completely dedicated facility. The idea
of each researcher having his own ARPA net and each administrator an
analogous net is clearly extreme, but many discussions fail to be specific
about whether they cost the same or more or less than the alternate with
which they are compared.

One might, then, take as the object of the "rational decisions" the
provision of a given level of services at the lowest possible cost or the
provision of the highest level of services for a given cost. Someone who is
operating equipment on: or two shifts, five days a week and has all the
appropriately trained personnel needed to sent users' needs either has no
63
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problems or has problems with a different solution than a consideration of
combined or separate centers!

The tradition of combined or separated centers has been largely
inherited from organizations developed from a mode of operation with
lots of "hands on" job responsibility and little remote access. Current
experiences should serve as a bridge to help to answer the question of
whether combined or separate local centers will be optional in the context
of the hierarchy which may be expected in the future. Small machines will
be dedicated to particular narrow types of services. Large "local" center(s)
will serve a broad set of campus needs, and regional, national, or
international centers will supply access to particularly specialized facilities.
(See Figure I.)
The questions about effective relationships between the levels outlined
in Figure 1 are interesting and are explored in other chapters. The question

from which papers in this chapter begin discussion is whether "local"
delivery of ,omputng services ,.an better be done by one center or two.

Figure 1. Hierarchical computing on campus
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A Combined Center
by William E. Walden

At Washington State University the Systems and Computing organization which is responsible for all computing related functions includes the
following groups:

Academic Services. A Group which assists faculty and students in
using the Computing Center and provides systems analysis and
programming services for academic systems.
Administrative Services. A Group which assists administrative offices
in using the Computing Center and provides systems analysis and
programming services for administrative systems.

Computing Center. The major computer is an IBM 36010. With the
exception of some special purpose computing, all university

computing is done in the Computing Center. Also, 27 other
educational institutions purchase computer services via remote
terminals.

An IBM 360/67 was installed at Washington State University in
December, 1966. Long before this installation a commitment had been
made by the university to provide all major computing services, adininis
trative or academic, with the 360167. Very few individuals need to be told
that the 360/67, running under OS/NWT, could not be used very
efficiently when it was first installed. At that time with a peak load of less
than 14,000 jobs per month and an average monthly load of 11,000 jobs,
the turnaround was not particularly good.
65
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Quite frankly, in that environment there were some conflicts between
administrative and academic users. There was no satisfactory way to mix
jobs or to set priority on jobs. Hence all users had severe turnaround

problems from time to time. Although it was not necessarily justified,
there was a natural tendency on the part of the academic and
administrative users to hold the other group responsible for their
difficulties.
The processing of administrative and academic jobs on a single
computer in one computing center is done quite smoothly now. No
distinction is made between administrative and academic jobs. Jobs can be

scheduled a week in advance or submitted on an unscheduled basis.
Unscheduled jobs can be submitted at four priority levels with higher cost
assigned for higher priority level. During 1973 the Washington State
University Computing Center had a peak monthly load of 38,000 jobs and
an average monthly load of 27,000 jobs. Many of the other educational
institutions which are now using the Washington State University
Computing Center submit both academic and administrative jobs. Also, in
December, 1973 the computing center was designated as a State Data
Processing Service Center. Hence there is a long range commitment to
process jobs of all types.

Some of the reasons that things are going more smoothly now as
compared with the first year after installation of the 360/67 are.

Conversion to OS/MVT as an operating system for the 360/67
allowing for improved job mix and automatic priority pricing,
Systems and operations improvements that have resulted in
mcreaseu efficiency in the use of the 360/67;
Priority pricing and user ability to schedule jobs a week in advance,
More jobs being submitted from, and output being sent to, remote
terminals.

A single computing organization, and a single computing enter for all

of the university

is

working well. A major problem for university

computin6 centers is peak loading which occurs in the second half of the
instructional period, at WSU, the semester. Academic peaks do not
necessarily coincide with the administrative peak, so the computer load is
leveled to some extent by processing all jobs in one facility. On a large 360
used for general purpose computing, the mix of administrative and
acadenuc jobs results in more efficient use of the equipment. For example,

many of the high input/output, low ::"PU, administrative jobs mix well
with many of the low input/output, high CPU, academic jobs. So far one
large computer, rather than two small ones, has met the tremendous
variety of requirements that university users have m terms of computing
resources. Re WSU Computing Center has avoided considerable additional
costs in the form of duplicate management, systems, and operations staff.
In addition, in the remote environment it is advantageous to recruit, train,
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and manage one speoalized Lomputing Lenter staff rather than two. With a

combined center there is more iteraLtion, understanding, and less
suspicion between administrative and aLademL users. Both faLtilty and
administrators are interested in the support and improvement of the same
Lomputing ,.enter. More and more Lomputing Lenter management suspects
that any division of Lomputing center funLtions should be based on type
of Lomputing (interaLtive versus bath) rather than organization (administrative versus aLademic). For example, many researdi projects are doing

processing which has high input/output, low CPU requirements, while
many administrative offices submit FORTRAN jobs or use interaLtive
Lomputing. If the WSU Computing Center starts utilizing more than one
computer, the seLond Lomputer will most likely be used for back-up and
overload, or jobs will be assigned to the two Lomputers by type of
computing required rather than by application type.

Chapter 6
Technical Effects of
Delivery Modes
Technological Effects on
Modes of Delivery
by Clair G. Maple

CENTRAL PROCESSORS

During the past twenty-five years the computer imlustry has grown
from an infant nurtured on the existing technology of the late forties
and early fifties to a giant depending upon a new technology which has
been developed especially for computers. The number uf computers has
exceeded the wildest estimates of the early fifties when it was expected
that just a few of the computers of that vintage could do all the future
computations of the world. Figure I shows the growth in the number of
computers in the United States since 1950. This chart clearly indicates
that computers were initially not considered a commercially viable
product, and that the early development was largely left up to a few
universities. The rather large increase in the number uf computers in the
1956 census was due largely to the introduction of the IBM 650 which
accounted for better than 807: of the computers existing in that year. This
marked the beginning of mass produced computers. Priur to 1956, with
a few notable exceptions, computers were usually one of a kind.
The second point uf interest illustrated in Figure I is the rather rapid
increase in the number of computers fruin the middle sixties to the early
seventies. This period marked the introduction of the minicomputers, and

many architectural innovations incorporated in them, as well as the
introduction of the third generation of computers.
68
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Figure 1. Growth of Computers
Year

NonCommercial

Commercial

Total

1950

6

1952

20

7

27

1954

47

60

107

1956

51

864

915

6

1964

17,840

1966

38,000

1968

50,000

1970

76,000

1972

110,000

1973 (Estimate)

135,000

From a computation center's point of view, the development of the
family concept during the third generation has had a major impact. This
concept provides the user with a wide range of performance capabilities
which permits the center to upgrade its installation with a minimal impact

on the users. As the various members of a family of computers are
developed, the manufacturer takes advantage of the newer technology to
improve performance and drop cost. Generations within families are now
classified by the degree to which circuits are integrated. Computers are
usually referred to as Large Scale Integration (1000 circuits on a chip),

Medium Scale Integration (500 circuits on a chip), and Small Scale
Integration (100 circuits on a chip). As the newer members of the family
come out, they usually provide more circuits on a chip and shorter
distances for the signals to travel. As the manufacturer takes advantage of
the newer ideas and developments, there has been some deterioration of
the family concept. Yet even in this situation exemplified by IBM's move
from the 360 to the 370 series, the idea of maintaining compatibility has
been given top consideration. The same change also provides a good

example of performance improvement. Greater cost effectiveness is
achieved as the newer technology are introduced. Figure 2 clearly shows
the cost effectiveness of IBM's computer families.
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Figure 2. Cost Effectiveness
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MEMORIES

The word memory has almost become synony mous with core since its
introduction in the mid fifties. The diameter of the core has decreased and
thus the speed of the memory has increased since its first use until now
one commonly sees cores of approximately 10 mils in diameter with
fractional microsecond (lipping speeds. Further the cost of core memory
has decreased from dollars per hit to cents per hit. In the mid fifties and
early sixties one was very pleased with computers having IPK to 32K word
memories and cycle times on the order of 4 to 10 microseconds. Today
one is unhappy unless memories on the order of 100 times that size and
speeds 10 to 20 times faster than those above are available. These changes
in memory systems have contributed enormously toward improving the

throughput, which in many respects is much more important than the
improvements in speed mentioned above.

Computer center directors now are witnessing a major change in
memory systems. With the introduction of the 370 series, IBM gave its
stamp of approval to semiconductor memories or solid state memories on
a chip. The potential performance of semiconductor memory is greater
thin that of core memory and, at the same time, permits much more
densely packaged systems primarily because ways are being found to put

more and more bits on a chip. Furthermore the cost of comparable
memory systems decreases as the move is made from core to semiconductor. A good example of such cost saving is pros ded by comparing
the cost of memory for a 370/155 with that for a 360,65. A drop in cost
by a factor of 7 or 8 is evident.
Bipolar semiconductor memories, although more expensive than
standard semiconductor memories, are exhibiting lantastic, speeds, in the
10 nanosecond range, and have the potential to significantly speed-up
throughput performance in newer computers. In fact small bipolar
memories have already been used as cache memories in some current
systems although their performances are usually in the 50 to 100
nanosecond range which is somewhat less than the 10 nanosecond speed
mentioned above.

PERIPHERALS

Many computer center directors have witnessed a change in computer
systems from ones %%Adi had only a punched paper input and typewriter
like output device to very sophisticated computer systems which have a
very

large spectrum of peripheral devices. Although there has been

a

considerable amount of change in the variety of peripherals used over the
years, the speed of peripheral devices hasn't changed as radically as has the
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speed of processors and memories. Card readers and line printers have
improved by fiktors of ten and magnet i. peripherals such as tapes, drums
and disks have i..hanged by fiktors of a few hundred. Nevertheless it is very
difficult to imagine a modern i_omputer system without an array of such
devices.

In the early 1960's the principal bikkup for main memories was
magnetii. tape. However because of Door reliability and the fai.t that they
could not he randomly ai.i.essed, they have gradually given way to disks

and drums as tapes have been relegated to play the roles of tertiary
memories and ari.hival storage devices. The current state of the art in disk
tei.hnology is exemplified by the IBM 3330 disk system which stores one
hundred million by tes (8 bits) of information per spindle and can double
this with dual density. The 3340, while storing only 35 million (70 million
if dual density is used) bytes of information per spindle, has the added

advantage of having both fixed head (drum like) and moveable head
tedmology available on the same spindle. Furthermore with the 33 ,O disk
information is available within 10 millisei.onds at several megabits per
second. These types of devises probably signal the demise of the drum as it
is known today. Sirke the i..ost per bit of drum storage is intermediate to
that of main memory and disk, drums are probably on the way out, but it
is not Meat what the replacement will be, or indeed whether they will be
replaced at all.

Because printers dearly have not kept paix with the improvement in
central processor performance, today many printers are attached to the
same i_otnputer. The impart printer, which has made the modern computer
center possible, serves well in the Lament environment as long as paper
remains relatively inexpensive. However, with the present paper shottage

the price of paper doubled in a relatively short time and has not yet
stabilized. Indeed, paper may not be available in the future at any prii.e.
This situation i_reates additional pressure to use ri..roform output as a
substitute for paper. Computer Output Mii.roforrn (COM) units are very
effei.tive if one wants to conserve paper and storage spike, but do present
a problem sitKe COM cannot be easily viewed. COM appears ideal for
ati.hival purposes but is somewhat less than desirable for debugging
programs.
COMPUTER NETWORKS

The concept of a network of computers is an idea whose time has
come. It appears that both the i_omputer teditiology and i_ornmunii.ations
technology have developed to the point that the network i..orkept may be
one of the most significant developments of the i_omputer field.
Universities, espet-ially, view this i.orkept as an ideal way to make
computing widely available on neighboring campuses. Initially, a major
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university with a large computer facility, possibly funded with an NSF
grant, has made sonic of its computing available to neighboring (usually
smaller) campuses which aren't as fortunate. Typically,i remote job entry
terminal would be installed on the neighboring campus and connected to
the university's computer via ordinary voice grade telephone lines. Such an
arrangement had the effect of providing the smaller campus with all the
resources of the computing facility enjoyed by the university without the
attendant large scale financial and personnel commitment. At the same
time the use of sonic of the university's computer capacity by smaller
institutions helped to &flay the cost of running the university computer
center. Such arrangements exist today in great abundance and the
literature is tilled with the experiences of such consortiums.
In more recent years, a broader concept of a computer network has
been developed in which a group of computers are tied together for the
laudable purpose of sharing scarce resources. One of the pioneering efforts
in this area is the ARPANET developed under the support and the

influence of the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) of the
Department of Defense. Most of the nodes are computer centers located at
huge universities and government laboratories widely scattered across the
[united States. Each such center has a small computer called an interface

message processor (IMP) which interfaces the campus computer to the
network. The ARPANET, which has been in existence for several years,
has demonstrated the feasibility of such a system to the point where it is
now being developed commercially by Pachet Communications, Inc.,
Telnet, and others.
MINICOMPUTERS

The advent of the minicomputer in the late sixties has had and will
continue to have a tremendous impact on computing. The cost of a small
system today is less than one percent of the cost of a computer of
comparable capacity of a couple of decades ago. Since minicomputers are
low in price, the number of such systems Is increasing rapidly (see Figure
I). Minicomputers have been adapted as communications processors

replacing the older more expensive and less flexible communications
controllers in large computer systems. They have been used as a building
block in the construction of an intelligent remote job entry terminal with
considerable local computing capability, and they have been put to work
in research laboratories to control experiments and act as a data
acquisition system. In addition, low cost time sharing systems have been
built around minicomputers in several schools and universities.
It is interesting to note that because the technology in use in
minicomputers is more advanced than in the large systems, minicomputers
are rapidly becoming more capable for less money. If this trend continues,

is no reason to doubt that it will as micro-programming
develops, many of the jobs currently being done on large computer
and there

systems may be taken over by one or a group of minicomputers. Large
computers will not disappear, but the type of problems ,urrently run on
them may change.

Development of a Minicomputer Network
to Improve the Delivery of
Computer Services
by James H. Tracey

INTRODUCTION

Motivation for developing a minicomputer network at UMR was
threefold. First it seemed desirable to bring the power of the larger
computer, including its storage and peripherals, into the ,ampus laboratories. Secondly, the minicomputer networ!, could provide new and

improved input media to the t.entral facility which is an IBM 360/50.
Third, older and inconvenient data handling techniques could be replayed
with more modern and convenient techniques. Many applications which
were using paper tape could be serviced more effectively by direst entry of

paper tape into the System 360 instead of onverting paper tape to
punched t.ards off-line. The ladc of any uniform format or code for the
paper tape complkated the plublem. The addition of a mark sense (..ird or

document reader was also needed for applications such as balloting,
surveying and grading of exams. On-line support for a number of high
speed interactive graphic terminals was also required.

In addition, many applications which required on-line control and
nearly immediate response to real time events could not be serviced by the
slow response of a bat,11 environment. This type of apple ation requires

use of a dedicated computer in the laboratoay. As a practical
alternative, a dedicated minicomputer in communisation with a large
time-shared t.entral facility could be used to provide the high computing
the

power and fast response time needed for control of real-time events.

/
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A primary factor in the development f a minicomputer network was
economy. Other influencing factors related tc economy were time and
manpower, Since the network was intended to support other projects, the
development had to proceed as rapidly as possible so as not to delay these
projects. In order to keep the costs low, outside consultants were ow of
the question and all work had to be accomplished entirely wit:. in-house
resources.

These constraints led to the choice of a single front-end processor
interfaced to the System 360 110 channel rather than the use of dedicated
hardwired controllers for the high speed data links, paper tape reader, and
mark sense card reader. Since the single selector channel on the System
360 was already heavily loaded, it was decided to interface the front-end
processor with the multiplexor channel. The front-end processor had to be
capable of operation in the by to multiplex mode because there were a
number of unbuffe.ed I/O devices on this channel %Ouch could not he
locked out by burst transfers for any appreciable length of time.
Rather than choose a minicomputer with a specialized instruction set
for communication software, it was decided to use a more general-purpose
machine since the purchase of three additional machines was being
planned for general-purpose laboratory the which included instruction in

minicomputer operation and appLations. The confusion of having to
work with more than one instruction set, different operating procedures,
and different utility software would be avoided by specifying all four
minicomputers to be compatibie.

The criteria of a general-purpose, low-cost computer with an off-theshelf programmable interface for the IBM 360;50 multiplexor channel and
suitable communication peripherals narrowed the field of choices considerably. A Data General Corporation Nova 800 was chosen as providing the
highest performan,se-to-cost ratio.

The Nova 800 is a sixteen bit machine which makes it suitable for
general purpose work as well as eight-bit byte manipulation which is
char cti
of communication software. Althoi.gh a machine with more
powerful bit and byte manipulation instructions would perhaps have been
mire suitable fur communication programming, none were available in
1972 in the required price range with the desired peripherals.
NETWORK DEVELOPMENT

Figure I is a diagram 31 the 'initial phases of the minicomputer network
development. It is particularly useful in this discussion because it shows
pictorially the evolution of the mini-network in terms of increased and
improved data rates and data handling. First the SCC 650 minicomputer

and its associated ARDS graphic terminal were connected through a
modern and over a 110 baud line through a second modem into the
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multiplexor channel of the IBM 360/50. Preliminary work to support both
a remote minicomputer and a computer graphics application was carried

out under this configuration. Communication hardware was relatively
inexpensive since the modems were acoustic couplers and the 2702

channel adapter was shared between the data link for the remote
minicomputer and a large number of typewriter terminals spread around
the campus.

The next step was a search for the best technique for increasing the
data rate between the remote mini and the 360 computer. Because the
2702 channel adapter was not capable of handling the higher speeds, an
evaluation was made to determine whether or not an IBM 2701 channel
adapter or a minicomputer would be the best device for supporting a
collection of remote minicomputers. For several reasons, including
economy and flexibility, a Nova 800 minicomputer was attached to the
multiplexor channel of the IBM 360;50. After considerable programming
effort it was possible to communicate between the Nova minicomputer
and IBM 360;50 as well as to support a remote Nova minicomputer over a
phone line at the 1200 baud data rate. In this case the remote

minicomputer was also a Nova 800 and the modems were no longer
acoustically coupled but electronically coupled.

The next step was to increase the data rates even further to provide
faster interaction between the remote minicomputer, its peripherals and
the 360;50. The higher data rates required were dictated by the higher
rates at which the remote peripherals were capable of accumulating the
data as well as the higher degree of interaction required in the applications.
Since the campus is a relatively small one it is economically feasible to
physically lay cables from remote minicomputer sites to the central Nova.

Cable could be laid for distances up to 2000 feet for approximately
$500.00. Once cable was laid it was possible to eliminate the modems at

both ends of the line and, for approximately $35.00, to convert the
electronics at each end of the data links to adequately support the 50K
baud rate between the remote minicomputer site and the central Nova.
The communication scheme used throughout, including the 110 baud
system, the 1200 baud system, and the 50K baud system is asynchronous.
The asynchronous form of communication was chosen primarily because it
resulted in considerable savings in hardware between the communication
line and the minicomputer, at both ends of all data lines.

A star configuration as opposed to a circular bus was chosen for the
minicomputer network in order to facilitate the addition of installations
and perhaps tolerate malfunctions in remote installations. This might be

difficult to achieve in a circular arrangement where the data for one
remote minicomputer may have to pass through hardware associated with
a second remote minicomputer.
Figure 2 shows an updated version of the University of Missouri Rolla
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minicomputer network. The star configuration is dearly identifiable and
so are the specialized, laboratory-oriented peripheral equipments such as
graphics terminals, AID and DIA converters, tablets, disks, teletypes, and

other data acquisition gear In 1974, four remote nunicomputers are
operational and capable of transmitting data to and from the t.omputer
center. When the network is completely developed, up to nine remote
minicomputers will be connected to serve approximately six remote
campus laboratories.
APPLICATIONS

fall

The majority of applications supported by the nunkomputer network
into categories data acquisition, preliminary data analysis, and

graphics analysis.

At tt. .e-note minicomputer, data can be acquired and buffered from a
variety .1 sources which include keyboard, paper tape, an A/D converter, a
tablet, a graphics terminal, or direct digital input from an experimental
device. Preliminary analysis can be performed in some applications at the
remote site to verify the correctness or presence of the data. Then the data

can be transmitted in bursts to the 360/50. After the data is analyzed or
perhaps used as input to a simulator in the 360, the results of the analysis
are then transmitted back to the remote lab where the results may appear
on a CRT, the output of a D/A converter, a printer, or a paper tape punch.
The only difference in most of the applications is the data rate required to
enable the user to work interactively with this system or get data back fast
enough to alter parameters of an ongoing experimental system. In parallel
with data acquisition and analysis operations one can use peripheral
devices in the computer center which are not available at the remote sites
including a Calcomp plotter, the data storage disk, data card punch, and a
highspeed line printer.
The minicomputer network provides a means for handling a wide
variety
field and experimental data. Data may originate in the form of
analog signals, paper tape, oscillograph records, mark sense cards and
pictures constructed on a graphics terminal. Such data forms can be
conveniently entered into the computing system for analysis followed by a
wide variety of storage and presentation methods. One interesting example

consists of a geophysicist who acquires data in the field via a minicomputer system with disk. The data .risk is then removed from the
mobile system and inserted into a remote minicomputer in the network
through which the data is entered into the 360/50 for processing and
plotting.
The first applications brought up an the minicomputer network were in
the computer graphics area. This is one major ontinuing application area

that required a high degree of interaction between the user and the
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Lomputer system. Perhaps this appkation, more than any other, requires
relatively high transmission speeds to the central faolity, high priority
rapid processing on the central facility, and rapid transmission bask to
display a screen of information Mud' shows in piaonal form the results
of the analysis on the central faolity. A Llassi, example in one of the early
appkanons is a display of a picture of a circuit on the screen of a remote

CRT, translation of the picture into data sets at the remote Nova,
transmission of the data to the 360/50, and Input of the data to a circuit
analysis program. The circuit is analyzed on the central facility and the
results, in the form of time plots of currents or voltages or frequency
plots, are transmitted bay v to the remote mmiLomputer which supports

the line drawing of the voltage, current or frequency display on the
graphics terminal.

A network of like minicomputers has been a distinct advantage at
UMR. Not only are disk ortridges easily exchanged as in the geophysics
appkation, but the easy exLhange of Lomputer hardware, peripherals and
software has been a tremendous advantage whiLli has also signifiLantly
reduced maintenana Lusts. Both hardware and software maintenance can
be handled by one full-time person.
When the nunicomputers are not operational in the network configuration, they are available as stand-alone units. Again, there are significant
advantages to having a Lollealoa of like machines. A bloLk of maLhines

can be scheduled at regular laboratory meeting times. In addition, a
student may receive instructions on a mini omputer located in the
computer renter, but, if she or he needs extra time, can use a machine
located in a department such as Physics.
CONCLUSION

The inumotnputer network at the University of Missouri Rolla has

proved to be an ellioent and modern method for better delivery of
Lomputing services to users. At UMR the equipment is adequately serving
purpose of. supporting laboratory aLtivines where the Lomputer
the
itself is seLondary to the experimental projeLt, and providing hands-on
equipment to direaly support instruaion programs in Lomputer hardware
and software design.
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Technology Impact on Computer Services
by Arthur V. Pohm

Early in the history of computing, technologically feasible machinery

was both relatively simple and expensive. As a consequence, such
machinery could be economically applied with most advantage to large
scientific problems. Because equipment provided the dominant costs
associated with such computating, obviously the equipment was regarded
as the main resource to be conserved, and multiprogramming, time sharing,

remote job entry stations and other ways to keep such machinery busy
were encouraged.
Because the rate of technological progress has been immense in the past

two decades, the cost of computing equipment per computation has been

reduced by two or three orders of magnitude. However, the cost of
providing the human resources associated with such machinery has not. As
a consequence, for many problem environments, equipment costs

represent only a small fraction of the cost of providing computational
services in a ty pical computation center. Figure 1 illustrates cost estimates

of how an individual spends a computing dollar at the Iowa State
University computation center. These estimates clearly show that, for
most problems, in order to reduce computing costs computing facilities
must be simple and convenient to use, simple to access, and must involve a
reduction in the required support level.
Although in its infancy, it is apparent that the era of "personalized
computing" is upon us with the introduction of calculators such as the
81
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Figure 1. Cost breakdown of "average" computati3n3I service cost at I.S.U.
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HP-35, HP-65, SR-50, and HP-80 and the desk top calculators. Although

these machines have cumbersome 1/0 and limited storage, they have
proven to be immensely wnvenient and coat effewve for many problems
even though they typically are idle most of the time. It is also apparent,
that additional storage and 1;0 equipment pan be included in portable,
desk top calculators. Already experimental . alculators have been
announced which directly implement APL. At the expense of generality,
these machines provide simple convenient, information prok.essing with a
minimum of external inconvenience.

Minicomputers, although employing wriventional primitive =dune
instruction, have found immense application in dedicated problem areas.
Prices of sonic varieties are less than a good osaloswpe. Minicomputers
are now routinely incorporated in the design of many complex instruments and are rapidly providing performance level whiL.11 a few years ago
were characteristic of medium scale computers. However, the
minicomputer market is being rapidly displayed upward by introduction of

microcomputers which provide even lower cost alternatives for small
applications. One might call this rapidly growing major application area of
mini and microcomputers "dedicated computing".

Although it was earlier envisioned that almost all problems could be
economically attacked by a large central system ,oininum,ating with
many terminals through telephone lines or other ,ommt. nation links, it is
now apparent that small computer costs are low ,mough in relation to
communication costs, that a great many problems will be solved by
dedicated computing or personalized computing.
The role of the computing center will involve more emphasis on solving
big problems and providing support to peripheral personalized wmputing
or dedicated computing when needed through appropriate k.offirriumation
nets.

4.1
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Technical Effects of Modes of Delivery
at the University of Nebraska
by Thomas Michels

Tei,hnical effek,ts of modes of delivery of computing have been primari
ly evident in the development of the Computer Network at the University

of Nebraska. The University of Nebraska has three i.ampuses, two in
Omaha and one in Lincoln. In Omaha is the University of Nebraska at
Omaha (UNO) with about 14,000 students, and the University of
Nebraska Medical Center (UNMC) which has about 1,600 students in
various health related programs. In Lincoln is the University of Nebraska
at Lincoln (UNL) with about 22,000 students.
Previous to 1971, when the University was reorganized into its present
form having the three i,ampusc..), the school at Omaha was owned by the
City of Omaha and was not part of the University System. The Medical

Center, also located in Omaha, was not a separate campus but was a
college of the University of Nebraska, which was considered to be in
Lincoln at that time. In the reorganization an attempt was made to
provide better computing facilities and services for the newly designated
campuses and, thus, the University of Nebraska Computer Network was
formed with three nodes.
HASP NETWORK

An IBM 360/40 was installed at the Medical Center and an IBM 360/30
was installed at UNO to create what is now called the Omaha Computing
84
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Facility. The third node, already in existence in Lincoln u 1971, had

a

360;65 system which provided remote job entry
time sharing facilities
for nodes around Lincoln.
Both regional and local control was established by setting up the offices

of Director of the Computer Network and Directors of each Computing
Facility. Two major decisions were made at this time also, which greatly
affected the running environment. One was that these systems had to take
on the administrative data processing load requirements of the university
as well as the previous educational and research computing loads. The
second decision was that computer access should be set up so users at
UNO could run jobs on the larger systems at UNL and U1',;IVIC. Previous to
this time, all ADP work was done under separate departments not administratively connected with academic computing.
Since both the 360;40 at the Medical Center and the 360;65 at Lincoln

were running HASP software, which allows efficient RJE facilities, the
necessary communications linkages were installed to allow the UNO
360,'30 to be attached as a HASP terminal to alternately enter jobs into
either machine. Figure 1 shows this double star-like II!.SP network.
Because of the RJE facilities developed at UNO and the fairly sophisticated oniputing services available on the IBM 360,65 at UNL, much of
the ADP and educational requirements at UNO began to be processed in

Lincoln. This was the start of maLy changes that were to be made in
computing policies and philosophies within the University.

Due to the establishment of interampus computing, a number of
management decisions were necessary in the network operation to decide
where certain ADP files should reside, and how to split ADP loads between
computing facilities. Network accounting proceu.. had to be developed

and intercampus documentation was required to dc,ribe the software
available, the operating systems, and the operating procedures at each
facility. Also, much communication was required between systems and
operations staff to keep each computing facility inforn,,d of each system's
present status.

Although the network functioned well technically, there were a number
of disadvantages to users in Omaha. Users at the Medical Center wanted to

be able to use the facilities at UNL. To satisfy their desires, a courier
service was set up to transport jobs to and from UNO. Users at both
UNMC and UNO wanted to know the schedule, which was irregular, of
jobs scheduled to be run at either machine and there were many
complaints about lost programs and slow turnaround times from both
Omaha campuses. The attachment and detachment of the 360;30 to the
360,'40 and 360,'65 was done by operators who physically removed a cable

from one modem and reattached it to another modem. Although this
fairly well and provided good service, it was not the best

worked

procedure. Also, by 1972 little processing was done on the 36030, since
most of the time the system was used as a HASP RJE terminal.
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HASP TO HASP NETWORK

In 19'2 a new effort was made within the Nebraska network to provide
the most convenient at.t.ess to t.omputing fakahties for all users in the
university. To take advantage of the simphoty of operation of the HASP
to HASP net which existed between the University of Iowa and Iowa State
University, the software modifkations to HASP were obtained to develop
a HASP to HASP network within the University of Nebraska.
The network, whi,h was implemented with a few modifkations to tit
the Nebraska computing environment but with a minimum amount of
communications linkage changes, has been fun,tioning very well since
early 1973. Figure 2 shows this net. Two host nodes, the 360140 at the
Medical Center and the 360:65 at UNL ea,h have star-like nets providing
both RJE and time sharing t.apabilities. The 360;30 at UNO was stripped
of most of its peripherals (whit.h were owned and were dispersed around

the net) and is presently being used only as an RJE terminal to the
360/40.

Anyone using the net can input jobs from any node within the net,
whether it is a host node or an RJE node, and run them on either host.
After execution, the output . an be routed to either host node or any RJE
node within the net. The routing of the job is at.t.omplished by the use of
control cards inserted into the user's deck by the user. The user has
complete control over where s,"he wants the deck run and the output
printed. The net does not have automat', load leveling, although it was
considered. Most of the time sharing faaines shown were available before
the HASP to HASP development.

Figure 3 which shows the network in more detail, illustrates how the
communications linkages are set up. They are fairly simple and have
normally had only minor problems. Bat.kup has been provided, however,
using a Network Control Switch (NCS) whit.h interfaas with RJE nodes
to the IBM 3705 and CC70 communn.ations t.ontrollers attat.hed to the
360/65.
Because network staff keep fairly tight bookkeeping records of
communication line utilization, espe,ially over the Lin
line,
they have been able to saedule the routing of long sets of output during
low use periods. This has been espet.ially useful in some ADP applit.ations.
OTHER EFFECTS

Other prime effects resulting from the present mode of t.omputing
Nebraska are not unique to a networking environment, but at times have
caused ,onsiderable problems within the network. It is important to point
out in this respect, that sine the net is fairly small geog,raphit.ally and all
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under one University System, network staff have been able to make some
policy decisions on computing with less effort than other nets not having
this advantage.
Intercity computing over the network required very well defined
operational pro,edures and do,umentation in the areas of systems,

operations and uJer interface. Before the network development, each
..omputing .enter had its own small, well-knit group in which each person

knew what the other was doing, and word of mouth communication
between the 1.. °water enter and the rest of the campus seemed to be
suffi,lent in many instances. With the development of the network, each
facility

had to publicize to the remote campuses what was general

knowledge within the lo,a1,,impus. A lot of time and money was spent to
generate network user manuals and facility guides, and a Network User
SerNias Group was organized whidi is composed of seven full-time people
at work in several user interface functions.
Bek.ause of the networking environment, accounting pro,edures had to
be relined to satisty budgetary requirements within the University System
and within ,ampuses. A hard charge policy has worked out quite well since

the obje,tive was not to limit computer usage but rather to have some
control of the usage. Departments normally get all the computing they
desire but, those who may have been abusing use of the computer have
begun to think in terms of being a little more efficient in their computer
usage.

Another situation that arose because of the HASP to HASP environ-

ment was amusing to network staff but not to the user. Previous to
development of the net there was never a 1.. ase when someone ran the same

program on both the 360/65 and the 360;40. Now, however, because of
the convenience afforded by the net, people have run the sane program at
ea,h host node in at all times have been ,harged widely different rates
because of the differen,es in the ,harging algorithms in ea,h system. The
problem really ,arne to light when one user was Aarged 5250 on the
360;65 and close to 51500 on the 360;40 for the same program. Needless
to say, this gentleman was quite upset. &me he ,arried some weight in the
university and be,ause we did not have a good answer for him, staff
pro,eeded to develop a ,harging algorithm that would make the running of
a Job approximately the same on either madune. This was done effe,tively
be,ause the network was all one University System running under one
regional control,
Finally, be,ause of network development, the ,arnpuses have been able

to get along with less 1, omputing power at each campus and access to
either host node by all people within the network. Although there is not
any more total computing power within the network, the existing power is
more efficiently used. The university still has a long way to go to
determine the best separation of function for the computer. However, the
network has been able to provide better computing power, especially fur
the people in Omaha and has been able to provide better turnaround time
for these people as well. As a whole, the users are more satisfied with the
computing facilities provided.

Chapter 7
Supplier and
Consumer Perspectives

Southwest Regional Educational
Computer Network
by Charles H. War lick

The Southwest Region Educational Computer Network (SCREN) was

first established July 1, 1969, by eight colleges and universities as an

experimental project in cooperation with the National Science Foundation

(NSF).* The University of Texas at Austin acted as coordinator in
developing the network and serves as the lead institution in providing

remote computing services and in coordinating curriculum development
programs. In the Soutwest Region Educational Computer Network, nine
four-year colleges and universities and ten secondary schools have
enrollments which vary from 225 to 40,000 studentq. All the colleges are
coeducational, offering baccalaureate programs in the arts and sciences.
Five are church-affiliated, three are state-supported, and one is private.

One

secondary
(See Figure 1).

school

is

church-affiliated

and

nine

are

public

The University of Texas at Austin, as the lead institution of the

network, is well-equipped and well-qualified to provide central computer

services and curriculum coordination and support. The UTAustin

The materials presented in this paper have appeared in large part in the "Southwest Region Educational Computer Network Final Report 1969.72" presented to
the NSF. The report is not copyrighted and is in the public domain.
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Computation Center has 16 years of experience providing for academic
computing needs, and the Computer Sciences Department has degree
programs for BaLhelors, Masters and Doctor of Philosophy degrees. The
Computation Center staff and the Computer Sciences Department faculty
provided the essential resources which permitted The University of Texas
at Austin to undertake its role as the lead institution in the network.

Figure 1. Participating Institutions
IName

Location

Fassily Students,

Affiliation

Abilene

181

3,200

Church Affiliated

Angelo State University

San Angelo

150

4,200

State Supported

Baylor University

Waco

394

7,750

Church Affiliated

64

750

Church Affiliated

390

3,163

92

900

386

9,800

State Supported

Church Affiliated

Abilene Christian College

HustonTillotson College

Austin

Rice University

Houston

St. Edward's University

Austin

Southwest Texas State Univ.

San Marcos

Texas Lutheran College

Seguin

63

1,000

Univ. of Texas at Austin

Austin

1,800

40,000

Private

Church Affiliated

State Supported

OBJECTIVES OF THE NETWORK

Computer science as a discipline and computer methods in other
disciplines are relative newcomers to the college campus. The introduction
of computer science and computer methods into the college curriculum
has required the presence of adequate computing facilities. For those
educational institutions without adequate computing facilities and without
sufficient funds to acquire them, remote computing services through a
network offers a possible compromise. Thus, the network came into
existence, using the extensive remote computer capabilities at the UT
Austin Computation Center.
The Southwest Region Educational Computer Network has as its
primary objective the augmentation of the curricula of the network
schools by adding computer science courses and by introducing computer
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methods into established programs. A second objective is installation of
the necessary computer terminals, communication links, computer hardware, software systems and computer program libraries to support the
curriculum development activity.
HARDWARE CONFIGURATION

Central Facility. The central computing system for the network (see
Figure 2) consists of a CDC 6600 computer with 131,072 (60 bit) words

of central memory, and a CDC 6400 computer with 65,636 words of
central memory, linked via 500,000 words of extended core storage. The
6600 has ten peripheral processors with 4,192 (12 bit) word memories,
and the 6400 has seven peripheral processors. The peripheral processors

perform all system functions except the actual logic and arithmetic
functions of the two central processors.

Peripheral devices include. two card readers (1000 cpm), three line
printers (1200 Ipm), a card punch (250 cpm), five million characters of
fast access extended core storage, 620 million characters of disk storage,

six 120 KCS tape units; a 30" zip mode plotter, and two operator's
consoles. Communications multiplexers and a r rit-end MODCOMP III
communication processor provide remote acci
.nnels at. 40,800 bps
(4 lines); 2400.9600 bps (32 lines); and 110-1u bps (128 lines).
LANGUAGES AND SERVICES

Languages. The UT Austin Computation Center 6600/6400 computer
system offers a

wide array of programming languages, including
FORTRAN, ALGOL, COBOL, SLIP, LISP, SNOBOL, SYMBAL,

SCALLOP, L6, MIXAL, and BASIC.

Operating System. Using computation center systems staff, the UT-2D
operating system at UT-Austin has been fully developed as an outgrowth
of the manufacturer-supplied operating systems SCOPE 2.0 and MACE.
Compatibility with 6000 series operating and programming systems
developed by the manufacturer and by other 6000 series users has been
maintained insofar as possible.
A preemptive-resume scheduling feature enables the system to automatically schedule jobs according to the resource demand (cost) of the
job. With cost defined as the product of the computer time remaining for
the job, times the core required to run it, the lowest cost job in the system
is run first. If a job is in execution at a control point when a lower cost job
arrives, the higher cost job is interrupted and rolled out to extended core

storage and the lower cost job is brought into central memory for
execution. This feature has increased the computer processor efficiency
from approximately 65% to approximately 85%. Because students' jobs

It )2.
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Figure 2.
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tend to be low cost, their programs are given highest priority. However,
the higher cost jobs provide background computing demand and the turnaround time of higher cost jobs is minimized.

Remote Terminal System. In March, 1967, the Computation Center
initiated timesharing service to the Austin campus with the installation of
the RESPOND System. After executing 264,000 timesharing jobs over
36,000 user hours, RESPOND was replaced by TAURUS, the Texas

Anthropocentric Ubiquitious Responsive User System. As an integral part
of the Computation Center 6600/6400 dual operating system, TAURUS

provides a highly reliable and powerful timesharing service. The three
components of the timesharing service, terminal communications, file
editing, and file storage, were implemented in a modular fashion under the
UT-2D operating system. Any user who knows how to use the computer in
batch mode is able to use TAURUS with little further instruction. However, TAURUS allows the sophisticated timesharing user to interface with
the computer in an extremely powerful fashion. TAURUS accepts a large
variety of consoie terminals and supports graphic terminal devices by
providing a fully transparent, binary read and write capability. With the
installation of UT-2D and TAURUS, the computation center moved
another step forward in providing complete, state-of-the-art computational
services to the educational community.
Communications. All Network schools except Baylor University and
Southwest Texas State University communicate with the 6600/6400
operating system exclusively through the teletypewriter interface. Teletypes are connected to the UT system through a rotary switch which is in
turn connected to the MODCOMP III communication processor. This
switching system takes care of port contention while the communications
driver (TAURUS) handles both character mode and transparent binary
input and output. Baylor University and Southwest Texas State University
operate PDP-11 computers in remote job entry mode.
All network schools, except the Austin schools and Southwest Texas
State University, use GSA telephone lines which reduce line costs
considerably. Because of the relatively low line cost and the small number
of terminals at each location, line multiplexing was not economical. Southwest Texas State University, however, acquired equipment in November,
1971, that will multiplex one 2400/4800 bps channel with up to six 110
bps teletypewriter channels via a 15,000 KHz microwave subcarrier. The
microwave channel is a part of the fexas Educational Microwave Project
master channel running from Austin to San A ntonio via San Marcos.
No telpak lines or line conditioning are used in the Network.
Library and Utility Programs. In addition to the standard mathematical

functions, the on-line system library contains several library and utility
programs, callable either from a control card or from a user's prognin (See
Figure 2).
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In addition to the on-line library described in Figure 3, more specialized
programs are accessible from remote terminals and batch jobs. Abstracts of
these programs, and others, are listed in a publication, TPA 18, "Program

Library Catalog for the CDC 6600 Computer" available from the UT
Austin Computation Center. The program library tape includes a subset of
the CDC 6000 series users group, VIM, program library. Programs
developed by network participants are made available to other participants
by installation in the program library or via the permanent file system.
Services. Computing services provided to the network include a full set
of access modes and a wide range of software systems. local batch; highspeed remote batch (40.8 KB), medium speed remote batch (2.4.9.6 KB);
low speed (110-1200 bps) keyboard terminal interactive access. In
addition to servicing the network needs, the computer system also
provides general computing service for the educational and research
activities of UT Austin.
Operating Schedule. The UT- Austin 6600/6400 computer system
operates 24 hours per day, seven days a week.
Charging Algorithms. The hourly rate of computer time charge at the
central site is determined by an annual cost audit performed in accordance
with accepted federal standards. Defined as the sum of central processor
time and data channel reservation time, the unit of time charge is called
TM or system time. This unit normalizes the measurement of the claims a
job places on the system so that the cost of a job is not affected by system
loading. The current rate is $260 per TM hour. (Tht commercial rate for a
6600 system with comparable turnaround is $1,000 per TM hour.)
In addition to system time charges, TAURUS users are charged $0.40

per hour of connect time. (The comparable commercial rate is $8 per

hour.)
Mail Services. Input mail-in and output mailout services are provided
for users outside Austin who want to run batch programs and do not have
a remote job entry terminal. Large card files can be entered through the
central site card readers. Bulky output can be directed to the high speed

printers at the central site for automatic mailout. Similarly, all of the
other output devices at the central site (plotter and card punch) can be
used from remote terminals with the output returned to the user by mail.
Other Services. The central site also provides acquisition and warehousing services for remote terminal supplies for the participating institutions. By reducing the requisition procedure to a telephone call, this

practice simplifies this aspect of terminal management. Supplies thus
ordered are mailed to the requestor, and charges for the supplies included
in the monthly invoice.

1.05
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Figure 3. SRECN Library and Utility Programs

ALGOL

An optimized ALGOL compiler

BASIC

Compiler for the BASIC language

CATALOG

Catalogs the contents of a file

CLIC

A set of processors for creating and taking courses on
the computer

COBOL

A COBOL compiler

COMPASS

6600 assembly language program

CONTOUR

A contour plotting program
A desk calculator program

DESCAL
EBCDIC

Translates IBM EBCDIC (System/360) card decks to
standard 6600 codes

EDIT

Interactive editing system
A sub-library of general purpose statistical routines

EDSTAT

FORTRAN
FRED

An optimized FORTRAN compiler
A BASIC-like language for programming, has a deskcalculator mode

L6

An interpreter for the Bell Laboratories Low Level
Linked List Language

LIBRARY

Provides access to system sublibraries

LISP

An interpreter for the symmetric list processing

MIMIC

A general purpose, engineering-oriented numerical
integration package

language LISP

MIXAL

Knuth's assembly language, used in teaching

PLT

Plotter package for CalComp 763 plotter and CDC 254
microfilm camera, and TSP 212 remote plotter

SYSTEM 2000

An elaborate general purpose, user-oriented interactive
file management system

RUN

An object code optimizog FORTRAN compiler
An interpreter for a compinr-writing language
A FORTRAN embedded list processing language
An interpreter for a string-oriented list processing

SCALLOP
SLIP

SNOBOL

language
SPSS

SRTMRG

An elaborate package of statistical processors with
data management facilities
Standard, general purpose sort/merge package

SYMBAL
TI DY

An interpreter for a symbolic algebraic language

TSORT

An in-core sort program

Cleans up FORTRAN programs which have been
heavily edited
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NETWORK CURRICULUM SUPPORT

The extension of instruL.tional -omputing in the network institutions is
encouraged by faL.ulty workshops in various disciplines. The workshops
usually

last two days and are held on the UT Austin campus. New

computer-based educational materials are presented, and the attendees use
the materials and programs in laboratory sessions before returning to their
own campuses. A network curriculum coordinator is available for consul-

tation as the new materials are used in the classrooms of the network
schools.

1.0'

TUCC Networking from an NCECS
Customer's Point of View
by Richard Kerns

The School of Business of East Carolina University became a retail
customer of the North Carolina Educational Computing Service (NCECS)
through a rather interesting process. In 1972 an IBM salesman approached
the Dean of the School of Business with a proposition. In order to allow
the school to try out the facilities at the Triangle Universities Computing
Center (TUCC) IBM would provide free of charge a model 2770 remote

batch terminal and pay communications charges for a trial period of
approximately three months. TUCC would provide free computer time on
their 370/165 for this trial period. The School of Business accepted this
offer, and the equipment was installed in the late spring of 1972. With

only a short time left in the spring quarter, it was still possible to have
enough experience to discover the benefits from a TUCC connection
through NCECS. Following the trial period a decision was made in the
summer of 1972 to reacquire a TUCC terminal on a paying basis. However,

the usual red tape and delivery problems, it was December before the
terminal was installed.

At the same time East Carolina University was in the process of
acquiring and installing a Burroughs Corporation B5500 computer, a
second generation machine. It was obvious that it would be very difficult
and time consuming, if not impossible, to convert the TUCC uses to the
Burroughs machine, but since the terminal was not installed, the School of
Business was left with no choice but to try to use the B5500. With faculty
99
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fears soon found to be justified, minimal use of computing in the
curriculum was made until the new terminal arrived.
ADVANTAGES OF REMOTE COMPUTING

The TUCC terminal offered several major advantages. First, TUCC and

NCECS maintain an extensive program library which is continually
expanded. Such a library, which is so important to getting faculty
involved, could never be had at the local center for reasons of machine
capability, personnel capability, and funds. Second, because the TUCC
370/165's offered greater size and speed meant School of Business faculty

could undertake projects at TUCC which the local machine could not
accommodate. Furthermore, because the School of Business terminal was
housed within the business building the terminal staff could give the kind
of service desired to students and faculty alike. Faculty of the School of
Business could decide which cards would be loaded first, which jobs would
have pnonty, whether to run special forms jobs, if a class could be brought
into the room, and su on not the computer center which faced all sorts of
pressures from administrative and other ac.idernic users. Fourth, hands on

use by students contributed to their education. The fellowship holders
assigned to run undergraduate programs came away with a much better
understanding of computing than turning cards into a dispatcher could
ever have given them. Fifth, through affiliation with NCECS, channels of
communication were opened between the East Carolina University and
other schools in the state and the nation which wculd not have teen
opened otherwise. Finally, a combination of business school computer
experts and NCECS consultants was able to solve the problems which
developed both in hardware and in software with relative ease. The local
center could not have devoted people to i,ustumer service full time the
way NCECS can.
LOOKING TO THE FUTURE

Because other department, and schools at East Carolina University have

seen what the School of Business is doing, there is a strong desire to
acquire a TUCC terminal or terminals for the rest of the campus. It
appears that TUCC will be used for jobs where it is the must expedient
machine to use or where it is the only machine that can be used, and the
B5500 will be used where its capabilities in cost, control over peripherals,
and security make A the better machine.
The other derartments will have to consider several potential problems.
It has been relatively expensive for the business school to pay for
computer use out of the school budget, but it has been well worth the cost
for the reasons outlined above. Because the distance between tne terminal
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user and the decision makers at the central facility is sometimes greater
than it should be, the terminal users' needs may not be taken into account
even though the deusiur. makers make good attempts at discovering these
needs. One user out of fifty dues not have a lot of weight when it comes
time to decide un a i.hange in central processors for instani.e. Finally, the
requirement of telephone transmission intrudu.es problems in terminal use
which sometime make it diffkult to locate the i.ause of problems. Often
the telephone company says it is the terminal's fault, and the terminal
company says it is the telephone company's fault. Hopefully, as equipment improves this sort of problem will became su infrequent that it will
not need to be mentioned. However, presently, transmission problems can
mean many hours of frustration to a network user.
In general, the Si.hool of Business of East Carolina University has been
a very happy customer of NCECS and has been able to provide a much
better edui.ation to students than would have been possible without such
an arrangement.

A Wholesale/Retail Approach to
Delivering Computing Power
by Louis T. Parker, Jr.

The North Carolina Educational Computing Service (NCECS) is the
central organization for a network of 49 institutions of higher education
and 10 high schools in North Carolina which includes public, and private
colleges and universities, community colleges and technical institutes.
NCECS is a retailer of computing service, purchasing computer time from
the Triangle Universities Computation Center ',MCC), a non-profit

corporation owned and operated by the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill, North Carolina State University and Duke University. A
4.omplete description of NCECS can be found in the Spring 1974 issue of
the EDUCOM Bulletin.

Figure 1 shows how NCECS is one of four retailers associated with the

Triangle Universities Computation Center, the wholesaler.* The other
retailers are the campus computer centers at Duke University, North
Carolina State University, and the University of North Caiolina at Chapel
Hill. Figure 2 shows the geographical locations of the institutions currently

served by NCECS. Figure 3 shows the types of institutions which
comprise the network.

Figures in this paper are reprinted with permisqon from EDUCOM, Bulletin of the
Interuniversity Communications Council, Inc. Volume 9 No. 1, (see reference 1)
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Primary job source nodes (high-speed terminals linked by TELPAK-A

lines) exist at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Duke
University and North Carolina State University. These universities, the
owners of TUCC, have large on-campus computer centers which serve as
retailers of TUCC service and interface directly with the t.entral facility.

Figure 3.

NCECS Users

With Terminal

With Account

University System

12

14

Cimunity College System

22

23

Private Institutions

15

18

Secondary Schools

10

10

Other Educ. Organizations
Totals

1

2

60

67

Includes UNC General Administration and Fort Bragg Extension. Does not include
UNC-Chapel Hill or N.C. State University (member institutions of TUCC).

TUCC AS WHOLESALER

The functions of the wholesaler are:
Machine Operations;
Hardware Management Planning, Financing, Vendor Relations,
Operating System Maintenance and Development;
Coordination of Requirements from all Retailers; and
Publication of Documentation System Software, TUCC Program
Library.
TUCC is t.once rned primarily with management of the ,entral system hardware and software. The staff consist of systems programmers, t.omputer
operators and management. One important funt.tion of the TUCC management is to resolve t.onflit,ting requirements from the various retailers.
The TUCC three-megabyte IBM 370/165 operating under
OS/360-MVT/HASP provides a variety of programming languages for

4"r
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batch use, including FORTRAN IV, PL/1, COBOL, ALGOL, PLC,
WATFIV and WATBOL. The interactive services include PL/1, APL,
BASIC, and a variety of facilities under the Time Sharing Option (TSO) of
OS/360.
NCECS AS RETAILER

As a retailer of TUCC computer power NCECS performs several
functions:
User Service

technical consultation as needed (by phone, etc.)
circuit riding and workshops
diagnosis and corrective action for telecommunications failures,
Communications Planning and Management;
Information Services Distribution Specialized Documentation,
User Level billing;
User Representation at TUCC (for 59 Institutions); and
Curriculum Support Services.

Circuit-riding is done on an as-needed basis, but is always provided to
institutions when they first join the network. With the current difficulties
in obtaining GSA TELPAK circuits to reduce line costs, and the growing
use of multiplex equipment, communications planning and management
has become an increasingly important function of NCECS.

Figure 4. NCECS Network Terminals

April 1974
Number of Terminals

Type of Terminal (BAUD)

32

Teletype (110)
2741 (134.5)

5

1050 (134.5)

16

PE8001 (1200)

12

2770 (2000,2400)

8

1130 (2000,2400)

3

2780 & equiv. (2400,4800)

4

3780 (4800)

5

Programmable (4800,9600)

2

Total LowSpeed

53

Total MediumSpeed
(incl. PE8001)

34
1

A

I"'

1.1.4.3
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In 1974 NCECS offered a variety of data communication facilities:
WATS service (for 6 terminals); five local lines, 29 FX lines; 15 leased
lines; 15 multiplexer channels. Aggregate modem baud rate of all lines is

102,729. The different types of terminals at the institutions served by
NCECS are shown in Figure 4. With regard to information services NCECS
emphasizes selective distribution since so mu,', documentation is

produced by TUCC, NCECS, and the other three retailers. The NCECS
Director represents the network institutions at TUCC, in particular at the
regular meetings of the Campus Center Directors and of the TUCC Board
and is the advocate of their special needs.

Curriculum support services of NCECS have greatly enhanced the
attractiveness of the central facility to the network institutions where the
need is for computer applications in undergraduate curricula. Activities of
the curriculum development program which are summarized below are
described in more detail in the EDUCOM Bulletin' .
Services and activities

Large library of applications (canned programs)
Program and Literature Service (PALS)
Documentation, incluidng educational material
Support by ECS User Service
Faculty workshons
Disciplines

Accounting
Biology
Business Administration
Chemistry
Economics
Mathematics
Physics

Political Science
Psychology
Sociology
Statistics
To undertake such a wide range of activities NCECS maintains a signifi-

cant professional staff. In addition to the Director, NCECS employs. a
Development Manager, a Manager of User Services, two computing
consultants who function as circuit riders, a Cirrkulum Coordinator for
the CONDUIT Project; an Administrative Assistant for Curriculum
Development; two curriculum development programmers, an Information
Services Officer; a Business Officer; and two Secretaries.
Since 1969, TUCC has recognized NCECS as a retailer of its service,

adopting a policy of selling machine time to NCECS on a bulk basis, at

..,,,
1.
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rates. The present scheme is based on volume discounts.
Receipts from the markup on computer time, made possible by the

wholesale

volume discount received from TUCC, support approximately 25q of the
total NCECS budget which includes only costs associated with central

staff. NCECS in turn offers a volume discount to its users, with break
points at I hour and 3 hours of total time use, on a monthly basis. Three
campuses served by NCECS now place their own markups on computer
time as a way of recovering some of the costs of their local operations.
As the relationship between NCECS and TUCC continues to evolve, the
next step should be the annual purchase by NCECS of a share of TUCC
capacity, similar in principle to the method which has always been used by

the owning institutions. Such an arrangement would involve an annual
dollar commitment by NCECS to TUCC. In return for advance commitments, NCECS users should be able to get even more computing for their
dollars than they do under the present arrangement. The option of buying
on an hourly basis from NCECS would be continued for users who prefer
flexibility to advance commitments of their computer time budgets.

REFERENCES
1. Parker, LT., and Denk, J.R., "A network model for delivering computer power
and curriculum enhancement for higher education", EDUCOM Bulletin, Spring
1974, pp. 24-30.

2. Williams, LH., "A functioning computer network for higher education in North
Carolina," Proceedings of the Fall Joint Computer Conference, AFIPS Press,
Montvale, N.J. 1974, pp. 899-904.

Network: A User's View
by Donald L. Hardcastle

Baylor University is a private, church related university with 8,000
students and 387 faculty members. The university offers six doctoral
programs including physics, chemistry, psychology, and education, all of
which make extensive use of the computer, and 23 masters programs in
addition to many bachelors programs. Present computer usage is equally
divided between academic and administrative applications. Of the
academic computer time research takes about 60% and instructional usage
40%. A computer science program is now being developed.
Figure 1 illustrates the history of computer hardware acquisition at

Baylor University. In each case the option offering the least increase in
expenses was chosen.

When considering each hardware purchase, staff operated under two
basic administrative guidelines. 1) The Unive-sity will operate in the black!
(Jugbe Abner McCall, President, Baylor Un;.'ert4y), and 2) The University

should not be committed to a large dollar outlay over a long period of
time. (Dr. Herbert Reynolds, Executive Vice President, Baylor University).

Baylor University is one of the few major private universities which has
been able to operate in the black, financially.
109
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Figure 1. Computer Hardware History
Year

Computer Selected

1962

IBM 1620

1968

Honeywell 1200

1969

Honeywell 1250

Other Options Considered

IBM 360/30

(an upgrade)
1971

1972

1974

Honeywell 1250
plus Univac 1108 RJE
Honeywell 1250
plus CDC 6600 RJE

Honeywell 1250 plus
CDC 6600 RJE and
Interactive and Local
Interactive
BASIC: PDP-11/45

Upgrade H1250

Univac 1108 RJE
IBM 360/65 RJE
B 6700 RJE
13 6700 RJE

IBM 360/65 RJE
H1250 upgrade

THE DECISION TO JOIN

It may be instructive to look at several cost factors that helped Baylor
to choose the University of Texas network (Southwest Region Education

Computer Network) using the CDC 6600/6400 configuration. First, it
should be noted that remote batch terminal and modem costs are independent of the network chosen. Telephone line charges are variable, how-

ever. For the Univac 1108 Baylor University paid the commercial
telephone line rate of $3 /mo. /mi. at 100 miles distance, for the University
of Texas Network the university pays GSA rates of $0.621 mo./mi. at 100
miles distance. The B6700 network involved no telephone line charges.
The cost comparisons noted in Figure 2 were used to select a network.
Clearly the CDC 6600 offered the best price performance of the various
systems considered.
Another major consideration in choosing the University of Texas network was the availability of interactive capabilities and the decision by the
network to use the remote terminal to simultaneously transmit batch and
interactive programs. Baylor University considered the availability of interactive capabilities to be d must, in order to offer an essential educational
resource to students and faculty.
For the Fall of 1974 the university will continue to use the RJE batch
s

...t. 9
I./A
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Figure 2. Network Cost Comparisons
System

CPU Cost

per hr.

Relative CPU
time for same
jobs

Relative Cost
for same jobs

U1108

5650

2

55 to 58

CDC6600

5260

1

51

136700

$540

2

54 to $6

H1250

5 37

100

514

terminal and eight interactive TTY's and CRT's sottered &loss the Baylor
campus, all connected to the University of Texas network. During the next
year the administration will make a major administrative/academic
decision since the Honeywell contrast ends in the near future. A major
influence on that decision will be experiem.e with new remote interactive/
batch software on the U.T. network.
Future options include:
All remote computing: academic and administrative,

Remote network computing for academic applications plus local
computing for administrative applications to replace the H1250, or
All local computing with a DEC System 10, a Sigma 7, or similar
machine.

Because of Baylor's research needs, it will be very diffkult to give up the
machine capabilities and software available through the network. Thus,
even if the third is chosen, Baylor University will most likely remain with
the network for certain research projects.

A summary of 1973.1974 network expenses

is

given below for

comparison. Baylor experience has been that the average CPU cost per
student in an introductory programming L.uurse is under $10 per semester.
During the 12 months period 18,000 jobs were run under the sponsorship
of 22 faculty members supervising research projects and 29 faculty supervising instructional applications. The system served 530 student users
during 1973.74.
Figure 3. Batch RJE Operations
Type of Usage

CPU Cost/Job

Other Cost/Job
(Terminal, etc.)

Research Usage (60%)

$A4/job

$1.00

Instructional Usage (50 %)

$.23 /job

51.00

Average CPU charges/mo.: $600.00

Approximate cost per month for terminal,
telephone, etc.:

e,n

$1600.00
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It should be noted that the "Other Cost/Job" (terminal

telephone

etc.) identified in Figure 3 decreases with increased usage since these are
fixed expenses.

In March, 1973 Baylor installed a PDP-11/45 system as the RJE
terminal at a purchase price of $46,000. A savings of approximately $6000
could have been reahzed by using a smaller CPU (PDP-11/40), however,

the administration felt the potential offered by the crie chosen was well
worth the added expense. Our yearly budget (1974-1975) for academic
usage of the network is $35,000 which includes. $8,500 for purchase of
new equipment (CRT's and local dial up telephone modems for 1973-74),
terminal maintenance, telephone modems (4800 baud), CDC 6600 CPU
charges, lease for five teletypes, lease of 4 card punches, and supplies. In

addition to the batch RJE terminal, this budget will give five TTY's and
three CRT's, each with a dual tape cassette unit.

Baylor University joined the network by choice, without any outside
funding or incentive, and without any internal administrative pressure. The
original members of this network did receive some outside funding. The

choice was made by the academic computer users in order to meet
increasing computer needs. Major considerations in the decision to join
were:

Economics

Short term dollar cost.
Long term (yearly) dollar cost with expanded usage.

Utility
Accessibility. terminal types (RJE and interactive) and locations.
Versatility: software, languages, plotters, etc.
Speed/size: turnaround time, core size.

Future Flexibility
Several options open.

At this time the administration is considenng and testing the possibility of
performing some administrative work through the network.
Experience with the network has been good. Program turnaround time
is considered excellent with turnaround on student bath programs of 15
to 30 seconds, on research batch programs of five to ten minutes for most,
and one second for interactive response.

BENEFITS AND PROBLEMS

Other benefits are from the network which would not be available from
a

local center. Extensive software is available from the UT Austin

computer center. The network is a member of CONDUIT. At the UT
Austin computer center interactive connect time charge is 50 cents/hr.
while commercial rates are $5 /hr. The University of Texas Computation
Center Staff has been very helpful to remote users, and telephone

1Z01
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consultation has been available on software and hardware pioblems when
needed.

Baylor faulty have encountered a few problems or potential problems.
In bringing up the new terminal a three-month dela} resulted when an
inLompatabilit} was dis,overed between the network developed terminal
software and the pur,hased DEC hardware. Network staff spent four
weeks rewriting the code to solve the problem. Although U is unlikely, the
network could make some major i.hanges, forung remote users to diange

at their expense. The Baylor University contraa speulies that the Urnversity of Texas users have first priority on usage. Although this has not
affected usage to date, it might be a problem in the future. Although
rendered willingl}, ,onsultation b telephone on ompliuited software
pa.kages is not the most effealve help. Another problem is the high cost
of data storage. Tape and disk usage on the CDC0600 can become
expensive. (Some SPSS runs have cost S9.001job.) Finall}, possible
administrative usage of the network has not }et been tested.

In general, the benefits far outweigh the problems. The Southwest
Region Eduation network is satisf}ing Ba}lor University's immediate
needs and the ,hoi,e to join the network has proven to be the best dioice.
In 1974, networking is now an effealve, effluent means of obtaining
necessary educational computer resources.

UNI-COLL/Penn Relationship:
The UM-COLL View
by H. William Knapp

This paper descnbes the genesis of the UNI-COLL Corporation from
the University of Pennsy lvania Computer Center, the mode in which

computing services are delivered to the a,ademit. community in the
Delaware Valley by the UNI-LOLL Corporation, and the nature of the
services that UNI-LOLL provides.

The UNI-COLL Corporation was established on June 21, 1971 as a
consortium of colleges, universities, and medical institutions in the
Delaware Valley. The corporate objectives are:

To provide a shared, regional computing facility which delivers
service at a level of sophistication, breadth of scope, and degree of
tedmit.al competence beyond that achievable by the individual user,
To pruvde effet,tive management of the computing resource through
control of user at.cess and detailed repotting on the types and distribution of usage;
To redua develupment and implementation costs fur administrative
appkatiuns through the availability of data base management tools,
and the sharing of software packages, experiences, and expertise,

To provide a

basis for

the development and dissemination of

computer systems for education;
To provide an extensive repertoire of language compilers, programs,
and subroutine libraries for the batch and interactive user, and
114
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To facilitate computer usage through a central source of customer
information in the form of an ongoing education program, computer
system documentation, and publications (e.g., newsletters, memoranda, manuals, etc.).
HISTOR Y

The UNICOLL installation, which currently houses an IBM 370/168,
began its career as a computer center in July 1967 when the University of
Pennsylvania installed an IBM System 360 Model 40. The Model 40 was an
interim machine which was replaced within six months by an IBM System
360 Model 65. In the second half of 1968, a three year grant for approximately one million dollars, was secured from the National Science Foundation to fund non-sponsored research and to establish a regional
computing facility. The grant and the resultant increase in demand for
computing services brought about enhana ments to the 360/65 configuration. In December 1968, the Model 65 was upgraded to a Model 75.
At the conclusion of the grant period, the pessimistik, prospects for its
renewal prompted the University of Pennsylvania to seek an alternate

organizational structure to ensure the technical growth and financial
viability of their computer services operation. Essential to this new
approach was the expansion of usage to offset the costs of a larger
computer facility with its associated lower per unit vests. The majority of

the increased usage was projected to come from other academic ar,d
medical institutions with limited dollar revenues anticipated from 'for
pr, fit' scientific organizations. The university realized that the participation of other area institutions was contingent on establishment of an
independent central agency like a consortium.

The University City Science Center, a not - fur -profit corporation, was
created in the mid-1960's to provide a mechanism for effective application

of scientific and technical knowledge. This corporation possessed the
supportive organizational structure necessary to the success of the
consortium approach which was viewed as the solution to the University's

computing dilemma. The Science Center shareholders, twenty-six universities, colleges and medical schools in the Delaware Valley, were all
represented on the Board of Directors. Also represented un the Board were
prominent leaders from business, industry, and government communities.

The decision by the University of Pennsylvania to transform their
computing center into the UNI-COLL Corporation, a wholly owned, notfor-profit subsidiary of the Science Center, was based upon commitments
from the presidents of the University of Pennsylvania, Drexel University,
and Bryn Mawr College, and the intent of other institutions to participate

in the shared facility. These presidential decisions followed planning
sessions involving computer center directors and faculty users on the
Pennsylvania, Drexel and Bryn Mawr campuses.

124
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Once the decision on organizational structure was reached, the
hardware ,onfiguration was evaluated. The results of the evaluation

indkated that the 360/75, whi,h had grown to a near maximum configuration, would not be ,apable of handling the increased work load that the
new organization would generate. Consequently, in the summer of 1972,
the 360/75 was replaced by a 370/165.
CURRENT CONFIGURATION AND SERVICES

One year later, in the summer of 1973, the 370/165 was superseded by
a 370/168. Tlus system, with three million bytes of memory, is currently
operating under OS/VS2 Release 1.6. The processor is supported by a
fixed-head file (drum), 3.6 billion bytes of online disk storage, six disk
setup devices, and six tape drives. The 370/168 services forty-six remote
job entry (RJE) stations, twenty-two are dedicated ports and the
remaining twenty-four share six dial-up ports. System throughput averages
4,000 jobs a day of which approximately 1,000 are batch monitor jobs. In
addition to comprehensive batch services, the 370/168 provides interactive
services through locally enhanced versions of TS0 and APL/SV.

In January 1974, a Digital Equipment Corporation System K110 was
.,,idea :1 the complement of services available from UNI-COLL. The
DEC 10 facility, which UNI-COLL operates in the Wharton School of the
University

of Pennsylvania, was purchased to augment time-sharing

services. This system, ,urrently being prepared for production, will provide
time-sharing servkes with emphasis on the FORTRAN, BASIC, and APL

languages. The combined services of the 370/168 and K110 systems
provide UNI-COLL with one of the finest ,omplements of hardware and
software available from a single vendor of educational services.
EFFECTIVE INTERACTIONS

The UNICOLL Corporation has adopted a dearly defined posture on
the organization of omputing services through the three years of experience gained in providing ,omputing resouras to the fifteen universities
and ,alleges and the several hundred low volume non-a,ademic customers
that form the *ustomer base. Effective ustomer interaction is basic to a
successful working relationship. UNI-COLL addresses this need through
three distinct devices:
An approa,h to the delivery of ,omputing services that establishes a
boundry between the responsibilities of UNICOLL and the
customer;

ustomer me,hanism for addressing administrative procedures,
ensuring responsible and efficient use of computing resources, and
monitoring supplier performance; and
A
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A broad based committee structure that ensures feedba.:k to the
supplier from users at all levels of the cutomer's organization.

ESTABLISHMENT OF BOUNDARIES

UNI-LOLL addresses problems within a clearly defined context of
problem definition and solution analysis, design, implementation and
evaluation. The success of the approach is predicated upon an evaluation
at each stage to ensure that objectives have been met before proceeding to
the next phase of problem solving.

Identification of the participants in the problem solving process and
their interactions, is an issue of paramount importance. The computer
service delivery mechanism is viewed by UNI-COLL as a continuum with
four discernable areas of responsibility. hardware operations/systems
support; applied technical support, applications services, and the end user.
Hardware operations/system support is a reliable, responsive, produrtion oriented --source that is available on demand and functions until
the tasks to which it has been assigned are completed. This resource, which
is operated by trained and experienced systems operators, maintained

through a rigorous program of preventive maintenance and testing
developed in concert with the manufacturers, and supported by a professional, experienced staff of syst ms programmers, represents the heart
of the computing utility.

Applied technical support is an activity which guarantees the availability and proper functioning of the software tools essential to the
solution of a broad range of applications programming problems. This
activity encompasses the installation, testing, maintenance, and do,umentation of manufacturer and externally developed software as well as the
internal development of software tools that address needs that are particular to the UNI-COLL customer base. In addition, applied technical support
includes a staff of systems designers and program consultants who interface with the applications services staff and the end users of applications
system.

The third activity, applications services, is charged with the primary
responsibility for the implementation, maintenana and operation of
applications systems. Problem definition, obje,tive definition, alternative
planning, solution analysis, and solution evaluation are components of the
systems process which applications services addresses in ,onjunk,tion with
the applied technical support staff and the end user.
Typically, applications services is composed of senior analysts/
programmers, programmers, and technical writers. The senior analyst/
programmer functions as the systems designer, projet.t leader, and the
interface with the consumer of the servia. Members of thus group have as

a guiding principle in their professional careers the desire to produce
workable and satisfactory solutions joi Illeoroblems of the customer,

1f.
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The end users are consumers of applications systems and thereby
encompasses almost all administrative and educational entities within the
University. Although frequently not computer-oriented, they have pivotal
roles in producing effective systems by bnngMg to the relationship a clear
understanding of needs and objectives. In addition they must be willing to
work with application analysts to assist in problem definition, objective
definition, alternative planning, solution analysis and solution evaluation.
Above all, the end users must view the entire mechanism as an extension
of their capabilities and responsibilities.
Within this framework, UN1-LOLL bounds relationships with its
customers by assuming full responsibility for hardware operations/systems
support and applied technical support. The duties of applications service
and the end user are designated as customer functions. This structure is
pically,
effective in both the academic and administrative areas.
Ty, the
researcher and student provide all of their own applications services and
are, in almost all cases, the end user. On the administrative side, applications services is part of the customer's organization and control of the
customer's sy terns is maintained within that organization. The administrative data processing staff (analysts, programmers, production control

personnel, and administrators) are free to concentrate on effective
administrative applications rather than getting caught up in the day-to-day
problems of running a computer center.
The above definition of boundaries in the customer/supplier relation-

ship has an important result, UNI-COLL addresses its academic and
administrative customers in the same way. Both types of customers require
hardware operations/system support augmented by applied technical

services. When the customer is otherwise unable to attain applications
service, UNI-COLL will, on a time and materials basis, provide this service.
Customer Organization. An Office of Computing Activities is the
mechanism by which the customer can address the administrative aspects

of the customer/supplier relationship. It is the primary contact for UNICOLL and provides the following essential services:
Establishes and administers procedures for allocating computational
resources;
Provides utilization reports and analysis;
Encourages efficient and responsible use of computing resources,

Projects computing requirements including not only main frame
usage, but also remote job entry and keyboard terminals requirements;
Encourages both intra- and inter-university cooperation, and
Monitors the performance of the supplier.

The responsibilities of the customer's Office of Computing Activities
are complex, varied, and time-consuming. It is vital that this office be
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staffed by highly qualified personnel who are familiar with, and sensitive
to, the computing needs of the administrative and academic users of the
university.

Exchanges of Experiences. The final component in a successful
customer/supplier relationship is the establishment of a mechanism to
ensure feedback at all levels. Clearly, the customer's Office of Computing
Activities is an integral part of such feedback. However, a complement of
committees and user groups is also essential.

UNI-COLL established an Operating Policy Advisory Committee
(OPAC) whose members are directors of university computing activities,
faculty members, and directors of administrative data processing organizations.This group, meeting at least once every month, provides a forum
for discussion of common goals, software packages, hardware changes,
systems modifications, and administrative procedures. OPAC also provides
a means by which the conflicting requirements of different member organizations can be resolved.
UNI-COLL advises that a University Computing Committee be created
within the customer's organization. This group should be composed of:
the Director of Coniputing Activities, faculty members from participating
schools; and representatives of administrative data processing. The meeting

should provide a forum for the discussion of issues related to campus
computing. Resolutions by the committee should be used to guide the
activities of the DCA and other university administrators.

A user group, which is chaired by the manager of Applied Technical
Support, is another aspect of the UNI-COLL/Customer interface which
ensures adequate feedback. If a user of UNI-COLL services does not feel
his or her particular problems are being addressed through alternative
committees, the user can take his/her suggestions, complaints, and
problems directly to UNI-COLL management in the monthly user's
meeting.
CONCLUSION

It is evident from the historical events described that UNI-COLL was
formed out of economic necessity in an effort to maintain an excellence in
computing services. That goal is being achieved.
Fortunately, the three years 1971-1974 have been a period of continued growth for UNI-COLL. The customer/supplier relationship that has
evolved is extremely sensitive to the responsibilities of service, and the
computing services delivered by UNI-COLL have been determined through
an exposure to the requirements of a multi-user community. As a result,
common service denominators are automatically sought, formalized, and
reapplied.
The evolution of UNI-COLL as a phenomenon may well become wide

if e.,
S.1.

spread as the economies of computing continue to favor the large, general

purpose installation, an economic reality beyond the scope of the
individual academic institution.

UNI-COLL/Penn Relationship:
The Penn View
by Jon C. Strauss

The justification for, and the early history of, the UNI-COLL/PENN
relationship has been well documented by J.C. Emery, former Director of
Computing Activities at the University of Pennsylvania.I The companion
article in this proceedings by Wm. Knapp describes the current UNICOLL/PENN relationship as seen from the UNI -COLL viewpoint. This
article briefly reviews the current situation from the viewpoint of the new
Director of Computing Activities at the University of Pennsylvania. The
pnmary emphasis is on presenting a candid appraisal of the problems and
successes of this rather unique relationship of a separate private corpo-

ration providing vital computing services to a large private university.
Recommendations are made for others considering similar future courses
of action.
STRUCTURE

PENN views UNI-COLL as a supplier of IBM 370/168 services and as a
facilities manager of the Wharton School DEC-10. The interface between
Penn and UNI-COLL is managed by the Office of Computing Activities
(OCA) at the University of Pennsylvania which provides coordination,
internal accounting, terminal management, specialized user services, and

centralized planning. Currently Penn has budgeted S1.25 million for
370/168 services for academic, administrative, and sponsored research.
The relative usage of these three areas is approximately 45% academic,
35% administrative, and 20% sponsored research. Directly related is the
approximately $450,000 that PENN spends on terminals and supplies and
$100,000 to maintain the OCA. The Wharton School contracts directly
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with UNI-COLL to manage a DEC-10 system. In addition, there are many
specialized use computer systems on campus ranging in size from an IBM

360/65, a DEC-10, and a UNIVAC 70/46 to PDP-8's and other minicomputers.
MOTIVATION

The historical motivation for the UNI-COLL/PENN relationship has
three major components. technical, financial, and political. Technically,
by setting up a single corporation serving many of the educational institutions in the Delaware Valley, founding institutions hoped to realize large
economies of scale. Financially, it was envisioned that a separate corporation would facilitate limiting the large budget deficits charactenstic of
the previous Penn computer center. Politically, by playing a major role in
the organization of UNI-COLL, Penn was being a good citizen of the
Delaware Valley higher education community.
Although the UNI-COLL/Perin relationship is a demonstrated success,
these three motivational factors require hindsight comment. While
economies of scale are an often quoted technical justification for centralized computing, they do require heavy equipment utilization which can be

a problem in the fluctuating demand environment of higher education.
Another factor working against economy of scale is the economy of
specialization made possible by tailoring configurations (both equipment
and personnel) to the application. Increased availability of low priced
minicomputers, specialized software, cost effective used equipment and
increased user awareness, competence, and confidence are deemphasizing
the importance of economies of scale.
While the separate corporate structures of Penn and UNI-COLL theoretically provide lower financial liability for computing to Penn, in

actuality Penn is dependent on UNI-COLL and therefore must be
financially supportive. As UNI-COLL's financial strength has increased this
situation has improved almost to the point originally envisioned.

From a political viewpoint, it is probably not surprising that often
political issues have tended to dominate good technical and financial
judgement in the UNI-COLL/Penn relationship.
CURRENT ISSUES AND PROBLEMS

For technical, financial, and political reasons, Penn has an institutional
commitment to support UNI-COLL. At the same time, Penn is moving
towards full responsibility

center budgeting and accounting where
individual responsibility centers, such as schools, have profit and loss
responsibility. For centralized computing, as for any central services in a
decentralized decision environment, institutional commitment to the
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centralized service

and

decentralized

financial

decisions

are

not

compatible. The currently available economies of specialization in
computing are exacerbating this problem. Controls are necessary, but
difficult to administer.

One of the consequences of moving to a true cost incremental
computing charging scheme for services purchases from UNI-COLL, has
been the inability to take advantage of marginal Lasting for new development. While this is certainly an advantage where it forces detailed a priori
cost analysis and justification, it can be a problem on a day to day
operational basis.
SUCCESSES

The fact that two years later in 1974, UNI-COLL exists and is
financially solvent is quite a sucLess in itself. However, there are also some
tangible successes from the Penn viewpoint.
First, true incremental Lost computing has been achieved. Because each

computing project must be justified on its own merits, the old marginal
costing syndrome is prevented where many things that don't cost much
more individually are obtained, but in aggregate they force acquisition of
new equipment.
Second, differential pricing and responsibility accounting for each shift
has balance shift usage and substantially increased the computing obtained
for given dollars.

Third, future growth of the UNICOLL load promises to reduce unit
cost and make possible the expenditure of a larger percentage of Penn's
computing dollars for distributed computing.
RECOMMENDATIONS

Much has been learned in the process of establishing the currently
successful UNI-COLL/Penn relationship. Unfortunately most of the
lessons sound obvious and trite. Several points are repeated here'
Planning is the key ingredient.

Objectives must be understood, enunciated, and tested before a
formal relationship is consumated.

Mechanisms (technical and contractual) must be established and
periodically tuned to achieve the objectives.
CONCLUSIONS

The Penn computing community has paid a large price for the startup
years of UNI-COLL both in terms of dollars, energy, and lost opportunity.
This price has been paid however, and the current UNICOLL/Penn
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relationship exists and works. With the increased financial stability of
UNI-COLL and the increased awareness of computing needs of Penn, the
computing community anticipates an evolving structure allowing a
dynamic balance between the attractive features of both centralized and
distributed computing.
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Chapter 8
Libraries, Data Bases,
Computers and LRC's:
Are They Converging?

Fee-for-service Data Center
by Daniel II Wilde

The New England Research Application Center (NERAC) was
established at the University of Connecticut in 1966 as part of NASA's
Technology Utilization Program.* The purpose of NERAC is to help
organizations in the Northeast, such as business and industry, colleges and
universities, and state and local governments benefit by using someone
else's technology. In other words, NERAC staff take technology that was
invented in organization A and help put it to work in organization 13.
Located at the University of Connecticut in Storrs, Connecticut,
NERAC operates as part of the School of Business Administration, but has
close working relationships with the School of Engineering and the University Library. NERAC's offices are located near the main University
campus and its staff consists of 15 full-time employees plus many part-

time undergraduate and graduate students. In order to better serve the
high concentration of industry on the East Coast, full-time employees also
live and work in Boston, New York City, and Philadelphia.

lius research was sponsored in part by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration Contract NASw-2516.
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STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF NERAC

Historically, NERAC has received funding from two sources. First,
NERAC receives funds directly frum NASA. In 1974, this will amount to
S225,000 or about 557( of the total budget. Second, NERAC charges its
clients for the services they receive. In 1974, client income is expei.ted to
be between S190,000 and S200,000 or approximately 40 to 45% of total
income. Charging only for the value added by service, NERAC dues not
attempt to recover any of the costs of the original research. Nevertheless,

the fact that NERAC is partially funded by NASA and that it must
generate the remainder of income by selling capabilities to users has
affected how the service has organized to accomplish goals and mission.

NERAC consists of four groups or divisions, each with specific
operating goals marketing, information, computer, and administration.
The marketing division is responsible for convincing organizations that
they can benefit from using NERAC and should therefore subscribe to the
service. This is done via face-to-face sales presentations to key decision
makers within individual firms. NERAC's sales activity is led by a
marketing manager who is assisted by three full-time marketing representatives and a marketing coordinator. Sina NERAC's dissemination region
covers the Eastern United States from Maine to Washington, D.C., this area
has been divided into four territories centered around Philadelphia, New
York City, Connek.tii,ut, and Boston. The strategy is to hire full-time, very

experienced salesmen who live in and are familiar with each territory
which enables them to visit more pruspeas and clients with less travel time
and expense. Finally, the marketing i,uurdinatur acts as the home office
representative of the marketing division and oversees an aggressive client

followup program to insure client satisfaction and to trail technology
transfers.

The information division is responsible for providing service to clients.
This group ,unsists of an information manager, two information specialists

and an information ,ourilinatur. Here, the information manager assigns
imuming requests to information specialists and suggests how they might
best satisfy Jient needs. Usually, assignments are determined by the
technical nature of eaiii particular question. For example, if the Jient is
interested in flamepruufing polymers, his ur her request would be assigned
to an information specialist who has a PhD in Chemistry. Likewise, if a
question is related to metallurgy or engineering, it is assigned to the

information specialist who has a PhD is Physics. If no one un the staff
feels completely competent to handle a particular question, NT....-,Ac is
able to

upon members of the university faculty for help and guidance.
This technical matching allows staff to dialogue each user in technical
terms that sihe uses in his or her day to day work which also insures that
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NERAC staff understand the client's request and can focus on his or her
needs. Clients consistently praise this aspect of NERAC service. Finally,

once answers have been found to a given question, the information
coordinator assembles the material and prepares it for shipment to the
client.

The computer division is responsible for operating NERAC's captive
computer system. It is staffed by a computer manager who also acts as
system programmer and chief operator. He is assisted by a number of
part-time students who help operate the machine around the clock. By
having a captive ,omputer, NERAC is able to guarantee service to its fee
paying clients. In other words, runs can be scheduled to meet the demands
of clients and do not need to compete for ,oniputer time on some other
maclune. Furthermore, computer costs are fixed, and NERAC unit costs
decrease as useage increases. This has proved to be the key factor in
NERAC's approach to the marketplace.
Although the NASA data base is one of NERAC's important information sources, staff almost always augment it by searching other data
tiles, such as. the National Technical Information Service (NTIS), the
Amencan Society for Metals (ASM), World Aluminum Abstracts (WAA),
Chemical Abstracts Condensates (CA), and the Educational Resource
Information Center (ERIC). When NERAC does not have the proper information un the
staff puiJiase it fwili other members of
the NASA Regional Dissemination Center network or from other information services thr ,ughout the world. In some cases, the ,..aptive computer
is

used to help generate data bases. For example, NERAC helps the

Ameman Soviet' for Metals produce the indexes to three journals (Metals
Abstracts, Alloys Index, and World Aluminum Abstracts) and, as a
byproduct, produce data tapes for shipment throughout the world.
Although NERAC has been in existence for eight years and must be
,onsidered operational, staff still are !coking for better ways to encourage
the transfer of tedutology. The ,,enter ,..annot provide the perfea answer

to every question every time. Because NERAC does not have the
resources, and sometimes be,ause the technology has yet to be invented,

the center cannot or does not find an answer to a client's particular
question. However, staff can maximize the probability that a user will
benefit from NERAC's service by permitting and encouraging him or her
to use NERAC whwnever possible.

NERAC is greatly concerned that each of its clients benefit from the
service. To insure that this happens, the ,enter has a most vigorous follow-

up program. Four to six weeks after the answer to a question has been
mailed to a client, that client is called to insure that NERAC was
responsive to that client's request. If by chance the response was inadequate, staff ask how NERAC can improve. Perhaps staff did not understand the question or the client misstated the need. In either case, NERAC
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personnel try again. On the other hand, if NERAC hit the mark, staff
begin to watch for the transfer of technology. In addition, if a client does
not have work in progress and also has not called in several weeks, NERAC
staff call him to inquire how they might be of service which encourages
the client to maximize his or her use of NERAC and Increases the chance
to satisfy him.
Finally, NERAC seeks to serve a wide variety of organizations. Fixedcost, subscription packages plus a vigorous followup prugran. has made it
possible for the center to he %Pr) responsive to the needs of both large and
small business. Since there are many small businesses in our region, staff
pay special attention to insure that thzy are reaching these companies. To

do this, NERAC has established a special program where marketing
representatives call as many small business chief executives as possible to
explain the program and offer them the opportunity to participate in it.
INTERFACES WITH THE UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT

It is most important that one appreciates that the NERAC budget must

be balanced through our sales and service efforts. Any excess service
capacity must be used to better satisfy clients in hopes that they will
renew next year. Nevertheless, the center has tried to provide data bank
services to the university.

The first approach to faculty members was on an individual basis.
NERAC organized seminars by department and tried to sell them on the
value of the product. Not only was the service new to them, but also staff

discovered that individual faculty members and departments had no
resources that they could allocate on their own. Some wanted to try the
data center but had no funds. Opportunity costs were such that it was
easier to sell in the industrial marketplace.

A second experiment was the bulk rate sale of data base searches to
faculty members via the University Library. NERAC tried to give faculty

members a cut-rate by permitting library personnel to design retrieval
strategies for direct processing on NERAC's computer. The concept was
great, but it did not work. Part-time strategy designers cannot know all the
retrieval clpracteristics of the various data banks. In addition, no one
person can understand all technical disciplines required to answer various
questions. This is why NERAC hires full-time professionals with graduate
degrees in a variety of fields. In fact, NERAC administrators have come to
realize that it is this guidance that is the product, not information.
As part of the bulk rate approach, a few searches were offered to every

department which meant covering anthropology to zoology. In many
cases, a question could not be answered because there was no computerized information on the subject. Thus, a democratic allocation of searches
was very ineffective. Search topics should have been restricted to those
that matched available data sources.
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During early expenments, a false assumption was made that academic
researchers were different from industrial users. Now NERAC is
approadung colleges and universities on the same basis as industry which
means providing complete semi all the way from telephone dialogues of

user's requests to xeroxing article abstracts and obtaining documents.
Preliminary results indh.ate that this approadi has solved eealier problems.
Although computerized data banks are similar to libraries in that they

contain useful information, there is one distinct difference. a computer
tape cannot be browsed like a library stack. To retrieve computerized
information requires an expensive system. In a library the user helps
finance servia by giving time and energy. For a computerized data bank,
someone has to pay for data files, computer time, systems programming,
and so on.
The costs of data bank retrieval can be significant. For example, many
data base suppliers Lharge from 52.500 to $8,500 per year for tiles which

means that a single backtile can cost from 515,000 to 540,000, and one
might want to have at least five files. Computer equipment is expensive.
For example, one commercial, on-line service is known to be spending
58,000 per month just for disk storage of five years of Chemical Abstracts.
Think what the complete storage of many files would cost!
Finally, NERAC experience indicates that it is best to hire PhD's or
MS's in various teanical fields and then train them in relatively simple
retrieval teaniques. This has pioved to be much better than taking someone with library expenena and then having them try to learn Chemistry
or Physk.s on the job. Of .nurse, this kind of talent requries higher salaries,
but paying clients believe it is worth the cost.
Although NERAC has components that are similar to other university
funauns, it has been ne,essary to organize it as a separate unit in order to
adneve its mission. NERAC has hired its own reference staff because its
users demand high level teduu,a1 guidark.e. NERAC has its own computer
so that it has priority servit,e around the dock, seven days a week, 52
weeks a year. In other words, NERAC has a unique environment and has
had to be structured to meet these conditions.
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Start at the Beginning!
by John R. Merrill

The question is "1...11.,aries, data bases, computers and learning resource

cent, rs: Are they converging?" The answer is, "Yes, in some places," and

"ab ut as rapidly as one might expect." Florida State University has a
nu nber of learning resource centers all over the campus. The main and
la test resource center is in the main library, it serves about 5000 students
a i.'onth. Along with other audio-visual hardware, computer terminals in
learning resource centers on campus serve about 5000 students counting
CMI activities alone.
The development of learning resource centers in libraries and elsewhere
really comes in response to materials already developed, rather than before

the materials are present for use. After pointing out the two most
important problems in developing materials, this paper will present Florida
State University's system as a useful model which is working well.
BIAS

It's orly fair to expose one's biases from the start. First of all, I believe
there exists no one way to teach well. In fait there probably exists no one
coirect way to teach one group of students one plea of material at any
one time. Second, the choice of medium for the presentation of material
should be made on the basis of what is being learned by the students.
Media include' lecture, group discussion, one-toone tutorial sessions
129
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between students and instructor, text book, lab, programmed text
material, slides, slide-tapes, instructional television, the computer as a
calculator, and tutorial CAI. The (Alma among them should be made on
the basis of the material presented.

Education can no longer afford to replace machines with people.
Ilistuncally .olleges have been asking the instructional staff in Lourses to
do things which machines can now do at least as well and sometimes
better Because people have been used to doing things they now don't have

to do, people have not been able to do many of the things that only
people can do. I believe educaton must use people correctly.

MEDIA CHOICE

As a medium in Florida State experience, the lecture tends to be good

for summary, correlative (forest for the tree), and exposure kinds of
matenal. Certainly the lecture serves some needs for some instructors, and
also seems to fulfill model figure needs for some students. The lecture is
also very Lost effective in the narrowest sense of the word. If one brings
together 4000 people and sits them down in front of I lowly-paid
instructor fo, three one hour periods each week, one has a mightly low per
student hour cost.
On the other hand, lectures are not good for experience with formulas
or vocabulary, and language departments have been moving towards either
highly interactive discussion type language sessions or towards the
language tabulator) concept. Because lectures are a particularly passive
situation for the student, they are not good for active student learning.
Finally, lectures are not good for working out individual student problems.
Tutonal Lomputer assisted instruction tends to be quite good for highly
interactive, student deter.nined learning, but is not particularly good to
replace a programmed text. In fact much of the diffkulty that educators
have expenenced with tutorial CAI has been encountered when CAI has
replaced programmed text manuals.
The contention of this paper is. I ) education is going into bad times, 2)
The full range of media must be made available to teachers so that Lontent
can determine the medium chosen, 3) Assistame must be made available
for faculty restructuring of instructional process, and 1) With materials in
hand, learning resource (-enters, in libraries and out, will follow quickly.
PROBLEMS

There are two fundamental problems. First, university structures are
needed to ensure media will be used. Learning resource centers will need
finally to be fully available to instructional staff. SeLond, groups need to
be made available to the faculty whose main charge is to help faculty do
new things.
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The second fundamental problem is faculty incentives. Instructional
development work, the full use of all media, time spent to reformat
courses, and so forth, should all count in every evaluation of every faculty
member; evaluations of an annual nature and certainly evaluations for
promotion and tenure. Funding sources must also make money available
to faculty to support the production of materials in various media. When
an instructor embarks on an instructional development project, it should
appear to the department to be a no-direct-cost situation.
FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY'S ARRANGEMENTS

Florida State University provides some administrative structures and
support for educational development. First, there is a sincere commitment
from the administration of Florida State towards instructional develop-

ment in university courses. Instructional development work on this

campus is mentioned prominently in the State of the University Addresses
that President J. Stanley Marshall gives each year. The pies dent has also
been very helpful in working out the financial package which will bring

PLATO to Florida State University in the Fall of 1974. These are
examples of the many ways the central administration demonstrates
commitment from the very top towards instructional development work.
Secondly, Florida State has a unit known as the Division of Instructional Research and Service which is a faculty and staff group with the

specific charge to help faculty all over the university improve instruction.
The Division of Instructional Research and Service is made up of three
parts. An Instructional Media Center oversees the production of audiovisual material, the installation, repair, and service of audio-visual equipment, and the learning resource centers around the campus. A second
group in the Division of Instructional Research and Service, the Office of
Evaluation Services, is the large testing service for the campus. Services
include exemption exams, standardized exams, student evaluations of
instructors (at Florida State, every instructor is evaluated by his students
every quarter), and so forth. The Office of Evaluation Services also works
with the Center for Educational Design on computer generated testing.

The Center for Educational Design is made up of faculty, graduate

students, programmers, secretaries and undergraduate assistants whose job
is to help faculty in the various disciplines design and implement new ways
of teaching their courses or curricula. All three sections of the Division of
Instructional Research and Service taken together facilitate changes in
education at Florida State University.
To address the issue of faculty incentives, the Division of Instructional

Research and Service administers the Council for Instruction Awards
which is a faculty committee charged with overseeing instructional
development on campus. There are two competitive awards programs.
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First, there is a summer grants program. Each summer, 12-15 content
faculty from all over the university are awarded grants on a competitive
basis to spend the summer with resources made available to them to
restructure their course content. The second awards program is an

academic year award program which doesn't include faculty salary money
but does fund all the support necessary to restructure full curricula.

Receiving either or both of these awards is increasingly important to
faculty. The winning of such an award is awarded in recognition throughout the university.
Secondly, the Division of Instructional Research and Service advises
faculty conmuttees and the central administration on policies concerning
instructional procedures, instructional incentives, means for evaluation of
instruction, needs for learning resource centers, and so forth. The results
have been clear. a recent memo from the Vice President for Acadeinic

Affairs explicitly states that instructional development should count as
heavily as research towards promotion and tenure. Instructional development will soon be t.ounted in annual evaluations of every faculty member
at Florida State University and may he counted in the I2-hour law forms
made out each quarter for each faculty member throughout the state
university system.

In conclusion, Florida State University is set up to: help faculty
improve instruction, to make available all media; and to deal with

incentive issue.
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Convergence of
Information Technologies
by Thomas J. Kerwin

Hardware technologies, computing and L.ommunications technologies,
have been coming together for some time. Such convergence is illustrated
by the time line chart on this subject which was developed by the Conference Board .1

However three other aspects of convergence may also be occurring in
colleges and universities. Because I am most familiar with learning
resources centers, much of this paper will emphasize the changing relationships between learning resources and computers in instructional
applications.
STAGES OF CONVERGENCE

Conceptual convergence is a primary stage preceding action. Starting

with perception of the generic relationships among the information
technologies, and of the possibility of using these technologies in various
combinations for instructional purposes, conceptual convergence has
already occurred in many quarters. It may be followed by studies of the
advantages and disadvantages of combining technologies, and, perhaps, by

a commitment actually to create some combination. Procedural convergence is the process of actually combining or correlating information
technologies toward some single purpose. Structural convergence which
occurs last refers to changes in the organizational relationships among
133
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computer centers, libraries, learning resource centers and data bases. Each
of these three apsects of convergence (conceptual, procedural and

structural) pan o..ur at different degrees of intensity. The current status
of convergence on the Santa Cruz campus of the University of California is

a case study of strut-tural convergence which also illustrates aspects of
conceptual and procedural convergence.
A CASE STUDY

Conceptual 4.onvergence is most clearly evident among computing
specialists, authors of instructional programming, and library systems
analysts. Few learning resources specialists show much interest in more
than the most straightforward combinations of media and computer
technologies.

Perhaps because the definition is rather limiting, procedural convergence of media and 1.. omputer technologies is rather uncommon.
AA..ording to the original definition uses of graphiL terminals constitute a
convergence of hardware technologies more than of media and computers.
There are a few instances of ombining media and computer technologies,
however. Some groups are making films from CRT displays. A fascinating

prujeLt at the Santa Barbara wimpus combines slides, audiotapes and a
miniwmputer in the design of learning modules. Also at Santa Barbara,
omputer and television systems using a keyboard are combined in a
tealing auditorium to allow instructors to display the output of interactive computing.

Most instruk-tional uses of computers at the Santa Cruz campus are
"Problem-Solving 1" uses, to use Gerry Weeg's terminology (See Chapter
4) with few "Problem-Solving 11" uses. Very few projects involve uses of
media other than CRT's. Elsewhere within the University of California
system no mediaornputer interfaces within U.C. are as sophisticated as,
for example, the system at Golden West College which provides programs
on nursing, art history and other subjects.

Libraries are another matter. There has been a great deal of study
within the University of California of the benefits of automating various
library functions, parth..ularly book ordering, ,ir..ulation and cataloging.2
Some automated cataloging projects are already well-established. Th..!
Santa Cruz 1, ampus has been using MARC format cataloging of its pill
holdings for several years, and also has developed a unique computerizei
system for cataloging projection slides.3

Struural convergence is a crucial area. Certainly, the ultimate form of
structural convergence ot-t-urs when the library, the 1.. omputer center, and
the learning resourt,es 1, enter are placed under the same director. This has

not occurred on any campus of the University of California, although
there are persistent reports of conversations among these directors.
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A search for less obvious forms of structural convergence may be more
fruitful. Two forms suggest themselves. overlapping functions and physical
proximity. Libraries and learning resour,es ,enters often have overlapping
functions within the University of California like holdings of "non-print"
media materials. Learning resources centers rarely have books in circulation, but libraries often provide photograph', servi,es and audio listening

rooms. Similarly, libraries sometimes have computing capabilities, and
invariably have computing specialists on the staff. In fact, the picture is
less one of of convergence than of the libraries moving into the territories
of computer center and learning ...sources centers.
There's sonic evidence of physical convergence, too. At the Santa Cruz
campus a central facility, the Communications Building, houses the
learning resources center, the computer center and the ,ampus' telephone
facilities. Because this building was designed for these occupants, the
physical structure lends some coherence to the planned communications
cable system for the campus. However, it has not lead to any convergence
of organizational structures. The Santa Barbara ,ampus has a new learning
resource center under construction, on a site which is immediately
adjacent to that campus' computer center. In this ,ase, too, no structural
convergence is intended. Although physical proximity in these two
instances has no effect on today 's uses of information technologies it may
facilitate future convergence or interaction.
While there are signs of convergence, the university is still in a very
early stage. Some factors can foster or delay this convergence within the
University of California 1) systematic planning for optimal ti of scarce
resources; 2) increasing interest in new strategies of instructiu. particularly those that involve careful combinations of media, matched to specified learning tasks; and 3) development of high-quality aademic programs
for the off-campus, part-time learner. Each of these factors stimulates
comprehensive planning, and recognition of the need to integrate the
things of learning.

It is interesting to note that these same factors also can delay structural
convergence. Emphasis on systematic planning, for example, has encour-

aged a flurry of plans for system-wide integration or coordination of
activities in several areas. The University Library Systems Development
Program, already mentioned, involves substantial uses of computers, but
includes no planning for organizational convergence of libraries and
computer centers. The recent appointment of the University of California
Computer Policy Board, and the creation of the position of Executive
Director of Computing, similarly do not portend convergence of computer
centers with libraries or learning resources centers. Finally, the University's
Advisory Committee for Learning Resources is concerned more with the
production and distribution of media pa,kages, and the development of
stronger capabilities, than with converging. Because planners in each of
1
i' z'
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these areas are concerned first

to get their houses in order, these

demanding tasks preclude giving much attention to deliberate convergence.
Learning resources specialists may be least active in conceptual convergence because they have the particularly challenging task of preparing for
future instructional uses of media technologies. While available
projections, such as those in The Fourth Revolution,4 suggest a greatly

expanded role for media in instruction, many learning resources capabilities are organizationally incoherent, understaffed, and underfunded,
even (believe it or not) in comparison to computer centers. Such problems,
combined with the rapid development of media technologies, the steady

increase of workloads, and the accelerating shift from group uses of
learning resources to individual uses, keep the learning resources planners
and specialists fully occupied. Little interest in other information technologies should be understood to reflect these other pressures, and not some
lack of vision or awareness of the other technologies.
TRENDS TOWARD CONVERGENCE

Some colleges and universities have built combinations of libraries,
computer centers and learning resources centers, or have appointed a czar

of information technologies. Since some institutions are taking the
approach of structural convergence, one should ask whether this approach
is desirable or inevitable, and, by extension, whether institutions must be

counted as laggards if they do not combine these functions organizationally. While higher education should explore vigorously the interfaces
of information technologies, there is no necessity to create new organiza-

tional structures. In fact, one may even choose to avoid such efforts to
combine, simply because the staff skills, the equipment. the procedures,
and the traditions of each of these areas are so different. Cross-training of
specialists in several areas may be more productive than juggling organizational charts.
Sonie new initiatives are needed with regard to the current and prospective users of these technologies, As information technologies become more
sophisticated, and as institutional capabilities become more extensive, one

should be sensitive to the problems experienced by the instructor or
researcher who is interested in tapping these resources. When even specialists have difficulty in keeping abreast of developments in one field, how

can one expect the faculty member to command the potential of

the

several information technologies in addition to keeping abreast of new
developments in instruction or research?

Clearly, a key role is emerging for the guide, or systems brokers who
can aide the lawny member in discovering, locating, understanding and
using the information technologies that are available, or that soon will be
available, Universities do not have systems brokers, as yet, but it appears
er,..)
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that they will have to invent them if the potentials of information technologies are to be realized.

Given such guides, the currently modest trend toward onvergence
should accelerate. Whether this will be caused by enlightenment,
budgetary crunches, or both, one should look forward to both the challenges of making it work, and the opportunities for existing new approaches to instructional uses of the information technologies.
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PART III
THE

PRESIDENT'S
PERCEPTION
OF

COMPUTING

Chapter 9
A Foreigner
in Our Midst
by Ronald W. Roskens

In a speech at Alexandria University April 2, 1974, President Anwar
Sadat of Egypt berated both the United States and the Soviet Union for
having miscalculated both Egypt's value orientation and her military
prowess. The prevailing American view prior to the October war, he said,

was that Egypt and the Arab nations were a confused, inept lot. The
Soviet Union, on the other hand, from whom Egypt and her allies were
seeking aid, was insisting upon a peaceful rather than a nulitary solution to
the Middle East conflict.

President Sadat went on to say, and I quote "The Russians' computer
calculations showed Egypt would be crazy to act because it would be
doomed to destruction, but there is always something that escapes
computers."1

Many of us in the college and university world find considerable
empathy with that last phrase. But it would be gross oversimplification to
criticize computers on that assumption alone. It seems to me important to
remind ourselves that the technological equipment upon which this conrtrence focuses attention remains subservient to man and will always be
susceptible to allegations of omission and insensitivity. I say this with full
recognition that Herman Kahn and others have suggested that by the year

2000 computers may equal or even surpass certain characteristically
human capabilities. However, it is not my purpose to argue that thesis.
As a point of information, I have been associated, to some degree, with
141
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computer operations at four different universities. Three of these institutions operate separate computer centers, and the University of Nebraska
at Omaha is one unit in a three-campus system which operates a centralized computer network. I do not presume to pose as a computer specialist
or necessarily as a knowledgeable critic, but I do hold some firm views
which may serve at least to ignite a fruitful exchange.
COMPUTER ILLITERACY AND ALIENATION

No single force, with its myriad permutations, has had greater impact
upon the style and operation of American colleges and universities in the
last

half century than computer technology, not even the ideological

schisms which convulsed our students bodies in recent years.

When colleges and universities installed computer technology, the
phenomena of vested interests and natural resistance to change was encountered at every institution. In retrospect, I am persuaded that university officers committed an egregious error in the early days by introducing
this foreigner in our midst without pervasive attention to instruction in the
new language. Even today institutions of higher education are suffering the
consequences of a fairly high degree of computer illiteracy.
Reflect for a moment upon the familiar academic scene. Many persons

in an academic community are quite naturally antipathetic to such techniques as systems analysis, programming and budgeting systems, impersonahty of mechanization, and the concomitant necessity to frame long-range

goals. One is cognizant, on the other hand, of the reality of politics and
diminishing resources wluch in combination have cast a piercing eye at the
management style that has characterized college and university operations
and thus forced immediate attention to short-range goals.
In many instances, of course, response to external pressures was not
only reluctant, but resentful, and in some instances openly defiant. However, the point has now been reached at which the general public is again
willing to consider university officers to be worthy of the task of managing
the enterprise. Indeed, if they are regaining that public trust, it is essential
that they frame qualitative judgments with institutions on the basis of
refined criteria and valid data.
It is important to disabuse internal academic communities of the belief

that there is a foreigner in our midst, and attend to the need for wider
understanding of the computer and its contributions. At the University of
Nebraska at Omaha, a poll taken now would reveal a large percentage of
uncomplimentary views toward the computer center. This is certainly not
the fault of the computer, nor necessarily those who operate it, or who

administer the institution. It is rather a ondition for which all share
in that all have per,":" d alienation to prosper.
Furthermore, fallout from this mentality has contributed to a general

responsibility
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sense of mistrust of the university administration. Most people on the
campus, of course, attribute the snafus, inaccuracies, and the inevitable
downtime to incompetence of computer personnel. One usually begins
such criticism by reciting the canon "garbage in garbage out" and then
proceeds to identify the machine and the operators as the culprits. There is
little sense in reciting specific internal complaints. However, it is useful to
underscore the presence of what appears to be a foreigner in our midst.

INSTITUTIONAL PRIORITIES
Regarding the establishment of priorities and resource allocation, the
University of Nebraska at Omaha is a living illustration of what
Leuhrmann and Nevison2 recently termed "the long standing controversy,

both within and among universities, regarding the proper method of
allocating the computer resources to the academic community". The
extremes of the argument are legion. At one end of the continuum, computer time is available on a fee-for-service basis, and at the opposite end, as
Luehrmann and Nevison3 wrote "computing is regarded as a good that is

priceless, in the technical sense that economists use the word
a good
whose subjective worth is extremely difficult for an individual consumer
to estimate in advance". The response of UNO to this dilemma is by no
means a formidable model, but the institution is functioning much more
comfortably and compatibly than was the case even a few months ago.
The genesis of the problem at UNO was the competition between local
and university system requirements. First there were the mandated
management factors of uniform payroll and accounting systems, and the
like Then there were individual institution requests for demographic data,
special projects, and other items related to the local scene. Simultaneously,
of course, there were increasing pressures for faculty research time and
accelerated use for instructional purposes. The computer staff was at best,

minimal in size but certainly dedicated and persevering. Inordinate
complications arose when additional assignments such as the immediate
development of an Affirmative Action Personnel Bank were imposed by
the System administration.

The administration finally concluded collectively that although the
university had sufficient hardware they were expecting far too much of
present personnel, and the superimposition of additional assignments
added insomnia and nausea to existing frustrations. Thus, a high level
council has been established to deal with pnonties at the University
System level. At the campus levels and particularly now at Omaha there is
a Users Committee which determines local priorities. These are workable
steps, but not necessarily long-range solutions.

What are the priorities? The preferred model would permit, in first
priority, free and immediate access to the computer for research and
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Instructional purposes as is the base with the library. Information retrieval
and data processing, although of considerable importance, would assume a

position of slightly less significance. To the extent that these priorities
were achieved would be sustaining and enhancing the primary mission of
our respective institutions.
However I do not anticipate living long enough to witness the develop-

ment of that scheme of priorities in most institutions. Frankly, the
demands for management information whk.h compound almost daily on
the basis of requests from Federal and State agencies, and, indeed, internal

users, make It eminently dear that data processing for management
purposes is the number one priority. Of course, institutions must steadfastly assure access to L.umputers for research and instriKtional purposes.
But, the whole cost analysis and accountability syndrome has established
MIS as a first priority for colleges and universities.
RECOMMENDATIONS

Thus far I have referred to the foreigner in or midst, applying the
term both to the cumpu:er man and machine. Three specific pragmatic
recommendations, if implemented, would contribute to a redesignation as
ally rather than foreigner.
Exaggerated claims syndrome. Often, compute: personnel especially at
the management level, give an impression that no task humanly conceived, however complicated, can exceed the capabilities of the computer
or the personnel who operate it. As President Sadat said, "there is always

something that escapes ,..omputers." Qualitative value judgments are a case
in point. Examples, of course, are numerous, but computer personnel must

emphasize care and explicitness in describing the parameters of machine
and human capability.

instant gratification complex. Time and again one is aware of circumstances in which consumers whose requests were probably framed late in
the first place were told, by computer managers, that the results would be
available by noon tomorrow, or three o'clock at the latest, or some other
finite period. In many such circumstances computer personnel are
attempting more to gain egu gratification through a "good guy" image and
expedient movement of the consumer from the office setting, than to
recognize the realities of available staff and hardware.

Esoteric jargon habit. This problem which manifests itself in many
ways is troublesome because one is unsure of the basic motive. It could
result from the natural reinforcement of communicating with persons who
speak ones language, on the other hand, it may in some cases be a delibe
rate attemp. to confuse the uninitiated as some parents or grandparents
used to do by resorting to a foreign tongue. The following description is
somewhat illustrative:

1.51A.1
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"A programmer is one who passes himself off as an exacting expert
on the basis of being able to turn out, after innumerable debugging
sessions, an infinite series of incomprehensible answers calculated
with micrometric precision from vague assumptions based on debatable figures taken from inconclusive documents of -oblematical
accuracy by persons of dubious reliability and questionable mentality for the purpose of annoying and confounding a hopelessly
defenseless department that was unfortunate enough to have asked
for the information in the first place."4
Many who try to read the compLated newsletters of k. omputer profession-

als conic quickly to the conclusion that fortran is indeed a foreign
language.

Surely it is time to eliminate the notion of a foreigner in our midst.
Surely it is time to begin speaking a common language.
In my view one can expect marked improvements in the relationships

between university personnel and computer professionals, if all face
squarely their limitations. There arc many preferences for a college or
university chief executive model. With respect to computer center direct.
ors and their associates, however, this observer prefers them to be tough
minded, fair, accessible, candid, eloquent managers. They should be
regarded as equals among equals who understand and appreciate the
mission of colleges and universities and who speak vigorously and
forcefully about the role of the computer and t.omputer personnel in our
contemporary institutions.
Frankly, no one is too old to learn.
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Chapter 10
Evaluating Computing Services
How Do You Evaluate the
Computer Services Delivered?
by Gary A. Wicklund

At a time when education institutions are tightening their purse strings
and finding student enrollments plateauing, the question of the adequacy
of computing must be asked and computer services must be examined.
Some comments about computing at the University of Iowa will provide
background information for this discussion.
UNIVERSITY OF IOWA COMPUTING

At the University of Iowa there are three large separate computer
centers. University Computer Center, University Hospital System, and
Administrative Data Processing. The University Computer Center provides
computing service for instruction and research at the university, including
support of four Hewlett-Packard 2000 F minicomputers in addition to the

central IBM 360/65. Also, there are several decentralized computer
systems on campus maintained by departments for research and instruction in physics, engineering, medicine, and so on. The University Hospital
System is an IBM 370/155 computer used for patient records and scheduling services. Although the system is designed for the processes which are
implemented at the University Hospital, there has been some research on
this sytem as the size of the data base expands.
In the Administrative Data Processing Department, an IBM 370/145 is
used by the University for accounting functions, payroll, class schedules,
146
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grade reports, and so on. Each of the centers receive budgets from the
state appropriations to the University of Iowa.

In order to use the University Computer Center, fault and students
must obtain a project number from their department or college allocation
from the Graduate College for computer services from the University
C .mputer Center. The center provides several kinds of services including
processing time on the 360, custom programming, keypunching, storage,
space rental on tape or disk and consulting.
The rates for computer time are determined by using the total annual
expense budget of the University Computer Center and estimating the
utilization of the hardware. The rates for different services on the computer are based upon the level of usage and the amount of income estimated for the year from that piece of computer hardware. By applying
these rates, the sum of the incomes at the end of the year should be equal

to the annual expense budget of the Center
the sum of the state
appropriation, the research income, and other income. Consequently,
revenue generated by the Center should be equal to the expenses of the
Center. By having a budget and a rate structure it is possible to evaluate on
campus computer services with alternative sources of computer services.
For example, sponsored research may weigh the cost of computing services
at the University Computer Center with outside computer sources. How-

ever, for a faculty member with unsponsored research or for classroom
instruction, the alternative sources for providing computing are not available. Because the faculty member does not usually have funds to spend
elsewhere, s/he is not able to make an evaluation of the computing
received for the dollars spent.
Another way for the faculty member to evaluate the computer services
for instructional or research needs is to look at the topics considered under
the heading of user services. User needs vary from user to user, but some
are similar:

Turnaround time. can a maximum (minimum) time for processing
jobs be established?

Reliability: can known jobs and small students Jobs be run on
schedule with predictability?
Service: can the user obtain the appropriate level of service from a
central computer center staff?
Computer time: can the job be processed faster on another
computer?
Interaction: can the user interact with the system during execution?
There are other characteristics which may describe a user's needs, but
this list gives some indication of the difficulty of trying to measure what is

adequate. For example, turnaround time of one day or more may be
adequate for the user who is processing data for research, but the student

developing a program who has to wait a day or more easily becomes

r;
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discouraged. Before one can

use

turnaround time as a measure of

computer services, it is necessary to classify the users. This is a particularly

difficult task when looking at the cross section of users on a university
campus.

Some of the items which fall in the same category with turnaround are.
software support, hardware availability , programming assistance, and user
cor suiting service. Since these are dependant upon the type of user, it is
difficult to determine a level of adequacy.

The number of dollars spent for student computing provides a good
argument for someone to increase computing power when expense per
student is less than some average figure. However, it does not evaluate the
type of computing service available to the student because of the variation
of computing needs between disciplines as well as between users.

SUMMARY
It is difficult, if nut impossible, to evaluate computing services because
of the diversity of users on a university campus. However, some questions
may indicate possible areas of beginning for an evaluation of computer
services, and Illustrate why it will be difficult to evaluate computer
services.

Can a central facility be evaluated by comparing its performance
with its stated claims? Is the central facility doing what it claims it
can do? Evaluation by comparison may permit the user to
document his ability to get a job processed on schedule.
Can computing services be evaluated by classifying types of users?
Are users in a particular class getting their computing done?

Can computing services be evaluated by the charging policies?
Would free computing to users permit evaluation to be made by the
results rather than by the cost of a job?
Can evaluation take place on computing when there is decentralization and widespread use of minicomputers? As decentralization
increases, the evaluation is more difficult because of the
convenience of terminals.

How can one evaluate batch versus interactive computing for
education? Research?
Because of the complexity of evaluating computer services for users on
a one university campus, it is difficult to establish a model (or standards)

which could be used by any university to determine if computing is
adequate. Evaluation has to begin with the definition of the needs of the
users and progress to a comparison of these needs with measures of the
equipment and how well it is being utilized.
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How Do You Evaluate the
Computer Services Delivered?
by Jean Allard

"How do you evaluate the computer services delivered?" From

a

technical point of view I think I should answer the question posed by this
panel by saying "I don't." In the chain of command at The University of
Chicago the management of computer services is not within my jurisdiction as the Vice President for Business and Finance, but instead is supervised by a Board of Computing Activities and Services. This Board includes
both faculty and administrative staff, and includes the University's

Comptroller who reports through my office. The Director of the Computation Center reports to a colleague, the Vice President for Programs
and Projects whose office, among other things, provides centralized
services for government grants and contracts. However, I do evaluate
computer services delivered for several reasons.

First, The University of Chicago has a very closely-knit management.
Presidents share almost daily a proliferation of management
problems, including computer services, with colleague Vice Presidents, the
Chaairman of the Board of Computing Activities, and the Director of the
Computation Center, whose operations are supported by the Business and
Finance staff and who, at his own initiative, has joined as a regular participant in the weekly Business and Finance staff meetings.
Secondly, at The University of Chicago, the Computation Center is a
centralized activity providing computer - related services on a cost-recovery
Vice

fee

basis. Its services are

provided for research, instruction and
149
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administration. The income of the Center, whether from grants and
contracts or from the University's general budget, is at the discretion of
the user, and there are competing demands for the allocation of these
dollars. While the Untrersity community is in many ways a constrained
marketplace, the fault is an independent group and there are alternatives
to the use of the Center's services and these alternatives are from time to
time used. Thus the Center and its services are evakated, and it is expected
to offer a broad range of services on a competitive basis. In these days of
fiscal exactitude this means services which are reasonably comparable to
other alternatives and which may be offered at lower marginal costs. Since

cost recovery is a basic operating policy of the Center and since the
University has rejected the concept of free access, by definition the Vice
President for Business and Finance does evaluate the computer services
delivered.

How does one commence the evaluation process? Initially there are
basic concepts at stake, that is, if there remains any choice, what is it the
institution wants, or perhaps what is it that the institution has to have, by
way of computing services. But for the fact that The University of Chicago

places extreme importance on its role as a major research as well as a
teaching institution, one might be tempted to evaluate computer services
in much the same way that one evaluates a public utility. Are the services
desired performed at the cheapest pnce? In a world of no monopoly but
rational decision making, computer services are like electricity. One buys
at the cheapest price for the level of service demanded. III fact, price at
this level of evaluation is a factor.

Probably more important, however, is measuring the computer and
computing services as an intellectual resource. One asks questions and
makes appraisals here much in the same way one approaches the institution's library. Clearly this test of capability is at the core of the University's recent decision to install an IBM 370,168. This was probably also
true at times when the institution commenced use of an IBM 7090, the
7094 coupled with a 7040, and successively through the 360/50 and
360/65.
A tit mode of assessment is to consider one's computer and its
capability as an experimental instrument in its own right. This was a
determining factor in setting up a Computation Center at The University
of Chicago, a fact documented by the absence of any professional manage-

ment of the Center until quite recently. For many years the Center was
managed exclusively by part-time faculty and essentially with little service
orientation. Rightly or wrongly, the continued provision of services at the
University is currently almost without any but nominal interest in evalu

ation and use of the computer as such an experimental instrument.
At The University of Chicago, evaluation is set then in the context of
the pnce-availability

utility measure and as an intellectual resource.
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However, once these determining factors have been set, evaluation
continues in the competitive setting.
At any research-oriented campus there is a terrific drive on the part of
investigators to "have one of my very own," the ongoing dilemma of
central services versus multiple discrete computer operations. The University of Chicago faculty is no exception, and there are, even for a small,

single-campus institution, a considerable number of laboratory minicomputers about the campus (probably more than SO) and several
divisional computer facilities. The Center's management believes that
appropriate use of small computers for laboratory equipment control and
data acquisition would not conflict with the Center's services. Integrating
and interfacing minicomputers with the Center has and will continue to
shift general purpose computation now done on these systems back to the

Center. There is a commitment as well to centralized services by the
Computing Activities Board. In a proposal to the Board for approval of
purchase of a new computer, the investigator has a heavy burden to justify
the necessity of an independent operation because the failure to share
centralized costs places a heavier economic burden on University
colleagues. The cost is high to the institution, which bears a heavy burden
through its subsidy of non-grant reimbursement.
Of fascination from a competitive point of view is the free ur nominal
charge alternatives available to the academic component of the institution
from the national science laboratories. Geophysicists not only are

reimbursed a United Airlines ticket to the high altitude National Center
for Atmospheric Research in Boulder, Colorado, but enjoy free computation, advice and other good things through that laboratory's facilities
center. Even closer to home, University of Chicago faculty in high-energy
physics and in chemistry work at low cost on Argonne National
Laboratory-provided computer facilities and on hardware provided to the
Argonne Laboratory at no cost by the Atomic Energy Commission. The
same arrangment is available at Goddard Space Research Center, sponsored
by NASA and NOAA, for faculty doing research in numerical techniques
and mathematics, and there are numerous smaller decentralized centers.

The University also finds competing educational institutions whose
facilities are used when an investigator participates in joint research with a
colleague from another institution. University of Chicago staff measure the
requirement of using University computation facilities against the location
of the recipient of the grant, and against the spread of costs (10-15%)
before computing work is allowed to go elsewhere. But what can one do

with the British-trained Dean of a Division who enjoys free travel and
accommodation in his federally- funded research, where the destination
could actually be a computer at Oxford in England, where the British
universities provide free computing services to their own.

The price of services from the 370/168 are set to meet as much of this
1 "; 9, 3
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competition as possible. There is real inducement to increase its use and
volume over the next two years. It is hoped that many faculty will "get
the habit" and that the decision to install and amortize this equipment
over the next ten years will net out to be a wise one.
Nevertheless the burden on the computer experts and the Board of
Computing Activities and the University's management is a tough one.
There is no question the competition forces the need for intellectual and
fiscal evaluation of demands for computing services that are needed and
are wanted at home.

c
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Evaluation of Computer Services
at UW-Madison
by Richard R. Hughes

Evaluation of computing is, indeed, a difficult task. This is especially
true with the complex mixture of users and facilities typical of a large
university. (See Figure 1) In addition to two campus-wide centers, one
academic and one administrative, there are 15 auxiliary centers serving
groups of custorncs, 5 remote-job-entry terminals to provide access to the
main academic center for special groups, and over 40 other facilities identified with particular research or instructional projects. The centers, both
campus-wide and auxiliary, have come about from planned growth of
computing services. The other facilities have various origins, since the
campus administration views computing equipment as one method of
solving research and instructional problems, to be adopted wherever it is
cost-effective.
Like other campuses, the University of Wisconsin at Madison has been

through many reviews of these computing facilities to determine whether
they are really providing the desired services efficiently. Full evaluation
requires considering at least three major types of computing use.
Administrative, This service is largely based on campus overhead funds
either directly or indirectly. Its evaluation requires intelligent appraisal of
the value of the services by those charged with delivering the necessary
end-services in the administration of the campus.
Wide-use general access. Computing has now become such a day-to-day
activity that all students and staff should be provided with a minimal
library type service without need for additional justification. At Madison,
153
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Figure 1. Computing Facilities at UW

Madison

Campus-wide Centers
Academic Computing Center (MACC)
Administrative Data Processing

Univac 1110

IBM/370/155

Auxiliary Centers
Agricultural and Life Sciences

Microdata/IBM 1620

Computing Center
Business

IBM 1410

Data Processing Center

Education

Datacraft 6024/5

R&D Center'
Engineering

Engineering Computing Lab. (ECL)
Data Acquisition & Simulation Lab (DASL)
Graduate School
Weisman Mental Retardation Center

Datacraft 6024/3
XDS 930/AD-256
Datacraft 6024/5

Health Sciences

Clinical Laboratories
Laboratory Computer Facility (LCF)

2 PDP-12/Linc
PDP-12/Linc's (2)
Datacraft 6024/5

State Laboratory of Hygiene

PDP-12

Letters & Science
Cdpt. of Chemistry

Center for Demography & Ecology
Geophysics Computer Facility

Dept. of Psychology
Space Astronomy
Depts. of Zoology & Botany

IBM 7094
IBM 370/135
Datacraft 6024/3
Datacraft 6024/5
Mod Comp III
Datacraft 6024/5

MACC Terminals
Microdata
Univac 9200

Data and Computation Center"
Mathematics Research Center"
Physical Sciences Lab

IBM 1401/PDP8
Microdata
Univac 9200

Dept of Physics
Primate Research Center"

Other Facilities
Education
Motor Behavior Laboratory

PDP.8

NCS Sentry '70

State Testing Laboratory
Engineering

Electrical & Computer Engr. Dept.
Mechanical Engineering Dept.

2 PDP-11's
PDP-8/14

Graduate School

PDP11
PDP12, PDP-8, IBM 1401

Biotron
Physical Sciences Lab.

I.G1
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Figure 1 cont'd
Health Sciences

Clinical Labs Clinical Chem. Div.
Chemical Instrumentation Research
Gynecology & Obstetrics
Modica! Genetics

Linc

Neurophysiology
Physiology
Programmed Medicine
Radiology

Datacraft 6024/5; 2 Linc's
Linc (from LCF)
Linc

PDP-12

Linc
PDP-8

PDP-8/Varian 6201

Letters & Science
Behavioral Cybernetics
Chemistry

CDC 160A
Raytheon 706,
3 NOVA's: 2 Varian 620's; Bruker

Instr. Service Ctr.

Light Scattering
Viscoelasticity Lab.
Electrochemical Research
Rheology Lab.
Laser Lab.

Chemical Reaction Lab.
Microwave Spectroscopy

PDP-8

Varian 620
Raytheon 706
Varian 620
PDP-8
PDP-8

Raytheon 704

Communication Arts
Communicative Disorders
Computer Sciences

PDP-12

Geophysical & Polar Research

PDF-8

Meteorology

PDP-11/40, EMR 6130
SCC 4700

Physics

Nicolet 1070
Datacraft 6024/3; PDP-11

Adv. Lab.
Atomic
High Energy (Thompson)

Varian 620
CDC 924; PDP-11/40

Nuclear

DDP-124

On-line Experiment

SCC 4700

Plasma

PDP-11

SATR

SCC 4700 Optics
Varian 520

Space

Primate Research Center

PDP-8

Psychology
Psychology (math)

2 PDP-8's

PDP-8

Psychology (clinical)
Social Science Statistics
Space Astronomy Lab
Space Science & Engr. Center

2 PDP-12's/Linc
Hazeltine 200
PDP-8

Datacraft 6024/5

Center serves as a remote-job-entry batch terminal for MACC and as an independent

unit.

"Center serves only as a remote-job-entry terminal for MACC.
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the College of Engineering has had considerable success in providing
general batch access of a minimal-job nature without project justification
or funding. The recent publication of the Dartmouth experience shows
that this can be extended to a large group of customers with very little
change in the computing use pattern.'
More complex research and instruction. This includes extensive use of
standard programs, elaborate un-line data accumulation, development of
new programs and systems, maintenance and use of special data bases, and

many other applications. At Madison, computers are now used in all
phases of university activity. For each of these three different categories,
different methods of evaluation must be used.
RESEARCH AND INSTRUCTION

For the more complex research and instructional use, computing
evaluation must be an integral part of program and project evaluation, and
of the decisions which control future plans. By funding computing, at least
partially, through project funds, i..ornputing evaluation is tied to budgetary
project control. Accordingly, routine operations at Madison's established
general - purpose enters (both MACC, and the auxiliary centers listed in
Figure 1) are funded largely through project receipts. Campus wide funds
are reserved for program and system development work, and for general
consultation services.
To guide the development of the centers, the project receipts are based
un item prices, rates which reflect, as much as possible, the actual costs of
the particular services priced. Figure 2 shows the various categories of
charges together with estimated sales credits for the recently- installed
Univai., 1110 at the main ai..ademii.. computer enter (MACC). During the
first few months of actual experience sales credits have generally matched
the estimated disuibution, although time-sharing use was a higher percent-

age of the total. The overall level of use is also somewhat higher than
expected. Note that receipts for batch use are distributed into wholesale
and retail charges. All customers pay wholesale charges, and, in general,
pay retail charges as well, either to MACC ur to the operator of a special
MACC-terminal.

At MACC, as at most centers, multipliers are also used to level the load
through the day and the week. The current multipliers are shown in Figure
3 together with the resulting estimated revenue distribution by priority level.

Similar item pricing is applied at the other auxiliary centers,

although the vaitiv-tilar items charged may differ depending un the computing equipment and the users served.
The net effect of Item pricing is to let the user make decisions about
the value of 4. omputing for partioilar purposes. There is no attempt to
pre-judge ur force deusions by deans, department chairmen, ur research
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Figure 2. Revenue Distribution from Item Pricing
at Madison Academic Computing Center
Charge Category

Batch
CPU/hour

I/0/hr
Memory/ 1K/hr
Card reader/103
Pages

Cards punched/100
Tape mounts
Extra tape mounts
Job charge
Ditran charge

Subtotal

Estimated 1974 Sales Credit (M$)
Wholesale

Retail*

Total

296

0
0
0
38

296
178
118
65
160

178
118
27
87
3

37
1

28

775

Timesharing
CPU/hour

I/0/hr
Memory/1 K/hou r
Input Lines
Output Lines/57
Tape mounts
Extra tape mounts
Job charge

Connect minimum/hr
Interaction charge

73
14

0
0
44
4
173

17

37
1

72

4

948

13
18
7

0
2
2

0
3
5

3

Subtotal

53

Files
File charge/day
Mass storage/track/day

22

Subtotal

TOTAL
*Retail sales credits for MACCoperated tuminals only.

99
121

1123
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Figure 3. Revenue Distribution hv Priority
at Madison Academic Computing Center

Multiplier
(for Total Bill)

Service Class

Estimated 1974
Sales Credit (M$)

Batch

20
618

Express

2.0

Standard
Overnight
Weekend

1.0
.8
.4

175
62

WhileYouWait ($1.00 job max)

1.0

55

Ditran

1.0

18

1.0

43

.7

7

.3

4

Timesharing
Day
Evening and Saturday
Late Night and Sunday

121

File Storage

1123

TOTAL

I
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investigators. If the particular department chairman or research investigator feels the use is worth the ,ost, sihe can use department or project
funds to pay for it. This presumes a certain consistency and reliability in
terms of future planning. The campus must make certain long-range invest-

ments and must insure that changes in use pattern our only after enough
advanced warning to allow a matching of the facility with the demand.

Fortunately, shifting of funds between categories, while possible, is
sufficiently controlled to prevent extreme or rapid departure from
budgeted fund distributions.

()the' alternatives open to the decision-makers are to seek outside
services or to justify new equipment for a particular research or instructional project. State and university poky requires clearance of outside
services or new equipment by the State Department of Administration,
based on a thorough review at the campus level. At Madison, this review is
provided through a campus-wide committee of faculty and administrative
staff, which is chaired by the Coordinator of Computing Activities. The

committee has been trying to make sure that plans for use of outside
services or acquisition of new equipment are made with a proper recognition of existing campus services that might du the same job. In several
cases, review led to a switch from a stand-alone, independent center to a
facility

tied to the main center, which could provide both stand-alone

capability and access to the large central computer. With any such facility,

the committee usually requires an evaluation of the costs of using the
central computer for the same purposes before granting approval for the
purchase of new equipment. Nevertheless, a determined research investigator with a really good plan to use new computing equipment and funds
for these plans, usually finds it quite easy to lustily purchase of his or her
own equipment.
GENERAL ACCESS USE

Item pricing and detailed Lost balancing is not a suitable basis for
evaluating general-access ,imputing. The most convenient way to provide
general access use ca,tpus-wide is to allow access without previous justifi-

catii n to any person registered on the campus. For a service like this
currently planned at Madison, justificanon of the costs will depend on
general support by the academic deans. If the costs seem reasonable to
them, in terms of the academic benefit, the service can he maintained. This
has certainly been the Lase m the College of Lngineering, which has I untied
such general access computation at a level of at least SI00,000 per year for
many years.

r`r
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ADMINISTRATIVE COMPUTING

Methods for evaluating adnunstrative computing and data pi,cessing
are not as well established. At the University of Wisconsin, there are more

questions than answers. Some administrative computing is funded by
transfers from other accounts, chiefly for auxiliary services sudi as dormitories and athlent, programs. However, the bulk of administrative t.omputing is intimately t.onnet.ted with the data base for the campus. Proper
sharing of costs among the various services is diffit.ult to establish, and
overhead funds are supplied directly , the budget level is set by the Chan-

cellor's office. This is not entirely satisfactory. One apparent difficulty
with this prot.edure is the evaluation of pnonties for development of new
administrative servit.es where apparent needs ext.eed the available budget.
There is a long bat-klog of potential uses wlut.li seem interesting and attainable if staff could be assigned to develop them.

Much of the background for this discussion comes from a campus
computing plan developed in 1974 w1.,11 ret.eived wide input from faLulty

and administrators t.ont.erned with computing. The plan is rather bulky,
running to approximately bO pages. However, for distribution to those
who are suffkiently interested, a limited number of .-optes are available
from the author.

REFERENCE
1. Luehrmann, Arthur W. and John M. Nvason, "Computer Use under a Free Ak..k..css
Policy", Science, 184, 957 -961 (31 May 1974).

Evaluating Computing Services
at the University of Minnesota
by Frank Verbrugge

In these Jays when computing service involves far more than having a
hardware facility available, it is worth re..alling that not too many years
ago the computing operation was analogous to that of a coal mine, to
which a customer brought his own bucket and shovel, groped around in
the dimly-lit mine, loaded up and took his pail of coal home with him.
Computing in academic institutions has undergone dramatis- Llanges, and
in assessing flu. effectiveness of service provided one must consider not
only the hardware and its availability but also many related services.
A total computing budget at the University of Minnesota is impossible

to define because funding takes place within departments and colleges
where expenditures are related to computing but whi..h are never identified formally as part of a computing activity. At the University of
Minnesota as at most universities the formal structure is encompassed
mainly within four categories.
Instructional and research computing including a large component
of public service functions;
Administrative data processing;
Specialized computing service systems such as a hospital system, a

library system, and similar systems offering service to either a
general or a specialized clientele; and

On-line facilities usually operating in a real-time mode and associated with scientific research apparatus.
161
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Responsibilities of the Office of University Computer Services at the
university encompasses in some way all of the systems named above, but
are largely centered on instruction and research systems. This service is

provided by seven computer centers, four of which are located on the
Minneapolis-St. Paul campus and three of which are located at branch
campuses. The system is integrated and interconnected system with a CDC
6600 as the major node, operated by the University Computer Center and
a timeshared computing service is managed on a statewide basis through
MECC. (See Chapter 5) Prior to 1974-75 this system was managed by the
University Computer Center but will become a consortium operation next
year. Funding for the instruction-research system arises about equally

from direct University support including legislative support, and support
from research sources. For both instruction and research application on
the timeshared capability, the total university usage of this system for
1974-75 will exceed 5300,000. Another S3.5 million b done in the batch
processing mode. Remote access to the 6600 is provided locally by
approximately 20 RJE terminals. Access to the timeshared system is
provided by more than 100 teletype terminals most of which are located
in eight all-university computing laboratories of ten to twelve terminals
each. In summary, the described system is quite extensive and ogre major
goal is to develop and maintain a hardware capability as needs develop.

The role of Director of University Computer Services at the University
of Minnesota encompasses lung-range planning, and fiscal management of
instruction and research computing facilities plus an overall watch-dog role
with regard to facilities fur the four ty pes of systems. For instruction and
research computing the control is fairly determinative because the University's support budget is approved by the director. The administrative data
processing facilities are essentially planned and operated independently.
Coordination takes place in the all-University budgetary planning, and at

the operating level, by having staff members of University Computer
Center serve on a Technical Advisory Committee for ADP.
The specialized service sy stems are also quasi-autonomous, primarily
because the funding is provided by the clientele using the services. The
library is in exception. because it is university funded. This system is just
in its initial stages of development at the University of Minnesota, but staff
try to maintain the same review process through an Advisory Committee
on University Computer Services for these facilities as that which applies
to instruction and research systems.
On-line computer facilities for specific research apparatus are also

reviewed by the director although the number 1)1 :ILIA facilities is no
longer as great as it was three to four years ago. Federal agencies in 1974
are providing less specialized computing facilities. If the facility has been
funded a statement is requested from the director of that facility in which
he or she agrees that the system will not be used as a production system

1G9
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(no services will be sold on the system) and that, if the sponsoring agency
eliminates support for the facility there is no commitment by the univer-

sity to provide budgetary support. Beyond that acquisition of small
computers, like that of mass spectrometers or gas phase Juomatrographs,
is subject primarily to the peer review process, and the effectiveness of the
services provided is the responsibility of the principal investigator.
Computing facilities and budgets for all educational systems in
Minnesota are now subject also to review by the Minnesota Educational
Computing Consortium. The primary emphasis of MECC is general

purpose systems, hence, with regard to the university, instructional
research and administrative data processing ,omputers are Its primary area
of concern.
A second role of the Director of University Computer Services is that
of budget officer, a line position with budgetary responsibility reporting to
the Academic Vice President on exactly the same basis as the deans of the
several colleges. All University support for computing for the instructionresearch system is channeled through the dire,tor's
Directors of the

individual centers plan their budgets with the Director of University
Computer Services on the same basis that department heads plan their
budgets with deans. Each computer ,enter director retains an individual
income from services budget and plans his or her total operation on the
combined sources of support and income. The expe,tation of the university is that every computer center dire,tor must tome out even and that
the Director's office ,overs any deficits which arise without supplementary

support from central administration. The net result is that both the
computer center directors and the Director of University Computing
exercise a fairly close watch on a month by rionth basis. The director has

a discretionary budget item which can be used either for equipment
acquisition or for operating support with primary emphasis on equipment
acquisition.
As a line officer of the University the director participates in the allUniversity budgetary planning sessions where the computing budget is a
categorical budget which is reviewed separately from the collegiate budgets

and is also submitted to the legislature as an identified budget. In the
budgetary allocations, the director works with the individual computer
center directors, and the ,ollege deans and the department heads are not
involved. This approach is analogous to the budgetary management of
most libraries. In that base, however, individual departments typu.ally
submit a departtnental library request which is then used by the library in
planning its overall request. Por ,omputing at the University of Minnesota
even that process does not take plate. The ,.alleges and the departments
are provided a computing service essentially at no bust to them. The one

exception is a charge which is assessed for supplies and for the use of
peripheral equipment such as tapes and pnnters, which is paid front the
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departmental supply budgets. That charge at the same time becomes the
basis for local control which discourages unrestricted utilization of a "free
resource".
The delivery of computing service is also an all-University operation in
which the office of the Director of University Computing interacts directly

with the professors and students who need the .ervice. In practice the
operation follows three steps. First, for any course that requires
computing, the professor provides the computer center director or
administrator with a list of students enrolled in the course. These students

are then given account numbers. Secondly, for graduate students who
require thesis related computing, the thesis advisor co-signs on behalf of
the student and specifies whether s /he has research support for computing

and, if so, to what extent. On this basis the graduate student is allowed
access to the computer to meet his/her thesis needs, the approval of the
service is virtually automatic. Finally, the major area of computing support
is for research computing. Fur this purpose a Computer Grants Committee
consisting entirely of members of the faculty, reviews requests for
computing grants fur unspunsured research from a fund controlled in the
office of the Director of University Computing. Unsponsored research is
either completely unspunsured or partially sponsored as far as computing
is concerned. Because the Computer Grants Committee has established a

number of policy guidelines, most of the small grants are handled
administratively at the computer center and only the major projects are
reviewed in detail by the committee.
General policy for the office of the Director of University Computing is
provided by a faulty advisory committee for university computer services.
This faculty committee Is responsible for long-range planning particularly

concerning facilities and fur endorsement of the approach to budgetary
planning. In a given year, there may be several task forces which report to

the committee suci as task forces on time-sharing, computer-aidedinstruction, data base management, and statistical programs, which have
been established during 1974.
With regard to the statewide timeshared system, full support is provided
from. the office of the Director of University Computing for the
all-University instructional computing laboratories. Instructional terminals

in individual departments are funded jointly by the office and by the
department, and research terminals are funded entirely by the principal
investigator of the research project.

Although the system is highly centralized in planning and in fiscal
management, it is highly decentralized in its services. Staff hears directly
from the faculty users what the problems are, and a very effective Manager
fur User Services takes remedial action. The response time on a request for
dollar support is kept as short as possible and a response is given directly
to the user. Because budgetary planning is approached in a mode which is

the equivalent of that used by most traditional units at the university,
computing resources are highly visible in centralized university planning.
In 1974 from the point of view of facilities arid of finances of the office is
in a relatively sound condition. The staff continues to pursue the goals of
having an ear tuned to user needs and responding quickly and directly to
budgetary needs without going through the conventional university
structure.

Chapter 11
Management Information Systems

National and Statewide Management
Information Systems Efforts
in Higher Education
by George W. Baughman

In developing a perspective on the
history and trends in the
development of national and statewide management information systems
in higher education I find Walter Kennevans' definition of a management

information system most helpful. It separates large operational or

statistical data gathering activities from those designed to serve management. He states, "A management information system is an organized
method of providing past, present and projection information, related to
internal operations and external intelligence that supports the planning,

control, and operational functions of an organization by furnishing
uniform information in the proper time frame to assist the decision
process.'
With this definition, very few national and statewide efforts could be

called MIS since frequently they fail to. provide past and projection
information; relate internal operations to external intelligence, support the
control or operational functions; or meet the proper time frame to assist in
the decision process. In short, many of the current MIS efforts are simply
organized methods for providing present data related to internal opera-

tions that, if they happen to get published, may help someone in the
planning function.
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NATIONAL MIS EFFORTS A SEARCH FOR STANDARDS

Most of the national MIS effort has been directed to developing standards for data collection and exchange. The most vigorous early work in
this area was undertaken by the National Standards Committee appointed
by the U.S. Office of Education in 1930. Recently, the National Commission on the Financing of Postsecondary Education and the National
Center of Higher Education Management Systems at the Western Interstate
Commission on Higher Education (NCHEMS/WICHE) have revived the
dnve for standards and provided the rudiments of a national MIS.
National Standard Commission 1930-33. Lloyd Morey, then Controller
and later President of the University of Illinois, chaired this valiant effort,
mounted m a time of dire financial circumstances for higher education.
During a three year period his committee produced seven bulletins2.
The first two reports served as the basis for the financial reporting
standards of the National Association of College and University Business
Officers published in 1954, 1968 and soon to be released in 1974. The
third bulletin, published in 1932, provided an analysis of some forty-four
different methods of calculating per student costs and in many respects is
still superior to the work of the National Center of Higher Education
Management Systems in the late 1960's and early 1970's'; or the recent
"Interim National Procedures for Deriving Standard Unit Costs" of the

National Commission on the Financing of Postsecondary Education
(NCFPE)4. In 1931 the committee concluded that "There is an urgent
need for a recognized technique for the computation of unit costs if these
costs are to have any value outside the individual institutions in which
they are calculated." This was largely ignored.
The fourth bulletin provided standard object of expense codes which
properly displayed the unique expenditure categories common to higher
education and, at the same time, were a compatible subset of the Federal
Government Accounting Office coding schema. The codes were numeric
and hierarchly assigned which made them excellent for automation. They
were not republished or generally adopted. Had they been, federal reporting today would be infinitely simpler as would implementation of most of
the recent recommendations of the NCFPE for common reporting of data
and national price indices for postsecondary education.

Bulletin five was directed to internal financial reports and recommended budget reports that included a technique for forecasting and
reporting "exceptions?' In general. these recommended reports are
superior to those received by 957 of the budget officers in higher
education today.
Standard enrollment and full-time equivalent student reporting was the
subject of bulletin six. This was revolutionary by today's standards in that
it provided a clear discussion of the logistical and statistical problem of
.")
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establishing a common point in the calendar for "counting" and addressed
the thorny issue of non-credit enrollments and full-time equivalencies of
these enrollments in a very direct way.
The seventh bulletin dealt with the reporting of auxiliary activities and
provided excellent suggestions in the difficult areas of Medical School
Hospitals and Athletics. In addition, it provided an insightful discussion of
depreciation for different kinds of university property holdings.
Unfortunately the work of the National Standards Committee is largely
unknown in higher education today. However, this illustrates dramatically
that MIS efforts are neither new nor a linear trend. Had the recommendations of the committee been followed universities would have had the
rudiments of a national MIS by the mid to late 1930's.
A FORTY YEAR GAP

Better financial times returned in 1934 and then the war, which was

followed by a "war veteran" and then a "war baby" boom.
These

consumed most of the attention of higher education for nearly forty years
and standard reporting, cost accounting and the like were put on the back
shelf.

One exception to this "forty year gap" was a major cost finding effort
mounted in the mid 1950's by the Big Ten and Western Conference institutions. This unit cost by discipline study provided a disappointing testimony to the continuing problem of non-comparable data. The modest
findings were released without fanfare, without actual numbers and with

great reluctance on the part of the participants. This study, in part,
provided the impetus to develop common elemental data definitions

among the Western Interstate Commission of Higher Education Institutions (WICHE) in the mid-1960's.
WICHE AT HEGIS

The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare combined all of its
various institutional questionnaires on enrollments, space, financial,
personnel, staffing, salaries, students, student migration, continuing
education, administrative officers and degrees in one mailing package in
1966 and called it the Higher Education General Information Survey

(REGIS).
This first step put institutions on notice that a comprehensive approach
might finally be taken to the myriad unique federal data gathering exer-

cises. However, each of the subsurveys still incorporated unique definitions which arose from the use of "specialist" review groups for each
questionnaire to design and approve the next year's version. Data were not
standard among the different surveys or within different years of the same
A OW;
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comprehensive concerns was
survey. A continuing consensus group with

needed, and the WICHE consortium that was working on common data
elements offered to be that group in 1969.
From 1969 to 1971 the WICHE group, then called the Planning and
Management System (PMS) Division, spent most of its efforts in developing standard data element definitions in the student, personnel, facilities,
financial, and courses area and in constructing a taxonomy of academic
programs. The WICHE/PMS project received its major financial report
from the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare for projects that
would directly improve the capability of institutions to provide standard
data.

In 1971, the work of the WICHE /PMS Division had received major
national attention because of massive task group involvement, large scale
distribution of products and the incorporation of its products into the
HEGIS survey. The project expanded into a federally funded National
Center of Higher Education Management Systems (NCHEMS) at WICHE
and the onginal work towards HEGIS reporting standards has continued
under the aegis of a national rather than regional umbrella.
POSTSECONDARY COMMISSION AT HEGIS

The HEGIS surveys, which result in massive amounts of data or enrollments, degrees, personnel, facilities and financial aspects of virtually all of
the institutions of higher education, have seldom been used in a compre-

hensive way to provide "management", in this case congress and the
executive branch, with timely policy forecasts or analyses. Timeliness has
been a major problem since even summaries of the data are frequently
published two to five years after the data are collected.
U.S. Office of Education projc,,tions have historically made limited use
of national totals from HEGIS data. The first comprehensive attempt to
use IIEGIS data for policy analysis occurred in 1973 when the National
Commission for the Financing of Postsecondary Education created a

number of on-line analytical data basis from HEGIS and other files.
George Weathersby provides a detailed discussion of the construction of
that data base in a staff report of the commission which was presented by
Daryl Carlson, James Farmer, and Richard Stanton at the College and
University Systems Exchange meeting in December 19735.
The use of IIEGIS and other nationally collected data by the National
Commission for the Financing of Postsecondary Education to explore the

relationship of fees to enrollments in public higher education and other
economic charactenstics of postsecondary education is the first generation
of a "management information" product from the IIEG1S Surveys. That it
took over eight years to achieve is instructive to those who would build
MIS systems. The fact that this "management" dimension was added to
I
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the basic data collection at a very modest cost suggests that
the rudiments
of a national MIS are here and will likely stay.
NCHEMS: THE KEY TO A NATIONAL MIS

Efforts in the past forty years have clearly demonstrated that

an

effective national MIS will require; a consensus seeking group; a highly

qualified technical support staff to create and implement integrated

products; continuity of financial support and technical leadership; and
a
comprehensive scope of problem definition that embraces all of
the
aspects of institutional activity. On each of these criteria the
NCHEMS
effort emerges as a leader. An elaborate
structure of institutional
representation on task forces, review panels, and so
on, provides the
consensus mechanism. Products are created by technical support staff
and
consultants drawn from the institutions, and their work
is coordinated,
augmented, and expedited by a reasonably small staff at the NCHEMS
offices in Boulder. Implementation is assisted greatly by staff
conducted
workshops, extensive publications and the use of pilot "member"
institutions. Financial continuity, while not assured, has a high probability
of success. The designation as a federal national center carried
a
$1,000,000 per year budget subsidy and the NCHEMS project
menu is
varied enough to assure that foundation and state
agency contracts can be
attracted. Technical and political leadership is certainly at a high point
since most other potential competitors are advised to check with,
coordinate with or join with the NCHEMS effort. In addition, the
selection of the Executive Director of NCHEMS to
serve as the Director of
the staff of the National Commission on the Financing of

Postsecondary
Education in 1973 had significant value. The work of that
commission was
clearly supportive of many of the NCHEMS projects.

In short, there appears to be little question as to who will
design and
test "national" MIS projects. One remaining question is who will be

responsible for data collection and analysis? At this point
it appears to be
a toss-up between a revitalized National Center for Educational Statistics
and NCHEMS.

OTHER NATIONAL MIS EFFORTS

Although the major national MIS thrust is embodied in the NCHEMS/
HEG1S/national commission work there are four other efforts that are
worthy of note at a national level.
A.A.U.P. compensation Survey. Although not generally recognized as
an MIS effort the American Association of University Professors
annual
compensation survey meets most of the tests of an MIS. Started in 1959,
the survey each year has included past and present data
on average salaries
fa w.11.-
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by rank for each institution. Forecasted values for each of the next two
years are provided and the surveys are published in April preceeding
decisions that are usually made in June or August. During the 1960's more

attention was paid to and more resources were directed as a result of
A.A.U.P. data than any other single source of information in higher
education.

American Association of Collegiate Registration and Admissions
Officers (AACRAO) Enrollment Projections. In 1953 Dr. Ronald
Thompson used U.S.O.E. data on opening fall enrollments and census data
on 18-21 year olds to forecast college age population trends to 1970 and

accurately predicted the tidal wave of students that would hit higher
education in the 1960's. This survey was monitored by Thompson and
updated in 1961 to forecast to 1978 and again in 1970 to provide
forecasts to 1987,

These projections, supported by AACRAO, provided estimates of

public and private enrollments by state. by year and could readily be used
as aggregate projections by statewide and national "managers", particularly in the public sector. In addition, they are simply constructed and can
readily be updated with published data.
During the 1960's, Thompson seldom missed by more than 2 to 5%. He

did not forecast the drop in attendance rates for the early 1970's and so
his current projections are too high. They still represent a valuable source
of data for those interested in forecasting traditional markets for higher
education.6
Chambers /NASULGC Appropriations. Since 1959, Dr. M. M.
Chambers has provided the only timely and consistent source data on state
tax support of higher education in the 50 states in a monthly report called
the "Grapevine."
Although this series does not meet the projection information test of an

MIS, it continues to be the only available comprehensive data on state
appropriations to institutions of higher education.

The specific contributors to the "Grapevine" from each state are
known only to Chambers. The data are usually published within one or
two months after the appropriations are made, are extensively footnoted
and identity institutions. An annual composite is published by the Office
of Research and Information of the National Association of State Universities and Land Grant Colleges (NASULGC) in October of the fiscal year and
publications summarizing the 1959.60 through 1968.69 and 1969.70
through 1972.72 are available.7
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. The national effort to

minority and women's rights will be the major force in the
development of integrated management information systems in higher
education in the 1970's. What started in the 1960's as a requested
and
statistical report estimatitig.,41tet number of minority employees
assure
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students now viituauy requires detailed person by person records with
elaborate classification coding.
For example, the proposed E.E.O. form for educational institutions for
1974-75 will include:

Full-time staffing statistics by sex, race, occupational activity class
and salary range;
Distribution of faculty by sex, race, tenure status and rank;
Distribution of "new hires" by sex, race, occupational category, and
tenure status;

Distribution of part-time personnel by sex, race, occupational
category, and tenure; and
Staffing by sex, race and source of funds.

The surveys, in theory, (and in the legislation) can be done by visual
counts. In practice other requests for information are likely 1) on-site
investigations of claims, 2) other more detailed supporting information
requests (applicant and salary history, unit salary ,omparisons over-time,
etc.), and 3) goals with respect to new hires, employment patterns, and
salary le eels. This virtually forces the development of an integrated
personnel system.

Faculty and staff are of equal importance from this new personnel
viewpoint. Sine. ovtr 80% of most institution's expenditures are col
personnel and since few institutions have lustorkally provided "equal
systems" for faculty and other staff the impat on most institutions is
enormous.

Although the word MIS is never mentioned in E.E.O.C. literature the
fact that past, present and future information that reflects operational fact
in a time frame that can be nearly immediate makes it the strongest force
for a national MIS. The fact that the 1974 oc,upational ategorizations are
NCHEMS derived also adds support to the ,ontention that NCHEMS will
design a national system.
STATEWIDE APPROACHES TO MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
SYSTEMS

There are a number of major efforts to develop statewide management

information systems. Charles Mosmann's forth oming publication on
higher education MIS efforts will deal with most of them. Although one
could recite the litany of states and their qproadies, the general shape of
statewide MIS efforts can be seen through the Ohio model.
The Ohio Model. John Milieu was selek-ted as the first Chancellor of the

Ohio Board of Regents in 1964 and be,ame the "author" of the system.
Drawing upon his experience in the early 1950's as Director of the
Carnegie Commission Study on the financing of higher edtKation and his
later experience as President of Miami University (Oxford) he designed
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course level, program budget models that became the basis of the system.
It is instructive to note that the budget models were designed, articulated

and used in 1965, some two years before the supporting data systems
caught up. In other words, management had decided what it needed for
decision-making first and the issue of supporting data systems became the
cart behind the management horse. The elements of the data system were
to serve two purposes:

To provide a resource analysis of the people, space and dollar
requirements to support a given level of instruction in a particular
discipline grouping;

To provide statistical profile information in a common format about
students, taculty, staff, space and finances.

The features of this system are common to most statewide MIS efforts
although the details may vary greatly.

Transactional Activio' and Inventory Data. In 1966, institutions of
higher education in Ohio began supplying activity and inventory data in a
common, machine readable format to the Ohio Board of Regents. For the

most part, the data were transactional rather than summary and were
classified using standard rather than institutional codes. For example, a
student inventory record providing age, county of residence, standard
rank, cumulative credit hours, standard degree program, sex, marital
status, etc., and a student activity record indicating each course, section
and credit hour value along with a subsidy eligibility code is provided for

each student, each term, as of the 14th day of enrollments. This is the
student data base. It is used to provide statistical profiles, to calculate
subsidy earned in accordance with the course subsidy model and to
provide the output divisors by discipline and course level for the resource
analysis.

Similarly, individual room and building inventory and classroom or lab

activity records are submitted to establish space resources and usage.
Individual faculty and staff inventory and faculty service reports are
submitted to describe personnel characteristics and for use in allocating
costs to course levels.
Financial data are provided on a budgeted (annually) and actual year to

date (quarterly) basis in summary form, by source of funds and academic

program or support program area. Finally, a course inventory file is
submitted identifying each course taught and its level. The student
enrollment file is used to show activity in each of the courses.
These five data bases on students, faculty staff, courses, facilities and
finances are the ones most generally identified with statewide MIS efforts.
Some states will go further than the Ohio system and try to provide
central transactional processing capability (e.g., admissions, payroll,

registration). Seine states will request only summary information (e.g.,

copies of IIEGIS reports), and sonic states will continue to accept
institutionally defined data in traditional budget format.

1:79
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Program Subsidy Allocation and Control System. Development of the
student and course data bases in 1966 permitted the statewide calculation
of subsidy entitlement in ac,ordana with the ,ourse level subsidy models.
Automated subsidy calculation was installed in 1966 with an associated
detailed audit of student rewrds selected by sampling. The Ohio system

uses one-third of summer course enrollments plus all of fall course
enrollments to estimate an annual F.T.E. This means that the actual
subsidy earned is known in November. Institutions ream mor..hly _flecks

from the state. The checks for July through December arc each for
one-tv.elfth of the estimated appropnations and the January through June
checks are adjusted to reflect actual earnings based on the subsidy
calculation.
For auditing purposes, a stratified sequential sample is drawn. This

ranger from 2 to 10;/( of the records of the students at a given level.
Listings of student numbers are sent to the institutions in advance so that
the original copy of student registration records are ready for the auditors
when they arrive. Adjustments ,an be made to appropriations to retle,t

major errors detected in the audit (on the assumption that the sample
represents the population). If the sample audit reveals errors that would
effect appropnations by live per.ent the regulations require a full audit of
all student records by an outside independent agen,y. In the past eight
years no such audits have ever been re .rued and the aaual audit findings
place the reliability of the data well over the 99% limit.
Although this partik.ular program subsidy allo,ation and with-LA system

may be unique to Ohio it is a general procedure that wuld be expected in
any state that uses budget models I'm establishing tentative allo,ations and
then adjusts appropriations to reflect actual experience.
Resource Analysis Model. personnel and instru,tional spa,e resources
are allok.ated to rash ,uume level within each a,ademh., program based on
data supplied in the student, .ourse, fa,ulty,, tinan..ial, and space activity
tiles. Be,ause ,alculations are performed with budgeted data after budgets
have been adjusted to retlek. t a,tual subsidy, they can be performed 1.:
February or Mardi in order to make adjustments in budget models for
July.
The resource analysis model dues not forecast costs, personnel or spaa
requirerents, nor is there a direa or automatic relationship between the

findings of the resuura analysis and subsequent adjustment of budge.
models. It does provide standard cost, pe _Janet and spa,e use data by
,ommon program and level for all state assisted institutions. Furthermore,
it provides it in a format that is dire .fly .umparable with the models being
used in budgeting.
Ohio has the longest history (six years) of using a standard resource
analysis procedure. There is no question that this kind of output,

particularly the "what does it cost?" wmponent, is of great interest to
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statewide and national legislative groups. At the same time one must recall
that the eight course level budget models preceded the resource alloation
procedure and thus largely defined which busts and what format. Although
near 301 program/level cost cells exist, such as English/General Studies

or Physics/Ph.D. they have not been used to impose or even suggest a
uniformity goal among the thirty -six different institutions. This does not
mean that some university trained legislative analyst won't do a "least ...ost
model" by extracting the lowest cost institution for each of the
program/level cells. It just means that with six year: of actual data no such
obviously gross and distructive misuses of the data *.ave been made,
Ohio is currently revising its budget models to more explicitly ac cunt
for inflation, to accommodate ,ontinuing education in a more direa way,
and to become somewhat more discipline bust sensitive, The changes in the
budget models will likely be followed by changes in the resource alloation
procedures where required.
Internal Management Practicer,. A logical outgr wth of any MIS effort
is a concern for improved internal management practices. Obviously the
ability to provide reliable and consistent data from a variety of sources in a

common format is one test of management capability. Ohio institutions
met this test in the mid-1960's.
More germane to the specific, question of management ability are the
policies, procedures, practices and "results" of an institution. In 1973, the
Board of Regents, under legislative direction, undertook a formal
management improvement program. The first step of this program was to
develop manuals of suggested best management practices in the areas of.
student admisssions and registration, program budgeting, ,omputing and
data processing, personnel, and planning. Task forces were established for
the twelve universities and also for the twenty -four two year, community
college and technical institutes in each of these five areas.

Ten manuals were written by the task forces with oordination and
staff services being provided through the regents under the capable
leadership of Jerry Shawhan which are currently being published.
As a follow-on during 1974, there will be pilot projects implementing
various recommended practices a different institutions, and the initiation
of studies of practices in the financial manab-ment, and selected auxiliary
services areas like housing, dining halls, student unions, and bookstores.

Again, these particular studies may be unique to Ohio, however, the
fact that the Academy for Educational Development has announced

intentions to publish and distribute these first manuals to al: institutions
of higher education suggests that the interest is not just local, Also, the

pattern of MIS development followed by increased interest

in the

management process is likely to be a ty pial one in the remainder of the
1970's.
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MIS IS STILL JUST AROUND THE CORNER

Currently there are far more people working on standard data than on

systematic use of that data for decision-making. However, the Ohio
expenen,e suggests that once a systematic, decision model is adopted, true
management information systems ,an be Implemented. When systematic

models, such as the Ohio model or the ones proposed by the National
Commission on the Financing of Postsecondary Eduk,ation are adopted by
national or statewide agencies for funding higher education they provide

great impetus for a management information system. At that point one
can expect to see the large pay off in the data standardization and data
gathering activities that have been going on for the I. ten to fifty years.
Also, at that point one can expect any national or statewide MIS effort
at a minimum to. I) include timely past, current and projected
information about students, personnel, facilities, ,uurses and finances, 2)
make use of these projective, Instoncal arid current data in support of
models, 3) provide sufticien. transactional or translatable data to permit
detailed audits and controls, and 4) stimulate related work in the actual
management practices of the institutions.

From a standpoint of systems that provide organized methods of
presenting internal and external data in an historical, current and

projective mode for timely use by deosionmakers, most national and
statewide MIS(s) are still just around the corner.
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A Summary: CBMIS
by Richard L. Mann

In 1973 a study * was made to determine the extent to which computer
based managment information systems (CBMIS) are being developed and
used by colleges and universities throughout the country. In the study a
CBMIS was defined as. a computer based management information system
used to store, manipulate, and retrieve data for management planning and
resource allocation purposes. The CBMIS is distinguished from standard
data processing applications such as payroll or student records in that it

emphasizes the capability to rapidly integrate and display data from
various files, both current and historical, and to assist administrators in
planning, resource allocation and general mangement decisions.

This study %, ,..11 was based upon the completion of a survey
questinnaire mallet to 722 institutions throughout the continental United
States, explored seven major areas:
To what extent are academic institutions to developing CBMIS?

What factors have caused academic institutions to begin development of CBMIS?
How is the CBMIS project organized?

What role does CBMIS play in institutional management and
reporting?
This paper is reprinted with the kind permission of the author who retains the
copynght.
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What

are

the components of CBMIS in higher educational

institutions?

What impact has the Western Interstate Commission on Higher
Education, National Center for Higher Education Systems (WICHENCHEMS) had upon CBMIS der elopment in academic institutions?
What is the impact of CBMIS on university administration?

A number of institutional demographic charactenstics were used to
analyze the data returned by 6b percent of the institutions surveyed.
campus type with categories a) single campus, b) system office for a
multi-campus s) stem, and,.) campus in a multi-campus sy stem, enrollment

with categories a) 3000.6000, b) 60001-10,000, c) 10,001-15,000, d)
15,001-20,000, and e) 20,001 and over, control with categories a) public
and b) pnrate, and highest degree offered with categories a) Associate, b)
BachelorsMasters, c) Doctorate.
EXTENT TO WHICH ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS
ARE DEVELOPING CBMIS

Of 430 institutions responding to the question "Is y our institution
planning or implementing a CBMIS?" 69 percent replied affirmatively.
Forty percent of these institutions reported their CBMIS in partial
operation, 28 percent indicated they were still in the planning stage and
less than one percent of the schools stated that they had fully operational
CBMIS. More than half of the institutions reporting no CBMIS activity
indicated that they intended to develop a CBMIS in the future.
Although no statistically significant differences relating to CBMIS
development were observed when the data was analyzed by demographic
charaetenstics, a number of interesting tendencies were observed. First,
multicampus institutions and public institutions reported CBMIS activity
more frequently than did other institutions. Schools with larger enrollments, especially over 20,000, showed a slightly greater percentage of
CBMIS involvement, and it was observed that the higher the level of degree

offered the greater the percentage of institutions which were engaged In
CBMIS development.

When the length of time CBMIS institutions have been planning and
operating their sy stems was anal> zed, the data showed that public
institutions hare been planning and implementing CBMIS somewhat longer

than private schools. Multi-campus institutions has e been engaged in
CBMIS planning significantly longer than single campus schools, although

single campus schools reported significantly more progress in terms of
actually implementing CBMIS. With larger enrollment the institution was
likely to have been engaged longer In both planning and implementing
CBMIS, and in both public and pnrate institutions the greatest percentage
of schools reported that they began their CBMIS planning and
implementation activities between one and three years ago,
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Survey responses suggest that the longer an institution has been using a
computer for administrative purposes the more likely it is that the school
is planning or operating a CBMIS. However, little relationship between the
length of time an institution has been engaged in administrative computing
and the length of time it has been planning or operating a CBMIS could be
found. Finally, the development of CBMIS appears to be independent of

whether the host computer is dedicated to administrative work or is a
shared administrative/instructional machine.
FACTORS RESULTING IN CBMIS DEVELOPMENT

Respondents were asked to rank the most important reasons for their
institutions' beginning CBMIS development. "To improve internal manage-

ment" stood out as the most important with 229 institutions out of 239
ranking this reason first. The next most important reason specified was
"support of other management tools" followed by "to meet state
reporting requirements", which was ranked high by public institutions.
The Vice President for administration, planning or finance was the
individual cited most frequently as the pnmary initiator of the CBMIS

project followed in importance by the President, Director of Data
Processing and the Director of Institutional Research. Private institutions,
however, reported the Data Processing Director as most responsible for
initiating the CBMIS project followed by the Vice President, the Director
of Institutional Research and then the President. The President was cited
most frequently as the highest level of administrative support which the
CBMIS project had received.
ORGANIZATION OF THE CBMIS PROJECT

Each institution was asked to identify by title the administrator with
overall responsibility

for

the CBMIS project. The most frequently

mentioned administrator was the Director of Data Processing followed by
the Director of Institutional Research; Planning, and the Vice President or
Director of Finance or Business Affairs. Forty percent of the responding
institutions indicated that the chief administrator for the CBMIS reports

directly to the President while another 34 percent indicated that s/he
reports to the chief financial, business or planning officer of the school,

Responsibility for the design of CBMIS was assigned to the Data
Processing Department according to 53 percent of the respondents. In
schools

of 23 percent of the respondents CBMIS design was the

responsibility of the office of Institutional Research/Planning, while 12

percent of the schools reported that this was the responsibility of a
specially created task force or committee. In terms of implementation
responsibility, the Data Processing Department was mentioned most
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frequently (63 percent) followed by Institutional Research /Planning

Department (19 percent) and special eommittees (10 percent). It appears
that data processing has a predominant role in both CBMIS design and
implementation.
The survey also showed that institutions developing CBMIS regard
administrative support offices such as the Registrar, Personnel and
Business Affairs as most important in terms of their contribution to the
planning of a CBMIS followed elusely by general level administrators such
as the President and Vice Presidents. Aeademie administrators were ranked

a pour third in importance and faulty and student contributions were
reported as being negligible.

Slightly more than half of the responding institutions indicated that no
additional funds were being allocated for CBMIS. Multi campus system
offices, however, reported a significantly higher frequency of new funding
for CBMIS than was the ease for other respondents. It was also noted that
institutions with large enrollments (over 15,000) were more likely to
create new budgets for CBMIS than were smaller schools suggesting that
the smaller institution is less likely to provide additional funds for CBMIS.
CBMIS IN INSTITUTIONAL MANAGEMENT AND REPORTING

Slightly less than half of the responding institutions indicated that they
engaged in a formal study of information requirements prior to beginning
CBMIS development. However, smaller institutions (under 6,000) showed
a greater tendeney to engage in suet' formal studies as compared to larger
schools.

major information
The survey sought to determine the extent to
areas (student, financial, staff and physical facilities) are being ineorpo.

rated into the CBMIS. Student information appeared to be the most
advanced followed by tinanual, staff and physical facilities information. A
number of respondents also indicated that eurrieulum, alumni and library
information areas were also being included in their CBMIS.
Private institutions have progressed somewhat further in incorporating
financial information into their CBMIS compared to their public counter-

parts. A similar situation existed for student information, but physical
facilities information has maned greater attention from public institutions. No difference between public and private schools could be
discerned in terms of their inclusion of staff information into their CBMIS.

The extent to which the computer is t !ing used to maintain and
process data for the four information areas was also explored where the
order of development was the same as in CBMIS development. Student,
Financial, Staff, and Physical

Facilities information. As would be

expected, greater extent of computer use appeared with more advanced

CBMIS development reported for each area. The media used in the
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computerization of these information areas appeared to be primarily direa
access devices followed by magnetic tape and punched cards.

Respondents were queried as to the order in which various groups
within the institution were serviced by CBMIS. As might be expected It
was found that the design pnonnes built into the CBMIS reflected the
extent of each group's contribution to the planning of the CBMIS. Thus,
administrative support offices followed by general administrative offkes,
academic administration, faculty and students comprised the priority
ranking for CBMIS servii.e. This was the same as the ranked importance of

each group's contribution to the planning of the CBMIS which suggests
that a CBMIS is primanly designed by administrators for use by
administrators.
The second most important reason specified by respondents for
developing CBMIS was the support of other management tools. The use of
management tools such as resource alloation models was reported by 127
of the 296 institutions indicating CBMIS activity. Planning, Programming
and Budgeting Systems (PPBS) were reported in use by 110 of the CBMIS
schools while 205 of these institutions reported using institutional research
techniques. Thus it would appear that the support of other management
tools is in fact a major reason for many institutions' embarking upon
CBMIS development.
COMPONENTS OF CBMIS

Four major components appear to i..onstitute must CBMIS in aadeua
Institutions. These include integrated data bases, i..onimonly defined data
elements, generalized information retrieval systems, and techniques used
to insure data security.
Most respondents reported that their CBMIS data base was i..omposed
of related sub files which L.onceptually form a single integrated file. Few
institutions indicated that they use either a single physically integrated file
or separate unintegrated files for their CBMIS data base. In addition, most
institutions reported that they are using operational data proassng files
(such as payroll and student reords) as well as specially aeated summary
tiles to support the CBMIS data base. A somewhat smaller group of
schools reported using only operational data files while very few
institutions indicated they are using only summary tiles.

Most CBMIS institutions reported that many of their data elements
were commonly defined, followed by a slightly smaller percentage of
schools which indicated that all data elements in the CBMIS were
commonly defined, and several institutions in whn..11 only a few data
elements were commonly defined. Interestingly, institutions in the
3,000-6,000 enrollment range reported the greatest frequeni-y of all data
elements commonly defined which may be due to either the ease of
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achieving su4.1 4.ommonality in a small institution or the relative newness
of the institution to administrative 4.omputing, enabling it to begin with
commonly defined data elements.

The standards used to define common data elements differed signifi4.antly between publk and private shools. Public institutions reported
that WICHE-NCHEMS definitions followed by state or system-wide
definitions were used Mule private schools indkated they used their own
definitions most often followed by those of WICHE-NCHEMS. Interestingly, the same percentage (35 percent) of public, and private
institutions report using WICHE-NCHEMS definitions.

One method of controlling data element commonality in a CBMIS is
through a data element dktionary. Most institutions reported that this
feature of their CBMIS was still in the planning stage while a slightly
smaller percentage reported that they were implementing or had implemented such 41 dictionary. Although very few respondents indkated they

were not ,onsidenng such a system, this response was more prevalent
among single campus .,drools as opposed to multi - campus institutions. This

fact suggests the importance which multi-campus schools attach to
controlling data element definitions in ordz.r to manage multiple campuses.

A maionty of the responding CBMIS institutions reported planning a
generalized Information retrieval system for their CBMIS. A somewhat
smaller group indkated that such a system was already in operation while
very few respondents indkated that they were not considering such a
system. Large Institutions, over 15,000 students, showed a significantly
greater frequency of systems already in operation. A majority of the
Institutions reported that their information retrieval systems run both
on-line and batch requests and can handle scheduled as well as unanticipated reports. Most information retrieval systems also require the
assistance of a professional programmer and do not hate the capability to
retrieve historical or diverse information as easily as current operating
information from within a single information area.
Almost all of the responding CBMIS Institutions indicated that
administrant e pulides and data proassing procedures exist to insure data
secunty within the CBMIS data base. A majonty of schools also indicated
that software set,unty systems were in use while only a few institutions
reported that hardware secunty features were part of their CBMIS.
Of the 296 institutions reporting CBMIS activity, nearly half indicated
that all four components (Integrated data base, commonly defined data
elements, generalized Information retrieval system, and data security
tediniques) were indaded in their CBMIS. An integrated data base an:.
commonly defined data elements were mentioned most frequently..
The use of ,onimerdal software products to support CBMIS development appeared to be limited. IBM's Information Management System
(1MS) was the most frequently mentioned data management system while
t

t.

S9
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lnformatic's MARK IV File Management System was the most often
mentioned retrieval system.
IMPACT OF WICHE-NCHEMS

The impact of WICHE-NCHEMS on CBMIS development was consider-

able. Although only a small percentage of the respondent institutions
participated on NCHEMS task forces or attended implementation conferences, attendance at NCHEMS seminars and subscription to NCHEMS

publications was reported by a large percentage of the respondents,
although public institutions with large enrollments tended to be the most
influenced by WICHE-NCHEMS products. In CBM1S data bases the
Resource Requirements Prediction Model (RRPM) and NCHEMS data
element definition standards were used heavily. Finally, when asked to
assess the impact of WICHE-NCHEMS upon the development of their

CBMIS, respondents reported an overall positive influence, although
private institutions appeared somewhat less positively impacted by
NCHEMS activities than public schools.
CBMIS IMPACT ON UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATION

The use of CBM1S in nearly half the institutions reporting was
accompanied by some increase in the centralization of administrative
decision making. A large majority of respondents also indicated that
decisions

which reflect

objective

management considerations have

increased in comparison to those which reflect political considerations
since the use of CBM1S began.

Organizationally, it appears that the introduction of CBMIS has had
little effect upon the number of levels in the administrative hierarchy and
has not affected administrative support staffing (Business Office, Registrar,
etc.) at most institutions. However, CBM1S implementation It AS resulted in
increases in the size of data processing and institutional resedich;planning
staffs, and has resulted in overall administrative staff increases and
increases in the number of administrators with quantitative or computer
background.
In response to a request for herfhis assessment of the overall impact
which CBMIS is having or will have upon herilus institution, most
respondents mentioned the ability to make better management decisions

'hrough the provision of accurate and readily accessible information.
Emphasis was also placed upon expected improvements in institutional
planni''.g, resource allocation and multi-campus management. Although a
number of institutions described difficulties which they were having in
developing their CBM1S, most respondents indicated positive expectations.

Perhaps the most supportive of all the comments was made by one

1 SO
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respondent who described the impact which CBMIS has had upon his
institution this way: "It's survival!"

Figure 1. Status of CBMIS Development
N

%

No Plans to Develop

31

7.2

Undecided

27

6.3

Intend to Develop a Plan

76

17.7

134

31.2

Presently Planning

121

28.1

In Partial Operation

172

40.0

3

0.7

296

68.8

No

Total No
Yes

In Full Operation
Total Yes
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Figure 2. Contributions to CBMIS Planning/
Service Received from CBMISRankings

Contribution

Service

General Administrative Officers

2

(1230)

2

(1502)

Administrative Support Officers

1

(1347)

1

(1546)

Academic Administrators

3

( 890)

3

( 890)

Faculty

4

( 362)

4

( 556)

Students

5

(

178)

5

(

397)

Figure 3. Combinational Responses
CBMIS Components
Integrated
Data
Base

Common
Data
Elements

140 47

X

X

X

87 29

X

X

X

18

6

X

X

18

6

X

X

N

%

263 83

Information
Retrieval
System

Data Security
(Software/
Hardware)
X

X
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Figure 4. Respondent Rating

Not At All

1

2

3

4

5

Public

12'

15

31

23

19

Private

13

30

13

24

20

All

12

17

28

23

20

Heavily

Percentage of Institutions

Figure 5. CBMIS Impact on Decision Making
% Increased

Centralized Decision
Making by Administration

% Unchanged

% Decreased

41

51

8

Political Decisions

70

29

1

Faculty Role in
Decision Making

24

75

1

Student Role in
Decision Making

13

86

1

Managerial vs
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Figure 6. CBMIS Impact on Organization
% Increased

% Unchanged

% Decreased

7

85

8

Size of I. R. or
Planning Staff

34

62

4

Size of AUP or
MIS Staff

52

44

4

8

76

16

trative Staff

20

66

14

Number of Administrators with Quantitative
or Computer Background

47

52

Number of
Administrative Levels

Size of Support Staff
Size Total Adminis-

1

Figure 7. Responsibility for CBMIS Design and Implementation
Design

Implementation

Data Processing

53%

63%

Institutional Research

23%

19%

Committee or Task Force

12%

10%

5%

5%

External Group

3%

0%

Other

4%

3%

Administration, Finance
or Business

(N =2931

(11=286]

Chapter 12
Once the Crunch Comes,
What Goes First?

by Lattie F. Coor

To those who rode the ebullient financial crests of the campus of the

1960's, the stringencies of the 1970's seem to offer one shock after
another. first institutions cut back on window washing and the grounds
crew, then they got into the sca of secretaries and administrative assistants;

and vahently they turned to the fat thicket of academic programs and
whacked away at those unfilled faculty positions salted away for a rainy
day. However, that obviously wasn't enough, even for openers, and as
today and most certainly tomorrow, the academic administrator is facing
the tough and usually painful decisions about really whittling away on
academic programs, with many facing the imperative of even making a raid
on the library's budget.
Certainly in all of this, some things are sacred, like the fund for
receptions at the President's house, the subsidy for the faculty club, and
unlimited support for the insatiable but essential computer center. Yet
when push comes to shove, its obvious that even the sacred can fall as
noted by the title of this paper. It's not 'W" the crunch comes, what goes,
but "when" the crunch comes, what goes "first ".
It is important in fak.ing the challenge of sizing up the computer when an

institution takes a hard look at its institutional priorities, to set up a frame
of reference that will encourage presidents and academic and finance vice
presidents to ask the right questions about the role of the computer service
as stacked up against other priorities. Such an evaluation will also help
188
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computer center directors isolate the issues that will give them the
strongest case for getting their best foot forward in the brisk foot race for
resources.

This paper speaks to the array of services from the computer that
should be isolated and examined in analy zing the computer service and its
worth to the insitution, and suggests some questions the pnnciple

institutional decision makers should feel confident they have answered
before perfecting a judgment on the computer service's budget. Some
candidates for cost reduction within the computer center that might go
first when the crunch comes are also suggested.
A TYPOLOGY FOR ASSESSING THE COMPUTER SYSTEM

When resource allocations are to be made, it is wrong to try to assess
the computer service as a lump. Some aspects of the service are more
important than others, over time their relative importance to the
institution may shift. One must ask "computing service for what?", much
as one must ask "faculty density or strength for what?", with the success
of the answer dependent on the clarity and precision of the analytical
typology.

One can break campus computer service into four categories for
analysis. research, instruction, clerical administrative data processing,

management analytical capacity. Others may find a way to divide the
service that better suits their taste, but a key first step is to develop a
functional breakdown.

Research. In assessing the importance of the computer service to
research, there are some immediate indicators that leap forward. the
amount of sponsored research, and the proportion of the services budget it

bears. Obviously a research reliant computer budget engages in fake
economies if the cutback in service brings a roughly equal or greater loss of
income. However, one must also ask how important the service is in
providing non-supported research time to fak.ulty and students. For some
institutions, research access for nunsupported fawn} and students is an

essential part of the educational milieu. In other settings, it might play

a

less prominent role.

Of importance in assessing the service against long-range goals, is
research capacity for future institutional aspirations. Unused k.apacity now
may be essential to the plans for reseradi growth in the years ahead and, if
so, simply must be fitted into the equation.

Instruction. The use of the computer as an essential tool in the
educational program varies from institution to institution. For sonic, the
service plays an active role in computer assisted instruition. For .ethers, it
is simply essential as a service permitting students to interact with the
computer as part of their training in basic literacy.

i;
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However, all institutions must be very self-conscious about the relative

ranking of the computer as teacher as

it

sizes up its whole kit of

instructional resources.
Clerical administrative data processing. No one is proposing a return to
the green eye shades and quill pens for a financial reporting systems, but
all should cast a careful eye on how much ADP is the right amount. Often
one overbuilds m some parts of ADP and underbuilds in others. The ADP
function lends itself to a hard-nosed and precise analysis by contemporary
management analysis, and it must he subjected to such.
Management analytical capacity. John Kemeny, President of
Dartmouth and a mathematician, remarked in a fascinating article entitled
"What Mathematics Every College President Should Know," that when he
was a faculty member he thought the administration was hiding data.

When he became President, he discovered they didn't have it. This
situation, sadly, is true, and although colleges are building increasingly
effective management information systems, they still have a lung way to
go to gain mastery over planning the future of a modern college or
university effectively. It is a very complex task, and it is essential to have
the analytical capability to discharge our responsibility for intelligent
planning and for effective management.
In many cases neither the central administration, the faculty computer
committee nor computer center director have paid particular attention to
this aspect of the computer center's worth in setting institutional

pnonties. The is:.ue ought to be a central one in sizing up the computer
service, for here, as in no other area of the service, one can be penny wise
and pound foolish.
A recent experience at Washington University is an example. Tuition
income missed the estimate for 1973 by almost S900,000. Everything

seemed in order until the fall semester tuition receipts were tallied.
estimates were nght on target on the size of our entering freshman class,
and the number of new transfer applicants, so the poor estimate of tuition
receipts was particularly puzzling. Painstaking and laborious analysis
showed, after the fact, that the short fall was the result of a calculus of
small factors. an increase in early completion, impact of a leave of absence

policy, and so on. No one factor had stood out in the crude hand crank
system of analysis which had been used for student flow analysis. But in
the aggregate these discrete factors were enormously significant, and could
have been detected by a more sophisticated data intensive system in time
to take corrective action. Of course Washington University has redefined
the data system so that the administration won't be caught off guard in
this way again.

As a guide to sizing up the computer service as a part of management
analytical capacity, six categories for attention may be useful. financial
information systems, student data systems, personnel and payroll;
academic resources, physical resources, and research management.
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One might ask what kind of analy tical capacity an institution needs in
each of these areas, and then ask to what extent that capacity is provided
by the computer center. On a ten point scale (one being low, ten being
high) in terms of the analy tic capacity of the data system on each of the
six categories listed above, staff at Washington University rated the
institution at point six in financial information systems and from aro to

four in all other categories. The critical question then is, "Is this
sufficiently

well developed anal) tical capacity

a

for the institution's

management and planning purposes?" That question must be faced and
answered in assessing the computer center's place in the institutions
priorities.
COST REDUCTIONS WITHIN COMPUTER SERVICE

Five items can be considered as possible candidates fur cost reduction
within a campus computing budget.

Examine all interactive computing capacity with an eye to eliminating unnecessary or little used units.
Consider cost trade-offs of the big machines versus the small ones.

The clerical ADP system, once built, tends to be added to, but
seldom reassessed from the ground up. Reductions can take place in
many instances without seriously impairing function.
Evaluation of the various services provided by computer center staff
could lead to reasoned reduction.
Hardware a half-generation belund the cutting edge still can satisfy
all the demands of most computer centers and costs a good deal less

than the stuff that's hot off the press. Some real savings may be
possible here.
Obviously all of these points, cannot be advocated simultaneously. Nor

should any be used as a blanket item. The array of services should be
carefully tailored to each institutions needs, as assessed regularly in
conjunction with overall institutional objectives. The process should be a
self-conscious one and a reasoned one. Hopefully these indicators will help
in that process of analysis.
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The Financial Crunch and Computing
at the Liberal Arts College
by Richard B. Hoffman

This paper addresses the role of computing at a small institution, how
that role is affected now by the financial crunch facing the small liberal
an college, and what the future of computing seems to be at such a
college.
A MODEL COLLEGE

A model of such an institution may be useful for the purpose of
discussion. Assume that the model college has a tuition-paying student
body of 1750, a tuition cost of $2700 for 1973.74, and a room and board
expense of about $1300.
The operating description of the institution might look like that shown
in Figure 1.

In addition to the educational and general budget, the college has an
auxiliary enterpri.es budget including dormitories, food services, and a
book store with income and expenses of about 1.5 million, Excluding
auxiliary enterprises, the college looks forward to increases in income and
expense as shown in Figure 2 if no changes in program are anticipated,
Several assumptions have been made to predict the total additional income
and expense for the model college in 1974-75, First, a tuition increase of

$140 (average reported by the Chronicle of $138) for

1974-75 is

projected. Second, total compensation in 1973-74 was about 60% of the
192
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Figure 1. 1973.74 Statement of Operations
Income
Tuition and Fees
Endowment

4,725,000
525,000
475,000
90,000
5,815,000

Gifts
Other Misc.

Expenses

General Administrative
General Institutional
Student Services

Instructional
Library
Organized Activities
Physical Plant
Public Service

Student Aid

500,000
600,000
400,000
2,200,000
300,000
225,000
750,000
240,000
600,000
5,815,000

educational and general budget. Although some of the costs are fixed, the

category "other" includes fuel oil, utilities, supplies, and so on, which
makes an inflationary rate of 4.57, not unreasonably high and perhaps low.
Finally, the AAUP report of committee Z indicates average salary
increases, depending upon rank, of 4.5 percent to 6.3 percent for private
category H B institutions in 1972.73. The assumed increase of 5.5% for

1974.75 is certainly not high for a quality private institution. Very
crudely, then, the essence of the financial crunch is illustrated by this
model. Costs for maintaining program increase more rapidly than the

Figure 2. 1974-75 Anticipated Additional Income and Expense
Income

Tuition

$245,000
40,000
$285,000

Endowment/Gifts

Expense

Compensation (5.5%)
Other (4.5%)

192,500
104,175
$296,675
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institution's ability to increase income unless the institution is particularly
careful and skillful in its management of resources.
One must also review the costs of a computer center meeting academic

and administrative data processing needs. An adequate center might
include a 16-port time-sharing machine with BASIC and FORTRAN
language capabilities and a small, modern data processing machine. Some

auxiliary equipment would be needed such as remote terminals, keypunches, etc. In staffing one might include an academic advisor, a data
processing systems analyst, computer operator, and two keypunch
operators (too many on some days, too few on others). Including supplies,
a yearly expenditure is necessary on the order of $110,000 not including
floor space, utilities, and administrative overhead.
Now the relationship between computing and the financial situation of
the college crystallizes, the operating budget of an adequate center for a
small institution is equivalent to about 38% of its new income.

Shift gears for a moment and think about computing at such an
institution. Unless that institution has an unusually effective academic
computing program in operation, relatively few of the students are actively

utilizing the computer, and, very likely, only a handful of faculty' are
really interested in computing. Thus an institution facing possible cutbacks
in

staff, or at

least

a redistribution of staff, will find the academic

computing facility to be highly visible when constituencies seek alternative
ways to reduc' expenditures.

The situation in data processing is rather different since many such
institutions presently have little in the way of effective administrative
computer applications. Clearly, a strong case for such applications must be

made before increases to the administrative budget base of $50,000 to
560,000 can be seriously contemplated when academic expenditures are
being held constant or reduced. One particular difficulty is that there is no
basis for claiming that savings will result when administrative data

processing is instituted, for there is much evidence to contradict that
claim, and administrative officers tend to hold any advisor suspect who
begins by making that claim.

Within the operations framework, computing is a drain on resources,
and it is difficult, probably impossible, to build a financial case for

computing in the short term (even neglecting start-up costs) at a small
liberal arts college. However, for several reasons the matter can't end here.
THE CASE FOR COMPUTING

From an ak.adenuk. point of view, a student graduating from a liberal
arts college with no "hands-on" computer contact has received a defective
educatio. The impact of computers on modern society has been so great,
so important, and so wide in scope, that all areas of intellectual activity

'01
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have been affected. Although it is utopian to expect all colleges to
institute a "hands-on" computing distribution requirement, those institutions without some opportunities for academic computing will soon find
this to be a strong negative influence on admissions and the recruiting of
talented new faculty.

In the administrative area, there is a need for data processing, not so
much because the computer is necessary for record keeping, bi.t because
data files must be machine readable in order that the institution can come
to know itself in a much more sophisticated way than in the past.

Without an endowment large enough to protect it against planning
errors, the private college will not survive unless the officers and trustees

understand well the patterns of expenses and income, the patterns of
student flow and impact, the patterns and dynamics of staffing, the trends
in admissions, and the support and giving patterns of alumni, friends, and
foundations. It is in the analysis of these areas that the use of the
computer is critical in providing those summary reports essential to
understanding the institution. Budget projection models permit one to
investigate the longer term implications of budget decisions. Tenure and

promotion projection models provide for the testing of the impact of
personnel practices and policies upon the faculty profile. Student flow
matrices permit careful attention to the distribution of the students in the
curriculum, cost enrollment and costimajor analyses. Faculty load reports
provide a basis for equalization of work loads across departments.
Finally, if college leaders are to be convinced that computing resources

are important to the College's future, care must be taken in making that
case. For a small institution academic computing resources are not "free".
It may well be that the small college cannot afford to support its own
academic computer and that the best avenue to follow is the purchase of
academic computing resources from another institution, in which case its
cost will be immediately apparent. Most arguments following the "free
resource" idea are based upon the notion that there is enough of that
resource for everyone. The small institution likely cannot afford that. and
such arguments are not going to convince the general officers of a college
to invest in a computer. A careful curricular argument must be made
showing how the computer fits into the academic program if limited
resources are to be allocated for such reasuurces. General arguments that
computers are nice to have are no longer adequate under the circum
stances.

To make effective use of the computer as a management tool the
general officers of an institution must understand what the computer does.

They must have some understanding of the meaning of computer
generated reports. They must have some schematic understanding of the
simulation models. how they work, what they say , and what assumptions

are involved. If these conditions are not satisfied, 4. omputer-onented
e'-`1"
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management capabilities are not likely to be effectively used. In particular,

until the limitations of models and computer generated management
information are understood, there is no reason to expect that computer
model driven management will be of any higher quality than management
based on incomplete information. EDUCOM's Seminar's for Presidents did

provide opportunities for general officers to gain some experience and
familiarity with computers and their use in 1971 and 1972.
In short, arguments supporting the availability of computer resources at

the small institution must be of sufficient quality to win the argument
with competing needs for the limited financial resouras of the institution.
If these needs cannot be effectively articulated, the computing resources
will probably not be effectively utilized, in which Lase it is best that other
needs be met until such time as effective articulation occurs.
THE FRANKLIN AND MARSHALL CASE

Computing at Franklin and Marshall College began with participation in
the computer Lonsortium MERC, a computer consortium that did not, in
its time, meet the objectives for which it was created.
MERC made all the classical errors. A small group of institutions
obtained a medium-sized computer with the hope that they could obtain
substantial Lomputing capabilities with a minimum investment of their
own resources. They hoped to make up the difference by selling left-over
resources to non-member users. A large experienLed staff was assembled,
but unfortunately the expertise did not match the real needs. There was
also no central authority to insure proper financial and policy management
of the center. The hardware and software was new and, as occasionally
happens, was not Lapable of meeting original levels of performance. In
short, the computer could not support the number of users necessary to
the financial viability of the center at the rate users were willing to pay.

Marketing hunche, turned out to be in error. There were not large
numbers of users begging for time-sharing computing resources. Actually,

there was a market for computing services, but, by the time this was
understood, MERC had no funds remaining to support the center while
applications were developed. The final blow was the financial crunch
impacting the member institutions in the late 1960's.

Since the hardware belonged to Franklin and Marshall College, the
institution was forced to take the initiative and reorganize the data center
outside MERC or lose the computer.
Choosing to turn the operation of the enter to a facilities management
organization, by contract, the officers agreed upon a level of support the
college needed and could afford. The fadities management took over all
responsibilities associated with the staffing and operation of the center
(including the responsibility for its finantal stability) in return for which
i
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It obtained the right to use the remaining computing resources to sell
either as computing time or in the form of computing applications and
services.

Within this structure the college is beginning to experience some
success. The college has computing resources of a kind it couldn't
otherwise afford, and other higher education institutions are buying
computing capabilities from the center, but at a price more closely
connected to the cost of providing those services. Interestingly, the
Franklin and Marshall Computing Center has become in Pennsylvania a
model of how such a center can provide varied and quality services to
public s,:hool systems at costs below those they pan achieve themselves or
get from other vendors.
Thus, by using a different management approach to deal with a crisis,

Franklin and Marshall College has been able to meet many of the
objectives set by MERC in a way not forseen a few years ago.

University Management of Computing
by William E. Lavery

For the past five years Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University has been placing major emphasis on both l'brary and computational facilities and services. Computational facilities for educational

purposes are as fundamental as a library. Because of this the officers have

chosen to fund basic computing operations directly from "hard" funds,
avoiding short term federal support.

VPISU is a comprehensive university enrolling over 16,000 graduate
and undergraduate students in a wide variety of disciplines and programs.
In addition, as a land grant institution, we have a commitment to major
research and public service missions. These three primary missions
(instruction, research and public service) along with the necessary
administrative systems have literally forced the university into the major
emphasis on computational facilities and services.
During this same period of time the financial crisis in higher education
has been building nationally at a rapid pace. This paper therefore, has a
two-fold purpose. to make a plea for management innovation on a broad
scale in l'ght of scarce resources, and to present a concept for allocating
scarce computational resources as an example of management innovation.
FINANCIAL CRISIS IN HIGHER EDUCATION

The extent and severity of the financial crisis in higher education today
198
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is indeed alarming. The National Association of State Universities and
Land Grant Colleges has reported that many of its members have reported
increases in their operating budgets of 10% or less while a 10% increase
was determined to be the minimum average requirement foi matching the
effects of inflation and enrollment expansion.
In many instances where colleges and universities have continued to

operate in the black, methods for sustaining financial solvency have
included tuition increases and boosted rates of admissions rather than
actual management improvement. There are strong indications that such
approaches, where the student is asked to pay for disparities between
productivity and costs, are nearing exhaustion. Therefore, it behooves
university administrators to carefully plan for the future realizing small net
increases in budgets for expansion and finding ways to achieve greater
price performance.
Attempts to accomplish efficiency are best considered in three primary
areas cost-cutting procedures, income producing methods, and managerial
actions. Obviously, there is considerable overlap within these three areas.
Most college administrators are all aware of several cost-cutting procedures, such as selective cuts, across-the-board cuts, consolidation, and the
"sink or swim" approach. Such measures as deferment of maintenance,
elimination of new programs, and faculty -staff cutbacks or freezes are
frequently employed. However, some of these involve stop-gap methods
which only erode overall educational quality in the long run.
One method of cost reduction receiving much attention in 1974 is to
combine small related academic departments. Such an approach, it is
argued, eliminates needless dual cost and administrative repitition. At

VPISU where this approach was used to centralize several computer
facilities it was most effective as well as more efficient.
Consortia represent another concept receiving increased scrutiny. Cost
rer.nctions can and do occur when contiguous colleges form alliances to
offer courses, facilities, and services. VPISU is working on this possibility
in Virginia in 1974 for data processing services. There are several
arrangements which attest to the benefits of consortia.
From the standpoint of increased revenue, while tuition increases and
the assessment of various fees remain valid and realistic practices, revenue
from them alone will not solve the problem of the balanced budget. There

are limits to higher tuition, especially in an era of the open door to
education. Since the problem of boosting income sources may be expected
to become even harder to solve, alternatives must be sought. Certainly
colleges and universities cannot anticipate large additions hum federal and
state governments.

MANAGEMENT INNOVATION IN HIGHER EDUCATION
Therefore, efficient management offers the promise of both the greatest
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frustration, as well as the best hope fur survival. Certainly, Institutions can

antmpate an extended penud of financial stringency. While funds may
stabilize, university and college offii.ers i.annot expea demands upon them
to do likewise. A,..cordingly, , administrators must strive to do more, or at
least as much, with less. This takes management innovation. Whether one
likes it or not, it appears that .ontinued finanoal solvency will necessitate

adoption of approai.hes similar to methods employed by modern
,..areful analysis of the relationship
ommeri.ial management, including.
between the utilization of resources and the accomplishment of goals, b)
the quest for maximum economies with minimum sacrifices in quality of
the emouragement of rapid and flexible adaptation to
edmation, and
changes in demands.
Stale considerations and organizational dynamics have led many
organizations, including VPISU, to conclude that ther are significant
economies of sale in computing installations as well as desirable

organizational effioenues ai.hieved by centralization of responsibility for
the total computational furktion. Note that centralized responsibility does
not nei.essarily mean one facility. Centralization hardly ever results in a
single large-stale computer or the satisfai.tion of the total organizational
data proi.essing needs. Far more likely is the development of a central
nttwork featuring multiple CPUs, 1,r0 devices,
authority ontr killing a
and an array of local teleprocessing terminal devices.

The goal is the Jlocation of scarce resources toward long-range
objeatves. At VPISU administrators have learned that such an approach
requires major dianges m the .oncept of managing the computational
functions. One of these i.hanges, was adjustment of the charging (cost
center) system.
A computer se rr tt.es diarging scheme implies a money management and
distribution system, putting the alloi.ation of scarce resources in the hands

of the program dei.ision maker. Other forms of computer credit systems

have oeen devised, but the use of a dollar system remains prevalent,
probably bei.ause it is more ,omprehensible to administrators who may or
may nut understand .oinputer sy stems. Money managers are used to usinb
a dollar form of inuney management in their operating and i.apital outlay
budgets. To satisfy money managers in the administrative hierarchy, the

distribution and control of computer services funds should conform as
nearly as possible to the administrative hierarchy itself. The unplkation is
that he who gives can also take away.
Charging to be suo.essful must be realism., equitable,
Computer serve
and imposed to recover i.ost rather than to arbitrarily disi.riminate service
.lasses. As higher levels of management aggregation are readied, programs

rather than administrative budgeting may bei.ome more attrai.tive or
rational. What is being ai.complished is that decisions on priority use of a
stare resuum is in the hands of the money manager in the same manner
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as decisions on hiring of faculty or purchasing equipment are. Charging
removes the arbitrary constraints of job classes, time limits, core
constraints, and the like. It imposes the alternative burden of money
management on the user.
Experience at VPISU indicates that the user prefers the money
management problem since it focuses his selling job on his administrative

superior rather on those "unknowledgeables" in the computer center. At
the same tink , administrators welcome this approach.

From the standpoint of the computing center, computer services
charging presents a confusing dichotomy. While gratified to be relieved of
scheduling and resource allocations problems, center administrators are
uneasy because efficiency of utilization of the computer resource is also
removed from their direct control. Therefore, a high level of understanding
and communication between center management and top management of

the organization is essential. Top management must be convinced that
something approaching lOr efficiency of computer resource usage does
not imply maximum resource alloation to optimizing the organizational
objective functions. Parallels between the use of the motor pool, office
space, etc. must be drawn and understood. This mistique of 1007c
utilization must be dispelled or computer center management is confronted by unresolveable conflicts that w ill obviate the advantages of cost
center operation.
Some form of a pnority or service charge needs to be implemented to

develop user acceptance of the cost center technique. For many users,
turnaround time will be the most important resource they can purchase.
Several alternatives, however, are available. Cost differentials can be
associated with prime and non-prime shuts, or differentials may be given
for purchase of job start or job finish times. Turnaround time then is not
sold, but relative position in the job queue is purchased.
A cost center charging system as described here has been operational at
the Virginia Tech Computing Center for four years. This system, SMART

(Systems Management and Allocation of Resources Technique), has
received gratifying user and management acceptance. Officers at VPISU
are in the business of allocating scarce resources, whether it be computing
resources, library resuorces, fuel, or personnel. They and administrators at
other institutions are searching for new managerial technique SMART is

one such technique which has proven itself to be of great value in the
overall management picture.

Chapter 13
Funding Agencies:
What Have They Done

for You Lately?
NSF Technological Innovation
in Education
by Erik D. McWilliams

The Technological Innovation in Education (TIE) program of the
National Science Foundation is empowered and funded essentially to
ensure the existence and application of better and better instructional
technology, for all levels of education. This mandate includes but is not
restricted to computing technology, It dues not include administrative data
processing in the usual sense of the term.

The TIE program began some 5 or 6 years ago in the Office of
Computing Activities, where It was apprupnately known as the Computer
Innovation in Education Program (CIE). The change of title occurred in

1973, following the transfer of the CIE Program to the Education
Directorate of NSF.

TIE is one of four programs within the Foundation's Office of
Experimental Projects and Programs. Generally speaking, TIE's responsibtlines for educational technol, .ay extend through the proof of concept

stage, another program in the office is concerned with restructuring
educational environments, through the application of technology and
other innovations. T:E therefore supports research, development, and field
evaluation of promising hardware, software, and applications or courseware with a budget of roughly S7 million per year and a professional staff
of five.

Before reporting on some of the most significant projects, it may be
useful to state clearly what TIE cannot support any longer. The office
202
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cannot provide support designed solely to improve a single institution.
Consideration must be given to supporting those projects with the greatest

likelihood of proving useful to other institutions. Furthermore, TIE
cannot, with 87 million support very many of the latter. It is necessary to

concentrate modest resources upon a few projects that seem to offer
significant promise or many schools.
TIE's most visible support is invested in the development and field-test
of the PLATO and TICCIT systems of CAI. Because these systems and
field-tests are quite complex (technologically and sociologically), NSF has
contracted for a third-party evaluation of each, through the Educational
Testing Service. The systems themselves have now been built. I expect that

many of you have attended at least one PLATO demonstration. The
instructional content and strategies are being programmed presently, in
preparation for the field-tests which will commence in September of 1974.
Sol. :' features of these projects are most pertinent to considerations of
funding:

Such projects are inherently complicated and costly, roughly half of
the annual TIE budget is invested in the PLATO and TICCIT
projects.
Each of these projects dept ids upon thorough collaboration

between a university and other educational institutions, with the
universities providing educational services that seem to be largely
unavailable to their clients otherwise.
Support from NSF and others seems likely to produce a good deal of
courseware suitable for many other universities, for example, a good

deal of PLATO courseware already exists for physics, chemistry,
foreign languages, and veterinary medicine, and a large group is now
at work preparing courseware for medical student training. Several
other universities are interested in obtaining PLATO terminals and
service, to access this growing library of lessons for their own classes.

(One major university has already committeed its own funds to
enable it to install and operate its own PLATO system. Delivery is
scheduled for September 1974.
TIE has also supported the development of other CAI languages and
systems, including PLANIT, which is the only CAI system designed to
operate un virtually any computing e iuipment. The purpose in investing in
PLANIT beginning in 1968 was to enable universities to install and operate

a rather powerful CAI system without major investments of capital or
manpower. Purdue University is just completing a field-test of PLANIT,
and design goals appear to have been met. PLANIT may be the only high
quality, transportable system in existence. Some three or four dozen
institutions have purchased the tape and are in the process of installing the
system.

During FY 1973, TIE also continued to provide support for several
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experiments designed to enable universities and colleges to improve
instructional computing. One of these, CONDUIT, is designed to determine the obstacles, opportunities, and requirements for transporting
computer-based curricular materials between various educational institutions. Universities at Oregon State, North Carolina, Dartmouth, Iowa,
and Texas operate regional computing networks, which collaborate with a
central CONDUIT staff to select and transport materials. This experiment
is being evaluated by an independent organization, liumRRO, of

Alexandria, Virginia. The study is by no means complete. but viable
mechanisms for ensunng transportable programs have been uncovered, and
will be reported within a year. (Incidentally, CONDUIT is presently testing
PLANIT, as well as other software designed to be transportable.)
A second experimental project known as COMPUTe is designed to

develop and field-test another model for introducing instructional computing into the curriculum. Individual faculty members are encouraged to
submit to the grantee a proposal for developing teachers' guides and
rrunitextbooks containing instructional computing examples and exercises.
After a suitable competitive review, some number of proposing faculty are
invited to spend a summer on-site, preparing their programs and minitexts,

betore returning to their own institutions for field use and subsequent
refinement of their materials. Quite a number of minitexts have been
developed, and it seems likely that they will be published and sold cont
mercially, so that any or all of them could receive truly widespread use.
TIE has also Invested in a system of computerbased career guidance
and information (SIGI) that looks very promising, following first field use
in New Jersey. Students liked it very much, and demonstrated significantly
better information and skills required for making career decisions.
Although the present system was designed and constructed for community
colleges, plans are being considered for an extension to four-year colleges.
Through TIE, NSF has also invested in other projects of research and

development for educational improvement, including a project to exploit
the use of audio input and output for computer-based systems, and for the
development and field-test of various other systems, devices, and programming languages for improving education at one level or another. For
example, consideration is being given for a proposal for an extensive
field-test of the delivery of computer-based educational services into the
home, using TICCIT and cable television technology. In addition, several

studies of factors affecting instructional computing, and an annual
conference where faculty can share their experiences in computer-based
instruction have been supported.

"WHAT HAVE WE DONE FOR YOU LATELY?"

While TIE is benefitting education viewed in the large, by making
n
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available systems and insights that seem unlikely to be available as soon
otherwise, these factors probably make the planning process mure
difficult. Some college and university administrators may even be thinking
"Stop helping me already !". The Foundation would like to be of more
service than is presently possible. However, the Eduk.anun Direaurates
budget is quite small, only S60 million in FY 197 with TIE'S budget

pegged at S6.0 million (down from $8.4 million in FY 1972). These
modest resources certainly constrain plans and ambitions, but any serious
recommendations or concerns will be carefully considered.

Ask Not What Funding Agencies
Can Do For You ...
by Glenn R. Ingram

BACKGROUND ON NIE

One fundamental fact about the National Institute of Education is its
age. it is just over a year and a half old. In the legislation that created it,
NIE was given the mandate "to seek to improve education...in the United
States." No matter what the resources of money and people, no agency
will sh.-ap up an assignment like that in a year and a half. NIE is engaged in

a long-term enterprise, where the lamp of history doesn't perfectly
illuminate the path of the future.
Administratively, NIE is part of the Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare, and its Director, Dr. Thomas K. Glennan, reports to the
Assistant Secretary of HEW for Education. The Director is advised by, and

obtains approval from, the National Council for Educational Research
(NCER) which consists of L. members appointed by the President and
approved by the Senate. In the steady state, each member of NCER will be
appointed for a three-year term.
When the agency was created, a number of projects were transferred to

it from the Office of Education and the Office of Economic Opportunity.
NIE has moved deliberately in planning and organisation, and in recent
months, five priority areas have been defined, with approval of the NCER.

One of the priority areas, productivity, is lodged in the office of the
Productivity and Technology Program. Headed by Arthur Melmed,
206
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formerly of the National Science Foundation, it is one manifestation of
the agency's concern for one of the missions in the legislative charter. to
strengthen the scientific and technological foundations of education.
Although other groups of NIE have, or will have, some involvement with
computing, the Productivity and Technology Program will be the primary
interface with computer-related projects.
This Program has, to date, been identified primarily with a few major
projects that have each had a long gestation period. In three satellite
projects in Alaska, the Rocky Mountain region, and the Appalachian
region, a new communications technology will be used for new educational approaches. Other projects include. SUN (State University of
Nebraska) an "open university" which is ont..erned with technological
approaches to adult education, the Marketable Pre-School Education
Project at the Appalachian Educational Lab, and the Computer Technology Project at the Northwest Regional Edu,ational Lab. In addition to
the technological aspects, the program has an economic facet. the
productivity of educational institutions. It seems dear that the costs and
the productivity of all educational institutions are k.onung under closer
scrutiny, so the name of the NIE Productivity and Technology Program
has significance. The general objective is to explore ways in which the
application of technology can enhance the produaivity of educational
institutions. This doesn't imply a narrovsness in the understanding of
productivity, but it does provide a framework for the role of technology.
The program is concerned with the applkation of a variety of technologies
in education. To complete the picture, and to give some perspective, the
NIE budget for its first year, FY 1972.73, was about SII0 million, in the
1973.74 fiscal year it is S75 million.
WE'VE ALL GOT PROBLEMS

With those numbers, one can understand that university computing
doesn't stand alone in its concern about funds and priorities. It can
be assumed that both universities and funding agencies are interested in
the other's problems and well-being. In the context of a conference
intended to explore the position of computing in institutional priorities, a
scriptural quote seems appropriate. "A feast is made for laughter, wine
maketh merry, but money answereth all things." (Eclesiastes 10.191.
Despite the authority of a Biblical passage, it seems in order to question
whether university computing has unique finanual problems, and whether
some problems would be solved by more money. Consider four questions.
Given that most colleges and universities have financial problems, does

computing present an identifiably distinct problem' A few years ago,
computing was breaking into the budget in a major way. It was competing
with established demands, and was fortunate that overall budgets were
X.
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exploration of applications of advanced technology in e,dut.,ation, and
certainly are intimately linked with ,ommunications tet,hnology.. The
program is interested in software systems, anti-mat intelligena and other
areas of computer science as they can improve instrut.,tional uses. It is
worth noting that another program in NIE provides support for NCHEMS,
so the agency is involved in administrative uses of the t,omputer also. To
date, the institute has had no involvement with networks, and a future role
isn't obvious, but staff want to stay abreast of developments and remain
open to possibilities.
Finally, what about CAI, CMI, and traditional uses? Given NSF support

of two major CAI projects, it seems unlikely that there will be increased

federal spending in that direction. NIE plans to support a small CMI
workshop/conference in the fall of 1974 to examine and report on the
short range potential of CMI. Traditional uses of computing in higher
education is by no means a well that has gone dry. Of course, the term
traditional covers a lot of ground, and any thorough discussion would
require more careful discussion of problem solving, use of canned
programs, simulation and so on. A lot of money, institutional as well as
federal and private, has gone into this area, and yr..t, the situation isn't as
tidy as it might be. Are educational users of computers at a stage where an
additional modest investment could ,reate substantial benefits for higher

education, or is this a long term development? These questions and
comments should present a picture of a group that has a strong interest in
computing, but as yet, no fixed programs.
The programs that evolve will be consistent with the obje,tives of the

Productivity and Technology Program, and with the mission of NIE.
Within those constraints, staff welcome input and ideas from any source.
As mentioned earlier, the office is in the process of formulating program
guidelines, but is always ready to discuss a prospe,tus for a project. One
can, of course, submit an unsolicited proposal, but, in general, it's a good
idea to send in a brief description of the project or to stop by to discuss
plans before preparing a formal proposal. In addition, the WeLorne mat is
always out at NIE. If faculty or administration want to talk things over,
they don't even have to ask for money.

NSF Division of Computer Research
by D. Don Aufenkamp

The

Division of Computer

Research supports basic research in

computer science and engineering, computer applications in research, and
research studies on the technological aspt.. -: society's use of computers.
The objective is to gain an understanding of the basic principles underlying
computing and discover procedures for applying those principles. In DCR
projects emphasis s placed on the more fundamental aspects of computer

science and engineering, but support is provided, too, for the research
required to make the computer more responsive to acquirement! Jf the
other scientific disciplines.
These thrusts are of relatively reent origin in the evolution of National

Science Foundation programs. In fact, prior to March 1974 DCR was
known as the Office of Computing Activities, and until just a few months
earlier the office was within the Duetorate for National and International
Programs.

The year 1967 is approximately the time at which the Office of
Computing At,tivitie was formed, although grants for computer-related
activities were made for some years prior to that. Initially the Institutional
Computing Services program overshadowed OCA activities and the history

of that lingers on although the program was terminated in 1970. When
Computer Innovation in Education emerged as a major thrust, it seemed
more appropnate to make that component a part of the NSF Education
Directorate. Computer Science and Engineering (CSE), which has been
r7.`
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developing as a key program thrust over many years, is certainly at the
heart of the work of the division and Computer Applications in Research
represents a more recent thrust of the division. At its center are efforts to
transform new results in computer s.ience into advanced research
methodology for the disciplines. chemistry, economics, biology, and so
on. Special Projects is also of recent origin in its present form although

much of the early work in computer innovation in education
supported from an organizational

Alit

also

was
called Special Projects.

Currently this section is focused on encouraging the development of new
fields of computer science research which are responsive to problems and
opportunities arising from the widespread use of the computer.
Support for the computer-related activities also appears in many other

places within NSF the Division of Engineering, the Office of Science
Information Service; and the disciplines.
Substantive aspects of a given program within DCR are best descnbed
by a summary of awards made in 1973 which has been published for the
first time in 1974. Copies are available from the division or from the NSF

Office of Public Information.
DCR FUNDING 1973
Within CSE are three programs, all handled very much in the tradition
of the Foundation's research project programs. Approximately 4076 of the
funding of CSE is allocated to topics in software and programming systems
with the balance being split roughly between theoretical computer science
and computer system design.
Computer Applications in Research are characterized by.
a foundation in computer science;
an understanding of science research needs;
a transfer of advances among disciplines; and

coordination with other NSF programs and with other organizations.
There are currently three thrusts in Computer Applications in Research.
At the center of Computer Applications in Research is the Techniques and
Systems Program which places a strung emphasis on coupling computers to
the conduct of research.
Online biological research, sponsored, in part, by NSF is being carried
on at CalTech and is leading to advances in the conduct of research which

would be extremely difficult if nut impossible to achieve without the
advent of computer-based systems. Figure I attempts to capture sonic of
the spirit of that program. Much of the effort to date in the Software
Quality Research Program centers on mathematical and statistical software. One of the projects currently receiving support is the NATS project
(National Effort to Test Software) in which Argonne National Laboratory

in cooperation with eight other institutions including the University of
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Toronto is addressing problems of providing resear,hers with accurate,
thoroughly-tested and well-do,urnented mathematical software.

One of the more interesting activities in Computer Applications in
Research is the Networking for S,ience Program. A recently released book,
Networks for Research and Education outlines the principal findings of

the participants in Seminar series conducted by EDUCOM in 1972-73.
Networking does represent a new mode of a,cess to information, data and
computation. While tedinology is important, the piin,ipal obstacles to be
overcome are primarily politkal, organizational and economic. A strong
human organization is critical to success and it is often difficult to
artkulate exa,tly what is needed. The most important point of the book is

not that networking in itself is a solution to the ,urrent problems in
computing and information seDlt.es, but it dues represent a promising new
vehicle for bringing about ,hanges in user practices, institutional pro-

,edures and gcvernment polioes. Funding for Special Projects has been
modest to date and mii,h of the work h , taken the form of appropriate
workshops and spe,ial studies to provide a perspective on the problems
and to provide an indkation of how Foundation resources could best be
used. Special Projects is also the focus within the Division of Computer
Research fu, efforts un questions dealing with energy - related research. One
projea now being considered is resear,11 on computer s,ien,es techniques

for improving the structural design and reducing uncertainty and error
propagation in large computer-based energy policy models.

Figure 2 may give some perspective on total federal support of
computer s,ience and computer engineering research. Emphasis is un the
,,re computer science and engineering a,tivities su,h as those represented
by NSF's CSE program.

2, :0
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Figure 2. Federal Support of Computer Science
& Computer Engineering Research
(Thousands of Dollars)
FY 74
Agency

FY 72

FY 73

Estimates

AEC

2,751

2,380

1,410

15,584

17,026

12,700

Other DOD

3,220

2,980

2,700

HEW

3,660

2,920

2,800

NASA

4,300

3,940

4,100

NSF/OCA

8,400

6,500

5,800

37,915

35,746

33,810

ARPA

Totals

«

A.

..6

FY 75 Est

14,200

6,500
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Chapter 14
How Can Computing
Serve Instruction?
by Gerard P. Weeg

The EDUCOM Spring 1974 Conference is intended to bring together, in
more significant proportions than ever before, the ,omputer professionals

who are deeply involved in the daily operation of university computer
facilities, and the university top level decision maker , ho set priorities
and policies, some of which affect computing. Indeed, from the
perspective of a -omputer center director, one feels that every university
decision affects computing, since all university departments are competing

for a very finite sum of dollars. It is important in a meeting like this to
establish common meanings for the ,atch-phrases which the computer pros
will be using, so that the decision makers and the computer pros will have
the same concept in mind when certain words are used. Central to all that
follows is the thesis that there are ways in which computing, augmented

heavily by human planning, preparation, and then understanding and
assimilation of the results, can support instruction.
ADMINISTRATIVE DATA PROCESSING (ADP)

The administration of a university has but one function when
considered in its essential form, and that is to facilitate the process of
education. This is an immense task, one which most believe has grown so
enormous that it could not be carried out without computing.
Some typical uses of the t.omputer and its associated staff in aiding the
administration to carry out its facilitation role are:
217
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Admissions
Registrar
Grade Reporting
Class Lists
Student Information Systems
Graduation Requirements Checking
Finance
Billing

Accounts Receivable and Payable
Grant Accounting
Financial Aid
Endowment and Other Income
Payroll
Inventory
Faculty Data Base
Teaching Load
Research Load
Departmental and College Comparisons
Scheduling of Students and Patients (fur health-related colleges)

The computer is a mere tool in all these operations. For a successful
ADP mission, an expert and sizeable staff is essential, which in turn
interacts with great skill and understanding with the top level university
authorities in setting up tasks, goals, deadlines, and criteria. A second
ingredient is realistic planning. A third is adequate computer hardware

(with care being taken to delegate to a computer only what is best
performed by a computer). A four ingredient is adequate funding of the
entire operation.
DIRECT INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT

The use of computing in direct support of instruction is often a source
of confusion to both administrators and computer pros alike. To clarify
the situation one can view direct instructional support in two ways. by
hardware mode and by functional mode. Analyzed by hardware mode,
computing can be provided in two ways.

Batch Processing is typified by a central computer facility. accepting
card decks from students and faculty, producing output listings un line
printers, and functioning with uncertain time lapses between the submission of the card decks and the return of the results (turnaround).
Interactive Lumputmg is typified by the user's direct L.ummunicatiun
with the computer by means of typewriter like devices such as IBM
selectric, teletype, or cathode ray tube devices. Each line of type is input
to the computer as it is typed, and errors in a line are announced by the
computer as soon as the line is input. The time taken for the computer to
digest a line and be ready to accept another being un the order of two
seconds or less.

When viewed by functional mude, however, L.umputing falls into four
categories:
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Problem Solving I includes casual
assignments which relate to a class.

use of a computer to handle

Problem Solving II consists of intense use of computing to such an

extent that a course has been redesigned to take advantage of computing.
In this mode computing can be used to teach something more effectively
than could be done in a traditional mode.
Computer Managed Instruction (CAM is the use of computing together
with carefully prepared diagnostic testing to determine on an individual

basis where the understanding of certain course concepts has broken
down. Often remedial work is suggested by the computer.
Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI) involves the use of computing as a
tutor to replace an instructor in all or part of a course. The challenge is to
determine those areas of instruction in which such a mode is at least as
effective as traditional teaching.

It is the case, as one might suspect, that quite often these various

functional modes slide into each other, sharp distinctions are difficult to
make. What is certain, however, is that a vast amount of work has taken

place in all modes.

Anyone who wants to start should read Karl Zinn'st report. Other
publications show the extent to which computing has penetrated
instruction: the 1970 World Conference of Computing in Instruction2, the
four conferences on Computers in the Undergraduate Curricula3 ; and the
first British Conference on Computing in Higher Education4.
To place these various functional modes in perspective, the amount of
actual productive work as it has appeared in classroom usage could
probably be best described by the following bar graph.

Problem
Solving I

Problem
Solving II

CMI

CAI

Although the bulk of classroom use of computing is presently done in the
Problem Solving I mode, immense efforts have also been devoted to
Problem Solving II, CNtl, and CAI. Indeed, the preponderance of effort is
being spent there now and has been for a number of years. In these areas
one should expect to see the most significant advances.

As with ADP use of computing, nothing magical takes place with
computing in support of instruction. Once again, adequate hardware is
needed; a strong forward looking computer center staff is needed, and
some extremely gifted teachers and innovators are needed. Planning,
objectives, and criteria are indispensable, and of course, funding is the sine
quo non.
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A little sermon illustrates the importance of computing in academe.
Mankind has seen only a few occurrences which have been so mo.nentous
as to change the direction of civilization. Numbered among these must be
the creation of the written word, which allowed the thought
expressed to survive its utterance;
the creation of the printing press, making learning available to the
masses; and

the industrial revolution, which effectively expanded human muscle
power, permitting people to do that which was formerly impossible.
To this list I suspect one must some day add the creation of the digital
computer which is the first intellect extender. Here is a tool which allows
people to decide which mental tasks should best be done by them, and
which by machine. The astounding conclusion is that people are left with
the creative tasks, the challenging and inspiring work, while the computer
can handle the tedious, repetitious, and dreary tasks.
The extent to which wmputing has,penetrated society can be estimated
by observing the following statistics'. Computers do 99 percent of all
clerical work in the U.S. today. In FY 73.74, $23 billion will be spent to
install, operate, and maintain the 120,000 computers in the U.S. Some
economists predict that by 1980 computing will be the world's single
largest industry. Approximately 10,000 computers are in use in American
schools today, ranging from elementary schools to graduate schools.

A primary rule of education is the joining of the junior and senior
scholars to review and understand the great events, thoughts, forces, and
discoveries of the past and present so that these scholars can be prepared
to adapt to, and hopefully, control their future. Clearly one such force is
the computer. Each college graduate must possess some degree of
computer literacy, which will be best attained by studying the role of

computing in most courses which the student takes, rather than as a
separate subject or unit of study.
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Chapter 15
Creating Instructional Material

A Model for Creating and Publishing
Instructional Material to Achieve
Educational Change
by A. Kent Morton

INTRODUCTION

A modest project with two major objectives, (Computer Oriented
Materials Production for Undergraduate Teaching) is located at Dartmouth
College and has been operating for the past three years with funds from

the National Science Foundation. COMPUTe's principal objective is to
effect educational change by providing high quality instructional material
in support of undergraduate uses of computing. The publication and wide
dissemination of some 30 texts and monographs, in a variety of subject
areas, is a short-term goal. The second COMPUTe objective is to change
the fundamental attitude of publishers towards computer-dependent
instructional material. Most publishers shun involvement with so-called
experimental curricula on the grounds that the market cannot justify the
financial risk; adding computing to the mixture makes a publisher even
more skeptical of the product's success.
COMPUTe has other objectives of varying importance. to establish
incentives for talented teachers to engage in the development of such
materials; to help reestablish the credibility of teaching and interest in
teaching techniques as honorable pursuits (at the college level they have
too long been subordinated to research, paper-writing, and consulting),

and to accumulate some experience in what it takes to produce
instructional material that, like a standard textbook, is useful to large
221
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audiences, rather than to the author and his students alone. COMPUTe
seeks not to assist the creation of instructional material, but rather to
assist in the production of materials in a form suitable for others to use.
COMPUTe holds that the creative source for such material must be the
active classroom teacher, and the COMPUTe project is a medium for
making successful methodology available to others.
WHY HAVE SUCH A PROJECT?

To answer this question one must consider a more basic question. what
are the obstacles to the spread of computer uses in instruction? (Assume

for the purposes of discussion that the spread of computer usage in
instruction is a desirable goal.)

The final report of the EDUCOM study, Factors Inhibiting the Use of
Computers in Instnitionl states that "the problem which received the
highest ratings in terms of importance in the entire questionnaire was...the
lack of good, readily available computer-based materials." The next most

important factors were judged to be lack of professional and economic
incentives for development of such material, and lack of incentives for
faculty to expend the necessary time and effort to modify or create

alternative instructional materials? COMPUTe is attempting to meet the
demand for such material.

Another index of the level of interest in instructional applications of
computing may be seen in the continuing strong interest in the annual
series of conferences on computers in undergraduate curricula, sponsored
by the National Science Foundation and various individual institutions.
These conferences deal, however, in presentations of experiences, rather
than offerings of saleable material that might be generally useful.
COMPUTe displayed some of its material at last year's conference in
Claremont, California, and the project objectives were met with considerable approval from conferees. It is also significant that during the past
-1/2 years membership in the ACM Special Interest Group on Computer
Uses in Education has almost doubled, it now stands at close to 1200
members. The SICCUE Bulletin supplies. news items and reports about
instructional computing projects in the United States and, occasionally,
abroad, a bibliography of articles and other published materials, and a
calendar of meetings and workshops. In short, there is no lack of interest
in information about instructional applications, and there is a strong desire

to see a variety of good materials, already used in the classroom from
which teachers can choose.
PHI LOSOPH Y

Writing,

testing, documentation, and dissemination of computer
I
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programs has been of comparatively little interest to COMPUTe, primarily
because we took the stance at the outset that moving programs to a new

computer and supplying operational documentation is not a serious
problem. The experiences of the CONDUIT Project, (See Chapter 11)
bears this out. What is critical is pedagogical documentation. In other
words what do you provide to a teacher inexperienced in this methodology in order to help her/him use this material in teaching?
Neither is COMPUTe interested in developing new strategies for using
the computer in education. On the basis of observations and some of the
indices mentioned above, COMPUTe has assumed that many good

applications already exist, but need further support in order to document
the classroom experience sufficiently well for others to take advantage of
them.

Art Luelumann, Director of COMPUTe, stated in a recent paper that,
"at the university level educational change is almost always accomplished
by the appearance of a new, commercially available textbook. Change
happens when faculty members decide to adopt the new book instead of
the old one. There is no reason to believe that widespread computer use
will happen in any other way."3 Over 200 papers have been presented at
the

four CCUC meetings sponsored by NSF, yet, by and large, an
individual application rests with the originator and is nut transmitted to
colleagues even within an institution, let alone outside of it. There has
evidently not been sufficient enthusiasm, in spite of the high level of
interest, to promote widespread imitation of the applications discussed.
COMPUTe believes that there is a simple reason for this which stems
from the tremendous investment of time and effort that a faculty member
must make to develop instructional computer uses. One cannot reasonably
expect that level of investment every time a course is given. On the other
hand, in Luehrmann's words, "if teachers were able to get from their local
textbook purveyor a few readable, pedagogically practical examples of
course materials in their own disciplines, I believe we would see an
enormous growth in educational computer use.4 This is precisely the sort
of condition COMPUTe is working to achieve.

OPERATIONAL STRATEGY
On the basis of formal proposals submitted to COMPUTe and referred
by others, six or seven people are selected to work on summer writing
projects. These authors are invited to leave their home institutions and all
the normal interruptions of their home and office routines in order to
come to New Hampshire for periods ranging from 4 to 10 weeks. Each
author so accepted is charged with writing as much of a monograph or
textbook as possible while s/he is at Dartmouth and agreeing to see the
project through to completion after s/he leaves. This generally takes some
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prodding from the staff once an author is again immersed in normal
routines.

In return, the project provides up to two months salary directly to the
author, partial travel and housing subsidies, and secretarial and editorial
assistance as required to advance the writing project to completion. As an
author finishes a draft of a chapter, a member of the staff types it into a
computer file, and all subsequent changes, either in content or format, are
made by modif)ing that original tile using editorial features available on
the computer system. Another system provides a formatted, paginated

copy of the current state of any portion of the manuscript whenever
desired, with the result that, even in a relatively short period of residence,
an author can see drafts of work as it proceeds and improve it.
When an author finally completes his/her written work on the project,
which is typically b months after leaving Dartmouth, although a few have
actually completed their tasks before leaving, the staff can either produce
multilith masters from which to make copies for immediate use on a small
scale, or it can produce camera-ready copy using a carbon ribbon and have
the product printed by photo-offset methods.

Much of the activity during the summer writing sessions is of an
informal nature. Because it is stimulating for each author to be exposed to
the work of the others, weekly get-togethers are scheduled during which
each author discusses her ur his work. Other conversations, many of them
unknown to the staff, take place among the writers in the public terminal
room, around the coffeepot, and in the corridors of the computation
center where the staff is located. There is also an annual picnic for authors
and their families. COMPUTe tries to create a pleasant atmosphere which

will be conducive to creating a good product, and the project provides
student programming assistance and portable terminals as necessary to
each author.

PUBLISHING PLANS
Over 100 publishers have been kept informed of work in progress since
Summer 1972, when the first writing session began. Until the fall of 1973,

strategy was to submit individual manuscripts to publishers as they
expressed interest in them, with the intent of letting them bid on titles of
interest. This approach was consistent with the belief that the market
should determine which projects were commercially viable and which ones
weren't. In spite of this initial review procedure and careful attempts to
direct the course of a project in order to ensure a quality text there were
bound to be some products that just wouldn't sell well. Every commercial
publisher has this experience.
However, there was a larger objective at stake. It became dear that this

skimming technique would produce many diverse products which would

k.
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virtually preclude drawaig any accurate conclusions about the viability of
the COMPUTe model as a means for producing k.omputer based instructional material. COMPUTe is now committed to reaching an exclusive
publishing agreement for the entire output of the project which should be
in the neighborhood of 30 texts. Only in this way can a product identity
be created which will match a given text with the model which produced It
and make the educational community sufficiently aware of that model to
assess its strengths and weaknesses.

WHERE WE ARE NOW

After three years of funding, COMPUTe has l3 efforts underway. There
was no writing session in the first year because of the awkward timing of
the funding. Six additional projects have been invited for the summer of
1974 for a total of 20 texts. COMPUTe has asked the National Science
Foundation for a continuation of support in order to build on experience
and capitalize on a growing national awareness of the project. The fate of
that request is unknown at the time of this writing, although there has
been considerable support for it.

One of the difficulties is locating good proposals. Even without

a

writing session the first year, COMPUTe has received over 80 proposals,
but many of them are more plans than reality, and demonstrate a lack of
classroom exposure, Many more of them are primarily concerned with
teaching programming, and the project has no interest in supporting
programming per se. By the time the review process is completed, not

many good candidates remain. Thus far, COMPUTe has been able to
support all of the outstanding proposals, but has fallen short of the goal of
30.

Because of staff concern about maintaining a high level of quality,
COMPUTe has asked permission of the NSF to take a more aggressive

posture in locating good authors who are known to be involved in
instructional computing, and asking them to submit proposals. This would
give the project primary control over the material received for review.

Although the project has no publishing contract, there have been
promising developments and discussions in the past six months which lead
staff to be confident about locating a publisher who will be willing to take
the risk involved in such an open.ended arrangement. COMPUTe has been

criticized for not having a contract after three years in operation, but no
publisher was willing to get serious until the project was in a position to
show some high-quality material in the fall of 1973. Since that time,
interest has picked up, and an ot't'er to publish an individual title has led to
a discussion of possible arrangements for the entire output.
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THE PRODUCT

The average text being supported by COMPUTe runs between 150-250
pages, double-spaced. In some cases, instructors' material is bound

together with the student material, but sold as a color-coded copy. In
other cases, It is bound separately but still color-coded. A mixture of
narrative about the subject matter, necessary programming technique for
dealing with the problem at hand, and copious examples and exercises for

the student are sought. Basically, COMPUTe wants a product that
resembles a standard textbook presentation.
Programs vary from 8 or 10 lines, which means that all programs for a

text could be entered at a terminal by any student or teacher, to a few
data analysis programs which contain hundreds of statements and
represent a reasonable amount of effort on the part of knowledgeable
personnel to transport them elsewhere. The growing expertise of the
CONDUIT group will prove to be of increasing value in transporting the
materials. All programs to date have been in BASIC or FORTRAN,
although COMPUTe dues not select proposals on the basis of programming
language. In the future the project may do different language versions of a
particular text.
A BONUS

One of the bonus features of the COMPUTe arrangement with the
National Science Foundation is that the project is permitted to grant
royalties to authors based on the sale of their texts. The royalty is a fixed

percentage of the wholesale price, to be shared by the author and
COMPUTe. COMPUTe's share is meant to be used for support of
additional projects, if the amount ever grows sufficiently large to do so!
This was an important principle, which is enjoyed by authors of standard
texts when they deal with the commercial sector. Comments from authors

have indicated that this is important to them in principle, and that, it'
COMPUTe were not able to provide them with this incentive, they would
be inclined to view their experience and tenure with the COMPUTe project
as a launching pad for a "rear' book. With the copyright provision, an
author is less Inclined to withhold the bells and whistles from the

COMPUTe version of the text in order to be able to include them in a
commercial version later.

Although COMPUTe is not particularly interested in becoming a
publisher itself, we have felt all along that it was important to mimic the
commercial incentives and make them available

to authors of less

orthodox matenal. Right now, we think the project offers a very generous

incentive package which, in the short run at least, is probably more
attractive to a first-time author than any terms Ole weld reach with the
commercial sector.

t
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The motivation underlying all this is the desire to entice i.ornmercial
publishers into this field by showing them that there is in fat a market for
,omputer-dependent instructional materials, and that they should prepare

themselves to finance it on the same terms that they currently finance
standard texts. A working paper written recently for CONDUIT by John
Nevison points out that publishers no lunges Ljuestion if they will enter
this market, but rather when they will enter it. Right now, no one wants
to be first. They Maim there is insufficient market for the material, and yet

there is only one known survey by publishers of the market for such
material, and the results of that survey "re proprietary .6 It's pretty hard to

prove or disprove the existence of a market for a new product until the
product is available to people who might buy it. That's what COMPUTe is
trying to do. Once the copy is generated, COMPUTe wants very much to
enlist the existing mechanisms and expertise of the publishing industry to

market and distribute the printed product. Their financial investment is
thus eased, and COMPUTe obtains the desired results. publishers involvement and products in the hands of teachers and students.
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Publication of Computer Curriculum
Materials at Hewlett Packard Company
by Jean H. Denver

.invlett Packard Company is not a book publisher, but is an electronics
c. npany which specializes in instruments and other electronic devices at
th frontier of high technology. The corporate fathers are not interested in

pros: king any product which does not make a technical contribution.
How did Hewlett ..' ackard get involved with computer curriculum? To
adequately answer that question one should start with how the company
found itself in the education computer business and how that developed.
That would b: interesting but long winded. Let's just say that Hewlett
Packard started producing computer curriculum as part of an effort to
surround its BASIC language timeshared computer systems with
applications, hence, making them more attractive to educators. This was

necessary because traditional book publishers had not produced any
material, leaving a curriculum void which our customers kept insisting
needed tilling.
OBJECTIVES

There are other good objectives for producing computer curriculum.
First, pioneering the production of computer curriculum not only helps
till a curriculum void, but also is consistent with Hewlett Packard's
objective of making a contribution to a field. Second, the existence of
computer curriculum helps build a demand for instructional computing
228
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which in turn builds the demand for computers. Also, it may be possible

to make some profits producing curriculum since the availability of
instructional computers has reached a significant level. Another important
factor, not to be overlooked, is that publishig computer curriculum helps
to establish the development of such curriculum as a respectable activity.
Curriculum development compared to pure research has always been a

risky activity for college instructors under tenure pressure. Computer
curriculum development is even more risky since little chance of
publication exists. By becoming a publisher, HP will alleviate this
situation, encouraging mote curriculum development and more publishers
to enter the marketplace.

EARLY ACTIVITY
The first attempts at curriculum development at HP were somewhat
haphazard. Everyone in marketing in charge of a functional area was doing
his:her own thing and nobody, except fur myself, had any experience with
developing published curriculum. My experience was limited to two years

at Dartmouth College with the Secondary School Project and Project
COEXIST

The original activity to which the wort Computer Curriculum Project
applied was one designed to produce materials for secondary school
problem solving. HP planned to solicit proposals and have them reviewed
by a committee of educators. The committee would determine the scope

of the project, the payments to authors and what proposals would be
accepted. In addition, the Curriculum Project inherited a guaranteed to
publish contract for four algebra books from the calculator division of HP,

and purchased the publishing rights for two physics books by Herb
Peckham.

Publishing books is not as simple as it appears on the surface. The

proposal review committee idea did not really work. Proposals were
seldom adequately written in spite of efforts to establish guidelines. Most
of them were ewterc ur too specialized because people who submitted
proposals had been using computers
curricula too long, they were
interested in producing materials which were not what the average person
needed. Also proposals received did not over many areas in which we

wanted to produce curriculum Ind the review committee never could
bring itself to reject anything.
Another problem area peculiar to computer curriculum concerned the
status of compute' programs. Are they to be supported by the company?
If so, that means producing special materials for the support people in the
field. Such support greatly increases the cost of publications and hence the
price. If the company does not provide support, what happens when a
customer discovers a bug in a program?
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Once the first books were released, it became clear that selling and
delivenng them to customers was another problem area. Hew lett Packard's
sales and ordenng operations are based on selling sophisticated instruments

to sophisticated customers. The thought of requiring an average high
school teacher to find lus local Hewlett Packard sales office to place an
order for a couple of books was almost as appalling as requiring a
salesperson with responsibility for hundieds of thousands of dollars worth

of computer sales io a call on someone who just wants to see a 53.00
book.
Some progress has been made with these problems. For example, HP rs

selling the books via direct mail, media advertising, shows and public
relations. This approach removes any responsibility and bother from the
sales force and yet, makes it relatively easy for customers to deal with the
company. The sales force uses the books for whatever purposes they see

The support problem could still loom. We have managed to solve all
problems so far.
The proposal review committee is falling into disuse. Almost two years

of experience has taught us how much material is worth and what
materials to inquire. HP is experimenting with joint development efforts,
author's workshops and locating good material already written. Future
activities will be aimed at specific topics rather than several curricula areas.
For example, the curriculum development protect might devote a year to
university physics and produce a number of books m that area alone.
CURRENT ACTIVITIES

In early 1973, Hewlett Packard decided that curriculum development
was important enough to consolidate all efforts into a single program
under the auspices of the original Computer Curriculum Proiei,t. Because
the project inherited a number of scattered activities, development efforts

were postponed in order to turn these various activities into produi,ts.
However, some of these products launched the projei,t into the college and
university area. As a result of our experience with this area, the Computer
Curmulum Project will be devoting a larger percentage of its development
there in the future. Of course, consolidation undies HP curriculum

activities, gives them a common direction and prevents a considerable
amount of wheel inventing. Figure I lists 1974 HP 4.urmulum offerings.
Along with consolidation came accountibility, Producing books here
and there m order to help sell computers may be a good thing in the short

run, but it is hardly consistent with the obiccnves of filling a curriculum
void, making a signilkant contribution and establishing computer
curriculum development as a respe,,tible a,tivity. However, when one
produces books here and there just to help sell computers, the documents
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Figure 1. 1974 Book Offerings of Hewlett Packard's
Computer Curriculum Project
Subject

Name
Attacking Non-Linear Equations

Upper level high school mathematics

GRAZE Ecology Simulation

Junior or Senior high biology,
ecology or social science

Functions

Upper level high school mathematics

Number Sets

Upper level high school mathematics

Mathematical Systems

Upper level high school mathematics

Linear Equations and Systems

Upper level high school mathematics

Project SOLO Computer Topics:
Matrix Mathematics
Trigonometry
Mathematics Projects
Calculus
Physics

Availability

High school mathematics
High school mathematics
High school mathematics
Upper level high school mathematics
High School Physics

Current
II

II
II
NI

II

II
II

Geometrical Optics

High school or beginning
college physics

II

Mechanics

High school or beginning
college physics

II

Waves

High school or beginning
college physics

II

Electricity and Magnetism

High school or beginning
college physics

II

Air Pollution

High school environmental science,
college physics, courses which
teach computer modeling

Quantum Mechanics

University or graduate physics

Electric and Magnetic Fields

Upper level Electricity and

II
II

Magnetism courses

Classical Statistical Physics

College physics

Cases in Computer and Model
Assisted Marketing: Planning

Graduate School of Business

II

Cases in Computer and Model
Assisted Marketing: Data Analysis

Graduato School of Business

Fall 1974

Computer Graphics, Three
Dimensional Projects: 'Theory,
Programs and Examples

University and graduate physics
and mathematics

Current

PILOT Reference Manual

CAI language simulated in BASIC.
Teachers of all levels

II

COBOL/2000: A Primer

COBOL language simulated in BASIC.
High school and vocational programs.

II

rs, " V/
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can be justified as a marketing expense and given away if need be. If
publishing curriculum, materials is to be a serious on-going activity
consistent with all of Hewlett Packard's objectives, It must not only
support itself, but must become a worthwhile investment for the
corporation. Therefore, the Curriculum Project has another objective. That
is

to make money selling the books. If the project succeeds, users of

instructional computers every where can look forward to more curncula in
the future.

......1'

Creating Instructional Material
by David H. Aht

A major gap exists today between the capabilities of computer systems

(hardware and software) and the instructional applit.ations material
available for use on those systems. Clearly the hardware and systems
software are able to perform just about any instructional job but the
instructional materials lag behind. Some reasons for this were examined at
the EDUCOM Fall 1972 Conference. However, the purpose of this paper is
not to examine these reasons but rather to look at some approaches to
creating instructional material and see how they're working.
Since 1964, Digital Equipment Corporation has published several
handbooks, the best known of which are the Small Computer Handbook
and Introduction to Programming Thousands of these are sold today to
college bookstores and are required reading in sk.ores of courses. Keenly
aware of the lack of computer related instructional material and bouyed
by the success of the handbooks, the Education Products Group of Digital
in 1971 began to seek authors, both within Digital and outside of the

company to produce other instructional texts. To date 24 books and
booklets have been published by the Education Produas Group along with
14 new or revised handbooks published by other groups. Digital has also
sought contracts with various local and national projects for the publishing
rights to any materials produced. Today Digital has three sth.h contracts,
the best known one of which is the NSFsponsored Huntington II Project.
What are the aspects that must be considered before publishing a text?
233
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What are the relevant facets of production, distribution, and pricing that
enter in? These and other questions are discussed under the three broad
topics: selection, production, and distribution.
SELECTION OF MATERIALS

Widespread Interest.

Because no publisher can afford to publish'

materials for sates of a few hundred copies, most major publishers have
tional material. Interest is frequently
pubhshed very little ,omputer
specific to a particular school or even one department. A great deal of this
is due to attitude, such as the professor at Princeton thinking that a book
from Cornell couldn't possibly be as good as one from Princeton and
viceversa. As a manufacturer, Digital cannot overcome this problem, and
must seek material which is fundamental enough to have broad
acceptance.
Credibility.

A well known author helps to secure acceptance of

material, but the tympany generally can't afford one. To compensate the
material itself must be of excellent quality or Digital loses credibility.
Initially, Digital published most books and booklets without an author
name, especially those written internally. Unfortunately, however, such

books were immediately branded a manual or a sales tool produced for
some i..rass commercial purpose. Digital now credits the author, whether
s/he be in or outside of Digital, and has achieved much better acceptance.
Transportability. Ensuring compatibility of inaterials between various
computer systems remains the major problem of selection of material to
be published. At the risk of losing some die hard FORTRAN users, Digital
has standardized on the BASIC language for instructional applications.
However, as the BASIC Standards Committee is finding out acid as we have
known for years, BASIC exists in a myriad of different versions and forms.
Digital has nine versions of BASIC on its computers, actually they are
all upward compatable, but each higher system adds features not found on
the smaller ones. Therefore, if a potential author has an EduSystem 50, is
It fair to ask her/him to use only the BASIC features found in EduSystem
10? It probably is fair but often the author doesn't agree which leads to

the inevitable transportability problem.
Further adding to the problem is the great lack of compatability across
manufacturers. A group of representatives of computer vendors has been
trying to define a minimum kernal BASIC ,ommon to all manufacturers
and use that as mudi as possible for instructional material. Frankly, it isn't
a very exciting BASIC and most authors shy away from using it.
PRODUCTION

Digital has been frankly appalled by the supposedly ready to publish
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manuscripts we have received from many, in fact, most authors. Editing
frequently turns out to be an almost total rewrite or else a 4 or 5 time.
back-and-forth process between Digital and the author. Mimeographed

class notes may be acceptable for one course at one school but are
certainly not acceptable for widespread distribution. This is a tough
message to communicate to many budding authors. Although Digital is a
manufacturer, the company is committed to publishing high quality
materials, not something that's just been thrown together.
DISTRIBUTION
Money Matters. The financial issues can be boiled down to a relatively

simple equation:
Profits = Revenue

cost

In which,
Revenue = Quantity sold X selling price
Cost = Quantity X printing cost + royalty
Before a book is started, one must make some informed guesses on these
items. Crucial is the guess on how many can be sold because this
determines the royalty and, to some extent, the selling price.

Some rules of thumb have been developed through experience. Most
books published by Digital have sales between 1000 and 25,000 copies. If
more copies than 25,000 would sell, the book would be of interest to a
commercial publisher, fewer than that and it would have to be priced too
high to sell at all. Since keeping accurate track of per copy sales is next to
impossible, Digital negotiates fixed one-time royalty payments except in
extraordinary cases.
Books and Tapes.

A typical book or booklet published by Digital
generally refers to or utilizes between 10 and 30 computer programs.
Frequently, programs are quite long, and it is desirable to distribute the
programs separately on paper tape, cards, DECtape, cassette, or MAGtape.
But which one" Clearly to distribute programs on all media involves an

enormous job of organization and inventory investment. The easiest
solution is to simply include program listings in the appendices of the
books and let the purchaser type in her/his own. Naturally, users don't
want to type in programs and would like them furnished on a medium
used by their particular computers. Frankly, Digital doesn't have an
answer to this dilemma and now supplies programs on paper tape for about
50q, of our books, DECtape for 10.15%, and program listings only for the
remainder.

Chapter 16
CONDUIT Dissemination
and Exchange
CONDUIT: A Partnership for
Instructional Change
by David R. Kniefel

Educational institutions have demonstrated a high resistance to change
and the adoption of innovative techniques. Paul Mort concluded from data

collected in the thirties, forties and fifties that it took 50 years to design
and develop a solution to a recognized educational problem and another
50 years for the diffusion of an educational innovation destined for
general acceptance) Furthermore, even with millions of federal and state
dollars directed at changing educational practice during the late fifties and
through the sixties, observable change in educational practice is difficult to
demonstrate.
Universities, as distinguished from primary and secondary schools can

be characterized as providing the ultimate resistance to educational
change. This view is derived inpart from university traditions, which have

their roots in the Renaissance, the period during which the European
university systems were developed. The university and its professors were
viewed as possessing all knowledge, which could be dispensed by the
institution and absorbed by the students. The amount of knowledge was
finite it was dispensable. However, the current view of knowledge has

changed drastically, it is no longer finite. Because facts and information
are accumulating at an ever increasing rate, the model of a truly educated
person as a storehouse of knowledge is no longer viable. Rather she or he is

one who can discover or create knowledge. Thus the focus of instruction is
changing from the dispensory mode to one of inquiry. Rather than
236
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teaching facts professors are being forced to teach techniques. "How do I
find out" or "How do I solve this problem?", are the central questions
underlying the instructional environment in this era of exploding
knowledge. Changes in instructional techniques and the adoption of new

instructional tools would appear to be a natural result of this changing
instructional environment.2
The purpose of this paper is not to decry the rigidity of the institution,
nor is its function to prescribe the ultimate panacea for university

instruction. Rather, it will attempt to demonstrate the method by which
CONDUIT and regional computing networks such as the North Carolina
Educational Computing Service (NCECS) hope to impact the universities'
instructional environment by facilitating faculty adoption of one instructional tool, the computer. Their efforts are directed at materials
acquisition and validation, and the training of faculty in their use,
MATERIALS ACQUISITION

CONDUIT as an experiment in transporting and disseminating
computer-based educational materials has recognued the need for ethical
curricular products as a prerequisite to instructional change.3 The
requirements of an ethical product are manifold but they can essentially
be reduced to two major factors. pedagogical validity, and technical
reliability. CONDUIT's efforts to improve and insure technical reliability
have resulted in the development of standards and guidelines which
regulate the design and production of the curricular product. Programs
that blowup, inaccurate input documentation, and so on do little to
encourage faculty to adopt the computer as an instructional tool. Specific
content of the technical standards and guidelines and their effects are
being presented elsewhere but it should be noted that technical reliability
of software and its attendant documentation is a primary determinant of
faculty adoption of materials. Computer systems reliability is another
prime determinant, especially for the computer neophyte. Down time, line
drops, and other related problems do very little to alleviate the students'
or faculty members' fear of the machine.
Pedagogical validity is perhaps the most important factor leading to
faculty adoption of a specific curricular package. CONDUIT has adopted
the position that representatives of a specific discipline can best determine
the relevance and validity of a given curricular package. Furthermore,
unless a successful classroom implementation can be demonstrated the
package will not receive the CONDUIT stamp of approval. Discipline
committees have, therefore, been established to review available materials
and to solicit specific materials from professionals within the discipline. A
tentatively approved package is then subjected to the acid test of the
classroom. Only then are the resources brought to bear that will bring the
product to complete technical and transportable standards.

941'1
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Pedagogical validity is a term with an almost sanctified quality in tone
and tradition. What exactly is pedagogical validity and how does it relate
to faculty adoption of materials?

The term reduces to two major

requirements for materials. They must have easily identified, nun-trivial

and obtainable educational objectives, and, they must be directed at
non-esoteric content requirements of a given discipline. Curricular packages which do not demonstrate the above will not be adopted. Instructional faculty do not have time to devote to trivial, gadget-oriented and
non-functional curricular activities.
By providing discipline oriented materials acquisition, and pedagogical
validation processes CONDUIT will do much to ease fears of timeconscious, tradition-bound faculty. Furthermore, in future curricular
development activities the developer will have a set of technical standards
and guidelines which have been demonstrated to facilitate materials
transportability across diverse computing environments. The latter point

expands the faculty member's market thereby increasing the recognition
of her/his efforts by peers in the academic community.
TRAINING

Regional networks, such as NCECS, which play an integral role in the
validation process by carrying out classroom tests and providing technical
support, serve their major function by providing faculty training and

inservice activities. The first and most obvious training need of faculty
related to computer based curricular materials is for the requisite skills
required to execute the simplest computer software. That faculty
recognize and desire this training is evidenced by the response to a recently

announced NCECS workshop on statistical applications. Of ISO applicants, 80 percent applied for the first day's activities which was entitled,
"Introduction to Computing".

A second, and perhaps more important need

is in

the area of

instructional technique. As with the materials validation process it has
been recognized by CONDUIT and the regional networks that a discipline
provides the best framework for workshop a4Anities. Workshop leaders

(instructors) have proved to be most effective when they are representatives of the designated discipline. The rationale underlying the above
strategy is fairly obvious from the standpoint of Lommurmation but a far
more important factor is evident to anyone who has observed or
participated in these activities. A constant request by participants is "How
do you use this package in your course?" or "Can you give us a specific
demonstration of how y uu present this program (or use this data base) in
your courses?" Not only are these requests made of the workshop leaders
but on an informal basis participants are constantly sharing "trade
secrets". Workshops without this aspeA, at least in the NCECS experience,
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have resulted in little or no adoption of materials by participants. In other
words, faculty adoption of materials requires not only the acquisition of
the

technical skills but also the pedagogical skills necessary for the
instructional application of the materials.
A third training need was evidenced in the 1973 Summer Institute for
Undergraduate Curricular Reform in North Carolina, Quantitative and
Computing Techniques in the Undergraduate Curriculum.4 Eight disciplines ranging from Physics to Music participated in summer institutes
from one to three weeks in length. The content of each institute was
planned by a discipline committee composed of representative faculty
from institutions across the state. In all eight institutes a major component
of the training was in a substantive area, specifically analytical techniques.
Faculty recognized the need to retool or sharpen skills when faced with

the analytic power of the computer and the proposed shift in

the

instructional environment.
The regional network is at a distinct advantage when compared to the
single campus computer center in providing opportunities for training in
instructional techniques and analy flea! skills. The fact that they draw an

audience from a large number of colleges and universities allows the
requisite training for disciplines and sub-disciplines to be cost effective.
Further benefits accrue as faculty adopt computer based materials and
revenues increase correspondingly. This is evidenced by NCECS whose
dramatic growth has been augmented extensively by curricular applications.

CONCLUSION

I

Universities are highly resistant to change as are all educational
institutions. However, the changing character of the rapidly exploding
knowledge base and the resultant shift in the instructional environment are

forces which may bring changes to the undergraduate curricula which
many feel are needed.

The application of any innovation to the edui-ational process requires
either legislative mandate or a concentrated marketing effort on the part
of educators. A study by Orlosky and Smith of major educational change
efforts during the past seventy-five years indicates that the latter has the
greater chance of success. Specifically, of the suu,essful changes that were
accomplished in public education those that were initiated and supported
by educators has a success ratio of 2-to-1 over legislative edict.5
Computerbased educational materials in higher education are, for the

most part, being developed and promoted by professional educators. In
addition, the discipline orientation of CONDUIT and the associated
regional networks in their respective materials at,quisitton, validation and
training activities point to its probable success
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This paper has attempted to identify the salient features of the effort
being carried out by CONDUIT (materials acquisition and validation) and
the regional computing networks, specifically NCECS (training), which
will lead to faculty adoption of computer based educational materials and
thereby instructional change.
Technical reliability of software and documentation. (A pre-requisite
for successfully demonstrating this is a reliable computer and
communications system.)
Pedagogical validity of instructional materials substantiated by
faculty peer recommendations and demonstrated classroom success.
Training in the requisite technical skills.

Training m pedagogical applications of the materials (both formal
and informal).
Substantive training in analytical skills.

Preliminary review of faculty adoption rates and package utilization
statistics within the NCECS network indicate the success of the approach
outlined above. Announcements of workshops are bringing increased
response from new faculty. The ultimate measure of the success of the
CONDUIT and regional network partnership will be resultant changes in
instructional procedures. While the initial effects may seem relatively small
and difficult to observe, the aggregate demand for change and increasing
evidence of faculty interest should produce substantial results.
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Technical Problems in Moving Courseware
by Trinka Dunnagan

The CONDUIT project has been studyini, transferability of those
computer-based materials considered suitable for undergraduate
instruction. In the first two years, over eighty programs have been
exchanged and monitored among the five regional network centers.
Originally these programs were exchanged according to the historic
method a source deck was duplicated, either onto tape according to the
favorite local format or onto uninterpreted punched cards, a packet was
made up of related printed materials, and the redultant pieces were mailed
together (or separately) to an unlucky recipient. With this method, the
burden of transport would fall upon the receiving site while the distributor
enjoyed an attitude of out of sight, out of mind. Within CONDUIT, four
centers out of five would approximate each others' efforts to implement
the program while working under the same handicaps. Observing such
random but representative transfers, CONDUIT central staff concluded

that the underlying process could be improved. Many apparent, often
trivial but !" I grassing problems could be alleviated, and overall transport
costs could be reduced. To aid in the search for ways of improving the
transfer process, staff characterized the four major process functions as.
selection; packaging; delivery, and implementation. Each function poses
questions of strategy, priorities and cost.effectiveness which are now under
consideration.
241
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SELECTION OF CURRICULUM MATERIALS

Special curriculum committees advise CONDUIT on the selection of
computer-based matenals for transport. Questions to be asked in selecting
a program include:
Is the program theoretically and operationally correct?
Does the use of the computer represent a valid educational
approach?
Has the program been tested, debugged and used in the classroom?
Is it possible and desirable to transport this program?
Are both the tetInial and educational documentation sufficient for
usage at a new site?
PACKAGING THE PRODUCT

Curriculum coordinators, programmers and faculty contribute to the
preparation of programs for exchange. A definition of packaging has been
evolving as CONDUIT builds up vaiisport experience. The initial questions
concerning packaging are:
How much does packaging affect program exchange?
What nunimal standards are necessary for technical transport'

What minimal standards are required for transferring pedagogical
techniques to a new class situation?

What are the trade-off benefits of upgrading packaging at the
originator's site rather than the receiver's site?
How can effective incentives and sufficient information be provided

that authors will create transportable, computer based instructional materials?
DELIVERY

Dr present CONDUIT delivery system is based upon a soft network of
L.urriL.oluni coordinators and their staffs, who exchange programs and
promote new r.Aerials within their networks. The issues in facilitating this
delivery system include:

How much communit.ativa between distributors and recipients is
needed?
How can duplication of work at multiple centers be minimized'
What factors will ease the total transport process?

What evidence, explanation and encouragement is necessary to
promote faculty usage of new materials?
IMPLEMENTATION

e

cs;

The curriculum coordinators and their programmers, over the last two
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years, have provided CONDUIT with information un implementation
whidi involves debugging, testing and maintaining new materials for users
their regional networks. In the course of implementation and
subsequent adoption by interested faculty, a great deal of case history data
has been ,..olleaed. These data raise tedmical transport problem questions

at

such as:

What prikedures and materials are needed to faulitate implementation at a receiver's site?
Do standard problems reoccur for each recipient?
What services should the distributing site provide?
Will analyzers or standard translators improve transportability? If so,
when should they be used?

Can proadures be established for program validation at a receiver's
site?

None of these questions posed are irrelevant to CONDUIT concerns.
Transport problems encountered are directly related to the foregoing
issues. One should realize, too, that the ,,ost and confusion aused by a
single problem is not always predkted by its importance ur ,omplexity,
Trivial bugs are often the most frustrating and time-,unsuming to rectify.
Lack of correa or adequate documentation will make mysterious,
otherwise simple
and solutions to sudi problems he not in one-time
measures, but in a thoughtful revamping of the overall process.
Representative problems reported at CONDUIT waiver sites illustrate
how appropriate a re-evaluation of the histork transport process is. If the

,umputer applkation was trivial, although the pakage looked interesting,
fault felt there was nu justilkation for ,omputer usage in the lassroom.
Because the pa,,kage required speual faulities which were nut available to
remote shoul users like a bard reader ur btkause the program's application
was inappropriate fur ,lass sum, it was not used. Often sample input and
output looked good, but since not all options had been tested, the
program contained many small errors whidi had not been previously
encountered. If the pakage, although apparently useful and welldoumented, was theoretkally unsound, algorithms performed incorretly
and calculations did not give the claimed results. Often program
do,umentation did not mat,h the program. Do,,umented variables were
reversed, overlooked or non-existent. Card deks were a,,companied by
out-of-date listings, and tapes contained unexplained "garbage files which
had been ignored. Sample input and output was either absent ur had been

generated from the working load module whkh did not match the
program being exchanged.

Variance in kkal ,harging algorithms made inexpensive operations
exorbitantly expensive in a new ,..uniputing environment. System depend-

ent features ,aused strange results on new madunes. Calls to external
routines, use of free format 1;0, assumed end of file behavior, omparisuns
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of small numbers, expected ordering of operations, and so on generated
interesting but not useful disparaties on different machines. Tape wnting,
especially blocking and use of a "standard" character code such as BCD,
caused wide-spread difficulty among the CONDUIT centers. Some
reblocking had to be done character by character in order for files to be

use:di. BCD, although almost standard, varied by a few, sometimes
unreadable, characters among the systems.

Staff concluded from this experimental phase of CONDUIT that
guidelines for program selection documentation and technical transport
should be drafted and tried. With cooperation among network centers,
standards are being implemented in 1974 and the results measured.
CONDUIT's objective is to regularize the transport process, thereby
encouraging credibility and rewards for development of good, computerbased instructional materials.

Computer Influence Peddling
by Ted Sjoerdsma

In 1974, there is little debate about the influence computers can have

upon instruction. There may still be much quibbling about the best
method or the better cost-effective procedure, etc., but everyone by now
has seen (or heard of) an impressively effective instructional use of the
computer. On the other hand, no one believes that the computer is now
being used to capacity as an instructional aide in all classrooms. Therefore,
"computer influence" needs to be peddled.
Since 1968 in an NSF funded effort to determine where the curriculum
could be enhanced by computer use in the classroom, and more recently as
CONDUIT coordinator at the University of Iowa node, as well as manager
of academic services at the University Computer Center, I have had much
opportunity to encounter the elements which stand in the way of
transportability or the easy and free movement of computerbased

curriculum materials from one classroom to another. Some of the
problems encountered and solutions used with varying degrees of success
may be useful to others.
OBSTACLES IN TRANSPORTING INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Faculty Attitude. There is still much fear, awe and negativism among

faculty members not yet involved in the instructional use of
computers. Many look at the computer expert as they would view a
the
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dentist necessary, but to be avoided because any contact is invariably
painful. Although not all newly contacted faculty fit this description, it is

necessary for the influence peddler to demonstrate support and helpfulness. If one is to convince a faculty member that a computer package
merits consideration, he or she must first win the instructor's confidence.
Academic programmers should feel the obligation to write and document
programs so that they are highly intelligible to the layman. All contact
with faculty should attempt to remove rather than enhance the mystique
of computer experts.
This negative attitude tends to prevent the uninitiated from using the
services that could help them overcome the problem. Sixty-nine percent of
the participants in the CONDUIT national workshops were faculty who
had used computers in the classroom in the previous year. Truly, "the rich
get richer,..."
Lack of Reward. Even though there are small clouds on the horizon
that portend change, the general academic milieu is still overwhelmingly
"publish or perish." Certainly it is not "compute or perish," nor should
the pendulum ever swing that far. One small cloud of promise is the fact
that some department heads at the University of Iowa, when making
recommendations for promotion, have been requesting information from
the staff of the University Computer Center concerning the quality and

character of the faculty members' computing ability. At least two
members of the university faculty have already won promotions in which
their computing ability and computer-based course development played an
important role. It is important to promote at high administrative levels, an
attitude favorable toward rewarding instructional improvement.
The above comments apply primarily to the university type campus. At

the smaller colleges, teaching ability, innovation in the classroom and
development of computer-based instructional materials, already seem to be

highly regarded. Fifty percent of the attendees at CONDUIT national
workshops were from schools with 6 or fewer faculty members in their
department. Eighty -nine percent of these ranked themselves as teachers, as
opposed to researchers or curriculum developers.

Rewards are also lacking for the development of computer based
instructional packages. A textbook still has more chance of monetary
reward than a set of excellent computer programs. One of CONDUIT's
roles could well be to enhance the computer product and promote its
marketability.
Extra Time and Effort Required. The faculty member who approaches
the possible classroom use of computing expects to spend more time and
effort to be able to accomplish his goal. (See Figure I ) Experience shows

however that the actuality is even worse than anticipated. If a computer
language is introduced, there are more questions and topics. If computer
tutorials are to be developed, extreme effort gois into initial development
4-.);"".)

J.

60%
53%
51%
43%
42%
34%
32%
31%
30%
29%
29%

I haw: enough support to use these materials (training, guidebooks, etc. ).
I can solve problems of scheduling students onto computer terminals.
I have enough time to integrate and use these materials.
These materials are on an appropriate level of difficulty.
I can solve management problems (credit hours, student space, etc.).
These materials broaden course related 51.16:lent experiences.
These materials include adequate student guidance.
These materials allow my students to learn more independently.
These materials can be readily tailored into my course.
These materials will teach my students new and important skills.
These materials include adequate instructor guidance.

90%
88%
90%
83%
79%
91%
86%
76%
80%
79%
79%

Participants were asked to evaluate materials and then were asked to rank the importance of the question on a scale of
one to four: 1-extremely important; 2-important; 3-low importance; 4-completely irrelevant. Of
21 questions asked, the
top 11 in order of times "extremely important" was cited, are listed below.
Total % responding
% responding
"extremely important"
extremely important"
Question Asked
and "important"

Figure 1. Data from CONDUIT national workshops
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and when the finished product is obtained someone is always asking for a

new evaluation. CONDUIT classroom test participants agree with this
contention. They reported spending considerably more time on their
course because of the inclusion of computer materials. It is true that the
computer pan remove mush of the tedium in teaching but this simply
allows the teacher to apply heri'himself to more pertinent tasks.
One pan only agree with a teacher's anticipated extra time and effort,
so how does the computer influence peddler handle such an objection')
The best approach is to stress that the key to all computer-based
instructional materials is student benefits. Computerized curriculum

materials are not developed for teacher benefits but rather to allow
students deeper insights, more realist, problem solving eapabilities and
better simulated experiences, all geared to their individual needs in
learning. All this is usually accomplished through an exciting and effective

learning experience Minh includes active participation rather than a
passive absorption.

Unfamiliarity. The problem of unfamiliarity oeeurs at many different

It runs from unfamiliarity with computer jargon (this is true in
every discipline), to the newness of matenal or equipment, to the factors

levels.

wind' make each computer center and each instructor unique. For
example, a program recently transported between two CONDUIT node
networks was initially unused by already computer conditioned faculty at
the new nude. Although doeumentation v as probably better than that
usually accompanying a new package, it was used only after the
doeumentation was reformatted into the form familiar to the faculty. As
another example, when I recently attempted to try a program at a remote
CONDUIT nude, I received a message on my terminal which caused me to
abort the attempt. I later learned that the message was a normal function
I could have continued my
experiment. Just a small amount of unfamiliarity stopped the activity'
Ilow pan one solve the problem of unfamiliarity? Much can be done.
CONDUIT is helping with guidelines for teehmeal transport, guidelines for
documentation, and even guidelines for writing transportable programs.
These will help provide a familiar format. Computer materials must be

familiar to that network's users, and that

described in the language of the instructor's discipline not in computer
terms. Workshops, with consistent follow-up assistance, an overcome a
large part of the problem of unfamiliarity by allowing direct use of the
product as well as equipment. (See Figure 1

Lack of Equipment. This is a different type of problem which is
directly tied in with la.k of funds in many eases. However, inexpensive
terminals connected to larger computers can often supply an amazing
amount of computer power to a elassroom. (For high relevance ratings
Necessity is still the mother of invention and there
faculty, see Figure
are many examples' of ingenious ways to use limited resources to provide
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necessary computer power. Anyone with such a lack of equipment should
be encouraged and supported in an effort to obtain equipment and funds
through grant applications to a variety of funding agencies.
Lack of Funds. This is usually the other horn of the lack of equipment
dilemma. Sometimes lack of funds is due to a lack of priority within the
administration which requires whatever tactics work in a particular

institution. The best approach can range from gently and tactfully
reeducating top administrators to openly demanding a shift of emphasis. It

is wise to bring in reinforcements so that the request for funds for
computing come from several interested departments as well as the
computing staff.
If there is no source of funds available locally (or if the above approach
fails), it is time to get into the proposal writing mode. Most colleges have a
list of funding agencies, including NSF, NIE, NIH, Exxon, Ford, etc., who
are always approachable with novel ideas and they sometimes support
ideas that are not so novel at institutions with special charactenstics. The

computer influence peddler can be most helpful in keeping abreast of
funding opportunities and assisting in the formation of a sound proposal.

Lack of Educational Documentation.

Even

if

all

of the above

mentioned problems have been already solved, one still looms large as an

obstacle to the easy transportation of a good instructional computer
package. If the package does not contain a careful description of its
purpose, how it serves that purpose and how it is integrated into the actual
instruction in the classroom (educational documentation) it is doomed to
gather dust. The best educational documentation can usually be provided
by the original developer. However, it is possible to obtain such
information from subsequent users.
Differences in the hidividual. Probably the largest stumbling block in a
smooth transition of a computerbased instructional package from
successful use in an originator's classroom to another classroom is the fact
that each teacher is an individual. Each person is unique. Each teacher uses

different techniques and applies a given fact in a different way. Each
approaches a topic from a different direction,
There is

a simple direct solution to this problem, but it is not

recommended. The solution is genetic engineering or cloning by making all
teachers exact copies of one another. It is preferable, however, to continue
to combat all the obstacles that arise and even forego transportability of
computer instructional material, rather than give up the endless variety of
thought and application in teaching that now occurs,

SUMMARY

There are many obstacles in the road to transportation of computerbased instructional materials from classroom to classroom. Some of these

f)
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obstacles are easily removed by the computer influence peddler, some will
never be removed since they are rooted in individual differences.

CONDUIT has already attacked some of the obstacles of unfamiliar
material and ladk of documentation by means of its published guidelines.
It should also help to give visibility and stature to .omputer materials so
that the reward for development and use of instructional materials may
increase. The future is certainly much brighter than four years ago.
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Significant but Reducible:
The Cost of Transport
by James W. Johnson

The CONDUIT experiment has provided insight into cost of transfer of
computer-based instructional materials. The most important finding in
cost of technical transfer is non-zero and significant and offers a partial
explanation for lack of wide-scale transfer. Labor cost, not computer time,
of making packages operational at the five CONDUIT centers in seven
disciplinary areas is illustrated in the chart below.

These transport costs have been compiled by coordinators at the
CONDUIT networks and include time involved in tasks of reading
documentation, writing user instructions, instruLting programmers,
contacting source site, etc., as well as debugging.
INTERESTING RELATIONSHIPS

Before making general observations about the Lost figures illustrated in
the chart, discussion of the figures themselves is in order. Although the
order of magnitude of cost for a given set of materials is the same between
networks, the overall variety is striking. The reasons for the variety are
numerous but a few are of interest because they suggest ways of reducing
cost.

Labor cost charges varied from $2.00 an hour for student programmers
to $8.50 an hour for curriculum coordinators. In many cases the higher

priced labor was necessary because transport problems are not well
251
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Figure 1. Time in $ in transport tasks
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defined, the process

is not systematized, and the solution requires
knowledge of the substantive content of the program.
As expected, the CONDUIT test packages were used in varying degrees
at the network schools. The more heavily used a pa,kage, the greater the
possibility of bugs appearing and the need for modifiation. For example

the economics materials were not extensively used in the Texas or
Dartmouth networks and therefore substantive errors in ,ontent were not
detected and corrected.
The nature of the package transferred also has an impact on cost. The
physics and mathematics materials were integrated pa,kages in that they
relied

heavily on textual presentation and involved the student

m

programming tasks. The programs that were moved, at the discretion of
the instructor, were straightforward algorithms that are easily replicated.
Dartmouth converted the five subroutines ,ontained in the Linear Algebra
mathematics package for FORTRAN to BASIC for a reported cost of less
than $200.
A most interesting factor responsible for cost variance was the size of
the program. While transport costs averaged 35 ants per line of source
code, small programs averaged much less while large programs averaged
more. This relationship between lines of source L.ode and conversion cost is
demonstrated graphically in Figure 2.

Figure 2.

Transport
Cost

Lines of Code

A
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This observation should not be surprising. As programs iikrease in site
their complexity increases exponentially ,ausing great diffkulty In
correction and maintenance operations.
The importaike of these relationships is that they immediately suggest
ways of redwing transport 1.. usts. If the transport process is well-defined

and systematized we can substitute low-cost labor for soike, high-cost
labor. While not all packages ...Lint= small, easily understood algorithms,
large programs ..an be divided into less complex modules that are
self-documenting. Review and testing before transport pan reduce total
sy stern costs by eliminating duplication of effort at several sites.
CONDUIT is utilizing these findings in preparation of standards, guides
and procedures for easing the transport process.
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE COSTS

Despite the variation in oasts from network to network, CONDUIT test
data dearly indkate that transport ,osts are signifkant. An average ,ost of

over 51,000 to make four programs and one data base in economics
operational when expected use is problematkal in an expenditure that
computer centers and .kadenik departments i-an ill afford. To some, these
costs may be grossly over-estimated because they do not represent actual
out-of-po,ket ..osts and because they indude tasks such as proiading user
instruaions in the process of making matenals operational. However, hour
costs are realistii in that they are a charge for use of a resource that ,ould

be used on other tasks even if an additional expenditure is not made.
Cakulating the full cost of transport as the effort to making a package
operational in the classroom is justified with the realization that a
compiled program with no user instructions can never be used.
The transport cost estimate of 35 cents a line of source code represents

a significant barrier to transfer of computer-based ,urrkulurn materials.
Yet this post is slight relative to expenditure for new or re-development.
Thus the current state of affairs suggests a paikity of new instriktional
pa,kages at aoidenik ,ornputer centers because of cost ,onsiderations.
Fortunately this problem 1.. an be resolved by redwing transport 1.. usts, a
project that CONDUIT is now addressing. Preliminary findings are that
cost of transfer can be reduced by a large factor.

2G0

Chapter 17
CONDUIT Guides and Models

for Solution of
Transport Problems
Overview of Alternatives for Transport
by Thomas E. Kurtz

As a result of the experience gained in the experimental phase of
CONDUIT, several of the problems associated with the dissemination of
computer oriented curriculum material have been identified. Assuming
that transportable and pedagogically sound packages exist, suppost that
institution A has such a package, and that institution B wants to use it.

What are the possibilities for transport? In what ways can B use A's
package?

First, the method of transport depends on the form of the package.
One can identify three such forms.
Printed (book or listing)
Machine readable (cards or tape)
In a machine

Next, the method of transport depends on the mode of supplying
computer resource to institutions A and B. One lAn again identify three
such forms.
Local isolated machine
Star network
At the hub
At a point
General network
Local machine or terminal
At the hub of a star
At the point of a star
255
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There are 27 combinations when there are available three forms for the
package, three modes of computing for A, and three modes for computing

for B. Each of these 27 combinations suggest the use of one or two
methods of transport. It is not necessary to construct the 27 entry table,
in order to isolate several of the preferable alternatives for institution B.
Buy a text, and type in the program.
Convince the hub of B's star network to type in the program.
Transport over the network from A to B, use on B's computer.
Transport over network from A to B's huh, all points of the star
then use on B's computer.
Keep the program at A, where it can be used by B over the general
network.
The above list is not intended to be exhaustive. Until technical and
operational difficulties and costs for computer networks are greatly

reduced, more simple and direct methods of program exchange are
preferable. For instance, the form, mode, and method currently used in
CONDUIT is to mail magnetic tapes when the form of the original
program is magnetic tape, the mode of operation at A is a star network,

and the mode of operation at B is a star network. Thus, CONDUIT
currently transports computer related 1,urmular materials by exchanging
tapes between the hubs of star networks.

'

CONDUIT Cooperation with Project C-BE
by George H. Culp

Last year instructional computing application accounted for over
560,000 jobs at the University of Texas Computation Center. A significant

portion of these were related to Project Computer-Based Education or
C-BE. Project C-BE, directed by Dr. J. J. Lagowski and Dr. J. J. Allan, was
funded in 1971 by the NSF and the University at the level of 1-1 i 4 million
dollars. Ultimately the project over a four period will involve over 44
separate projects, 75 professors and upwards of 4000 students in which
computer-based techniques are used to supplement instruction.
Currently 25 projects are in development or evaluation. Approximately
1200 students are consuming around 2000 hours per week on interaLtive
terminals in disciplines including chemistry, physics, psychology, engineering, statistics, biometrics, linguistics and home economics.
Although development of computer-based curriculum is an integral part
of the project, this is not its primary objective. Rather, the four bask. goals
of the project are to
Identify common concepts of computer-based edut.ation among the
disciplines;
Develop evaluation schema;
Develop transferability criteria; and

Develop a model for implementing computer-based instruction
techniques.

It is in the area of transferability in particular, that Project C-BE and
257
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CONDUIT goals overlap. In this regard, a close working relationship
between the two projeets has developed. This eooperation includes an
interchange of doeurnentation of results that give insights to effective
transportation and dissemination such as the CONDUIT doeurnentation
and transportatihby guidelines. In addition, CONDUIT and C-BE are
working jointly in conduenng transferability tests for certain C-BE
packages as they are developed, and workshops will be held jointly for the
transportation and dissemination of materials. For example, a C -BEJ
CONDUIT/Texas sponsored workshop in maeroeeonoimcs has been held
where omputer -based matenals were disseminated to more than a dozen
institutions of higher learning.
Finally, a CONDUIT/Texas member serves as a representative on the
Projeet C-BE transferability eornmittee. The guidelines and standards
developed by CONDUIT will be an integral consideration as Project C-BE

materials are developed for transportation. Close harmony between the
two projects should lead to matenals that will be more readily transportable, and the excellent working relationship between the two projeets will
be of mutual benefit as the problems involved in disseminating eomputerbased materials are jointly resolved.

(A: G 1

The Untapped Market for CRCM
by Clifford F. Gray

The use of computer related curriculum materials (CRCM) in the
college classroom has come a long way from the expenmental attempts of
the late fifties. The growth of CRCM in undergraduate education i.an be

observed historically by using W. W. Rostow's five stages of econonuc
growth: traditional society, preconditions for take-off, the take-off, drive
to maturity; and high mass consumption.1

In the late fifties the basic computer technology was available to
students in the larger universities. Some attempts at using the L.omputer to
augment standard teaching approaches indicated great promise, notably
the use of business games. The stage was set for a change from traditional
teaching methods to the use of computers as an alternative teaching mode.
In the early sixties the preconditions for take-off began to appear on the
horizon. Limited experiments in the development and use of new
computer teaching methods further .onfirmed the potential for computers
to augment standard classroom pro..edures through .omputer assisted and

managed instruction, games, simulations, and algorithms. By the late
sixties and very early seventies the take-off stage was evident. Expansion
of technology, techniques, and skills was rapid yielding mass batch
processing, interactive modes, graphics, spei.ial and improved languages,
improved software. New developments and approaches were spread in the

profession and in the journals. In 1974 computing for undergraduate
instruction is approaching the drive to maturity. Growth is sustained and
259
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the number of applications increasing. The state of the art is being
extended on every front. Faculty in many disciplines have the ability to
identify the onsunier, design and produce a high quality product, and
organizations are capable of coordinating the production and distribution
of our product.
Tomorrow colleges will be entering the age of high mass consumption.
In this stage a large number of consumers are aware and desire to consume
the product which must appeal to a large audience, be somewhat
standardized, and be produced at a low cost compared to substitutes.
Computer urti 4. ulum matenals are rapidly approaching this stage. However the audience to which the CRCM will be directed in this stage may
have a different profile than the majority of the earlier users.
THE UNTAPPED MARKET

The untapped market for CRCM is in undergraduate programs in many
of the bask required courses where the potential users are college faculty
and students who ty pt. illy have little or no experience with computers. In
many universities with large computer centers and high student usage,

more than SO percent of the students have

still

had no computer

experience in 1974. The potential market represents institutions of higher
learning which have a wide range of extensive 4. omputer support facilities.

Although over 1200 colleges already provide the computer support
facilities for their faculty and students, relatively few schools and students
are entoyg the benefit of CRCM. The major cause for the lack of use is
the difficulty of transporting materials,
In the 19OO's the development of CRCM has been so voluminous that
federal agencies have provided millions of dollars to support over twenty
cleanng houses to facilitate early exchange and dissemination of computer
related materials. It would be conservative to say that 4-leafing houses have
collected over 5000 computer related packages fur undergraduate instruction. Typically although these clearing houses are flooded with requests

for CRCM, follow-up indicates that the track record for successful
transfers has been dismal. What accounts for such an appalling record9
Experience has shown that, frequently, CRCM packages are not used
because the computer materials are not transportable.
Transportability involves all the efforts necessary for the successful

exchange and implementation of the computer related materials into
another curriculum. Physical exchange of a computer package seldom
means that it is available for use without technical or software modifications. The seriousness of the transportation problem is difficult to
exaggerate. The Business Curriculum Committee of CONDUIT has
reviewed several hundred computer packages to see if the materials could
be placed in the CONDUIT library. It is estimated that over 95 percent of

r.,
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the materials reviewed could not make it past the first stage of evaluation.

The primary reason for their rejection Was not technical, but rather an
almost complete lack of documentation for the users.
A notable exception to this re Lord were those publishing Lomparnes
which distribute computer related materials. Why do they have such a high
stkcess ratio? A 1. ursory examination of their sm.,essful products tells us
the key ingredients fur successful transplants of CRCM have been known

for years, unfortunately, we in the ,kaderm, have not had to respond to
the compelling force of the direct profit motive.
LAUNCHING A NEW PRODUCT LINE. THE CONSUMERS

The key ingredients for marketing CRCM are. identifying the 1. ustumer
and the specific needs of the 1, ustomer, the production of a high quality
product at a reasonable cost, and an organization capable of 1. oordinattng
the production and distribution of the product line.
Identifying the customer. In addition to the objective of reaching the
vast, untapped market of undergraduate students in those bask courses
where CRCM would be useful, a surrogate objective is to provide an equal
opportunity to all faculty and students to use the CRCM developed, This
objective is specifically designed to reach those institutions which ,ould be
linked to a large 1. omputer cute'. The next step is to onsider the needs of
the users.

Identifying the needs of users. The ultimae users of CRCM are faculty
and students with a wide Lange of 1, omputa sophistkation. At the high

end of the continuum are a few

facul y

and students who have

considerable knowledge of ,omputer tedmulogy anu languages. At the
other end of the 1, ontmuum, where the bulk of the users are found, are
those users and potential users who have little or no sophistication in the
use of computers. If one defines the market segment as bask courses and

small institutions whi,h are linked to a larger computer center, it

is

imperative that the needs of the users at the lower end of the 1. ontinuutu
be met. faculty and student CRCM users have different needs. Clearly, if
the individual fa,ulty member does not wish to use the CRCM, the student
will never enjoy their benefits.

Facult) muds. First and most fundamental, the potential faculty user
must feel the introdu,tion of ('RCM will improve the teaching environment. improve teaching. heighten student interest in further study, evoke
a positive attitude of a,,eptana, improve student learning and perform.

ante, or bring more realist', problems to the classroom. Lvaluating
information on CRCM can be obtained from colleagues, but, for most
fa,ulty a antral WWI/anon that would review, test, evaluate and Lertily
that the materials have been used successfully by others would be most
useful.
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Computer materials must also be pedagogically sound and accurate. The
content of the materials should have a theoretical base that is easily found
in the literature, and computer programs should be tested and checked for

accuracy. To complete a review of CRCM at least two source people
should be easily accessible to judge questions of pedagogy and the
technical accuracy of the programs.
The time and cost to startup and to get the materials implemented into

the classroom must be small. For example, some of the successful
computer augmented materials require as little as 3.4 hours of faculty time
for installation. If startup requires days or even weeks, the faculty member
should receive released time to prepare. Regional workshops, which have
been especially successful in helping with startup problems, could be
handled best by a central organization which could draw on experienced
instructors for the workshop. Although this method is expensive, it seems
to be the most effective.

If the computer materials have educational validity, they should be
technically transportable, error free and operational on other computers at
other locations in minimum setup time. Two successful computer related
materials in business may be run on IBM 1130, IBM 3b0, CDC 3300, and
CDC 6500 computers. These two packages when tested were nearly error
free. The actual setup time for each set of materials was less than four

hours for a computer center staff specialist. If one's objective is to
encourage use of CRCM, the faculty member should be freed from the
task of getting the programs to run on the new system. An agency to test
the program and certify that it is technically transportable would do much
to alleviate the transport problem.
Besides being technically transportable, the CRCM must be supported
with adequate software so the instructor can implement the materials with
as few problems and as little effort as possible. Because there has been
little incentive for developers to provide completed software to accompany programs, approximately 95 percent of those packages examined
failed in this dimension. Academia has done little to reward those who
pursue the development of CRCM although t,,e economic incentive and
professional rewards of writing an innovative text have been enough for a
few to try to meet the needs of the faculty member by offering completed
software packages to be included in the instructor's manual. A sy nthesis of
the unpublished guidelines suggested by publishers to developers indicates
the kinds of software needs that must be satisfied.
Teaching objectives for each module should be clearly stated
Gronlund's Behavioral Objectives2 is suggested as a guide.

An example that can be worked manually along with sample
computer output
Sample computer results under different conditions

References which describe the theory and method used in the
computer programs
t

.
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A detailed description of the educational philosophy and advantages
of the computer approach
Actual classroom procedures and format
Extra exercises for student review and testing
A statement of expected setup time, estimated computer costs, and
manpower requirements

Problems encountered by students and amount of time spent in
preparation outside the classroom.
Instructors attempting to use new, innovative approaches to education
should be rewarded for their efforts by their departments or schools. When
promotion, tenure, and salary reviews fail to reward this effort, the faculty
member soon looks for greener pastures. Some groups and organizations
must carry this message to the administrators who are making these
decisions on reward.

Finally the instrui.tor should have some assurance that if time is spent
setting up class materials for i.onputer exercises, the documentation and
programs will not be changed
say, three months later. Although this
may seem a trivial impediment to the generation of CRCM it has caused a
few faculty authors to "give up."
Student needs. Student needs are similar to faculty needs. In general,

students in basic courses will have had little or no experience with a
computer. Therefore, if the subject will allow it, the amount of input
should be minimal.

Sometimes students report that it is difficult to discern why they were
asked to perform a given exercise. Every exercise should have an obvious
point and be sharply focused for the student.
If appropriate, student manuals with instrualons, sample output, input
formats, and exercises should be provided to ai.i.ompany a basic CRCM.
Problems should progress from exercises to more difficult evaluative
problems where appropriate.
Finally, preparation time for the use of CRCM should not be
significantly greater than for a traditional course.
PRODUCTION OF A HIGH QUALITY PRODUCT; DEVELOPERS

The production of high quality CRCM at a reasonable cost depends
almost wholly on the willingness of faulty to design and develop CRCM.
What must be done to eni.ourage faculty to devote time and effort to this
activity?

Developers must have some guidarke in terms of the needs of their
academii. disipline and olleagues. Although several sources are helpful,
such as publishers, research studies, and reports from professional

organizations in particular disciphnes, direction at the national level could
assist developers.
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Developers also need a set of technical and software guidelines. Some
publishers provide software guidelines winch follow those usually given for

textbooks, but there are no technical guidelines except the American
National Standards for FORTRAN. Fortunately several publications of
guidelines for 4.',..velopers will be published soon. However a central
organization accepted by the computer industry would go a lung way in
solving a very difficult problem.

Developers of small independent computer curriculum materials need
an organization at the national level to publish and distribate their
materials. Since commercial textbook publishers are reluctant to enter this
market, an organization similar to the Kinard Case Clearing House could
be developed to meet this need. If the materials received were reviewed,
tested, and certified, the materials could be considered a "publication" for
purposes of tenure review.

Perhaps the biggest need the faculty developer has today is that of
recognition by professional colleagues and administrators who determine
salary, promotion, and tenure. Faculty who have spent as many as five
years developing CRCM winch have gained them national recognition have
failed to get tenure or econunuc benefit from their institutions because
their work is not research. If this state continues or gets worse, there is
little hope that the needs of the untapped market will be met in the near
future. The problem seems to be a national one.
How can the needs of faculty developers be met? There are no easy

solutions to this problem, but three suggestions are given as a partial
solution.
A national organization could be funned to review, certi f ), distribute,
and in some cases publish CRCIL This organization would be performing a
screening function similar to those performed by professional journals.
Professional organizations in the )'anuus disciplines should recognize
CRC%1 as a part of regular cuniciihini development efforts. The impetus

for this movement could come from the faculty members who pay the
dues. Actually several professional organizations are in the process of
in business an accounting organization has established a
doing this
separate area to cover CRCM. They have also set aside some space in their

journal to over developments and research in CRCM. The American
Institute of Decision Scientists is taking steps to make CRCM a part of
their educational development thrust. This muyemciit, which appears to be
gaining momentum, should give the development of innovative computer
materials greater stature within the faculty member's profession.
All school accrediting organizations should include the use of CRCM in

requirements that the school be continuously devoting some of its
resources to innovative instnictiun. If the use of CRCM is a part of the
written objectives of the school which accrediting organizations are
checking, there should be reward fur it in the form of promotion, salary,
and tenure.
1,11
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Because commercial publications yield economic reward and in some
schools are acceptable for meeting promotion, salary, and tenure requirements, developers need commerclal publishing houses which are willing to
publish, package and distribute the software that accompany CRCM.
Developers and publishers also need an organization to distribute the
programs. A central organization for all disciplines could meet this need.
Finally, developers and disciplines need tinanual support from funding
agencies committed to improving the educational process.
PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE PRODUCT

Many of the needs of users and developers can be met by a national
organization set up to faLilitate the produLtion, movement, distribution,
and use of CRCM. The CONDUIT organization is ideally suited to perform

this valuable and imperative function. CONDUIT is committed to the
belief that CRCM Lan improve the educational process and that the
exchange of CRCM is a good thing. Furthermore, CONDUIT serves almost
100 institutions with over 275,000 students, and is a national attack on
the problems of production, movement, dissemination, and use.
CONDUIT serves users in several ways. CONDUIT Central serves as a
repository for CRCM in several disciplines. Each faulty member at each

participating institution

is

provided with a catalog of the materials

available in his or her disLipline which includes only those materials whiLh
have been reviewed by professionals in the discipline and judged
transportable in a technical and software sense.
The central organization coordinates the gathering of information from

curriculum committees, users, and regional centers to screen each set of
materials that will be included in the CONDUIT library. The complete
coordination process involves review, testing, evaluation, and LertifiLation.
Regional centers provide staff specialists to answer technical questions

for faculty users, and sponsor workshops for users in the region. Any
interested school or institution can be linked to a regional center and
enjoy the benefits of the national organization.
To free the faculty user from the hassle of getting programs un line, the
regional center is responsible for putting packages on line that have been
recommended by the LurriLulum Lommittee of the respeLtive discipline.

Technical transport problems are no longer an issue for the individual
faculty member.

A national organization such as CONDUIT an also meet many of the
needs of developers. As the national organization gains experience and
maturity it can identify those areas in disciplines where CRCM could
improve the educational process or fill a void, for example, the use of
graphics to teach economic forecasting to business students. Since
developers have little sophistication in understanding the iota! transport
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problems, the CONDUIT organization has already written technical kind
software guidelines for developers. Following the guidelines would yield a

25 percent savings in development time and would also improve the
chances of the materials eventually being used by uthes and thus ...citified.
Because CONDUIT is a national organization with regional network, it
provides a very quidk and low-uust method fur disseminating CRCM. For
example, one regional ante' responsible fur initial setup of the materials

so they can be used by all the other regional centers in the national
network. This initial setup makes the prugram(s) available to 100 different
institutions.3 Without such an organization 100 separate setups for each
set of materials would be necessary.
Review by the curriculum committee in each discipline is very similar
to the kind of review used by professional journals and ...ask: dealing
houses but probably more rigorous. Certification means the materials are
transportable and have been used successfully by others. If the national
organization gains a reputation for
only high quality materials,
the developers will receive professional recognition and hopefully rewards
in the form of salary, promotion, and tenure.
CONDUIT Central is currently moving into a production phase in
which it can collect usage statistics for developers to be given to
administrators, and an also accept the responsibility of publishing smaller
coin pter related teak-lung modules to be used to augment standard ...lasses.

Hopefully some of these modules will be available in the very near future
and will bring professional ck-ognition and encourage administrators to
reward developers.

As a national organization, CONDUIT can advise funding agencies
which are committed to improving the educational process regarding
dsopline areas that hold high potential for innovative approaches. Clearly,
the impact of a national organization such as CONDUIT in reaching the
untapped market could be strong.
CONCLUSIONS

A successful approach to launching CRCM will require a central
ducting and k-uurdnating
the efforts of the diverse groups which arc needed to meet user and
organization to take a total *sterns approach

developer needs. The CONDUIT philosophy appears to meet the needs of
users and developers and provides a form and organization fur a national
attack on the problem.
Because the needs and guidelines would nut differ [111-anti>, the
untapped market wuld be any Segment of the undergraduate population
in basic courses.

A national organization cannot solve all problems, however. Faculty
and professional organizations can promote a change m the posture of
e- 1,4,1
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administrators toward developers. Computer centers must be service
oriented toward users of CRCM if the untapped market is to be reached.
In addition, there must be continued efforts to solve the transportation
problems as curricula and technology change. In the long run CRCM will
have to be validated in relation to several criteria for improving the
educational process learning, teaching, attitude of students, complex
versus trivial problems, and so on.

The future looks bright, solutions are in sight. If colleges and
universities continue to pursue the problems of exilianging CRCM, the
growth stage of high mass consumption may be around the next corner.
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Packaging and Repository Activities
by Trinka Dunnagan

As a result of two years cf experience in program exchange, the
CONDUIT project has identified problem areas and proposed solutions
pertaining to the dissemination of educational software. This concern with
program exchange has led to the drafting of three relevant products. the
Review Rating Furm, CONDUIT Documentation Guidelines, and Techrucal Transport Guidelines whkh are now being tested by the five regional
networks and the curriculum advisory committees of CONDUIT. With
these products, CONDUIT staff hope to regularize the process of
exchanging computerbased educational materials by. encouraging

developers to produce transportable instructional packages, increasing
author recognition, providing a software dissemination mechanism, and
supplying on-going program maintenance and support.

On the basis of CONDUIT experience with software dissemination,
staff have developed several propositions v., hi..h are now under evaluation.

Programs should be reviewed initially by curriculum advisors and
subsequently by CONDUIT faculty who use the materials in the

classroom. Tlus review should enconi.ass theoretical soundness, oper
animal correctness, usefulness in the classroom and adequacy of the
dix.umentation and program as a curriculum package. For this activity, a
Review Rating Form has been developed.

Second, any deficiencies in a generally desirable package should be
remedied at CONDUIT's instigation. In addition, CONDUIT standards for
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transportability, is stated in the Technical Transport Guidelines, and
documentation, as described in the CONDUIT Documentation Guidelines,

should be met and the resulting program officially repositoried at a
CONDUIT network center. This activity will, of course, be carried out
only with the full knowledge and cooperation of the author.
Third, the CONDUIT repository site, responsible Pr the program's
transportability will convert the code to ANSI standard FORTRAN, if the
pro,gram is batch-oriented, and to ACT' transportable BASIC, if interactive.

CONDUIT transportability ret.ommendations for structured programming,
modularity and parameterization will be integrated into certified
CONDUIT repository holdings. Providing sufficient information and
procedures for program verification at any receiver's site is also a

repository responsibility. In addition, the repository assembles for each
program the components of a CONDUIT documentation package. a
program abstract, an explanation of the program's educational content and
use, a description of the technical aspects of the program, and instructions
for its operation in the local computing center environment.
Generalized products facilitate transportability. To flag deviations from

the standard, an ANSI standard FORTRAN an.dy ter is helpful. Also
translation programs to go from FORTRAN to BASIC or %ice versa and a

standard tape transport format and code will facilitate transportability.

Development of these types of generalized produos has been made
possible by CONDUIT's decision to adopt and test standards within the
consortium.

Because of CONDUIT guidelines, the responsibilities of a repository
center are fairly demanding. However, one a program Is standardized, it
can be easily moved to other tenteis. By knowing what is expel led, both
repository enters and receivers have been able to automate much of the
exchange process. Preliminary indkations are that tost &IN
willustify
the one-time effort exerted by a repository center.
Figure I displays a first pass analysis of CONDUIT data on transportability. Because computer charges, dental services and overhead are not
taken into account, only urritulum ,00rdinator and programmer time is
included in total t ost. By dividing the estimated lines ul transported code
into these dollar costs, staff have developed a rough figure of forty cents
per line for program transport.
As illustrated by Figure I computer materials are not free even if
distributed at no cost. Implementation can he costly. However by
adopting tiansportability retornmendations, CONDUIT hopes to redute
significantly costs to reopients of transporting omputer-based instruction
and, ultimately, to alleviate the overall problem of program exchange.
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Chapter 18
hard Core CAI
Hard Core CAI: A Progress Report
by James A. Schuyler

This chapter gives short progress reports on three of the "hard core"
computer-aided-instruction projects currently under way in the United
States, and compares their emphasis. Hard core CAI means computer uses
in education in which specific interactive languages or systems of hardware
are used which have been designed for this direct interaction w ith the
student. CAI can be contrasted with uses of the computer as a tool, where
the student does the programming, and with uses in which the computer
contains canned programs the student uses to perform computations.
Three projects represented here have each contributed significantly to
the effectiveness of CAI.
PLANIT, transportability. Charles Frye has developed a CAI language

which is easy to use. The computer prompts the courseware author,
hopefully reducing the cost of lesson preparation. Because PLANIT is
written in a computer-independent form, a standard version of PLANIT
can he shipped to a computer in, 'allation, and, once parameters related to
the wordsize and other characteristics of the computer have been set,
implemented as painlessly as possible. A conference at Purdue University
in 1973 brought together a large number of potential PLANIT users, with

the aim of getting PLANIT implemented at most of the installations
represented. The development of PLANIT is supported by the National
Science Foundation.
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TICCIT, courseware authoring approach and student control. Victor
Bunderson, with his experience at the University of Texas as a base, is
currently directing the implementation of the TICCIT system at Brigham
Young University. A framework has been developed in which lesson
matenals (courseware) are treated, tested and then disseminated. Because
the objectives of each part of a lesson are structured, in modular form,
students may choose a study route Muth makes sense for individual needs.
The TICCIT system advises students when necessary, but does not enforce
its advice. TICCIT uses television technology on a table-TV system, and
requires the use of very little spetial purpose equipment, h Jpefully making
it a very low -cost system. It is also under local control, installed in
,tumor - colleges, with final decisions about scheduling and courses made by
the system's users. TICCIT is supported by the National Science
Foundation.

PLATO, new CAI hardware for a large-scale ststent, Daniel Alpert
represents the PLATO-IV system, whose totally new computer terminals
were developed around the revolutionary plasma-display panel to provide
flexible grapluts, lowcost audio and student response via a touch- panel. A
nutrofiche projector is included in each unit. PLATO-IV uses a supercomputer to handle large numbers of terminals, as opposed to TICCIT's

mini-systems. Authoring, on the other hand, is distributed among the
individuals using the system, and most courseware is developed by fatuity
who need lessons for ,,Lasses they are teaching. FL does not exclude the
possibility of large-stale or team efforts to develop courseware, and there

several such teams currently active. One of PLATO's previously
unreeognmed advantage) is the capacity for student-to-student communications directly through the computer. This capability has created new
patterns of teacher interaction as well, allowing w ide-spread authoring
groups to function by communicating thru PLATO. The development of
the PLATO-IV system is funded primarily by the National Science
Foundation.
Other CAI systems and languages seem primarily to provide existing
techniques for CAI on other computer systems, with only a few really
innovative approaches. Most of the innovative apptoathe) have not been
are

connected with the development of CAI systems. but have arisen as
outcomes. The generative CAI approach is nut discussed in this chapter
simply because it doesn't currently seem to have the wide-spread potential
and interest PLANIT, TICCIT and PLATO do.

The normal high-school, college or junior college is soon to he fated
with hard decisions on whether to use Computer-Aided Instruction or not,

and, if so, about which of the available systems to use. A project at
Northwestern University, called Computer Aids to Teaching, is attempting
to evaluate (from the user's standpoint). the effects of C.A.I., the costs of
using various systems now in existence (including PLATO-IV), and the
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extent of support services a University must provide to its users. As a
concomitant output, a CAI system Lalled IIYPERTUTOR has been
developed which f, upward-compatible with PLATO-IV, and an be used
to transport PLATO-IV courseware, CAT is also the "sixth wheel" of the
CONDUIT organization, with the responsibility to develop standards for

documentation of hard core CAI lessons (or programs) and to then
determine whether existing Lourseware an be adapted and transferred
effectively.
In reviewing each of the three CAI projeLts desLribed in this chapter,

some questions must he thought through by users of CAI systems as well
as producers.
First, it's obvious that everybody wants a low -cost system for CAI. The

National Science Foundation is sinking millions of dollars into CAI
projects, and they're shooting for roughly $1.00 or less per student hour at
some future time, not this year or next year. If the hardware costs really
do get that low, faculty and administrators finally will have to face the
question of educational effectiveness of CM. Ldviational Testing Service
is evaluating the effects of PLATO and TICCIT, and users hope to see
sonic hard data on how effeaive these systems are. However, most schools
won't be using CAI as an add-on, since they won't he able to fire many of
their teachers and go to the Lheaper CAI systems. Previously one could
have installed computers instead of luring new teachers as the number of
students was constantly inLreasng. However, in 1974 the demand for
teachers is decreasing, and it is certainly a toudy subtext to talk about
tiring teachers anywhere. One an certainly argue that ('Al adds new
dimensions to learning, but how an one LonvinLe the publk that they
ought to pay more for CAI sy stems in addition to what they're currently
buying?

There is no hard data yet on how the teachers' and students' roles will
he restructured by the appeararke of CAI. Vktor Bunderson's TICCIT is
doing some restructuring by setting up ourseware produLton teams and
redefining the teacher's role, but nobody is reall!, sure how the junior
college faculty will react to TICCIT yet. Will teachers be able to effectively

function within the Lomputenied strikture Mat makes one think that
the same people who are now teaLhing will he able to funLtion in the new
roles defined by CM systems? Perhaps a totally different type of person
will be needed.

Third, one must consider problems enLountered in transfer of course-

ware. The TICCIT project approaches this problem head-on with an
instructional development team approaLh in which speodicsis produce,
validate and distribute courseware. On today's PLATO, hundreds of
authors write their on lessons. It looks like demoLraLy in aLtion, but how
does one know that the individuals' lessons will eventually be used? How
does one determine whether a lesson is any good? If a teaLher uses a lesson
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prepared by another person, will s/he be able to modify it, or must it be
used in its original form? At the moment the transferrability of CAI seems
to be hindered by language barriers. Will this change as PLATO-1V or
TICCIT become the predonunant CAI systems? What is the potential for
PLANIT courseware?

Regarding validation LAI courseware isn't like a regular computer
program, where all inputs are limited and can be anticipated. Local
validation of a lesson by a single author which is too limited, is the rule in
most cases today. Each lesson must instead be content - checked by experts

in the appropriate discipline, then student-checked for effectiveness by
several (or many) biasses of students at several (or many) institutions.
Transfer of CAI, is hindered by the lack of effective documentation for
almost all lessons. In part this happens because the courseware authors are
simply exhausted when they finish the creation of lessons, and a demand

for documentatt.,n, to be presented to potential teacher -users of their
courseware, jus' "Ids one more task to their list. Such a function could be

performed by an agency formed just for the purpose of validation of
matenals, but it remains to be seen whether users would be willing to pay
for such a service.

These certainly are not all of the questions one could ask about hard
bore CAI, but they may be helpful in examining the effects of CAI further

than just the glossy surface. CAI is a powerful tool which is rapidly
approaching wide-spread use, and the questions posed above deserve
answers in the near future.
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Design Strategy for
Learner-Controlled Courseware
by C. Victor Bunderson

Unlike other CAI systems which weight system design in favor of the
biases of engineers and computer scientists, the TICCIT system is built
around a coherent set of instructional principles, incorporated in a
learner control command language. In this paper some of the goals to be
served by a CAI system are discussed, and the strategy 6.,ing the command
language, for achieving these goals described.*
TICCIT

The TICCIT project (Time-Shared, Interactive, ComputerControlled
Information Television) has acted as

a

catalyst to bring together

contributions from workers in CAI, instructional psychology, computer
service, and systems engineering. The result is a system of hardware,
software, courseware, and implementation strategies which has a number
of novel features. Already the excellent digicolor display developed by the
MITRE Corporation has begn to influence manufacturers, both directly
and indirectly. The Sony color TV terminals (up to 128 can be drivenby
two minicomputers), which provide for the display of free-form and
computergenerated graphics in seven colors, videotapes, and digitized
audio, represent a new alternative as low-cost display devices which have
the capabilities needed for effective instruction.

'The work desimbed in this paper was 1.0ndUl.tell in huge part under a subcontract
from the MITRE Corporation, McLean, Virginia, under NSF.
276
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Another contribution of the pioject which has already begun to prove
its worth is the systematic courseware development procedure which is
based on a separation of strategy and content, both conceptually and
actually in the computer, and structure of the content files according to a
taxonomy of instructional variables. The result is sufficient structure to
organize teams with differentiated staffing, author training and component
specifications based on prescriptive instructional theorems and management ealciencies. A commercial company has cross-validated sonic of
these courseware development procedures in a major training project for
the
S Na' y, where cost-savings and increased effectiveness resulted In
the development of materials, both for CAI and for non-CAI forms of
media.

Other potential contributions of the project await the completion of
the system software and implementation into Phoenix College and
Alexandria campus of Northern Virginia Community College. An evalua-

tion of the effectiveness of learner-control and an evaluation of the
effectiveness of the content structure and implementation strategies in
mathematics and English must await these developments.
The discussion of goals and strategies which follows is adapted from a

more extensive publication, The TICCIT Project. Design Strategy for
Educational Innovation.1
EFFECTIVENESS GOALS FOR INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS

Mastery: At least 85 percent of the students who take the TICCIT
courses will achieve mastery, as defined by the mastery tests at the
lesson and unit levels.

Efficiency: Students will improve their efficiency in learning from
CAI by a substantial factor as measured between the first two and
last two units of any course. Efficiency as a design goal is expected

to contribute to a decreased time of 25 percent or greater for
students to complete, relative to classroom instruction. Time saving
is of value to students, as well as to an educational system.
Improved Learning Strategies. Learning strategies are defined operationally in terms of patterns of use of the learner control command
language

described in another section below. Improvement in
strategies will be measured by the extent to which the student's
efficiency improves simultaneously with the reduction in his
requirement for advice.

Approach Rather Than Avoidance. The students will develop a
positive attitude of approach rather than avoidance relative to the
subject matter in any TICCIT course. Attitude may be measured in
part by questionnaires given to the student from time to time, but
will be measured primarily by the extent to which the student will

a).3
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voluntarily work un optional material and go on to take higher level
TICCIT courses. The same type of measurement can take place in

English and can be reflected at a gross level through increased
enrollment in the more advanced English courses not taught by
TICCIT.
Resputistbrhty. Students' attitude of respunswility toward learning

will increase from the first unit to the last unit. While difficult to
measure, it is expected that the extent to which students meet
scheduled appointments can be assessed, as can the extent to which

they exert continual effort toward achieving goals of mastery and
efficiency.
The extent to which effectiveness goals for students are achieved is very

much a function of the learner-controlled courseware concept described
below. Rather than being led step-by-step, a student is given a command
language which allows him or her to survey freely, establish an individual
sequence within the constraints set by prerequisites, and establish learning
tactics. Learning tactics are described in terms of the sequence of rules,
examples and practice instances a student sees. It is only through this
learner-control strategy that TICCIT can help the student achieve
improvement in all five of the effectiveness goals.
Mastery. The strategy to achieve the goal of student mastery is based on

a modular
the application of instructional theorems to the design
courseware data structure. This data structure, or content structure, is
separated both conceptually and physically in the computer from the logic,
which implements instructional sequencing strategies. Instructional
sequencing strategies are largely left in the hands of the student, who is
guided by an advisor program to develop individual characteristic strategy
and tactics.
Instructional research, and propositions ur theorems derived from it,

shaped the design of the content components. These propositions are
descnbed in Merrill and Boutwell2 and Merrill. In the former paper, a
review of the literature un learning and instruction led to the development
of a taxonomy of instructional vanables of three classes. presentation
form, interdisplay relationships, and mathemagenic information. By
means of this taxonomy, any instructional sequence involved in complex
cognitive learning tasks may be characterized.
Presentation form may be of four types, generalities ur instances, either

of which may be presented either in expository on inquisitor> form. The
system deals primanly with concept learning and rule using, su a generality
is a definition of a concept, ur a dear statement ,t" 'i rule. An instance is an

example or nonexample of a concept or a rule in use. Inquisitory
generalities (e.g., "define a concept") are rarely wzd in TICCIT, since
memorization of rules is not sought and sine upenended definitions or
rule statements in natural language are difficult to analyze by computer.
c

.
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Mathemagnic information involves prompting and cuing and other
attention-focusing techniques. Specific techniques include. attribute isola-

tion (use of color, graphics, etc., to highlight key attributes), search
strategies (step-by-step algorithm), mnemonic aids, and production straw-

Certain concepts of man-machine instruction developed at the University of Texas Computer Aided Instruction laboratory were combined with
the Merrill taxonomy to devise the modular courseware structure. These

included the concept of hierarchically indexed data structures and a
command language to move about within these structures. A set of
content tiles indexed within these structures was defined. Since the
content tiles were developed along the lines of the taxonomy of
instructional variables, students could use the command language to
sequence these files themselves, thus manipulating instructional variables.

The TICCIT courseware is hierarchically organized into four levels
represented to the student by special displays that. present the hierarchies,
list the topics, provide access to a standardized version of the objectives,
and display status after the student has worked. Levels are.
Course Level: Course objectives and status display (course map),
Unit Level: Unit objectives and status display (unit map),
Lesson Level: Lesson objectives and status display (lesson map), and

Segment Level. Primary Instruction Components (rule, example,
practice).
OBJECTIVES AND STATUS DISPLAY

A simplified map is shown in Figure I. The screen displays a hierarchy
on one side and topics on the other. To survey, the student may look at
the introduction (either a mindessoni sequence of digitally generated
displays, or a videotape) or may type integers, or may type "P". Typing an
integer followed by the OBJ (objective) key gives a cartoon illustrating the
segment objective. "P" gives the prerequisites. STATUS is indicated by
coloring the boxes red, yellow or green to indicate trouble, uncertainty, or
clear progress. Ty ping "X" gives a similar map for extra optional material,
including AB work, games, simulations and other "fun options."

At the course level, the boxes represent unit objectives. At the unit
level, they represent lesson objectives, and, at the lesson level, they
represent segment objectives. Tu permit the student access to any level of
the courseware, a learner control command keyboard was designed. (See
Figure 2) The ATTN key signals that a typed command is forthcoming
(e.g., logon, logoff, calculate). BACK displays the immediately preceding
screen image. SKIP permits by -passii.g a test item and certain other
functions. NOTE records a comment fur the author and EXIT pops back
to a level from which the student exited for some operation. The nine keys
A,

Oa
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Figure 1. Lesson MAP
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3. Memorizing Be Verbs
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6. Memorizing Modals
7. Identifying Verbs
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Figure 2. TICCIT Keyboard
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at the bottom of Figure 2 are involved in the learner's control of his own
learning tactics. The RULE, EXAMP, PRACT, EASIER, HARDER, HELP,

and OBJ keys deal with events within a segment while the MAP and
ADVICE keys are more general.
On u course or unit map when the student selects a box, s /he pushes the

GO button and drops to the next lower map. On a lesson map, when the
student selects a segment, s/he pushes the RULE, EXAMP (example) or
PRACT (practice) button to interact directly with the content. Following
any of these three buttons, s/he may push EASIER, HARDER, or HFLP
to vary the instructional variables which s/he may require for effective
learning.

From the lesson map illustrated in Figure I and from the primary
instruction keys, the Carious content tiles which compose the modular
courseware data structure may be inferred.
The three main primary instruction learner-control buttons are related

to the presentation form dimension of the taxonomy of instructional
variables as indicated in Figure 3. This figure also shows how the EASIER
and HARDER keys are related to inter-display relationship variables, and
the HELP to mathemagenic information.
The function of the nine principal learner control command keys is as
follows:
RULE. Accesses the main generality for a segment. For a concept,
this is a definition; for a rule, it is a clear statement; for
memorization, it is a description of what is to be memorized.
EXAMP. tVA.esses the next instance in a file of expository instances.
The sequence of instances is constructed so that matching, pairing,
and other instructional variables, not appropriate for student
control, are built in.
PRACT. Accesses the same instance file as EXAMP, but presents it
in inquisitor> mode, with necessary answer processing for studententered responses.

RULE may be followed by:
EASIER. More concrete form of rule (an analogy). Simpler
terminology.
HARDER. More abstract. Technical notation and terminology.
HELP. Mnemonic aids to remember the rule. Attribute isolation of
key terms or characteristics using color, graphics and audio. These
displays may be followed by an information processing sequence for
using the rule or testing instances of the concept.
PRACT or EXAMP may he followed by.
EASIER or HARDER. Shifts to easier or harder instances.

HELP. Instance specific attribute isolation using color, arrows,
sometimes graphics and sometimes audio. Aids to recall the rule are
presented first, followed by a step-by-step walk-through of a good

r:

Expositor?

ATTRIBUTE ISOLATION
MNEMONIC AIDS
ALGORITHMS

CUING

MATHEMAGENIC INFOPMATION

MATCHING
DIVERGENCY

DIFFICULTY

AFISTRACTCONCRETE

INTERDISPLAY RELATIONSHIPS

INSTANCE

GENERALITY

PRESENTATION FORM
Inqunotory

INSTRUCTIONAL VARIABLE CATEGORY

7.

PRACT

HELP

BUILTIN INSTANCE
SEQUENCE
NO CONTROL

HARDER
EASIER

EXAMP

RULE

LEARNER CONTROL COMMAND

Figure 3. Relation of Learner Control Commands to Instructional Variables
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informatiun-processing algorithm for using the rule or testing the
concept, specific to this instance.

Matching of examples and non-examples and a default sequence
generally going from easy to hard and covering the necessary range of
divergent.), among the instances is built into the instance tiles and their con-

trolling logic. A guiding principle in the design of learner ontrol was that
students should be given control only over those variables for which they had
a basis for intelligent choice.

There are five basic kinds of content tiles, with additional files for
display formatting and answer processing. Map tiles include the objectives
and prerequisites for survey, and the INTRO content for course, unit and
lesson maps. Generality files provide for each segment a main generality,
an easier version, a harder version and a "help" file for the generality. For
each segment a sequence of twelve to forty instances are included in the
instance tiles. Instances are t.lassitied as easy, medium and hard and are
available in expository or inquisitory modes. For each instance, a help file
specific to that instance is available. In inquisitory mode, answerprocessing and feedback is available. Instance files may be defined by
generative algorithms as well as by a set of discrete items. Test files for

each lesson are made up of instances similar to those found in the
inquisitury instance tiles. On the XTRA map AB level tests are optional.
Although they are often off-line, unit and course level tests may be
provided.

Fun options are games, simulations, tidbits of humorous or interesting
information, and options to look at extra videotapes of interests. These are

made available on the same map with any AB level work, to induce
students voluntarily to choose optional work. The learnercontrol
command language provides the student with a means to access any tile
with few restraints. Although the student may be forced to listen to and
look at advke if s/he is going astray, s/he is never forced to look at any
instructional material.
Each student has an idiosyncratic requirement for instriktion on the
various objectives which constitute a course. Through the map displays
and through the status reports using this map display, s/he can select
objectives and, within broad restraints set by the prerequisite relationships
between lessons, the sequence of those objectives. Within an objective,
which ty pically teaches a single concept or rule, students vary as to the
amount of help they need to understand how to perform on the practice
items which test that objective.
Slower students will need more EASIER displays, more HELP, and a

greater number of instances. Brighter students may use a discovery
approach, focusing on the harder practice instances. They will have fewer
requirements for HELP and for the alternate rule displays. Status reports
tell the student when s/he has achieved mastery, so any student can read

ei:90
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the displays and be assured of eventually reaching a mastery state.
Efficiency. The careful analysis of content into learning hierarchies
typically increases the efficiency of systematically designed instruction in
comparison to classroom instruction, since incidental matenal is deleted.
Furthermore, students can skip those objectives which they already know.
At the level of the tactical sequences of primary instruction keys within a
segment, TICCIT also hopes to improve efficiency. The advisor program
and status displays constitute the design techniques used to achieve this
goal. It is expected that learner-control will be less efficient, at first, than

would a skillfully designed adaptive sequence based on research and
controlled by the computer. However, given adequate status displays, a
reasonably good advisor, and practice, students should be able to develop
skill in strategy and tactics which will exceed the efficiency possible
through program control.
Improved Strategies. Even if the art and science of mathematical
modeling of the learning process should evolve to the point where greater
levels of mastery and efficiency could always be obtained by computer
control than by learner control, learner control would he preferred. The
goal of improved strategies and its companion goals, improved attitudes of
approach and responsibility, should not be subordinated to the quest for
efficiency.
Previous research on learner control at the University of Texas4 did not
seek to establish relationships between the availability of learner control

and the growth in strategy competence. approach and responsibility. The

conception of learner control was too narrow, both in relation to the
outcomes of learner control and the means to implement it. Available CAI
programs were too short in duration for much skill in learner control to
develop, and the courseware data structures lacked the modularity and the
relationship to instructional variables inherent in the TICCIT courseware
design.

A broader concept of learner control requires better answers to the
questions. What is to be controlled? How is it to be controlled? On what
basis do we expect the student to learn to control it' The student should
have control over instructional variables which can make a difference in his
or her learning In the TICCIT project, unables reviewed and classifed in
the paper by Merrill and Boutwell (1973) were divided into those which
could readily be manipulated by the student and those which, at least for
now, should remain under the control of the authors and the computer.
The results of this decision process are described above in the discussion of
the MAP logic, and the primary instruction commands.
How are these variables to be controlled? Earlier learner control
researchers had relinquished control to the student in a fairly ad hoc and
nonsystematic manner. Because of the lack of separation of strategy and
content in the various tutorial CAI languages, choice of options was thrust
ew
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unexpectedly into the hands of students at content specific decision
points. A more rational approach was developed in later years5, but all
these approaches were still limited in the range of variables placed under
student control. The TICCIT design for learner control viewed studentmachine interai-tion as a communication process requiring a formal
command language related to the variables which affect learning.

A model for studentmachine communication developed by Pask6
provided one source of inspiration for the learner control command
language implemented in TICCIT. Pask asserted that all communication
between student and computer can be described as taking place in one or
more special languages. The flow of instructional information sequenced
according to fixed algorithms within the computer, and the answers to
questions and problems entered by the student comprise what Pask calls
the LO language. Discussion about the instructional process itself, and
attempts by the student to control the process in sonic way, take place in
LI. It is possible also to define an L2 language in which control processes
can be discussed and modified.
In the TICCIT system, progressively higher levels of discourse are used

which are analogous to Pask's languages. Level 0 may be implemented
primarily within the files of instances where students may look at worked
examples or may practice. Level I is implemented by means of the MAP
logic and the primary instruction keys. Level 2 is implementea by an
advisor program, which refers to a set of student historical data (monitor)
and communicates by reference to "status displays" at course, unit, lesson
and segment levels. The advisor also communicates through audio and
through blue-colored visual displays.
The concept of a learner control command language and advisor which
permits discourse between students and machine at all three of Pask's

levels is the key element in the design approach for improving student
strategies. The elements missing from earlier implementations of learner
control were the instructional variable-related commands, the status
displays and the advisor.
These latter elements provide an answer to the question. "on what basis
may the student learn improved strategies?" Given instructionally relevant
commands, well-defined goals (objectives and tests on MAP displays), and
status reports which reveal the discrepancy between present status and
desired status, students have the information necessary to initiate strategic
and tactical decisions. The availability of an advisor permits the student to

request suggestions on which strategic or tactical decisions might be
appropriate at any time during the process of instruction. The advisor also
monitors the student's choices and offers unsolicited advice about strategy
or tactics when the student departs from a generally useful model.
Learner strategy has four phases. survey, learning tactics; evaluation;
and review. Maps at the course, unit and lesson levels, permit access to the
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introduction, videotape or mmilesson, the objectives, the prerequisites,
and any rule display. The student may survey any unit and lesson in the
course freely, but s/he may not work on instances or tests on any lesson
for which s/he has not completed the prerequisite lessons. MAP, GO, OBJ,
INTRO, PREREQUISITES, and RULE commands can be used to survey.
Learning tactics occur within a segment, and use the primary
instruction commands RULE, EXAM?, PRACT, EASIER, HARDER, and
HELP in any sequence, except EASIER, HARDER, or HELP must always
be preceded by RULE, EXAMP, or PRACT.
Testing tactics take place in the practice files for self-testing, and in the
lesson and unit tests where students get three attempts at the lesson-level

working tests. The students with higher aspirations or with greater
approach responses may, on certain lessons, type XTRA to access another
MAP with fun (.ptions and more advanced concepts and rules. An AB level
test may be provided on the XTRA map, for whii.h only one attempt is
permitted.
Revicw tactics are permitted at any time. Within a lesson, review mode
is identical to initial learning with the exk.eption that no scoring occurs and

the advisor is limited to a few simple, general comments about review
strategy.

Approach vs. Avoidance. What variables effect positive affect toward
learning a particular i.ontent? One point is clear. It is impossible even to
measure approach without permitting free i.hoice. Voluntary choice is a
requisite for the measurement of an affective objective7.
The designers of TICCIT hypothesize that learner control will also
contribute to the development of approa,h responses. Because the XTRA
menu and the AB level test are strictly voluntary the extent to which
students spend time on these materials is one indication of the growth of
approach responses.

Effective instruction may be the most powerful variable in producing
approach. A sense of accomplishment, and a recognition of growing skill at
strategy and tactics may lead the student to ,hoose optional work during
TICCIT instruction and more significantly, to elei.t more advanced math
or

English

courses not using TICCIT. Introductory videotapes and

mmilessons are also designed to prodikc a positive attitude toward taking
each TICCIT lesson. In addition, the use of color, graphics and low-key
humor are designed to lighten the task of learning.
Responsibility. Like approach, the growth of a sense of responsibility is
an outcome for which the controlling variables are not well understood.

The modular design of TICCIT with its dearly defined outcomes of
mastery and efficiemy, , provides an opportunity to observe variations in
indices related to responsible use of time and resources. The extent to
which appointments are sileduled and kept provides a gross measure.
Day-to-day fluctuations in efficiency provide a more fine-grained measure

f.) 3
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which should be explored.

The design strategy

is

based on the assumption that growth in

responsibility occurs when responsibility is clearly fixed and help is

provided to assist the individual to carry that responsibility. An over-riding
tone per;:ades the courseware and the advisor program. It say s wordlessly

that the responsibility of the authors is to provide effective, interesting
instructional resources, and helpful advice. The responsibility of the
student is to select individual own goals, (at registration), to plan a
sequence of subgoals, and to apply himself or herself actively to the task
of achieving those goals.
The training of proctors and teachers is a key aspect in the strategy to
achieve unproved responsibility. Teachers and proctors must learn not to
step in and rescue a student from an impending error, but instead maintain
a problem-solving nonjudgmental attitude and provide help when
requested.
In summary, the design strategy for effective goals is based on a review
of instructional variables effective in complex cognitive learning. particu-

in concept and rule learning. Certain of these variables were put
under the control of the student by means of a learner control command
language. The student uses this language to. survey the course, plan an
overall sequence strategy for learning objectives, develop specific learning
tactics for each objective, and develop his or her own testing and review
tactics. Status displays help the student focus efforts and make strategic
larly

and tactical choices. An advisor program helps him or her learn the
command language so that strategies and level of mastery and efficiency'
will improve simultaneously. In addition, improved attitudes of approach
and responsibility are sought through global aspects of the courseware

design and through the manner in which teachers and proctors are
expected to interact.
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The PLATO Project: A Status Report
by Daniel Alpert

This paper does not try to evaluate the PLATO project, nor to compare
it with any other system, rather it sets forth my personal appraisal of the
status of the project today, and discusses the prospects for widespread
dissemination of the PLATO system tomorrow. The Computer-based
Education Research Laboratory at the Univesrity of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign is about to embark on a demonstration field-test and formal
evaluation of the system. The demonstration program is jointly sponsored
by the National Science Foundation and the University of Illinois, and a
formal evaluation will be carried out by Educational Testing Service.
The dissemination of a new technology, which some have called the
technological innovation process, involves two major phases. technological
research and development, including exploratory research, invention,
systems development, and demonstration of technological feasibility; and
large scale marketing and production. Widespread acceptance by individual
and institutional users and the development of economic feasibility usually
is a result of sizeable investment capital and mass production. In any field,

these steps are characteristic of the introduction of technological

innovation, and the second phase, upon which the PLATO project is now
embarking, is typically far more expensive than the first in terms of effort
and dollars.

I
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PLATO IV

PLATO IV was designed not as a research tool, but as a prototype of a
widespread people's technology to permit instructors and students to
transform teaching and learning into exciting sports. The system design
was based on the premise that the existing technologies currently in use in
schools, both the tools and the ways of doing things, are inadequate and
obsolescent. Tools, that have been in use for centuries, include the printing
press, the classroom, and the textbook, and ways of doing things include
lectures, lock-step schedules for all students, and multiple-choice examinations. In general, these technologies are deficient in three critical ways.
They are based on a one-to-many teaching strategy, that is, they
make learning a spectator sport.

For economic reasons, the lecture and the textbook must be
addressed to an average student, a person increasingly hard to find
in a world of increasing diversity.

The existing technologies do not provide adequate feedback to
either the learner or the teacher, so that what we will do tomorrow
can not be substantively improved as a result of what we did
yesterday.
The PLATO IV system is built around the following components, each of
which involves new technologies:
A large central computer serving at least 1,000 student consoles.

A major new author and user language called TUTOR, every
student console can be used by authors and instructors to write,
edit, and modify instructional materials and to acquire and process
student performance data.
A new student console based on a number of new technologies for
displays, these include a new graphics display with built-in-memory,
the plasma display panel, a random-access microfiche image
selector, and a touch panel by which either students or authors may
communicate with the system by simply touching the display.
New communications techniques that make possible a geographically distributed network, any console can talk to, or monitor, any
other student console.
A wide variety of instructional strategies and subject matter areas is
incorporated in the instructional materials that have already been prepared
for the PLATO IV system, for example, these include a course in Chinese,
in which Chinese characte:s can be locally stored in the student console,
elementary mathematics, in which two students may play games at the
same console or at different consoles, and biology, m which the genetics of
fruit flies are built into a simulated genetic model, permitting students to

carry out actual experiments that used to be carried out in the genetics
laboratory. In addition, PLATO IV provides instruction in chemistry,
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physics, veterinary inediLine, and many other subjects at all levels. In total

there are 1,500 hours of instructional materials completed in about 50
course areas.

The PLATO IV system has now been in operation for almost two
years. In April 1974, there are about 450 student consoles connected to
the CDC computer in Urbana, most of the terminals are located in the
state of Illinois, but almost 100 are distributed elsewhere in the country,
from California to Washington, D.C. The laboratory is still adding consoles
and expects to have more than 800 on the system by the end of the year.
Currently providing reliable access to all consoles during available prime

time between 8 a.m. and 10 p.m., the system is operating with
unsLheduled downtime less than 5 percent of the time due to all causes.
Thus, the system provides about 120,000 contact hours per month to at
least 40 institutions, including about 10 institutions with at least a dozen
consoles.

Despite the fact that a great deal of instructional materials have been
written for use on PLATO, there is still great need for additional curricular

development. At the present time, over 600 authors are logged into the
system, and at least 30,000 hours per month devoted to authoring on-line.
This does not include time devoted to student-testing of materials, a
critical part of the development and validation process. Currently, there

are well over 50 courses in the process of development or revision,
including some of those which will be field-tested in September.

The most signifkant status report about the system is that it is up and
running! The system is operating as a CAI and CMI system with
hundreds of students and authors on line, and it is operating as an effective
inter-institutional interstate Lummunications network, with teams of
authors, users, consultants, and instructional designers working on
common problems and exchanging ideas and information in a completely
unprecedented way. In short, not only has the technological feasibility of

the PLATO IV system been demonstrated, but there is a remarkable
culture in the process of development, major changes are taking place
among authors and users of PLATO which are difficult to summarize or
record. I do not want to imply that there are no problems associated with

the system. However, the first phase of the innovation process, the
demonstration of technological feasibility, has been accomplished.

How about the second phase. widespread cultural acceptance and
feasible economic costs? Obviously acceptance and economics are not
independent of each other. For this reason it has always been an
underlying premise of the PLATO IV systems design that, in order to gain
wide acceptance, the unit cost of instruction on the PLATO system would

have to compare favorably with the unit cost of instruction at any
educational institution. In our initial statement of target costs for the
system' two assumptions were made. the system would be in instructional
L
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use 40 hours per week, or 2,000 hours per year, and ,apital investment in

hardware would be amortized over a five year period. We presented a
target cost of about 50 cents per contact hour to over the costs of the
computer, student console, ommunications and systems management,
and the ,ommunications estimate over a maximum distance of 150 miles.
What are the actual current costs of PLATO IV? When a project is at
the developmental stage, and the persons operating the system are also
building, improving the system, it is not easy to separate the start-up
developmental osts from the ongoing operational costs. For this reason,
one might get vary ing estimates from different persons familiar with the
PLATO project, and tli.. following cost estimates are niy own. Current
computer costs, if extrapolated to a fully loaded computer (i.e., serving

1,000 consoles), would be 60 cents per contact hour, including an
expansion of the memory. The current cost of the student console is
approximately 56,000, inluding the random- access image Selector and the
electronic touch panel which brings the unit osts of the k.onsole also to
approximately 60 cents per contaLA hour. The cost of ommunications
shows the greatest disparity from our original estimates, due partly to the
reluctance of the telephone system to permit PLATO to use ETV video
channels. Using regular telephone lines, each serving 4 student consoles,
communications costs are about 30c to 404 per contak.t hour for consoles
at a distance of 150 miles (the distance from Urbana to Chicago). Finally,
the cost of operation and maintenance of this system, still in its
developmental stages, is about 10c to 254 per contact hour. Thus my
estimate of the total unit cost is about SI.50 to S1.85 per contact hour
(not including instructional materials).
At this price level the capital investment needed is so high as to
discourage the widespread use of the system by educational institutions in
the near future. However, many schools and colleges could readily justify

an investment in PLATO if the costs were reduced by a factor of three.
Thus, in economic terms, PLATO faces a chicken and egg situation. we
could justify many more PLATO installations if the costs were about
one-third of what they are, and the costs could probably be ;educed by a
factor of three if there were a sufficient market for the system.
Suppose the economic boundary conditions could be met. Would there
be

a market in existing educational institutions a ground swell of

enthusiasm for access to the system, if it were available at the target costs?
While I have confidence in the eventual outcome, I would have to say in all

candor that, as of today, the marketing would face many uncertainties.
Originally, the PLATO project started out to show how PLATO IV could
be used on a major university campus and to branch to other institutions
as opportunities arose. However, sponsors asked the laboratory to carry
out the field-test and evaluation at several community colleges (four in the
city of Chicago) and elementary schools. Thus, in a very short time frame,
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we have had to learn how to work with people in other institutiov to
prepare appropriate instructional ma.erials for use in these institutions
and, in the process, we are learning how these institutions work. To move
off campus is in many is much more difficult, especially in institutions
where there is no tradition of curriculum development by the instructional
staff or of released time for such activities. It will surprise no one to learn
that instructors will accept a new medium, but not if it threatens to take
their jobs away or to serve purposes which they do not understand.

To incorporate a new medium like PLATO, a continuing process of
social invention has been necessary and will continue to be necessary both

to set educational objectives and to develop procedures for writing,
editing, and validating instructional matenals. It has been necessary to
develop teams not only to design instructional materials but also to build
an infrastructure that can manage the adoption of a new medium. Teams
have included people from different institutions, and carried out different
functions. authors, instructional designers, test and evaluation ,,pecalists,
and TUTOR programmers. Also included in such teams are instructor/
users who may not actually program PLATO lessons, but who do know

the students and their aspirations and take part in the planning and
criticism of the instructional materials. These teams are interinstitutional
and involve people from several different community colleges or public
schools as well as from the university.
Wv are developing new insights as to the product and the process and
are building a new concept for computer-assisted instruction and

computer-managed instruction. Rather than follow the usual narrowly
prescribed concept of using CAI to support the traditional curriculum and
teaching process, the PLATO IV system makes it possible to change and to
enlarge the curriculum and to modify the roles of the humans responsible
for the instructional process.
Designing valid CAI objectives and transportable curricular materials is
an area in which the CAI community had made little progess. I believe
that the backward state of this art is due to the backward state of previous
CAI and CMI systems. Until PLATO IV, there has not been a CAI system

that permitted the true interaction of a wide variety of people and
perspectives. With PLATO, one has not only a very flexible hardware
system brat also a powerful authoring and user language, TUTOR. In my
view N o characteristics of the PLATO IV system are essential to the
development of a widespread computer-based
anon effort in this
country. First a communications network that ercourages the develop.
ment of inter-institutional exchanges of ideas and caticism, as well as
interinstitutional cooperation is necessary for the development of a true
culture even on a single campus. Second the capability of the PLATO
system for acquiring and processing student performance and teacherauthor performance data is critical for the dissemination of CAI at least in

SOO
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the early stages of the use of the system. Mule a powerful authoring
language, graphic displays, and other exciting features are also very
desirable, these two features are ess ..ntial to the development of
widespread involvement in and use of a CAI system. Indeed, if someone
could build an economical free-standing minicomputer to do the instruction, I believe that it would be necessary to tie many of them together in a
PLATO-like communkations network to develop a sufficient culture for
disseminating the system and for providing compatibility between systems.
CONCLUSION

I believe that the large community now using PLATO IV has come a
long way toward demonstrating feasibility of a major new educational
medium. However, the a,ceptance of such an instrument depends on
continuing social invention. the development of institutions and procedures that will provide the instructional strategies, the curricular
materials, and the new ways of doing things that will be necessary for
putting the new technologies to work.
While the PLATO IV users community is gradually developing these

mechanisms, we have a long way to go. In introducing a major new
technology, it is necessary not only to recognize what must be done but to
understand the scale at w hkh it must happen di? is to make a meaningful

contribution to Amerkan educational institutions. Studies have shown
that the tedinologkal invention and feasibility stage represents only a
small fraction, perhaps 10 percent, of the efforts and dollars needed to
place a new technology into operational use. To make PLATO a sucass in
terms of widespread dissemination, a major additional investment in terms

of dollars and commitment will be necessary. However, even such an
investment is very small in the context of a national expenditure for
education of $60 billion annually.

believe that what we are not doing as educators is simply not
adequate for the education of our citizens or for the survival of our
institutions. Our educational programs, lack practical feasibility and a
I

theoretical framework for the teaching- learning process. It is for these
reasons

I

retain a commitment to the development of a national

computer-based network for education. one that is also capable of
developing a national community of research effort, both in the applied
fields of instruction and in basic research on the teadung-learning process.
Such a community does not now exist, and it may never exist if educators
restrict activities to the use of instructional technologies that are
inadequate not only as means for teaching but also as means for learning
about the teaching process.
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PLANIT: The Portable CAI System
by Charles H. Frye

In 1968, 1 chaired a panel for an AERA convention in Los Angeles on
"CAI. A Five-Year Perspective." Vic Bunderson was on that panel, and
although the TICCIT work was not yet initiated, It was foreshadowed by
early work at the University of Texas. The PLATO project was represented

there by Don Bluer who brought along a four-inch square panel of gli
on which he could light the letters, "Ul." Arthur Melmed was there from
the National Science Foundation giving his observations regarding the
Foundation's long-term Interest in CAI, which is now being overseen by
Erik McWilliams. His office has provided a substantial amount of the
funding for CAl development including much of the support for PLATO,
TICCIT, and PLANIT. One thing the development of CAl has not lacked is
continuity.
A prototype of PLANIT was put into operation early in 1966. With it
one could author and dispense typical CAl lesson scenarios with

particularly good facility in numerically-oriented lesson materials. Five

years ago the PLANIT group was proposing a machine independent
operating system for CAl that could easily be installed on any garden
variety computer hardware and be used to implement the PLANIT
language in time-shared fashion for authoring and dispensing CAI. In
contrast to the prototype PLANIT, the new portable version was to be a
complete system including al, the necessary pieces for production CAI. To

include only a lesson authoring and execution capability would hardly
296
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qualify to be called a system in the ternunology of most computer centers'
personnel. They also want such capabilities as. file maintenance and
backup, program maintenance, user accounting, device allocation, and so
on. Thus, PLANIT is much more than just a CAI language.

Five years later in 1974 the proposed PLANIT system has been
completed and is being tested in the several sites where it has been
installed. This paper reports on that progress and offers some comments
on the relationship of PLANIT to PLATO and TICCIT.

Confidence was lacking at the outset that the development of a truly
portable CAI system could be achieved. One widely respected systems
expert gave the project less than ten percent chance of success. Others said
that PLANIT would not be alive at the end of the five-year period. It is to
the credit of National Science Foundation staff that they continued to
believe that the goal was attainable.

By 1974, PLANIT has been installed on a wide variety of hardware,
including CDC 3170, 3300, and 6500, DEC 10, Honeywell 200 and 600,

IBM 360/40, 360/67 and 370/155, Siemens 4004 and 4004/155,
Telefunken, Univac 1108, and XDS 940, some under existing time-sharing

systems and others under batch. One version runs side-by-side Kith a
spooling system, HASP. It was promised that PLANIT would run 20
terminals in no more than 256,000 bytes of core. It is now running more
in less space. In at least one case PLANIT ran 12 terminals in 72,000 bytes
of core. Being completely modularized, it can be configured to the core
that is available.

PLAN IT installation cost was promised to be in the range of SI0,000

to 520,000. Recently Purdue University completed a study in which
PLANIT was installed on their CDC 6500 and run for a week long pilot
study during which 56 PLANIT users ran an average of 49.8 minutes each.
They reported a total installation cost of about SI300 requiring about 147
hours of programmer time. Others have also confirmed that the original
cost estimates for installation were unnecessarily high.
On the question of consumptiveness, Purdue reported several statistics
based on their pilot study:

Throughput was apparently unaffected by the operation of
PLANIT. Average jobs per hour for the week of the pilot study was
434 compared to an average of 421 for the week prior and 445 for
the week following.
PLANIT required approximately 1/5 of available core while it was
processing a user, consuming an average of 4.15 seconds of CPU
time per 50-minute period (reflecting the expected low CPU usage
for CAI).

Terminal /hour costs ranged from $2.08 to $2.25, using Purdue's
standard charging algorithm.

It has been observed that because PLANIT uses FORTRAN in the
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installation process, the result must surely be inefficient especially since
such a simple subset is used to implement complex system functions such
as scheduling and cataloging. While it is true that machine language would
run faster, two advantages outweigh the disadvantage inherent in the use
of FORTRAN.
First, contrary to all other transfer methods short of recoding, PLANIT
execution efficiency will not suffer when the system is moved from one
computer another.

Second, typical CPU usage is very low for CAI such that small
differences in efficiency will have only marginal effect. There is no
efficiency loss in use of space and pen pherals where the CAI investment is
high.

At one site in particular there is little doubt that PLANIT is being used
as a production system. The University of Freiburg in West Germany has
been using it in that fashion for more than a year with a daily operating
schedule, courses taught for credit, and authors hired full-time. Being first,
they experienced more than their share of problems but they report the
system has operated quite reliably for the last several months.
The PLANIT system is designed as an interpreter. Lesson material is
stored internally in original typed (or keypunched) form and the
keystroke characters are deciphered as the lesson is dispensed to students.

Although the use of interpreters is often justified only because the
developer didn't know how to build a compiler, there are some
applications such as CAI where the advantages of an interpreter outweigh
its disadvantages.

Interpreting allows certain options in the language which would be
difficult or impossible to compile. Silk,: CAI is normally concerned with a

user community which is new to computing, the concept of compiling
prior to execution will be a new one. Compiling tends to encourage the
adoption of language conventions aimed at easing the compilation task at a
cost of user convenience. For example, many languages use counter items
to code user response paths because they can more easily be used in later
decision points. Many aspects of PLANIT take on a definition only after
the student responds (too late for efficient compilation).

Although compute tints are greater for interpreted programs than for
compiled programs, ranging from a little greater for character shuffling to
more than a hundred times greater for number crunching, much of CAI is
character shuffling and compute times are chara,tenstically so small that
they are not usually a significant factor.
Space will usually be of more concern in CAI applications than time.
Since a compiled program grows in size according to the number of source
statements while an interpreted program usually operates in a fixed size,

there will be a point beyond which the compiled program will be the
largest. (Source code is notmally more compact than compiled code.) CAI
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programs are ty pically large (as programs go) and will pass that point very
quickly. Add the fa_t that most k.ompiling systems also retain the original
source code for editing purposes causing still more space to be consumed.

In general, space will probably be more costly to CAI than compute
time and interpreting systems will normally require substantially less
space. The PLATO terminal has the inkrofiche projection capability which

alleviates this problem to some extent but raises the preparation costs
somewhat.
PLANIT VS. PLATO AND TICCIT

Today's CAI users are fortunate to have several CAI options, of which
PLANIT is one.

PLATO is for the person who can have everything and has the
money to pay for it.
TICCIT is for the person who has nothing and wants a lot but has
little money to pay for it.

PLANIT is for the person who has equipment and needs to get
along on what he has because he has virtually no extra money for
CAL

For some time PLANIT was considered to be an interim system, to be
used until PLATO and TICCIT were ready. Support required for PLANIT
has been a fraction of that for the other two. No hardware development

efforts were involved sine PLANIT is wmpletely software, at least up
until the time of installatiup.Tlus, PLANIT was less expensive to develop

more quickly delivered, making it a likely candidate for interim needs.
however, it is becoming in,reasingly apparent that PLANIT's portability is

providing an option not yet available in another CAI system. Because
PLANIT can be mounted on existing equipment with little or no extra
hardware investment, PLANIT lessons on all sikh installations are fully
compatible and can be exchanged freely. Experienkx at operating versions
of PLANIT which have been installed on widely differing hardware show
no discernable differences to the user. It is a striking experience to sit at

the keyboard of a strange system where PLANET is mounted and
immediately be completely familiar with the entire operation. This
transferability has been particularly useful to the military be,ause of their
diversity of hardware. The ability to prodike a fully ,ompatible system on
existing hardware at nominal osts suggests something more than an
interim role for PLANET. It may well .ontinue to be a viable option for
some time to come.

When discussing PLANIT's future, the question is inevitably asked,
"Can PLANET handle graphics?" The answer is "yes" but the implementation of a graphics k.apability is probably ')S percent installation
hardware and software and live percent PLANET additions. Holes have
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been intentionally left in PLANIT's command structure to allow for these
kinds of additions. In one experiment with graphics, a Rand tablet was
used for a PLANIT terminal with the display projected onto the under
side, giving the impression of inking a surface with an electronic pen) It
has also been observed that the PLATO plasma terminals Would make nice
PLANIT terminals. These kinds of questions are answered at installation
time.

The most significant recent development in CAI is the availability of

options, not just the name of the language but the kind of system.
Formerly, the CAI author had only one option, to invent a unique system.
Nov, there are several more, including those described in this chapter. If
this progress is to be sustained, then interested parties should feel obliged
to see what is available. Articles on CAI appearing witlun only the past six
months to respected national periodicals show that this has not yet

curred. One lists PLANIT and TUTOR (PLATO's author language)
among others as "large and complicated and troublesome to learn" and
then proceeds to describe a language of dubious improvement bound to
specific hardware.- Another des,nbes yet a different language3 in which

the technique of prompting the author for lesson inputs is ostensibly
discovered, not mentioning that PLANIT has been doing this for eight
years in addition to several others that can also be named. It was especially
interesting to note that after discussing the remarkable gains in efficiency

which were attributed to prompting, the authors of the article then
proceeded to describe the soon - tube- released version II which will allow
batch input.
Legitimate options in CAI, not contrived ones, are needed. PLANIT is
one of these legitimate options.
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Chapter 19
Are Faculty Members Educable?
What Do Faculty Members Need
to Know About Computers?
by Ronald Code

The problem of how best to introduce the faculty to the computer is
interwoven with the question of what should be introduced or taught. If
one only knew how the computer should best be used in Biology 101, one
would have a better idea of how to train biology teachers. It can be used
for statistical computations and hypothesis testing, for control of
laboratory experiments, for simulation of hard to duplicate events, for
CAI, and for a dozen other facets of this single subject. Even if everyone
agreed on the best use of computers in a particular subject, the delivery
provides sufficient diversity to keep any training project from getting off
the ground if it were to address every possibility. A comprehensive training

course must consider minicomputers vs. maxi machines, batch vs.
interactive machines, display vs. hardcopy, and the list goes on.
Most colleges are not faced with all of these questions unless they are

planning the installation of an entirely new type of system. A machine
may handle only batch processing, and the only computer language
available might be FORTRAN. The point is that the approach to faculty
training in computers is related to the tools which are available.
The Northern California Regional Computer Network was fortunate to
have the use of advanced computer facilities, to have previous experience
operating a regional network, and to have adequate funding to conduct an

independent program. Some of the key aspects of this project relate to
faculty training projects in general.
301
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Underwritten by the National Science Foundation and directed by
Stanford University, the networking was comprised of 18 colleges within a
100 -rile radius of the San Francis .an mid-peninsula. The project lasted
approximately two and one-half years and was completed in December of
1973.

Although there are in excess of twenty otb NSF regional networks
and another dozen or so which sprang from state direction or private
leadership, the NCRCN network was unusual in several ways. First of all,

its emphasis was on faculty training and on innovative curriculum
development rather than resource sharing. The concept and operation of a
star network (one large institution supporting many satellite locations) had
been well tested by 1971 when NCRCN began. Furthermore, most of the
18 regional schools were already well into the computer age. In the first
Conference on Computers in the Undergraduate Curricula (University of
Iowa, 1970), a paper was presented by a physics teacher from one of the
network's smallest and most distant colleges, Pacific Union. This is the sort
of plum which network managers wish to claim as their accomplishment
after the project is completed, not before! In comparison to other regional
networks, NCRCN colleges were unusually sophisticated in their computer
knowledge. Faculty from most had been teaching programming courses
and using the computer in engineering calculations for years. Thus, this
network began from a point where many others finished.
Whenever possible, the project attempted to use methods and materials

\Nina could be transferred to the smaller (in comparison to Stanford's
IBM 360/67) machines which were typical. IBM 360/30, IBM 1130,
Burrough's 3500; and so on.

The plan for the network centered around two annual month-long
summer sessions which were attended by four faculty representatives from

each of the 18 i-olleges. Participants also were given 25',1 release time
during the s.hool year to pursue computer projects. One initial concern
was the tail of distinguished professors to act as leaders for the many
disoplines represented in the network. The proje,t was to be lead by
computes .enter staff members who had limited teaching experience and
only vague ideas about how one might actually use the computer in any
particular subject. These coikerns were reinforced when I found that all
similar projects were organized around sui..11 faculty leaders. However, the
approach, more from necessity than by design, worked very well. In fact,

NCRCN organizational structure may have been responsible for the
generally high enthusiasm which the regional schools showed for the
project.
NCRCN ORGANIZATION

The 72 faculty participants were divided into four groups. physical

Is
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science, social science, business, and arts and humanities. The staff

member who was chosen to lead one of these groups became as
knowledgeable as possible about computer techniques which his or her
group would use, and, in general, directed all group activities over the
entire network lifespan. The four group leaders worked half time on the
network during the school year and full time for the summer session and
the month prior. Each participant knew his group leader well and felt free
to visit or call about programming problems, computer questions, and so
on. Since the group leaders visited the schools, planned regional meetings,
selected guest speakers, searched program sources, they actually did most
of the work in the project. This pattern contrasts with sonic networks

where the faculty leader frequently was reluctant to begin the project in
the first place and, just as frequently, ended up swearing not to become
involved again. If the faculty member were a true computer nut, on the
other hand, the participants might resent a smarter than thou attitude and
transferred any latent hostilities to the network. In other networks faculty
leaders often were not interested in doing some of the grungy work which
really made the project tick like the telephoning, memo writing, hand
holding, and program consulting. This is not to say that distinguished
experts are unnecessary to a project of this type, they were essential for
guidance and essential as guest lecturers. However they did not need to be
the organizational nucleus of a faculty training project, especially one over
a long time span.
The first summer session contained many dog and pony shows

interspersed with programming classes. An effort was made to avoid the
now classic pitfall of such su timer programs, to offer a condensed Master's
in Computer Science specializing in computer languages. While a choice of

several was offered, staff attempted to limit each participant to one
computer language. For all those dealing with mathematics, BASIC was
taught. Others learned SPSS, FORTRAN or SNOBOL. A few teachers had
a hard time learning BASIC and a couple of slow learner sessions were set
up to see that no one would be lost.
If the first had been the only summer session for NCRCN participants,
most of our work would have done nothing more than provide a month of
diversion for 72 teachers. It was during the school year that teachers began
to think about how the computer would be related to their classes. They
realized that not enough consideration had been given to this thought in
the summer as they were watching demonstrations and passively enjoying
the program. It is very unfortunate that many other faculty training
projects have had only the single major educational phase since the payoff
cannot be obtained until the second, third or fourth years. The second
summer session which placed emphasis on individual projects and team
projects was very successful. Any faculty training project which involves
considerable investment ought to be spread out over at least a threeear
period, preferably five years.
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NCRCN LESSONS

Because the network colleges could send anyone they pleased to join

the project, only one teacher participated in Spanish, one in pharmacology, one in operations research and other scattered disciplines.
Although these teachers were accommodated by very broad groupings,

they could not develop joint projects and share notes the way the
sociology teachers could. Also, the group leaders were stretched thin
trying to cover so many disciplines. New faculty participants to the project
(incidentally, there was only a 207( turnover in two years) were screened
to make sure that their plans were feasible and reasonable. If this had been

done from the start, sonic duds could have been eliminated. A small
faculty training project should concentrate on, at most, a few different
subject areas to avoid over extension and, thereby, guarantee that
sufficient peer interaction occurs.
One issue which is invariably raised with regard to faculty training is

incentives. The NCRCN projet,t provided a variety of such incentives
which included full salary dunng the summer month and release time
during the school year. If anything, too many incentives will attract
teachers for this reason alone and allow them to perform in a passive, and

only minimally satisfactory way. A better approach would have been to
provide a stipend to cover the costs of transportation, meals, and lodging

only. Those who really wanted to use the computer would not have
needed further rewards, and the money could have been spent to provide a
longer project lifespan. Six faculty members attended the seLond summer
session as associate participants, and they received no pay. No difference

was apparent between their performance and the others', if any thing it
may have been better.

Although BASIC was the pnmary computing language for the first
summer, staff would now choose a different one. BASIC is a relatively
simple ,omputer language which is designed around the world of
mathematical notation and application. It was difficult to interest the
English teacher in any thing which could be done easily in BASIC. In an
effort to address a growing interest in CAI, NCRCN implmented a simple
CAI author language known as PILOT or RYLON. In future projects
where the audience is very heterogeneous, one might use this language for
their first introduction to computers since it is simpler than BASIC, and it
can be used to produce programs which every educator understands and
appreciates, programs that teach. This language is available for several

time-sharing computers since it on be written in BASIC. There was an
article about PILOT by Sylvan Rubin of SRI in the November '73 issue of
Computer Decisions.

One of the expected results of the project was a chain reaction of
computer knowledge, ignited by freshly energized participants. Most of
the colleges did experience this secondary effect. At least three
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community colleges held formal training classes for their faculty. One
college arranged graduate credit for its program, an incentive to most
junior college teachers in California, and received state aid money to boot.

At each of the network schools at least one of the tour participants
became a leader in determining his campus's computing future. This was a
significant development in those institutions where the data processing or
computer science department had called all of the shots previously. Some
quantitive measure of the project's success can be gathered from the fact
that five network schools have added a total of 90 terminals in the last 12
months.
CONCLUSION

Any faculty training project should be geared to both the participants
and to the tools available. Reasonable goals should be set, and evaluation
and review used to keep things on track. The time span for results should
be set in terms of years not months. The scope of the project should not
be so great that it becomes watered down. It is better to concentrate on a
few disciplines and choose or select participants carefully. Remember that
the typical teacher is interested first and foremost in his or her own work

and teaching. S,'he should not be expected to learn about computers
because it's good for everyone. Given reasonable applications suited to
their teaching area, provided with toots which are not too difficult to use,

many teachers will astound the training staff with their energy and
enthusiasm for developing and using computer materials.

,41.11.
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Designing a Better Mousetrap
by Joseph R. Dank

By promoting instructional usage of the computer, the computer
center is building a better mousetrap. Knowingly or unknowingly, the
center attempts to trap the faculty and students into usage (for whose
survival?) and gets itself caught in a trap. setting up educational training
without either the substantive foundation for selecting approaches or the
precise formulation of educational objectives to communicate the selected
approaches. As a result, the faculty training ventures result in what is
measured as low adoption percentages and enough dissatisfaction with

selected approaches to increase the doubts on the relevancy of the
approaches.

After 57 workshops training over 3,000 faculty with computer-based
instruction in North Carolina, some data is available on how to build the
better mousetrap. This paper uses the experiences and the results to
suggest the formulation of faculty training workshops in light of the vested

interests of the computer center. The gap between the substantive
foundation of computer-based instruction and the skills of the center
personnel are proposed as a major cause of doubts of effectiveness.
Another major concern involves the pedagogical inadequacy of computer
center people both in training faculty and in pushing curriculum usage.
Suggestions proposed for workshop activity, therefore, lie in bulding links
between the computer center and the classroom, and not between the
computer center and the individual user. Computer centers already know
how to train people to use their system.
i
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Workshops on computer-based instruction required a new set of skills
to emerging substantive concepts and heretofore unavailable
pedagogical approaches. Without attacking Cie acquisition of these new
skills as objectives, a workshop is doomed to even lower adoption rates
than those which any educational techniques would produce in expect.
due

ation of teacher change. Add the complication of the new media of
computing and even more effort is necessary.

WHERE DOES ONE START? OBJECTIVES!

As obvious as it seems to require objectives before designing a
workshop, this most critical area is not at all obvious to computer center
personnel. Usually, a workshop is based around either of two extremes.
available package(s), or the desire to teach programming ur system skills.
Neither of these extremes are necessarily objectives for faculty, despite
their acceptance as needs by the computer center. Mere experience with
usage of some package(s) rarely fits the instructional needs of the faculty
and rarely does the faculty member have the interest andior leisure time to
learn all the center would like him or her to know. Finding the right mix
of objectives for both the center and the faculty is a complicated affair
that rarely involves only center personnel.
Short courses on programming languages and statistical packages that
are the common to every large computer center are not usually targeted
toward classroom instruction. These courses draw a few computer buffs
and can be well structured by the center staff. Since the objectives of such
courses are to provide familiarity with languages or to use a package, no
real problems exist.

The rarity of computer center workshops on curricular approaches is a
witness to the problems involved. If a package of programs for teaching
chemistry becomes available on the system, who in the center can handle
the chemistry And if someone can handle the chemistry, who can handle
the pedagogy' A simple exposure of such a package promises to produce
rare adoption without depth. In order to establish objectives that promote
adoption, a teaching chemist with experience in the packages should assist
in setting up objectives and in the design of the workshop. Leaving it all to

the computer center limits the objectives to simple adoption which is
doom for the vast majority of computer-based curriculum approaches.

In the North Carolina experience, most of the beginning curricular
workshops were designed for simple adoption by the center staff. As the
number of experienced users grew slowly, these users were involved in
subsequent workshop design. This evolution culrainated in the 1973
Institute for Undergraduate Curricular Reform (1973 IUCR) in which all
nine workshop programs were designed entirely by teachtrs with the
computer center personnel only present to assist in implementation (seven
design teams involved 42 faculty)A1..,
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The set of objectives reached in the 1973 IUCR clearly indicate the
differences between workshop criteria design by computer center personnel and by faculty. Over and above simple adoption of packages objectives
included:
Managerial skills required for classroom usage;
Minimal programnung skills for potential modification of packages
to needs;
Pedagogical technicques;
Concepts of course design;

Evaluation criterion;
Core concepts in quantitative techniques;
Fundamentals of statistics and methodology;
Skills for creating one's own data sets;
Skills for subletting existing data sets; and
Fundamentals of modeling theory.
Such a mix of objectives is normally beyond the resources of computer
center personnel and usually beyond the capacity of one individual.
However, such a set of objectives produced 40(7, adoption by the 248
personnel involved in the 1973 IUCR as compared to the 157, adoption
rate of earlier workshops. No single approach can be expected to be totally

acceptable to any teacher who needs the flexibility to adopt according to
specific needs.

MATERIALS: THE FOUNDATION OF WORKSHOPS

Objectives cannot be set up for workshops without simultaneous
selection of materials. It is essential to understand the nature of
computer-based curriculum materials (CBCM) in order to set up attainable
objectives. In order to promote adoption of approaches rather than to wait
in vain for wide acceptance of the all-toofew materials, it is especially
urgent to understand the nature of the few available CBCM.
Over 500 "curricular" entities were workshopped in North Carolina. A

set of categories in Figure I can be used to clarify the nature of these
materials.
Even the more integrated materials like COURSEWARE WITH
PROGRAMMING and INTEGRATED COURSES require in-depth training
in pedagogy and implementation due to the foreign nature of the teaching
strategy. In these categories, greater flexibility in the teacher is a more
senous requirement than in modules as a result of the overall impact.

INTEGRATED and DATA ANALYSIS PACKAGES
PACKAGES
require an entirely new set of substantive and methodological skills
beyond traditional courseware. in workshops involving empirical techniques as replacements for traditional inductive approaches, the reonentation of the instructor to these technicques is far more critical than

V
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Figure 1. Categories of CBCM
Category

MODULES

PACKAGE

MODULAR

N. C. Experience

DescrieLxi

Example s)

An isolated curriculum mod
ule treating one or more
topics without specific
textbook correlation.

KNEXP A simulation for teaching
experimental Design in chemical
kinetics. (2)

A compilation of modules

WHYBARK

covering several topics
approaching one or more
courses witnout specific

Operations Management using

simulations and models. (3)
JOHNSON

24 models for a variety
of topics in chemistry. (4)

textbook correlation.

PACKAGE

An integrate
under a centre:

INTEGRATED

without any tex

i

Case studies on

des
on

SPSS Statistical Package for the
Social Sciences.

reference.

1i. IA treatment along the
lines sf specific courses
which involves programming
but not necessarily specific
textbooks.

COEXIST Introductory Physics
topics involving computer program
ming for solutions to problems, (5)

AND SIMULATIONS

Textbooklike materials
involving simulations.

TEX6

EXAM GENERATORS

Adjunct materials to
specific courseware involving
examinations.

CGRE

INTEGRATED

Materials for at least a
major segment of classical
courses with textbook

PILLSBURY An integrated course
in introductory accounting. (9)

COURSEWARE

WITH
PROGRAMMING
BUSINESS GAMES

COURSES

The Executive Game. 16)

INS InterNation Simulation, (7)
Computer Generated
Repeatable Examination System. (8)

correlation.

DATA
ANALYSIS
PACKAGES

"Kits" for doing data analysis
in the classroom without
textbook correlstion,

BOYNTON
Nine teaching units
involving SPSS and social science

CAI

Classical ComputerAssisted

PLATO (ILLINOIS)

Instruction

data. (10)
Many

disciplines.

LAGOWSKI (TEXAS)

Chemistry,

The nine categories of materials in Figure 1 are not mutually exclusive or exhaustive but are convenience
descriptions for workshop design As would be expected, the majority of available CBCM fall into thr.
MODULAR, PACKAGEMODULAR, and BUSINESS GAME
SIMULATION categories. Since this
majority has little inherent relation to courseware such as textbooks, pedagogical skills and courseware
design are more important as workshop objectives than in training sessions with materials closely related
to classical courseware Further, the probability of adopting these approaches is enhanced by providing
the skills necessary to modify modules to specific needs.
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the mere acquisition of computeraccessing skills. Canned data represents

quite specific experimental design and does not represent, as is often
believed, an unlimited number of areas of study for undergraduates. Even
after training in skills for accessing canned data, a few data sets will not be

enough for the instructor. Instead, he also needs to be able to put data
from his own design into the classroom.
Classical CAI requires the least technical training but the most depth in
evaluation and pedagogical skills. Cost and support considerations are also
important.
Workshop objectives proposed as minimal for the categories are.
MODULES
Accessing skills
Managerial skills

Substantive meaning of model
Flexibility for modification
Pedagogical techniques

PACKAGE MODULAR
Same as MODULES but extended for all modules.

PACKAGE INTEGRATED
Skills for flexible usage
Limitations
Methodology
Specific practice
COURSEWARE WITH PROGRAMMING
Pedagogical skills
Programming
Substantive training
BUSINESS GAMES AND SIMULATIONS
Accessing skills with flexibility
Managerial skills
Evaluation criterion
Implementation techniques
Limitations of model
Substantive skills
EXAM GENERATORS
Accessing skills with flexibility
Managerial skills
Evaluation criteria
Implementation techniques
INTEGRATED COURSES
Accessing skills with flexibility
Substantive skills
Pedagogical implementation
Evaluation criteria
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DATA ANALYSIS PACKAGES
Substantive skills
Methodological skills
Implementation techniques
Accessing skills with flexibility
Computer skills for data base management
Evaluation criterion
Pedagogical skills

CA!
Pedagogical implementation
Evaluation skills
Accessing skills

The rarity of CBCM workshops incorporating these objectives is
understandable as should be the low adoption rates resulting. But both the
materials and corresponding objectives do not complete the special
workshop requirements for introducing CBCM.
CUSTOMIZING THE WORKSHOP TO THE OBJECTIVES

Customizing the workshops to include the software support and the
attainment of objectives is necessary for each category of materials. It is
tempting to try to construct a matrix relating workshop design parameters
to objectives and materials but the temptation is easily cast aside when it is
realized that any workshop may have several categories of materials.

Enough specificity can be obtained by relating design parameters to
workshop objectives.
The following design parameters are proposed as minimum consideration for CBCM workshops.
TIME LENGTH
Contact hours with instructors
Contact hours with machines
Discussion periods
Courseware design periods

AVAILABILITY OF INSTRUCTORS
Experienced faculty in implementation
Substantive content
Evaluation
Experienced bridge personnel"

AVAILABILITY OF MACHINE OR TERMINALS
Computing power sufficient to meet the objectives
TARGET AUDIENCE
Experience with computer
Experience with relevant courseware
Experience with methodology

31 7
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RELIABILITY OF SOFTWARE
COSTS
Costs for workshops
Costs for instructional usage
COMPUTER ENVIRONMENT
Workshop
Home of participants
While

the TIME LENGTH of workshops dealing with modular

materials can be as short as 1.2 days, the attainment of substantive, and
pedagogical skills forces this time frame up to 1-2 weeks. As the materials
become more integrated, restructuring of courses, obtaining flexibility,
and learning enough methodological and quantitative skills also drive the
time requirements up to the 1-2 week length. Very few adoptions will
result from 1.2 day programs and, unless a longer commitment is made,

these adoptions will not prove satisfactory to the computer center.
Modification of CBCM to a teacher's interest is not a possible outcome of
short programs.
Expenence both in classroom usage and evaluation in faculty should be
present in the AVAILABILITY OF INSTRUCTORS. It is sufficient for
exposure to have bndge-role personnel to get over accessing objectives but

the remaining goals will be frustrated by this experience. No better
workshop can be run than one where the classroom is closely simulated in

the workshop itself by experienced instructors. The probability for
adoption is increased where evaluation data is also available. Design
without experienced faculty can be done if the above-mentioned
objectives are ignored.
AVAILABILITY OF MACHINES OR TERMINALS is a sine-qua-non
for any kind of adoption since CBCM demand hands-on activity. There is
no substitute for laboratory work in this field.

If the TARGET AUDIENCE is obtained after the workshop is
announced (the usual case) then this parameter can be ignored. However,
the dangers of bonng or losing the audience become more significantly
under the usual conditions. So much emphasis must be placed on ancillary
skills (keypunching, data structure, fundamentals of programming) that to
ignore these for beginners seriously hinders adoption of techniques.
The RELIABILITY OF SOFTWARE must be guaranteed. Doubts on
this reliability will inhibit all potential activity. Further, the spectrum of
techniques should be broad enough to support modification and provide a
variety of interest in order to draw a large enough population.
Information on COSTS must be available on each student if possible.

This parameter can often be placed first on the list. The COMPUTER

ENVIRONMENT of the workshop should be tuned to that of the
participants. Interactive approaches cannot help those without facilities
for these services. Large software packages are too difficult to reduce to
smaller machines.

°I"..
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A CAVEAT OR TWO

It is unreasonable to expect to obtain all of the objectives all of the
time. The workshop learning experience will only bring more problems to

the computer center. Skills considered to be acquired will always be
insufficient during implementation, materials will always show up more
bugs; modification will continue forever. Some continuity in consultation
from both faculty instructors and center personnel has to be provided.
Getting into this support is almost a Pandora's Box and is surely a

mousetrap. North Carolina has 12 personnel at the central network
computer just supporting this activity without any systems responsibility.
The network holds together via faculty interchange. The only bright
financial spot are the unfunded voluntary roles of faculty in this exchange.
As a result of the 1973 IUCR, this exchange is even stronger. It is hoped
that this condition will hold long enough until the promised day when all
campuses will have the foundations in their faculty.
The expected flood of integrated courses or paLlages has not occurred,
and the majority of materials are m odular. Since modules do not have the
impact to please all parties, the current state-ofthe art falls below

expectations. Disappointment in this level should be tempered, however,
with some satisfaction that the computer is where it belongs an adjunct

tool. It should modify chemistry and sociology but not displace basic
pedagogy. Further since the high costs would result from lots of integrated
courses, the doubts should remain.
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Are Faculty Members Educable?
by Gary A. Wicklund

This chapter will describe efforts made at the University of Iowa to
inform faculty about possible use of computers in the functional areas of
business and to provide training for faculty in computer skills.
THE ACADEMIC NEEDS

As a part of the academic program in the College of Business
Administration, the computer is an important tool. Therefore, use of the
computer is integrated into course content in the areas of accounting,
finance, marketing, economics, managemt science, and statistics. When
accomplished, this integration has a two-fold result. business students not
only become involved with programming and actual experience on the
system; they also become informed about appropriate uses of the computer
within their functional areas.
Since most graduates of business administration take positions in the
functional areas, they are often not directly involved with computers.
However, their exposure to computer capabilities during college training

allows them the potential of recognizing possible applications of the
computer within their chosen field. Comments, commending the value of
computer training, from recent graduates of business administration have
led to some increased faculty interest in the expansion of computer skills
and usage into more courses. Although faculty with computer skills have

At
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taken the initiative to make changes in their courses, this has not been
enough. Many faculty members who do not have computer skills have not
been involved in using the computer in their courses. As a result, there is a
need for making appropriate computer information and training available
to all faculty members.
THE RESEARCH NEEDS

Since research in the business area involves optimization models,
statistical analysis and techniques, simulation and so on, faculty members

also need to use the computer as a tool in research. In order to use the
computer for research the faculty members must be able to either do the
programming themselves or communicate with the computer center staff.
They need enough information about computers to effectively use the
computer as a research tool.

Because the computer has become an important part of what is
happening in the business areas, the faculty are aware of some of the
capabilities of the computer. It is an individual question whether a faculty
member becomes a user of the computer in the classroom or in research.
IOWA PROGRAMS IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Iowa business adnustrative faculty during the past few years have
reviewed the academic programs of the college in comparison to programs

of other major business schools. This review suggests that existing
programs are academically sound, and, relative to other leading business
schools, contemporary. Cot.sequently, future changes will probably be
more in the nature of methodological modification using computers in
contrast to pronounced substantive change in direction. Although Iowa
programs provide flexibility in student course scheduling, the academic
program for each undergraduate requires work in each of five areas. 1)
Background in the concepts, processes, and institutions in marketing and
distribution, production, and financing functions of business enterprises,
2) Background of the economic and legal environment of business
enterpnse along with consideration of the social and political influences on

systems, 3) A basic understanding of the concepts and methods of
accounting, quantitative methods, and information systems, 4) A study of
organizational theory, interpersonal relationships, control and motivation
systems, and communications, and 5) A study of administrative processes
under conditions of uncertainty including integrating analysis and policy
determination and the overall management level.
Academic programs are administered by the departments of
Accounting, Business Administration, and Economics, and in conjunction
with the College of Education, the Department of Business Education.
-4e,
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During 1972-73 there were 877 upperdivision undergraduates and 848
pre-business freshman and sophomores. In addition, graduate courses are

offered for the MBA, MA, and Ph.D degrees in Business Administration
and academic programs are offered in the same areas for the undergraduate
students.

COMPUTER FACILITIES

The College of Business Administration at The University of Iowa has
access to two computer systems. One is an 1-IP2000F computer with
sixteen terminals located in the Computational Laboratory within the
college. This system was acquired in the summer of 1973. The other
system is an IBM 360/65 system located at the University Computer
Center with both batch and interactive programming capabilities.

FACULTY TRAINING
At The University of Iowa, the College of Business Administration has
instituted a number of changes in its academic programs implementing the

computer as a tool in instruction and research. Both the faculty and
administration of this college are ready to support further computer
developments that have promise for making substantial contributions to
the education of students who seek development in the field of business
administration. Several methods of involving faculty in using the computer
have resulted in changes in the academic programs.

The primary goal in the College of Business Administration was to
increase use of the computer in instruction and research. One initial
method of satisfying this goal was to increase the accessibility of the
computer to faculty members. Computer identification numbers were
issued to each faculty member. The computational laboratory also
provided assistance in getting the faculty member on the computer by
supplying documentation describing and illustrating the steps of logging in.
In addition, two portable terminals were made available to faculty

members to use in the privacy of their office or residence. This current
procedure had been suggested by the success of locating a terminal for
interactive use of the IBM 360/65 in a small office reserved for faculty. It

was found that some faculty desired to do their learning in a private
environment. Also, faculty members who were teaching courses found It
difficult to be productive on the computer when they were trying to work
in the same environment with students.

In the College of Business Administration sixteen terminals were
installed with the intent of being sufficient for the number of users both
faculty and students. In order to get usage of a computer system by the
new computer user, terminals must be available with little or no waiting

t$r 'OLP
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time. Difficulty in obtaining a terminal will discourage a faculty member
(and also a student) from using the system.

Once accessibility of the computer is insured, appropriate software
must be provided which will meet the needs of the faculty members. Does

s/he want to learn a programming language? Does s/he want to run a
hbrary program? Short courses and computer tutorials are helpful in
providing assistance with software.
At the University of Iowa the business school has used several training

techniques for informing the faculty about both languages and available
software. Tutorials are available on the computer system for teaching
interactive BASIC and PL-I to which both faculty and students have been
receptive. Also video tapes which assist in teaching BASIC, PL-1, and other

languages are available to computer users at the University Computer
Center. For some faculty this has been an effective method of satisfying
the need to learn a computer language.
The University Computer Center has offered non-credit short courses
which were attended by business administration faculty members who had

some compute' skills. These faculty members then offered noon-time
seminars for their colleagues in which topics and examples to be of interest

in the functional areas of business were presented. Topics consisted of
both programming languages and software programming packages. By
providing information about software programming packages in the
functional areas, the amount of computer programming knowledge needed

by the user was minimized. Once the user has successfully identified
himself or herself to the system, s/he is ready to use any of the software
programs found in the system library.

After attempting to develop software for the interactive and batch
processing systems on the IBM 360/65 for several years, it was found that

obtaining software programs from other business schools which were
directly applicable to the new system caused an almost instant increase in
computer usage in the classroom. Faculty were willing to try some of the
statistical programs and readily make use of them in their functional areas
and in applications in accounting, finance, and management science.

Good software which is well documented is essential for computer
usage. Faculty members who have little interest in computing can make
use of library programs almost immediately. However, evaluation of
software is recommended when a computer user acquires someone's

program. Software packages can be obtained from other schools of
business or from computer manufacturers. Also, newsletters dealing with
computer topics can provide a source of information since they contain

brief descriptions about software which is available. For those faculty
members who began to write their own programs for use in instruction in
the

functional

areas,

it

was

essential

to provide

guidelines on

documentation and program development. However, these guidelines
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resulted in the development of programs which were documented and
transferable.

Another method of introducing faculty to computer use is to offer
assistance to the faculty member from research assistants. In the College of
Business Administration several graduate research assistants and hourly
employees are responsible in the laboratory who offer assistance in
programming. Research assistants provide the type of resources needed to
make computing available to the occasional user of the computer system.
These individuals are familiar with the questions raised by the different
users of the Computer Laboratory.
Faculty members in the College of Business Administration have shown
interest in using the computer as a tool for their instructional and research
needs. The efforts in training faculty, providing software programming
packages, and programming assistance have resulted in an increased use of
the computer in instruction.

r"-I 1%7
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Training Teacher for Change
by Jo Ann Baughman

The report of the Anastasio and Morgan study of 19721 indicated that

adequate facilities and quality course materials are available and that
subject matter can be taught mure rapidly, meaningfully and thoroughly
with the computers' aid. The proper use of computer in instruction can
make education more productive and effective and allow for greater
individualization and provide for greater equality of educational opportunities. In addition, the authors claimed that computers could make their
greatest contribution to the instructional process by enabling students to
interact with systems of realistic complexity especially in the physical,
social and behavioral sciences, business, engineering and medicine.

If computer related curriculum materials can be shown to meet
concrete needs, teachers will more readily adopt them. To this end,
demonstrations must be combined with careful, honest and critical
examples of programs and text that convincingly indicate the effectiveness
of the applications in the classroom and the effectiveness to the student.

This educational documentation should also entail some analysis of
cost-effectiveness, specification of goals and measurement of instructional
effectiveness.
Although the effective implementation of the teaching/learning process

is a primary concern of all educational institutions, in post-secondary
education the goals of the learner become more diverse. Phis diversity in

the learner's demand has caused many instructors to question their
320
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teaching processes a. .1 to make varied attempts to design innovative

instructional changes. College faculty today, however, do not have the
knowledge for instructional design nor the knowledge of the education
technology needed to make major changes in their instructional technique.
In fact, many instructors are unable to use the instructional services
currently available on their own campuses simply because they du not
know where to start in the process of instructional development. In some
cases instructors who enthusiastically' try out new methods, sometimes at
great expense, become discouraged about instructional innovations
because they have chosen the wrong approach or du not understand other

fundamental aspects of instructional design.
If instructors are to design, develop, produce or implement independent learning programs, incorporating current educational technology, they

must be offered the opportunity to receive instrt.aion in the techniques
for instructional change.

The computer is one of the current tools of educational technology
available to faculty which can be an exciting teaching device. It is,
however, no pana:ea. Although it alone will not teach the students nor
teach the faculty, it can amplify the instructor's own teaching capabilities.
Thus, its effectiveness varies directly with the capability of the teacher and
his or her willingness and ability to undertake those critical .umpunents of
good teaching, objective setting, testing, diagnosis, and developing prescriptions for individualized teaching.
EDUCATING FACULTY

Realising that many faculty are willing and able to make thi investment

in teaching, many computer centers throughout the nation offer workshops. for the purpose of helping the teachers make use of this powerful
and useful component in their teaching programs. However, these workshops have traditionally had six weaknesses:
Insufficient institutional commitment to participants.
Inadequate motivation of participants;
Lack of goals and objectives for the workshop;
Insufficient planning for the workshop;

Lack of resources, computer curriculum materials and disciplineoriented workshop leaders; and
Insufficient follow-up activities to assure sustained effectiveness.
In short, teaching programming to faculty, (a favorite pastime of many
computer centers) is not sufficient for effective use of the computer in the
classroom. CONDUIT workshop activities have indicated that extensive

pedagogical documentation and instruction are necessary fur effectively
adopting a computer curriculum module into a teacher's courses.
Since a workshop is an instructional entity, it too is a system and some
P.-1r' ;di?
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strategies need to be observed for effective implementation. "The key
criterion by which the effectiveness or adequacy of the performance of a
system can be evaluated is how closely the output of the system satisfies
the purpose for which It exists."2 If a workshop is to address the
instructors' needs of awareness, availability, examples of use, and usage,
then it can lead to satisfat.tory adoption of educational technology into
the classroom. However, a systems approach needs to be adopted for the
design and implementation of the workshop. Figure 1 suggests a decision
strategy for selection of materials to be workshopped.
NEEDS ASSESSMENT

A quick and qualitative profile of the average faculty at the average

university, indicates that one third are interested but lad: sufficient
substantive background to apply the theory inherent in many uses of the
computer in their field. Another third are interested but lack time and
incentive, and the last one-third could care less. Data collected from the
last two years of the CONDUIT project has indicated that those faculty

who were interested enough to apply to workshops had a (..omputer
literacy rate of 15% to 38% depending upon the discipline.

Workshops need tc be aimed at meeting the needs of the twothirds
who are interested and willing to devote the time for effective implementation of the computer as a teaching/learning technique into college
classrooms. The following list illustrates some of the needs that must be
met if the college faculty are to become familiar with the techniques for
implementing and akorporating the computer into the classroom framework.
AVAILABILITY
Bibliographic only
Catalog reference, CONDUIT school/elsewhere
Online, immediately available
Program library, CONDUIT school/elsewhere
USABILITY
Documentation, Technical/Educational
Ease of Implementation
Staff support (Human interface)
Degree of user control
Convenience of use
Reliability
Credibility
Flexibility
Relevance
VIABILITY
Longevity
A-14- Q
1.-14
L3

Innovation
Characteristic

GOALS & BENEFITS

OBJECTIVES

TARGET POPLLATION

*9:

NEEDS
GOALS
OBJECTIVES

QUALITY

PEDAGOGY
PACKAGING

eg

Reject

YES

Reject

MANAGEMENT
DELIVERY SYSTEMS
IMPLEMENTATION
OPERATION

rig:

V

RESOURCES

CONSTRAINTS

ADMINISTRATION

INSTITUTION(S)

GROUND RULES

STUDENTS
INSTRUCTORS

This strategy was developed by HumRRO, McLean, Va.

Purpose

Innovation

Situation

Target

ADOPT/DEVELOP

EQUIPMENT

FACILITIES

Figure 1. Decision Strategy for Evaluating Computer Oriented Curricular Materials for Workshops"
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Ease of modification
Obsolescence factor
Success of usage
MANAGEABILITY
Cost in dollars
Cost in teacher-time
Cost in technical support-time

The instructor needs to become aware that these techniques must be
evaluated and validated just as books or any other instructional tool. In
oruer to complete such an evaluation s/he needs to have a general overview

of the facilities available in education and the related systems before
endeavoring to use them within a course. Faculty and staff members also
need the opportunity to learn more about the capability inherent in the
educational use of tie computer. Finally, if computer curriculum materials

are to be effectively adopted in a teacher's course, rather extensive
pedagogical documentation for the in-class use of these materials must be
provided.

The major ,,, ..straint imposed upcn the workshop system is the
that faculty who are hard pressed to keep abreast of

recognition

developments in their own fields, can seldom find the time and money to
investigate in new instructional tools and techniques. Workshops need to
meet the user's needs of awareness, adoption for use and satisfaction.
GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The first workshop objective is to identify good materials and reliable
resources. The second is to meet the needs of the identified faculty. The
thud objective is to determine the learning strategies appropriate to the
audience, the materials and the resources available.
Figure 2 gives some indication of the parameters involved, in planning a
workshop for instructional computer materials.
THE WORKSHOP

Oregon State University workshops are set up to provide the faculty
with concise instruction, examples of use, and an opportunity to receive

actual hands-on use of a computer under the guidance of an expert
discipline-oriented instructor, and in accordance with an old Chinese
proverb: "I hear and I forget. I see and I remember. I do and I
understand."

Workshops may be from one day to two weeks in length. They are
characterized by the fact that the participants actively engage in the
learning via lecture techniques.

Criteria for determining the success of a workshop can include the

3...--;0

Pre-Orientation of
Participants

Hands on Exposure

Time Length (ln days)

Participant/Computer
Ratio

2.5

111

High

Low

4/day

5.10

111

High

Med.

4/day

5.10

3/1

High

High

Med.

Med.

4/day

2.5

2,
2/day

1/1

Low

High

Med.

Low

Med..
High

Med.

1/1

High

High

Med,

Managerial Ski //s

Med.

Low

Med.

High

Evaluation Criterion

Pedagogical Transfer

Med.

Low

Low

High

High

High

Low

Med.

Low

Computer Ski //s

Med.

Low

High

Med.

Educational
Methodology Skills
(Involved in Use)

analysis)

/discipline or

Substantive Ski //s

Activity

Typo of Material

Figure 2. Workshop Parameters

Med.

4/day

2.5

1/1

Med.

Med,

Med.

Low

Med,

High

Low

4/day

1.5

2/1

High

High

Med.

Low

Med.

High

Med.

8 periods
or 8 rounds

1.5

1/1

High

High

Med.

Low

High

High
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number Jf faculty that are. aware of the existing materials, motivated to

use the materials, and who adopt the materials for use and
continue to use them. This criteria will also measure the success of the
support rendered by the curriculum managers to the teacher-users and to
lean,

the teacher-developers.
IMPLEMENTATION, EVALUATION AND FOLLOW-UP

Oregon State University Computer Center provides organized follow-u
support for the instructional use of the computer which includes.

departmental seminars, mini-workshops, self-instruction materials, and
one-on-one instruction for faculty on request. In fact, the technical and
educational support for the classroom teacher is perhaps the most critical
function in the total transportation process. Encompassing all activities
necessary

to insure the

transfer of the educational philosophy and

pedagogy of the transported materials, the degree of support required by

the instructors ranges from simply sending out the materials for the
teacher expenenced with the computer, to full technical support for the
novice teacher. This technical support includes in-class demonstration,
laboratory assistance for the students in the use of the materials, and
tailoring of computer programs to the teacher and training faculty for use
on existing systems.
Activities involved in this support are:
Repository Service for Oregon State Instructional Materials,
Importation of new curriculum materials;
Implementation of instructional programs;
Information Resource for faculty;
Documentation of instructional computer materials;
Faculty training;
In-class support of instructors;
Computer program library maintenance; and

Development facilitator of computer related curriculum materials.
The CONDUIT/Oregon staff was able to overcome a lack of documentation of and program errors in instructional computer materials through

extensive faculty support and faculty training at the regional and local
levels. It is quite obvious, however, that computer centers in general are
not willing to support a staff of three of four to facilitate and enhance the
instructional use of the computers.
It is possible, that the cost of supporting a local staff is less than the
cost of seeing that adequate technical program documentation exists, that
adequate educational documentation exists, and that exchange procedures
are supported by the center. During 1974 CONDUIT will bear a measure
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of these costs as regional staff attempt to bring the 1972 CONDUIT
programs up to standards with respect to technical and educational
documentation.
CONDUIT's reliance on Curriculum Coordinators at the regional center

to provide the technical verification and the technical support for the
faculty-student users has enabled materials to be effectively used by the
CONDUIT/Oregon participating faculty despite problems with lack of
educational documentation. The teacher, the students, the CONDUIT staff
and the computer have all become members of an interactive team.
THE CURRENT SITUATION

Efforts have been made nationwide to morporate educational technology into the post secondary curriculum and to prepare self-instructional
materials which allow students to move in separate directions at their own
pace and according to their own particular needs and interests.
Much of this work is being done in an organized and systematic way by

the institutions' Florida State's Division of Instructional Research and
Services; the University of Texas' Center for Teaching Effectiveness;
Georgetown University's Center for Personalized Instruction, Utah State
University's Learning and Resource Program, the University of Michigan's
Center for Research on Teaching and Learning and many, many other too
numerous to mention.
Under such instructional systems the instructor becomes a source of
diagnostic assistance and individual guidance for each student, as opposed
to the source of lectures and demonst:ations in the traditional classrooms.
This also allows much greater currkular flexibility. Unfortunately, but
understandably, much of the ret.ent development of independent learning
systems has been accomplished in the elementary and secondary schools
rather than in post-secondary educational institutions. The Educational

Research Information Center for Educational Technology at Stanford
University has recently published a survey of individualized instructional
programs in elementary and secondary schools which indicates the scope
of field development at these levels.
Many high schools and junior colleges have been experimenting with
multi-media presentation for several years now. Great exhibits are shown

at the Pacific Science Center in Seattle and the Exploratory in San
Francisco. Already, on line computer play is available to museum visitors
at the Lawrence Hall of Science at Berkley. This trend will continue. At
some point students will be asking, in the words of Bob Dylan, "So what
else can you show me?". Surely colleges and universities have both the
capability and responsibility for making signifkant progress.
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Chapter 20
Institutionalizing
Educational Change
Can Educational Change be Institutionalized?
by Arthur W. Luehrmann

Managing and institutionalizing educational change within the conventional university is intrinsically complicated by departmentalization. The
university, like the Holy Roman Empire, has its nominal emperor and
pope, but all the action is out in those principates and grand duchies, the
academic departments. To use a biological metaphor, the university is a
host organism upon which the academic departments live, at best
symbiotically, at worst parasitically.

One method of provoking educational change without attacking
departmental structures is to produce and market new instructional
materials for adoption by existing faculty in the departments. In Chapter
15, Kent Morton describes Dartmouth's Project COMPUTe, which is such
an experiment. This NSF-funded project brings authors to Dartmout!l,
pays their salaries for a couple of months of writing, edits and prepues
their manuscripts for publication, negotiates contracts with a publisier,
and offers royalty incentives.
Project COMPUTe may be a model for one element of a larger strategy
for bringing about educational change for several reasons.
Change is produced by active teachers with ideas that come directly
out of their experience. The necessity to teach some subject is the mother
of their curricular invention, not the necessity to write scholarly papers on
educational change.
329
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Each author is tightly allied to his or her particular academic discipline.
Each is a member of an ordinary academic department. As a result each is
an insider and can carry out a program of change in a way that outsiders
cannot. A faculty member may influence others at one university; but,
more likely, he or she will influence others in one discipline at dozens or
even hundreds of other universities. Communication within disciplines is
far more profound than communication within universities.

The creative staff is a temporary staff There are no permanent

innovation experts, only discip/bm experts who temporarily leave their
conventional roles to address a pionlem of pedagogy. Before they fall prey
to thinking of themselves as innovation experts Project COMPUTe sends
them home for more contact with the sources of their inspiration.
Rewards for work in curriculum are not confused with rewards for
traditional academic good behavior. Authors are paid to write, and, if they
write well, further royalty benefits accrue. There is no pretense of
enhancing professional prestige or tenurability. Simple rules are the basis
of good behavior and Project COMPUTe wants authors to behave like
authors, not prima donnas.
NATIONAL MODEL FOR EDUCATIONAL CHANGE

A natural question is, "Is It possible to extend the key features of
Project COMPUTe into a full-scale national model for educational change
and development?" I believe that the answer is yes.
The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education in a recent report calls

for the establishment of several regional centers focusing on uses of
technology in higher education. The structure proposed there is the
starting point for the full-scale model that I would like to promote.
Briefly, each center is to be funded at the level of a small university, such
as Dartmouth, for example. It is to have a permanent staff of educators,
writers and specialists in video, film, audio, graphical design, and
computing. The long-range goal of each center is to develop and distribute

applications of technology that increase the quality or reduce the cost of
education. Each center would provide educational computer service to its
entire region. The centers would be situated in major metropolitan areas so
that they would have access to real, live students in the way that the Open
University does in Great Britain.

As far as it goes this is a good plan, but it does not go far enough. In
particular, the relationship between these essentially research and development centers and the production oriented conventional universities is not
clear. At some points in the Carnegie report the centers appear as service
organizations for the universities. At others, they seem to be competitors,
having their own staff and their own student clientele.
At this point in the analysis Project COMPUTe experience can be of
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help. Suppose that each center had, in addition

to the regional tie

suggested by the Carnegie Commission, a very strong discipline tie as well.
Each center might be targeted to produce applications in a specialized

group of closely related academic fields. Persons representing those
disciplines, possibly via the professional societies, or perhaps through
editorial boards of the respective journals, would serve as an advisory panel
or even a policy review board for the corresponding center. Such a group
might advise the center on needs, priorities, and marketability for new

educational developments in each discipline. It might also serve as an
insider group for the promotion within the disciplines of new developments coming out of the centers.
The actual development process in the centers would be a partnership
involving people with technology and media specialization, education
theorists, evaluators, economists, and, finally, discipline experts with
teaching experience. The latter should usually be the senior partner, the
others should serve as resource people. For the reasons stated in describing
Project COMPUTe, it is better that the discipline specialists be cast
as visiting fellows rather than tenured faculty. In the first place, a

permanent staff of innovators is hard to imagine. Second, the discipline tie of the permanent innovator would become thin if not replenished

by renewed contact with peers in the discipline. Third, the number
of people in direct contact with the center and its work would be
vastly larger if the number of visiting fellows was large. Fourth, the
return of visitors to their home universities would serve to spread

the word and market the products of the center. Fifth, the mere
possibility of becoming a fellow at the center would cause many
more people to become conscious of and interested in the activities
of the center.
Since, in the conventional university at least, the effective consumer of
educational change is not the student but the teacher who selects course
format and materials, it is crucial that any large educational development
centers have powerful ties with the teaching faculties. That means, in
vertically partitioned universities, powerful ties with academic disciplines.
It

might be argued that educational change cannot happen within

universities anyway, so why worry about good relations with them? Why
not set up centers that will compete with them in doing the job that they
now do?

While an element of competition between the centers and the regular
universities is healthy and the presence of "Open University" students
would foster that competition, there are two reasons not to cut off the
ordinary universities from the start. First there is no need. The proposed
model poses little threat and even offers opportunity to the academic
disciplines. Second, a frankly competitive organization could probably not
attract a staff of sufficieja ptImpetence to win in a struggle with the
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conventional universities. It would be attacked by academic specialists as
an illegitimate upstart, and that would deter most of the best people from
taking a job at the center.
In summary, then, I propose several large regional curriculum development centers, each with very strong discipline ties. These ties would be
achieved because the centers would be held accountable to representatives
of the disciplines in exchange for legitimacy in their eyes. Apart from the
question of ties to academic disciplines, the remainder of the model is
essentially that proposed by the Carnegie Commission for developing uses

of instructional technology.
MEANWHILE, BACK AT THE CLOSED UNIVERSITY

It would be pour judgement to do nothing until massive support
becomes available for such national centers. One works with what is at
hand, and it appears that traditional, closed-wall universities are apt to be
at hand for a while. Yet all is not gloomy there.
Dartmouth College has made a recent commitment of resources and
personnel toward educational change within a conventional university
environment. Operating on the premise that the best source of ideas about
education is the regular teaching faculty and the best testbed is found in
courses offered m the regular departments, Dartmouth has defined a new

office charged with promoting faculty experiments in teaching. Particular
emphasis is to be placed on experiments that will lead to qualitative or
quantitative increases in productivity through use of technology.
In view of the well-known professional and political problems faced by
education- minded faculty members in regular departments, one of the

principal functions of the new office is to serve the interests of such
people. This will be accomplished in several ways. The first and most
important way is organizational. The director of the new office, whose
title has not yet been settled, but for present purposes may be called Dean

of Instruction, reports directly to the Dean of Faculty. The Dean of
Instruction thus has the ear of the university officer most directly
concerned with the quality of the faculty and with departmental practices
and standards for hiring, promotion, and tenure recommendations. Hence
an organizational mechanism exists for influencing those practices when

they are in conflict with the purposes of the Office of Instruction.
Obviously, this mechanism must be exercised with considerable skill and
political wisdom if it is to be effective. But the point is that it now exists.
There is a way for a faculty member to hold the university to account for
its claim that innovative teaching is rewarded.
However, accountability applies in both directions. Teachers who
expect the support of the Dean of Instruction must be held to account for
the quality and effectiveness of their work. For this reason the Office of
Al,
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Instruction is charged with responsibility for evaluating new educational
projects. A mere willingness to experiment is no guarantee of quality or
effectiveness; and, if only to protect the credibility of the office, it is
essential that the Dean of Instruction distinguish between good work and

bad work before making a recommendation to the Dean of Faculty
regarding particular faculty members. In this way faculty who work with

the Office of Instruction will be under the same kind of tension
experienced in a regular department, where they expect support if they do
well and not otherwise.

Evaluation, then, is the second way in which the new office will
promote effective experiments in education. The third contribution is

technical and informational. Physical resources, including standard audiovisual equipment, are being expanded and the staff increased. The campus

be linked with TV cable and more origination and playback
equipment will be added. Inexperienced faculty members will find
will

technical assistance.

The fourth activity of the Office of Instruction is to coordinate its
educational goals with the purposes of the computer center. Not
surprisingly the majority of educational technology projects at Dartmouth

have been and are likely to continue to be based on some aspect of
computer use. Hence it is essential that a proposed project be examined
for additional demand it will place on computer resources, for example.
Fortunately, the primary mission of the Dartmouth computer center is to
serve educational needs, there is no conflict of purpose with the Office of
Instruction. One wonders, however, how many other universities can make
that claim.
The final role to be played by the new office is that of fund raiser. It is

currently assisting faculty members in four different departments in
gaining foundation support for specific projects dealing with educational
technology. Its success in this regard can be expected to give the Office of
Instruction considerable political leverage when the time comes to speak
out for faculty members who have carried out projects under its auspices.
While it is premature to report results for the Office of Instruction, the
basic organizational structure is sound. It is the best way developed to date
to promote experimentation in education within a traditional university,
using regular students and faculty with expertise in regular academic
disciplines. If successful, it will not be an isolated institute for educational
research, but a practical model for fostering and managing educational
change across an entire university.
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One Organization for Educational Change
by C. Victor Bunderson

The Learning Resources Area at Brigham Young University, diagrammed in Figure 1, is headed by Darrel J. Monson, an Assistant
Academic Vice-President. The program was ::::',1,-...(1 by Monson in 1965

when he was asked to leave his job as Chairman )f the Electrical
Engineering Department and take on the responsibii:ty of bringing
together, under one centralized agency, all learning resources related to
communications then available at the university. At that time Dr. Monson
was named head of the Communication Services Division and coordinated
an excellent motion picture studio, an excellent television and radio
broadcast facility, audio and communications electronics, and various
media production facilities and photography. Since 1965 the division has
grown rapidly with the biggest growth occurring in two areas. First, a
group of research and development-oriented departments was organized
starting with an Instructional Research & Development Department

headed by Dr. David Merrill. The Institute for Computer Uses in
Education was added in 1972. In 1973 the Department of Instructional
Evaluation and Testing was added and took over the testing services which
had then been a separate administrative unit. Also in 1973, the
Department of Instructional Development was created.
The significance of the Division of Instructional Research Development
and Evaluation is that it gives a scientific and research orientation to the

program of learning resources. In addition. Dr. Monson continually
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attempts to upgrade and maintain high professional standards and
professional activity in the staff of the production services and broadcast

services area. One of the more significant aspects of the Division of
Instructional Research Development & Evaluation is the graduate program
conducted in cooperation with the Educational Psychology Department in
the College of Education. This program is based on the assumption that
budding instructional psy chologists should have an internship consisting of
experience on instruaional development research and evaluation projects

which the service activities of the division provide. Graduates from the
BYU Instructional Psychology program have met with considerable success
in obtaining good jobs, particularly in university-wide curriculum development and research centers in medical and dental schools and in military
training.

Although granting its degrees through the Educational Psychology
Department, the Instructional Psychology Doctoral program is interdisciplinary in nature and faculty in the program would like to see this
made more explicit through an organization separate from any single
college.

The largest area which has been added to Learning Resources, changing

its status from that of a division to that of an area under the Academic
Vice-President, was the University Library with all of its associated
services. Brigham Young University has experimented with, and installed

for operational use, a number of learning resources centers all over
campus. The Educational Media Services Department of the library
distributes thousands of movies, film strips, and other media both on
campus, to other campuses of the church educational system, and to
congregations of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
throughout the world. Thus the library is a dissemination agency for
educational materials in any form.
With the addition of the library, the combined strengths of the original
Communications Services Division (later titled the Instructional Services
Division) and library services numbers about 700 employees. The
magnitude of this investment by a private university is unique. Despite the
fact that, with 25,000 students, Brigham Young University is the largest

pnvate religious institution in the country, it could not support this
operation for its own campus. Through the commitment of the Church of
technology in
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints to innovation and

instruction through the program of the church Brigham Young University
has become a center for educational innovation. The world-wide church
with its own programs of welfare, health services and education throughout the world, and with rapid growth in Latin America and Asia and other
areas where Church members need extensive health education and welfare
services, calls upon the learning resources area for considerable production
and development of instructional materials. This additional extensive
service activity justifies the large investment.
nr)
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Within the University the greatest current hope for institutionalchange and for the capabilities of the learning
resources area to broadly influence the undergraduate program is an
izing educational

extensive analysis and reform of general education which has been going
on since 1972. Headed by the Dean of General Studies, a capit1± young
philosopher, C. Terry Warner, and coordinated by a council of some of the
strongest scholars at the university, the General EducatiJn Program, as
now outlined, I,as laid down as a fundamental principle the separation of

evaluation a:id instruction in the first skill-oriented group of general

education requirements. The Department of Instructional Evaluation and
Testing will be involved in the administration of the tests which will access
skills in reading, speaking, listening, and numeracy, among others. In order
to pass these tests students have to take no courses if they do Hot feel that
it is necessary. A substantial learning
resources capability is planned to
provide laboratory-oriented instruction for students in these basic
skills
which will be separate from any existing department. Freshman English
courses and similar introductory courses will no longer be offered by the
regular departments.
Principles used in the development of the administrative structure for
educational change at Brigham Young University may be of value to other
universities.
The areas of Instructional Production, Distribution and Instructional
Research Development and Evaluation are all necessar and require

separation from existing colleges and departments in high level
administrative support. It is not necessary that they be separated as
separate divisions as at BYU.

The association of a doctoral program with instructional development research activities is necessary to give a learning resources area
academic respectability and to keep it from becoming a craft shop
which can become self-serving.

A doctoral program in instructional research development or
evaluation needs an internship in which the doctoral students are
confronted with real world projects. Otherwise their dissertations

gravitate toward the irrelevancy of much of
academic learning
psychology.

A team relationship must be established with adequate funding
between the instructional designers, developers and subject matter
experts who are teachers in the academic units of the university to
accomplish viable and self-sustaining instructional development.
Furthermore, the interface between the administrative learning
resources area and the academic departments requires continual
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attention to develop new incentives both for the professionals within
the learning resources area and for the faculty members whose
reward system usually lies outside of instructional development.

The Problem of Institutionalizing
Educational Change
by Joseph I. Lipson

In considering the problem of institutionalizing educational change, the

dominant relevant feature of the academic setting is the extent and
complexity of the large social system with which one must deal. Colleges

and universities recruit from that society and pass students on to that
society. While knowledge produced by and located within universities has
effects upon society, society's decisions and values affect these institutions, and that society pays for the academic enterprise. To further
complicate matters the characteristics and the important variables of the

academic system are not all obvious. For example, there may be a
pre-selection of personality types who enter academic life which will
require different rules for institutionalization in colleges than in the
clay at large. Colleges are unique kinds of organizations and an analysis
of educational change should take this into account.
THE PRCZESS OF INSTITUTIONALIZATION

Institutionalization of educational change has taken place when the
change survives the departure of its initiator and becomes a stable part of
the system. Local institutionalization would require stability only in the
originating institution. For example, the work-study program at Antioch
College was institutionalized in a few institutions without (until recently)
having much of an impact upon higher education in general. However,
I
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national, non-local or extra-local institutionalization requires a certain rate
of diffusion and spread to rim sites. Change may be institutionalized by.
creating a new procedure or a new agency, a complete revamping of a
college, any other significant or important change such as development of
pass-fail grading or interdisciplinary programs, alternation of requirements,
introduction of significant new technologies, the British Open University,

and so on. Some of the markedly different paths to an innovation or
change in educational practice will be discussed in detail.

New institution. One path is the development of an entirely new
institution to embody the change. Supposedly this avoids the wrenching

effects and barriers to change associated with the modification of an
existing institution' . Another path involves implementing "the idea whose
time has come." In this case, a concept which one seemed impossible to
implement, like pass-fail grades or a university ombudsman, gradually, over
a period of years, permeates one institution after another as new
professors with different beliefs and attitudes participate in decisions.

Retirement of opponents. Someone once said of the process of
acceptance of new physics theories such as qaantum mechanics and
relatively that people who held the old ideas were not convinced, they
simply die off. Thus the advance of acceptance hinged more on
generational change than on the ability to convince people by the evidence
at hand. In changes such as legalized abortion, abolition of capital

punishment, legalization of marihuana and so on, one can see similar
effects, The older people in many survey samples are against change and
the younger people are overwhelmingly in favor.
Time scales and phasing. An important consideration in institutionalization is the time scale over which the change is to be implemented. By
planning for innovation in phase with what seem to be natural time scales
for innovation, one may be more successful.

Authority. The Flexner report on medical education, the Conant
reports on the need for comprehensive high schools, and the Newman
reports on higher education illustrate another path to institutionalization
of educational change which requires. a prestigious, academically acceptable analysis, and a relationship to either professional power, legislative
power, or sources of money. Such reports can also make legitimate an idea
whose time has come'.
The strong leader. A college president, a dean, or a department head

can generate certain kinds of institutionalized change. At least, leader
generated change has been a frequent occurrance over the history of higher
education2. However, current trends indicate that this approach is
becoming more difficult as the force of authority is weakening. In general,
faculties are more conservative than administrative leaders. Furthermore,

because small budget growth is responsible for a low current rate of
faculty turnover, the rate at which young faculty sympathetic to

tjt
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innovation can be recruited is restricted. Prospects and strategies for
institutionalized reform are probably more restricted in 1974 because of
the small number of places for new faculty members and the decline of the
force of authority of central administrators. As a result, universities must
look to other routes for institutionalization of change. generation of new
ir...itutions, grass runts consensus building, selective compelling demonstrations through social experiments, t.hange through control of the entry

of students into advanced levels, and research into the process of
institutionalizing change in colleges.
Complexity. The social systems involved are very complex. If a medical
school tries to change its structure to emphasize a more integrated

approach to human health, and if the students then do not do as well on
the national exams, there is powerful pressure to revert to the old
t.urriculum. If an innovation requires the development of a new depart-

ment ur agency within a college, boards of higher education ur other
colleges and departments which may fear competition for students and
funds may seek to control the decision. A new approach to engineering
may be pioneered but if the graduates have difficulty finding employment,
the approach will have been effeaively vetoed by the hiring decisions of
industry. If parents feel that a more open approach to grades and courses
dilutes what they believe is sound educational practice, a school is apt to
fii1d itself in sudden economic difficulties. Education and society are so
intricately intertwined that change in one system depends upon a
complementary change in the other system.
In order to deal with complexity within a college system, one approach

calls for the management of change by a single person. If a group of
people, each with primary responsibilities elsewhere, is expected to give
birth to an innovation, it is probable that some important interactions will
be ignored and the innovation will die as the group loses its momentum
and the individuals turn back to their primary tasks. On the other hand, if
a single individual has the responsibility, that person will more likely be
sensitive to present and future opposition, key people to be consulted,
needs for money, formal approval of various kinds, and su on. The person
in charge, however, must have qualities which may not easily be found and
matched to the leadership role.
Variables and forces. One important variable is related to whether the
change requires active ur passive acceptance. Also important is the number

of people who must accept a change. For example, faculty may feel
strongly about co-ed dormitories, but since most of the faculty do not
need to change their way of teaching because of the rooming arrangements, the change only requires passive acceptance. On the other hand, if
educational technology is to be widely used on a campus, a much more
active and willing participation by faculty and students is required if it is
to succeed and survive.
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Another important variable in educational change is the nature and
amount of k.apital investment and ongoing expenses involved. Except for
capital investment in buildings, educational administration has not learned
how to make decisions about capital investments. Yet the availability of

resources, human and monetary,

is

a strong limiting factor on the

institutionalization of change.
The variable which exerts the most direct positive pressure for change is
the flow of students. If enrollments fall, faculty may respond by accepting

strongly advocated innovations which were rejected when times were
good. The menu of change may be examined and re-evaluated to seek
approa,hes which promise to attract and hold students. Unfortunately,
there is no guarantee that the analysts will avoid the superficial and
oversimplistic character of many discussions on the nature of the educative
process.

A dearly perceived ideology or powerful analogy is another forte for
institutional change which is illustrated by the impetus the open or free
school idology has provided for new approaches. Dr. Luehrmann's
analogy of the computer resource as the modern analog of the library

has a similar promise. However, the power of the concept must be
matched by comprehension and response on the part of the people who
must accept and act upon the idea. The analogy of impedance matching
from elearonics may be useful in understanding institutionalization of
educational change. If one wants to effectively deliver power from a stereo
amplifier to the speakers, the impedance of the output of the amplifier
must match the impedance of the speakers. The analog of the impedance

of the amplifier is the ability of the leader or teacher to formulate a
particular kind of meaningful exposition and the ability of the student or
follower to comprehend the message. Thus the act of institutionalizing an
innovation has many aspects of teaching. The teachings and parables of
Christ are a powerful example of impedance teaching. Many of the events

of the attempts to implement Dewey's ideas on education can be
explained by the impedance matching analogy.
Additional aspects of institutionalization are. the short and long term
aspects of the change, the fact that the change may be good for some and

not for others, and the uncertainty of the results of the change. These
aspects of a proposed 1.hange properly introduce a political dimension into

the management of change which in turn raises questions of timing,
consultation, and general decision making procedures.

Certain kinds of innovation require a period of leadercontrolled
development in order to preserve the dean character of the concept.
However, it is often difficult to obtain this degree of autonomy for an
innovation since the individuals involved must each give some form of
informed consent to the enterprise. Thus the political dimensions, the
ability of the innovative staff to project certainty and confidence and to
ir

t")
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rally support on key issues, and so on, all become very important in the
early stages of a development. The development of the Keller Plan is an
interesting case for analysis on this score.
Because all innovations are not positive, other problems occur.

Educational administrators often have great difficulty killing a bad
innovation or even distinguishing good ones from bad ones. An innovation

can properly consist of disposing of a traditional practice. Thus the
analysis of institutionalization should tell university administrators. how

to admit mistakes; how to undo mistakes of the past, and how to
recognize when once serviceable agencies are no longer useful.

Diffusion of ideas. Initially, there is a period in the growth of an idea
during which a few scattered individuals can recognize and discuss the
concept. Usually informed by a professional communication network in
which publications and perhaps professional meetings play an important
role, these individuals talk to their friends and colleagues about the new
idea and, depending upon the interest and urgency of the problem with
which the idea deals, these people in turn diffuse the idea to others. Thus
colonies of people who know about the idea gradually grow around the
initial source. Eventually, the colonies of informed people begin to
overlap.

When colonies overlap the percentage of informed people in the society

or institution may still be relatively small. However, the concept

is

sufficiently well known so that one may travel and have a good change of
finding people who have discussed the new idea (e.g., Keller Plan, British
Open University.) Project COMPUTe is in the early stages of the first
phase. The Doctor of Arts program is in the second stage.

At this point it is likely that some form of mass media attention takes
over. For example, the editors of Change, Psychology Today, The
Chronicle of Higher Education, or the education section of Time, the New
York Times, or Newsweek will discover that people are all talking about
the concept and will prepare a major article or series on the new concept.
The leading spokespersons for the new idea will give invited talks at large
conventions. The result of this kind of media exposure is that the idea
becomes known to most people in the society of interest'.
Although the concept may become known by name through such mass
media attention it may not be accepted. People who have been sensitized
to references and arguments relating to the concept will orient themselves

positively or negatively toward the idea. The much longer process of
reaching consensus for action takes place only after people change
attitudes or after people favorable to the innovation acquire the resources
and decision making authority to carry out the new idea. A compelling
demonstration during a crisis which focuses attention on the ability of the
new concept to solve important problems can be decisive. Earlier a
demonstration might have gone unnoticed because it had not yet
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penetrated the consciousness of the relevant public. However, if attitude
toward the concept is dependent upon age or social conditions, imple-

mentation may have to wait until the older generation retires or until
specialized colonies of like minded people can be formed.

During the final stage of development a concept is usually enriched,
modified and qualified as it undergoes institutionalization.

At this point the supply of available talent to adequately develop the
innovation and develop further talent is crucial. Many programs can grow
only as fast as one can train new talent or retrain individuals to adequately
fill new roles and perform new tasks. To deal successfully with this phasing

problem, money should not be supplied faster than it can be used and
people should not be recruited in greater numbers or at a greater rate than
they can be adequately introduced to the innovation. Each step of an
innovation depends upon processes executed over time by groups of
critical size. While planning and the use of technology may shorten many
steps and increase the rate at which new people can be trained, the steps
cannot be eliminated.
We can also have such phenomena as false failures in which an Idea is

tried and rejected because

it

is not properly understood ur properly

implemented. Jack Getzels of the University of Chicago has said that this
is a particular danger in education, that It takes 20 years to recover a good
idea which is poorly implemented.
Many of the elements of institutionalization are initiated intuitively or
are carried along by traditional processes of organizations without much
planning although there is enough knowledge to attempt more coinprehen
sive planning. If innovators don't allow the process of diffusion to occur,

they may run the risk of being frustrated because the necessary social
processes must take place over time. Very few administrators have the
social and political clout to introduce an innovation un a massive scale
through reputation alone.
THE D.A. AT CHICAGO CIRCLE

The Chicago Circle Campus of the University of Illinois was established

in 1965 when the demand for Ph.D.'s was expected to continue to be
strong

for some time, and people came to the faculty with every

expectation of having Ph.D. programs in all major areas. llowever, before

this expectation could flower into fulfillment, the freeze hit higher
education and, in 1972, Chicago Circle which had grown from nothing to
19,000 students suddenly found its growth traumatically restricted.
As growth leveled off more faculty began to look for appropriate ways
for the campus to develop new programs in spite of the new restrictions.
Jan Rocek, Dean of the Graduate College and a chemist, was anxious to

develop new graduate programs. At the same time, the Chemistry
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Department had huge enrollments in the entering courses but there was
severe attrition due to inadequate student preparation. The Chemistry
faculty concluded that newer approaches were needed and could be
developed within the context of a program leading to the Doctor of Arts
degree.

As a result of early conversations, Dean Jan Rocek convened a Doctor
of Arts Faculty Committee. With some dissent, the Committee reported
out a set of guidelines and recommendations which became the major
blueprint for the Doctor of Arts program at the University of Illinois at
Chicago Circle. Because faculty members were afraid that the new degree
was being forced upon Chicago Circle in place of the Ph.D. degree, and for

some other reasons, the faculty agreed that the D.A. would not be
accepted into any department that did not also have a Ph.D. degree.
Another reason offered for this move was to assure that the quality of the
D.A. departments would be of the same quality as that required to give a
Ph.D. degree.

The departments involved in the Doctor of Arts degree were. the
Chemistry Department, under the leadersiup of Professor !Conn and with

the support of Professor Sage, the Math Department with Professors
Feinstein and Undin, the Physics Department with Prufessurs Kuuvel and
Sundaram, the Biology Department with Professors Shapiro, Bardack and
Hadley, and the German Department with Professors Shaw and Henna.
It is important to note that the University demonstrated commitment
to the new program by finding the money to hire an Associate Dean of the
Graduate College with primary responsibility of developing and promoting

the Doctor of Arts program. At that time, even though the committee
report had been released, no department had yet had a Doctor of Arts
proposal approved by the Board of Trustees ur by the Board of Higher
Education of the State of Illinois which had clamped a moratorium un all
new doctoral programs. The Graduate College sought $300,000 in external
support over a three year period in order to hire special faculty to develop
new courses for the program and to supervise the work of D.A. students.

Money was also sought to support students and student projeas in the
program. However, granting agencies were reluctant to award funds for a

program which had not been approved by the State Board of Higher
Education because such grants might give the appearark.e of trying to
apply pressure to the decision making process at the local level.
Although the faculty report from a multi-departmental group required

quite definitely that a cure faculty of the Doctor of Arts program should
have a strong voice in the education and thesis work of the Doctor of Arts
graduate students, many faculty members feared that the extradepartmental components would re-,reate a new department of education,
and any steps which seemed to lead in this direction were resisted. As a

result of these concerns, a Duaor of Arts Committee was formed with
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representation from all the departments which had a strong interest in the
Doctor of Arts program. Many times it seemed that it would be impossible
to satisfy all the groups which had a veto power over the program, as those

faculty and administrators who were committed to the program were
simultaneously negotiating with faculty, department heads, the D.A.

Committee, the university administration, funding agencies, the State
Board of Higher Education and the PLATO group at Urbana.
The simultaneous strategy began to pay off when the National Science

Foundation with Dr. Alice Withrow as the program officer, the Sloan
Foundation represented by Dr. James D. Koerner, and the Carnegie
Corporation represented by Dr. E. Alden Dunham all showed interest on
the condition that some a,commodation could be made with the Board of
Higher Education. Even before formal state board approval of the D.A.
was obtained, faculty were able to obtain approval from the Diret.tor of
the Board's staff to submit funding proposals for a modified Ph.D.
program which had the requirements but not the name of the D.A.

Grants from prestigious foundations, first the NSF, then the Sloan
Foundation and the Carnegie Corporation, gave the program a tremendous
lift. Furthermore, since the grants funded the extra. departmental ,k.livity,
this critical component was strengthened. The support from sy mbols of
power and authority in the awdemi, world gave legitima to the program
design.

Although administrators sought the approval of the faculty D.A.
Committee for all key de,isions at every step, there were still fears that the

administrators might subvert the wishes of the fak.ulty. In particular,
faculty approval was diffkult to obtain for the hiring of new fak.ulty for
computerbased education and for the design of natural experiments and
evaluation of educational effeuiveness. A ,andidate for a fa,ulty position
had to be approved by the faculty, the department heads of the onarned
departments and the faculty of the departments in which the new member
would hold or seek tenure. Be,ause D.A. fa,ulty members were also hired
as hard positions even though they would temporarily be paid from grant
funds, the hiring proass was in deadly earnest. However, be,ause of the
different perspectives of different people and different departments, it was

nearly impossible to agree on whom to hire. It was frustrating to see
excellent candidates enthuslastk.ally a.apted by one group only to be
totally rejected by others.

Before any new fak.ulty had been sth.assfully hired, the Board of
Higher Education approved the Doaor of Arts program in Chemistry and
Mathematics. At the same time the projea dire.tor bek.atne an Assouate
Vice Chancellor which assured the program a voia in the administrative
council.

Another important move was the appointment of Dr. James Norr as
Acting Associate Dean of the Graduate College and oordmator of the

r
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D.A. program. Dr. Norr is a young assistant professor in the Sociology
Department with a major research interest in methods of teacher
evaluation. Because the only sure path to tenure at Chicago Circle is a
strong research record, Dr. Nurr made a daring and valuable move in
accepting the appointment.
Under Dr. Norr new D.A. faculty have been hired, the first students
have entered the program, and the first courses have been offered.
Interestingly, initial D.A. courses have been over subscribed and have
enrolled Ph.D. as well as D.A. students.
FACTORS IN INSTITUTIONALIZATION

It is premature to say that the Doctor of Arts program has been
institutionalized at the University of Illinois at Chicago Circle. To be a true

success it must outlast Dean Jan Rucek, Department Head Bill Sager,
Professor Leonard Kutin and Associate Vice Chancellor Lipson. Further, it
must spread to other major universities if It is to du the job which needs to
be done.
What factors contributed to the successful beginning? First, the

program was pushed by a highly respected and outstanding scholar,
Graduate Dean Jan Rucek, which assured academic respectability for the
degree.

Second, faculty of the concerned departments were kept in charge of
the major decisions. Nuw that faculty have been hired specifically to teach
in the D.A. program, it has individuals with a sustaining Interest to spread
and advance the program.

Third, considerable planning went into the program su that a great
many pitfalls were worked out and thought out ahead of time. The
planning was not perfect but it laid the groundwork for convincing
argument when debates became serious.
Fourth, the ability of the program to attract significant outside support
was a powerful fa,tur at a critical time. Access to the PLATO program also
gave the program the charisma of a new system with exciting potential.

Because outstanding research workers in the Chemistry Department
have taken an active and sustained Interest in the program, this pattern has
a good chance of holding m other science departments. The program also
offers the promise of dealing with significant problems which face most
science departments.
Because the program has been supported by several national groups of
stature and by respected individuals such as Dr. Paul Dressel and Dr. E.

Alden Dunham, it has been more easily accepted by Chicago Circle
faculty. Finally, the program addresses a general need to improve the
teaching and communication of knowledge.

What may cause the downfall of the D.A. program? It is difficult to
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build and sustain a foreign body in a host. It is not clear that the graft of
the D.A. program will take in the face of suspicion and uncertain payoffs
for faculty and administrators. Because the forum for the research effort
which must be associated with the new degree has not yet been established

and because the proposed research methodology is both difficult and
expensive, the research component may be difficult to institutionalize
within the disciplines.
However, the program can grow slowly and still wind up as a success in
the long run.
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Chapter 21
Computing Applications
in the USSR
by D. Don Aufenkamp

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATIVE ACTIVITIES

The National Science Foundation" encourages and supports U.S.
scientific participation in international science programs and activities that
promise maximum benefit to the U.S. science effort. These activities are
broad and diverse. In 1973 the foundation served as the executive agency
for a dozen bilateral agreements and is active in developing cooperative

science programs in several other areas as well. Only a few examples
include: the U.S.-India Exchange of Scientists Program, the U.S.-Italy
Cooperative Science Program; the U.S.-Israel Binational Science Founda-

tion; the U.S.-Latin America Cooperative Science Program, and the
support through the NAS of the International Institute for Applied
System Analysis in Austria. IIASA is a multinational research center
involving the U.S., the U.S.S.R. and several other countries.

During the past year the foundation assumed a major role in the
development of cooperative programs between U.S. scientists and their
U.S.S.R. counterparts. The Director of the NSF, Dr. Guyford Stever, was

appointed U.S. CoChairman of the Joint Commission for the U.S.U.S.S.R. Agreement on Cooperation in the Fields of Science and
Technology. This bilateral agreement with the U.S.S.R. Is but one of eight
such agreements although most of them have U.S. agencies other than the
NSF as the executive agent. Other agreements include ones in agriculture,
medicine, oceanography, environment, space, energy and transportation.
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US-USSR AGREEMENT ON SCIENTIFIC
AND TECHNICAL COOPERATION

The U.S.-U.S.S.R. Agreement on Scientific and Technical Cooperation
was signed in Moscow on May 24, 1972, during President Nixon's visit.

Under this agreement both countries pledge themselves to assist and
develop scientific and technical cooperation between both countries on
the basis of mutual benefit, equality and reciprocity. The main objective
of this cooperation is to provide broad opportunities for both countries to
combine the efforts c their scientists and specialists in working un major
problems, whose solution will promote the progress of science and
technology for the benefit of both countries and of mankind.
Under the agreement, a joint commission was established which meets
annually alternately in MOSCOW and Washington. The most recent meeting
was held in Moscow in November 1973. Cooperative programs are being
developed and implemented in twelve areas thus far including. chemical
catalyses, the production of substances by microbiological means, science
and technical information, water resources, forestry research and technology; and electrometallury.

In one of the areas, the application of computers to management,
management is given a very broad Interpretation. I am Chairman of the
U.S. side of a Joint Working Group established by the joint commission.
My counterpart is Dr. B. I. Rameev of the State Committee of the
U.S.S,R. Council of Ministers for Science and Technology. Dr. Rameev is
well known within the Soviet Union for his work on the design of the
URAL series of Soviet computers. Together with other specialists from
both countries, the joint commission has devoted a major effort during
1973-74 to developing a program of mutual benefit satisfactory to both
sides.

Three topics have been defined

in

detail and implementation is

underway:

Econometric modeling (development of forecasting models for
analysis of various branches of the economy);

Computer analysis applied to the economics and management of
large systems; and
Applications of computers to the management of large cities.
Two other topics are being developed:

Theoretical foundation for software for application in economics
and management; and
Computer-aided refinement of de ,ion-making of high level executives.

The emphasis is on computer apphcations not on computer science and
technology as such although, of course, It plays an underlying role.
Travels of the working group members thus far have included. some
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20.30 different organizations in a half dozen cities, Moscow, Leningrad,
Kiev, Tbilisi, Sukhumi, and Novosibirsk, and visits with several dozen
researchers, administrators, city and government officials. Nevertheless,
participants have seen only a very small part of the U.S.S.R. A total of

about two months has been spent in the U.S.S.R. and about half that
much time working with Soviet delegations in the U.S.
SOVIET COMPUTING APPLICATIONS

At least in their thinking and planning for the coming decades,
computer-based systems are destined to play a central rule. These systems,
too, are no ordinary systems. In the Directives of the 24th Congress of the
Communist Party of the Soviet U nion, Mr. A. N. Kosygin noted, "Our
planned economy permits the creation of a state-wide automated system
for collection and processing of information for accounting, planning, and
national economic management un the basis of a state system of computer
centers and a unified automated communications network."
Descriptors like unified, universal, integrated, networks, automated,
hierarchical, closedloop, total systems, all are heard in connection with
planned or proposed systems. Thus, for example, in response to Mr.
Kosygin's remarks, there is the Statewide Automated Manage,c,ent system

which will be based on the State Network of Computer Centers and the
Statewide Data Transmission System. The purpose of the Statewide
Automated Management system is to improve planning and management

on the basis of widespread use of econometric methods, computer
technology and communications facilities. The system miss i provide
needed guidance information to statewide, republic, and territorial
management organizations, to ministries and departments, for the solution
of problems of accounting, planning, and decision-making in the area of
economics and production.
This is a very ambitious goal. The difficulty, of course, is not one of
describing the objectives at this level, but how to proceed to accomplish
these objectives. Among the problems that must be solved somehow in the
development of the system, if it is to be effective, are the following.
analysis of trends in the growth of the overall socialist economy of

the country, its union republizs (there are 15) and its economic
regions; and

analysis of projects for future and current plans for the development

of the economy of the U.S.S.R. and its branches. and also for the
development of the economies of the union republits and ewnomic
regions, material anu technical supply, capital construction, transportation, financial and credit planning, labor resources, price-fixing,
etc.

These undertakings are very complex ones and clearly extend well
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beyond the acquisition and installation of computer hardware and the
usual computer software. One has, too, the impression that all too often in
both countries the installation of hardware is considered somehow
equivalent in effect to having already long-term solutions for these
complex dynamic economic problems.

The basis for a large part of the cooperative program has been the
emphasis on the methodology of addressing planning problems of great
complexity. Both countries, and, of course, the entire world could benefit
from an improved understanding of these complex problems.

Within the Soviet Union U.S. participants in the joint working group
are developing close ties with institutions responsible for different aspects
of this work. There is, for example, GOSPLAN, the State Committee of
the Council of Ministers responsible fur Planning. In a centralized planned
economy as that in the Soviet Union such a group carries much
responsibility for developing and implementing the long-range plans like

the Five Year Plans. The group is also establishing close ties with the
CEMI, Central Economic-Mathematical Institute of the Academy of
Sciences, a research institute concerned in large part with research on
theoretical solutions to the complex system problems of forecasting for
lung-term development. A third aspect of this work, which in some ways
links the work of CEMI with GOSPLAN, is the research of the Institute of
Economics in Novosibirsk which is playing a key role in coupling

theoretical developments to the very real and practical problems of
developing resources and the associated enterprises in Siberia.

Another topic of cooperation is the application of computers to the
management of large cities. The joint commission has spent much time
working with city officials in Moscow, Kiev, Leningrad and Novosibirsk. It

important to recognize at the outset that the functions of city
government in the U.S.S.R. are vastly different from those in the U.S.
Municipalities in the Soviet Union, for example, are responsible for all
residential and commercial construction, for operating bakeries, running
all retail stores, operating all restaurants, cafes, ice cream parlors, and so
on, and for the delivery' of all goods, from bread to boots and bricks. The
mayor of Moscow tanks among the world's major executives in terms of
responsibilities and resources. He directs a work force of 1,400,000
is

municipal employees in a city with a population of 7.3 million. The mayor
of New York is responsible, by comparison, for a work force of less than

400,000 in a it of eight million. One of the city of Moscow's most
important computer 'applications, which reflects local needs, is developing
daily delivery schedules and actual truck routes for the transport of goods
throughout the city. "I :venty million metric tuns per year are transported
by a fleet of some 60,000 trucks.
One of the more impressive research groups which the group visited in
Leningrad was concerned with city management problems.
or.
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Lensystemotechnica was formed in 1970 and has 1500 employees. Besides

operating current systems for the city, this extremely talented technical
unit is enthusiastically engaged in a long-term goal of 10 to 30 years for a
"completely automated system for the entire management of the city" to
be integrated with corresponding systems at the regional and national
levels. City planners in the U.S.S.R. have long-range plans, sonic stretching

30 years into the future for the complete range of city functions. One
interesting aspect of planning, different at least from that in the United
States, is the establishment of a "green belt" of trees of ten kilometers or
more in width around the major cities is a part of an environmental plan.
In applications to city management, there also appears to be an almost
uncritical enthusiasm for total management information systems that
parallels a similar wave of optimism that existed in the U.S. some ten years
ago. How well these objectives can be met, depends, of course, to some
extent on the acquisiticn of appropriate computer hardware and software.
However, the really difficult problems are analytical in nature, to develop
forecasting and modeling techniques to assist in understanding the
long-range dynamic societal problems faced by municipalities.
COMPUTER AIDED DECISION - MAKING

The U.S.S.R. is placing a strong emphasis on the task of increasing the
qualifications of managers for the purpose of increasing the efficiency of
production. This emphasis is also in line with the directives of the 24th
Congress of the Communist Party in the current five-year plan on the
development of the economy of the U.S.S.R. in the area of improving the
methods of management and planning on the basis of widespread use of
computer technology and econometric methods.

One of the more interesting institutes visited in connection with
developing this topic was the Institute of Economic Management which

is

organized under the State Committee of the Cuunul of Ministers for
Science and Technology, This is a management institute for top industrial
managers such as ministers, deputy ministers, presidents and directors of
industrial enterprises. The school was created 2.1/2 years ago. Sessions run
three months, five days a week, with about 80 in a dabs ,urrently. There
are four principal chairs in the institute:
social-economic aspects of management;
economic-mathematical methods of planning;
social, juridical problems of management; and
automatic systems.
Throughout, there is an emphasis on a systematic, study of the latest
achievements of domestic and foreign sciena and technology, of effective
meths is of planning and economic stimulation, and of s.ientific organization of labor and management using computers. The expectation is that in
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five years there w ill be 500-600 students per class. The curriclilum includes
two thesis projeas. one thesis on applied economiu.s and mathematics, and

one thesis on applied social and psychological aspects. Students are
encouraged to write these theses in terms of their own job responsibilities

and, in fact, there is a consious follow-up to see how well the thesis is
being applied by the student on his ur her return to the regular position.
Although this last top., has not y et been completely defined, it is one
which we believe should be very interesting to both countries, and, of
course, will help to make the work in the other areas more useful to all.
This overview hopefully w ill give some insight into computer applica-

tions in the Soviet Union and to the approach being taken under the
Agreement for Sclentitic and Technical Cooperation for developing a
program of activities. A few may also give some perspective on the way in
which the k.ommission works. Working sessions are described as taking
place in an atmosphere of mutual understanding and cooperation with an
exchange of Views on both sides. The role of the working group is to help
to work out the details of scientific, recommendations. Working sessions,
nevertheless, are far more than formalities. There is, of course, an aspect of
formality involved, but for the most part the work has been in the nature

of trying to understand the substance and approach being taken by
scientists and other officials in both ountries and in working out together

a plan of action. The sessions are often lung and intense. There are
problems introduced by the differences in languages, by differences in
terminology within distaplines, by differences in approach to scientific
research in both u.ountries, and by possible differences in objectives on
both sides because it is all being conducted within the framework of the
larger political setting.
It is the practice to prepare a communication following major meetings
to summarize, for the record and for the joint commission, the work that
took place during the meetings. The preparation and wording of these

ommuniu.ations, which are written in both the English and Russian
languages, is particularly important because they form a sequence of

building blocks on which joint efforts rest. Records which have been
prepared are available on request to interested individuals.
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